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ABSTRACT

One of the most vexing questions in the exegetical research on the Psalms has been the establishing of
the identity of the suppliant who refers to himself as the cani. Many scholars have endeavoured to
study the meaning and significance of this word, but it is still not satisfactorily resolved. The weakness
of these studies can be traced back to two factors:

(1) an exaggerated over-confidence in the etymological method of analysis, and

(2) the implementation of inadequate and incomplete semantic methods.

This investigation starts out with the hypothesis that the meaning of cani must be determined in terms
of both its macro and micro leve~. Thus, the meaning of this designation will be established
synchronically, as well as in terms of an associative field. In this way the semantic field of cani can be
.demarcated in light of its immediate lexical, as well as its wider associative field.

A close reading of the Psalms in which cani appears, reveals that a triangular relationship is depicted
between certain actants. The drama tis personae occupying the following roles in this triangle are:

(1) Yahweh asjudge and saviour,

(2) the cani as suppliant and victim, and

(3) .the antagonist as oppressor and blasphemer.

In order to establish the identity of the cani it was necessary to investigate its synonyms and antonyms
within this complex triangular structure. Within such a semantic framework it has been determined that
the stereotype translation equivalent "poor" is both inadequate and misleading.
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OPSOMMING

Een van die mees kwellende vrae in die moderne Psalmeksegese is die raaisel aangaande die identiteit
van die cani. Baie geleerdes het gepoog om die betekenis van hierdie woord te bepaal, maar tot nou toe
is die prableem nog nie bevredigend opgelos nie as gevolg van:

(1) te swaar klem wat op die etimologie van die woord geplaas is, of

(2) onvoldoende semantiese metodes wat gebruik is in die ondersoek van hierdie term.

Hierdie studie gaan uit van die hipotese dat die betekenis van cani op beide makro- en mikrovlak
vasgestel moet word. Die betekenis moet sinkronies sowel as in terme van 'n assosiatiewe veld bepaal
word. Op hierdie wyse kan die semantiese veld afgebaken word op grand van die onmiddellike
leksikale sowel as die wyere assosiatiewe veld.

Verder is daar ook vasgestel dat in die Psalms waarin cani voorkom, daar gewoonlik sprake is van 'n
driehoeksverhouding. Die dramatis personae is:

(1) Jahwe as rigter en redder,

(2) die cani as aangeklaagde/smekeling en slagoffer en

(3) die antagonis as onderdrukker en aanklaerllasteraar.

Om die identiteit van die cani vas te stel, was dit nodig om die sinonieme sowel as die antonieme van
hierdie term binne so 'n driehoekige struktuur te ondersoek. Binne so 'n semantiese raamwerk is
vasgestel dat die stereotipe vertalingsekwivalent "arm" beide onvoldoende en misleidend is.
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CHAPTER 1

METHODOLOGICAL ASPECTS

1 INTRODUCTION

The noun cani appears twenty one times in the Hebrew Psalter. In all of these instances it has become
almost customary for Bible translators to translate cani with the equivalent "poor". The AV renders it
as "poor" in all twenty one instances, whereas, the RSV tries to improve on this record, by reducing the
number to seventeen. The four other remaining instances are given the translation equivalent of
"afflicted" .

The newer translations, however have seriously tried to remedy the above-mentioned situation. Neither
the AV or the RSV have succeeded in giving a desirable translation of cani in the Psalms. The
translation equivalent "poor" shifts the emphasis to economic suffering (Le. poverty). It has a modem
day connotation and does not reflect the context and usage of cani in the Psalter adequately. The NIV
translates cani with "poor" only eleven times and the NEB the same only nine times.

Schultz (1973:95) states that these committees correctly observed that in the twenty one instances in
which cani appears, it does not always convey the idea of material poverty explicitly.

This however, does not summarily exclude the possibility that the suppliants who identified themselves
as the cani, could have been victims of material poverty as well. It is evident that the translator cannot
be dogmatic about the translation of cani, without first grappling with the context in which this tenn
appears. Furthermore, in light of the current connotation which has been allotted to the concept "poor",
the question is posed as to whether this translation equivalent does not inevitably lead to a one-sided or
naive understanding of cani in this corpus. It is imperative that translators bear in mind this caveat
when they translate this term.

The Psalms are for many people an important corpus of material in which spiritual guidance is mostly
sought, partly because of the piquant nature of the expressions taken up in it. In a situation of tension
between the "haves" and "have-nots", continuously positioning themselves against each other in many
respects, this necessarily leads to a far too hasty and simplistic conclusion of the rich as the oppressors
and the poor as the oppressed. It is therefore necessary to corne to a proper understanding of the nature
of the term cani in the Psalms and the way it corresponds and differs from other related designations.
When this material is properly integrated with the results of a semantic study, it could lead to a better
understanding of one of the most vexing problems in contemporary exegesis today, Le. is God on the
side of the poor or on the side of the rich?

I
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The study of semantics is that aspect of linguistics which deals with meaning in language, whereas

exegesis has to do with the interpretation of texts and the acquisition of its textual meaning. In this way

the task of exegesis and the determining of meaning is closely tied together (Botha 1989:3-4). The

exegetical process of biblical texts, however, is a complex matter. Its complexity lies in the fact that

these ancient textual materials convey messages which are not always readily discernable to us today

(Cotterell & Turner 1989:43), for these texts are separated from the modem exegete in terms of both

chronology and culture. The exegete must therefore attempt to bridge this gulf if he wants to

understand and decode the message of these ancient texts.

An exegetical model will therefore be applied in which the principles of modem linguistics are utilized.

The theory of field semantics in which the lexical and associative domains of words are distinguished,

forms an important aspect of such a model (Sawyer 1972:30). The viability of such an exegetical

model will be tested on those psalms in which the word cani appears. In conclusion, certain guidelines

will then be proposed for future exegetical studies in the Psalms.

1.1 A SHORT HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE SEMANTICS
DEBATE

Criticism against the unscientific manner in which linguistic material was utilized in theological

discussion can be traced back to the 1935 presidential address of Kent (1935:115-137). He considered

publications in the field of Semitic linguistics to be inferior, inaccurate and invalid, when compared to

Indo-European publications. He listed the following factors as contributing to this state of affairs:

(1) The failure to distinguish between the spoken and the written aspect of language.

(2) The failure to standardize a system of terminological codes or references.

(3) The failure to adequately research the regularity of phonetic changes under given conditions.

(4) The failure to discontinue the indiscriminate usage of comparative linguistic studies, especially

where it has been proven to be unjustified.

(5) The failure to integrate into Semitic research, the scientific methods used and devised by Indo-

European scholarship.

He continued to argue that the main reason why Semitic scholarship found itself in such a crisis was

"because most of those who worked on Semitic studies had been trained in the first instance as

theologians and had only later and secondarily turned to linguistic scholarship" (Kent 1935:136).

The failure of this kind of language training in many theological curricula is that it is literary in

emphasis, rather than linguistic in orientation and praxis. Its aim is the reading of the Bible in the

original languages. Therefore it is not surprising that these types of language studies are neither

designed nor equipped to deal with any of the linguistic issues raised by Kent in his address. In fact. an

2
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ability to read a language is no guarantee that a reader will understand the structure of that language.
Only a descriptive language study will be able to solve a language's structural problems (Chomsky
1971:71-79).

This advice of Kent (1935) however, practically went unheeded and in 1961 James Barr resumed the
debate with representatives of this literary emphasis school of thought. 1 In his debate he indicates that
these scholars did not only ignore Kent's advice, but they also made themselves guilty of abusing
linguistic evidence. Barr maintained, like Kent, that only by studying a language linguistically, could
one hope to make a contribution towards the understanding of it. Failure to do so would result in an
inability to answer questions such as:

(1) the relation between the Hebrew verbal system and the Hebrew thought pattern,

(2) the relation between the morphological structure of a language and the conceptual patterns of its
users, and

(3) the possibility or impossibility of expressing Hebrew thought in Greek or in any other language.

It was against the over-confidence of certain scholars who made deductions far too hastily, that Barr
directed his criticism. He claimed that many of the linguistic arguments used were either unsystematic
or haphazard in nature (Barr 1961:21-22).2

Barr's critique (1961) received positive as well as negative criticism. Moule (1962:27) describes his
critique as a red light that warns the motorist who is about to enter a dangerous minefield. Hill (1967)
expresses a more multi-dimensional opinion when he assessed the critique of Barr. He described it as a
voice which courageously unmasked the erroneous exegetical practices of the day (1967:1). He
however, judiciously cautions that the guilt for this state of affairs must be shared by both theologians
and linguists. The theologians on their part have neglected the study of linguistics, whereas linguists
have failed to inform theologians in an appropriate way about their science (Hill 1967:1).

Hill finally concludes, that even though Barr's critique has led scholars to re-assess the doubtful
linguistic foundations upon which they have hitherto built their imposing theological statements. Barr
has the tendency to overstate a problem. In his zeal to warn exegetes of the impending errors, Barr has
tended to be over-critical, and has in some instances over-simplified matters (Hill 1967:6).

A year after Hill's publication, there appeared an article in which Barr contended that his critic h,ad
failed to give a correct assessment of his point of view (Barr 1968:377). Barr also indicated that Hill
had not successfully bridged the gap between the theoretical and the practical area of his research. This
opinion eXp'ressedby Barr concerning his critic was also shared by other scholars.

Some important proponents of this school are Pedersen (1940), Boman (1960) and Knight (1953).

2 A year later Barr (1962) presented these arguments in a more systematic manner when he published a
further study on Semantics.

3
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In a review Sawyer (1968:253) states that as a post-Barr study, Hill's book is of a very disappointing
nature. This publication does nothing to pursue the 1961 semantics debate any further. In fact, Hill is
actually guilty of returning to the status quo ante.

From these reviews it can be deduced that Barr received both negative and positive criticism. Most
reviewers regarded his critique as being highly accurate and scientific. They also indicated that a
failure to utilize its findings was to do so at the researchers own peril, despite the fact that a few minor
weaknesses undergirded this critique (Silva 1983:20). Therefore, the most important question that must
be answered by anyone who wants to by-pass the problems addressed in the 1935 and 1961 debate, is
whether Barr's findings have been utilized in his research or not. If not, exegetes will do well if they
take cognisance of these findings and implement them into their future studies.

1.2 BARR'S CRITICISM AGAINST THE EXEGETICAL WORK OF
THE BIBLICAL THEOLOGY MOVEMENT

As it has already been indicated Barr's intention was to evaluate the exegetical models used in biblical
theology circles. His goal was not to criticize Biblical Theology or any other school of theology as
such (Barr 1961:21-23). He therefore confmed himself to investigating the way in which linguistic
material was used in their exegetical labours. In his critique he indicates that it is unscientific to try and
prove that a relation exists between theological thought and biblical language. Barr argued that such
research is not only haphazard but also unsystematic in nature. In fact it is based on a superficial
investigation of a language and does not proceed from a sound linguistio and semantic foundation. He
criticizes these exegetical models because of two discrepancies:

(1) The way in which linguistic material was manipulated to prove that a relation existed between
the grammatical structure of a language and the thought structure of its speakers.

(2) The way in which linguistic material was manipulated to prove that an understanding of the
Bible as a unity was a pre-requisite for the correct interpretation of it.

Barr (1961: 10-14) then lists the arguments that these scholars used to justify these discrepancies:

(1) The contrast between Israelite and Greek thought.

(2) The contrast between the static and dynamic character of the Bible languages.

(3) The contrast between abstract and concrete concepts embedded in the linguistic structure.

(4) The contrast in Israelite and Greek anthropology, which can be deducted directly from the
linguistic evidence of the Bible.

Barr (1961:45) rejected this logico-parallelism, for statements about the conceptual world of the Bible
cannot be made on the basis of grammatical categories. Barr also argued that the need to establish a

4
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relation between language and thought patterns, was the result of the popular Von Humboldtian thesis
in which he argued that the grammatical structure of a language offered a direct entrance into the
thought processes of a people. Barr cited an account of McAllaster (1960:431) who maintains "that the
retention of a reduced vowel in Hebrew is parallel to the shadowy continuance of the soul after death
and to the maintenance of a dead man's name through the levirate marriage". McAllaster (1960:426)
also argues that "there is no neuter gender in Hebrew because they recognized no neuter objects". Barr
(1961:45) then continues that one could argue by the same fallacious analogy "that the Hittites had a
neuter but no feminine because they saw no essential difference between man and woman". Barr
maintains that the problem is not whether there exists a relation between thought and language, but
whether there is actually a relation between thought and the morphological structure of a language.

Barr then indicates that this type of scholarship was a reaction to the critical studies of the mid-
twentieth century in which the Bible was virtually dissected into tiny pieces. The exponents of the
biblical theology movement solved this crisis by understanding and interpreting the Bible as a unity,

instead of dissecting the Bible into fragments. Subscription to the biblical theology view did not mean
that the results of critical scholarship were ignored or disregarded. In fact the scholars of the Biblical
Theology movement acknowledged the problems connected with diversity of authorship and
circumstance. This was not their insurmountable hurdle. What they rather sought was a general type of
theme that could unite these diverse documents. The task of these scholars can be.summarized as an
attempt to reconstruct the so-called unity of the Bible via an acknowledgement of its unique Hebrew

background. In this way they could utilize the fmdings of modem biblical criticism, while at the same
time hold on to their own presuppositions. These scholars argued that the critical model on its own was
inadequate because it was only capable of an analysis and not a synthesis. They further maintained that
an exegetical model must not only be designed for fragmentary textual analysis but must also be
equipped to provide a holistic synthesis of the total textual corpus.

This synthesis however, was achieved at the expense of accurate scientific scholarship. Barr criticized
the unsound manner in which they utilized linguistic evidence in their theological discussion (1961:4-
5). He argued that these methods are based on fallacious foundations. It was against these unscientific
practices that Barr directed his energies when he evaluated the exegetical methods used in biblical
theology circles.

1.3 BARR'S CRITICISM SPECIFICALLY AGAINST THE "THEOLO-
GISCHES WoRTERBUCH ZUM NEUEN TESTAMENT"

Barr describes the Theologisches Worterbuch zum Neuen Testament (TWNT) as a new work based on
the earlier lexical studies of Herman Cremer and his student Kogel. Barr continues to identify the aims

5
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and purposes of this new lexical work. In his identification Barr lists the following features which are
characteristic of this new theological dictionary:

(1) A list of all New Testament vocables to which there clings any religious and theological
detennination ("Bestimmung").

(2) All the grammatical categories which the compilers regarded to be of theological importance.

(3) A thorough investigation of the inner lexicography3 of the New testament

Barr (1961) then highlights the methodological weaknesses inherent in such an approach:

(1) The tendency to concentrate on concept histories, whereas the dictionary is actually a lexicon of

Greek words.

(2) The assumption that a relation exists between the lexical stock of the New Testament and the
conceptual stock of the early church.

(3) The exclusion of non-theological words despite their appearance in the New Testament.

(4) The inclusion of extraneous data which is more suited for an encyclopedia than a Greek
dictionary .

(5) The failure to distinguish between a word and a concept.

In light of the above-mentioned it is clear that these discrepancies contributed towards certain
lexicographical faults such as:

(1) the indiscriminate usage of etymology (root-fallacy),

(2) the illegitimate identity transfer of meaning (Le. extracting a multiplicity of meanings and
nuances out of one word), and

(3) the illegitimate totality transfer of meaning (Le. heaping a variety of meanings and nuances upon
one word by considering a multiplicity of contexts) (Barr 1961:217-218).

Finally, Barr concludes that the greatest weakness of the TWNT is its failure to deal with the semantic
value of words within its immediate linguistic context, as well as its extra linguistic context It is
precisely at this point that the TWNT becomes inadequate because "you are never sure when you are
dealing with New Testament words and when you are dealing with the realities signified by them"
(Louw 1985:67).

3 Barr is of the opinIOn that Kittel uses the terms "inner lexicography" and "concept history"
("Begriffsgeschichte") interchangeably (Barr 1961:207).

6
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1.4 THE IMPLICATION OF SEMANTICS FOR EXEGESIS

When we study meaning we are looking into the "very heart oflanguage" (Pyles & Algeo 1973:183).
Meaning can be expressed in two ways: by morphemes and by grammatical structures. A morpheme is
a sign that expresses meaning by some combination of sounds, while grammatical structure is the
hierarchical order in which morphemes are arranged (Nida 1979:230-231). These two kinds of
meaning are called lexical meaning and structural meaning, but there are no essential difference
expressed between these two kinds of meaning (pyles & Algeo 1973:184). When we are trying to
determine meaning, we are busy with the study of semantics.

In other words semantics is that structural part of language study which deals with the meaning of
words and expressions as well as the structure of discourse4 (Cotterell & Turner 1989:37-38). Up to
this point we have been talking as though it were a simple and clear cut matter. On the contrary, the
meaning of the word "meaning" is one of the most complex problems that we can face. De Klerk
succinctly refers to it as "the headache of linguistics" (1981:ix). The following example can be used to
illustrate this problem. The word "meaning" can be used in a variety of ways. All we have to do is to
decide how we intend to use this word. Let us consider some of the possible usages of the words
"mean" and "meaning".

(1) You never say what you mean!

(2) What do you mean by rationalization?

(3) I did not mean to insult you!

(4) She means well!

(5) This means war!

(6) The root meaning of the word "holy" is separate!

The first five sentences could be interpreted without too much difficulty because we can provide them
with the appropriate contexts and even co-texts. The first two sentences suggest that some sort of
communication is taking place between two people. Sentences 3 and 4 point to an intention and
sentence 5 points to an implication. Sentence 6 however, is metalinguistical and needs some process of
clarification before its meaning becomes clear. Therefore the hearer must not only understand the
structure of the sentence, but also the context in which the communication process takes place (Sawyer
1972:112-113).

4 The term discourse refers to "a specimen of linguistic material displaying structural and semantic
coherence, unity, and completeness, and conveying a message also called text" (Nida & Taber 1974:200).

7
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The study of semantics can be divided into two parts:

(1) Componential analysis which deals with the referential meaning of words and sentences as it
occurs in a linguistic context.

(2) Connotative analysis which deals with the connotation of words as it occurs within a particular

context.

The former attempts to discover and organize the semantic components of words, whereas the latter
deals with the aspect of meaning that involves cognitive and supplementary components (Nida

1979:229).

Semantics can thus be more closely defined as the systematic study of meaning which examines issues
such as:

(1) Synonymy (when two words of different sounds share the same semantic properties), e.g.
"couch" and "sofa".

(2) Homonymy (when two words of different meanings have the same form), e.g. "bear" can mean
either "to give birth to" or "to tolerate".

(3) Polysemy (when one word has several meanings), e.g. "good" can refer to "a good child" or "a
good knife".

(4) Antonymy (when words of different sounds convey opposite meanings), e.g. "alive/dead",
"hot/cold", "buy/sell".

(5) Idioms (when individual words are combined into phrases, and meaning is assigned to the whole
unit instead of parts thereof), e.g. "put one's foot in one's mouth".

(6) Pragmatics (how the general study of a context affects the linguistic interpretation of a text), e.g.
the context of the utterance/situation in which the speech-act occurs (Fromkin & Rodman
1981:163-165).

Despite the importance of semantics, it has often been neglected by scholars within the movement for
Biblical Theology (Thiselton 1977:76). The reason for this state of affairs may be sought in the
following explanation: In the past biblical research was dominated by etymological and
"Grundbedeutung" approaches of interpretation (Barr 1961:109). The former tried to determine the
original meaning of a word by examining its case-history, whereas the latter studied its basic root-
meaning. The latter approach ascribed a basic meaning to any word, without adequately considering
the context thereof. Robins (1968:25) criticized this practice in a very apt manner: "one has no right in
advance of the analysis to assume that there will be found a common 'core' of meaning underlying all
the various uses the word has in the sentences in which it may occur".

8
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Modem linguistic research has indicated that etymological and "Grundbedeutung" exegesis are based
on an unscientific foundation (Louw 1976:19). In the past, language studies concentrated on a word as
its basic unit of investigation instead of a sentence (Nida 1974:302). Grammatical structure and
conceptual structure were regarded as being similar or basically isomorphic (Thiselton 1977:76).
Certain scholars also argued that language had a relation to its world/culture which is other than
conventional. Therefore its rules may be prescriptive rather than descriptive (Siertsema 1968:278).

In light of the above-mentioned discrepancies the following deduction is made:

(1) A correct semantic theory is imperative for the resolution of these discrepancies.

(2) A correct semantic theory is also essential for an accurate exegetical rendering of the biblical
text.

(3) Finally, this semantic theory must be based upon the general principles of modem linguistics
(Barr 1961:209; Hunter 1983:2).

1.5 STRUCTURAL SEMANTICS AND MODERN LINGUISTICS

Ferdinand de Saussure, the father of modem linguistics (1857-1913) stated that language had a social
as well as a structural aspect (Thiselton 1977:79). He formulated a linguistic theory which can be
described under four main headings:

(1) The contrast between diachronic and synchronic language analysis

A diachronic study referred to the evolutionary (retrospective) analysis of a language, and a
synchronic study to the static (prospective) analysis of a language.

(2) The structural approach to language

He identified two main categories: the syntagmatic (linear) and the paradigmatic (associative)
relations. He argued that a syntagmatic relation was obligatory and a paradigmatic relation was
voluntary. Therefore a paradigmatic relation implied a choice. The paradigmatic relations in tum
can make up an associative field. John Lyons indicates that it is an axiom in modem linguistics
that "linguistic units have no validity independently of their paradigmatic and syntagmatic
relationships" (1968:75).

(3) The notion of conventionality in language

De Saussure also indicated that the sign in language is of an arbitrary nature and its
consequences are almost infinite (1963:68). A language is then dependent on conventional
factors and not its grammatico-logical structure. The arbitrary or conventional aspect of a
language consists of factors such as: homonymy, polysemy and opaqueness (Thiselton 1977:85).
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(4) The distinction between langue and parole

Langue is the conventions that one needs in order to communicate. Langue is the storehouse

where these conventions are stored (Saussure 1963:9-14). Langue can also be referred to as

competence (Chomsky 1971:71-73).

Parole is the act of speaking. When an individual communicates, he draws on the collection of

conventions that is embodied in langue. Parole is also referred as performance (Chomsky

1971:73-75).

What you have to know (linguistic competence) in order to understand or to produce speech is

classified as competencellangue. How you attempt to use that knowledge is described as

performance/parole.

This insight of Saussure is gaining more influence and acceptance amongst modem exegetes today. In

fact, "it is regarded as the only method by which the meaning of words should be determined" (E1s

1978:9).

1.6 FIELD SEMANTICS AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR EXEGESIS

The idea of a semantic field was first formulated by lost Trier in 1931 (Sawyer 1972:30). He indicated

that no word existed in isolation, but that it always related to a series of cognate notions. These related

concepts in tum form a semantic field (Trier 1931:6).

This theory of semantic fields revolutionized the study of languages considerably. Since then his

theory has been updated, but the basis of it, namely the "paradigmatische 1exikalische Systemgedanke",

is still regarded as a major contribution in semantics (Van der Lee & Reichmann 1973:24-25).

A semantic field can be divided into two parts:

(1) The associative field of a word (Le. words related to it on all levels, such as synonyms,

antonyms, etc.).

(2) The lexical field/domain of a word (Le. words closely related to each other) (Sawyer 1972:30).

This distinction is important because the meaning of words can only be defmed in terms of these two

relations. It is regarded as axiomatic in modem linguistics that the results of de Saussure's syntagmatic

and paradigmatic categories are essential for determining meaning (Thiselton 1977:82). Only by

considering them will the exegete be able to establish what the relationship is between the different

words, which terms correspond and differ most from one another and in what respects. Nida also

suggests that, "critical studies of meaning must be based primarily upon the analysis of related

meanings of different words and not upon the different meanings of single words" (1972:85). The

reader can conclude that a word only has meaning, as part of a whole semantic field and only yields
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meaning within a semantic field. This insight of modem linguistics does hold implications for
contemporary exegetical research and practice.

1.7 A SHORT REVIEW OF A FEW OLD TESTAMENT WORD
STUDIES

The first post-Barr word study that made an important contribution to semantics was that of Sawyer
(1972). He utilized the theory of field semantics when he defined the meaning of salvation terms in the
Old Testament In his study he differentiates between the associative and lexical field of ho~iac.
Amongst the associative field of ho~iache lists at least 200 lexemes, whereas amongst its lexical field
he lists 7 lexemes (1972:29-30). He then investigates the relation and differentiation between these 7
lexemes within its lexical field according to these criteria.

(1) Frequency.

(2) Nominalisation.

(3) Transitivity.

(4) Element of separation (the use of the word in conjunction with prepositions).

(5) Religious context (Sawyer 1972:102ff.).

In this way, Sawyer could measure the meaning of these 7 tenns used within the lexical field and
represent his results graphically (cf. 1972:108ff.). Sawyer also utilized the results of transformational
generative grammar when he reduced the Hebrew material into kernel sentences. By utilizing this
method, he could bring the deep-structure (semantics) to the fore via its surface-structure (syntactic)
(1972:61-62).

Finally, Sawyer proposes certain semantic principles which in his opinion can contribute to a more
scientific interpretation of the Old Testament:

(1) An adequate definition of context must precede every semantic statement.

(2) Semantic statements must be primarily synchronic.

(3) Semantic universals operate in biblical Hebrew as actively as in any other language.

(4) A structural approach is required for a semantic description of Hebrew words.

(5) Semantic analysis must be monolingual (1972:112-117).

The next word study that will be considered is that of Ingrid Riesener (1979). who also works with a
semantic field theory. Unlike Sawyer, she utilizes both the synchronic and diachronic aspects of
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analysis. In the first part of her investigation, cebed is subjected to a synchronic consideration
("Betrachtung") in which the following issues are investigated:

(1) Word family and morphology.

(2) Syntactical considerations.

(3) Analysis of the referential meaning.

(4) Word field investigation (Riesener 1979:8-10).

In the second part of her study cebed is subjected to a diachronic consideration. Here she investigates
the use of cebed in:

(1) non-religious language usage,

(2) formal/official language usage, and

(3) religious l~guage usage (Riesener 1979:112-113).

By subjecting cebed to such an analysis, Le. synchronic and diachronic, Riesener is able to determine:

(1) the referential aspect as well as the word field ofcebed (via a synchronic study),

(2) the historical usage and development of the term cebed in religious and non-religious contexts
(via a diachronic study).

The synchronic aspect however, remains the basis upon which Riesener draws her conclusions.
Methodologically this is an acceptable procedure for exegetical analysis (cf. Sawyer 1972:114).
Finally, Riesener proposes six levels of analysis which must be considered in any word study:

(1) The intralingual-paradigmatic meaning ("Bedeutung") of a word.

(2) The referential meaning of a word.

(3) The associative meaning of a word.

(4) The affective meaning of a word.

(5) The situational meaning of a word.

(6) The stylistic meaning of a word (1979:6).

In conclusion, Riesener's study can be classified as an investigation of the usage and change of cebed
(diachronic). However, unlike previous studies, her research is based on a static lexical investigation
(synchronic).
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The study of Risto Lauha (1983) can also be classified as a structuralistic (synchronic) analysis of leb,
nepe~ and rual}. Lauha investigates how these three lexemes are used to express the psychic

dimension of man.

He begins his investigation by analysing previous research in which these lexemes have been

discussed. In his study he refutes the idea that these lexemes in themselves reflect ancient Israelite

thought structures. Lauha argues that one cannot glean Hebrew thought from single lexical elements of

the Hebrew language. One should rather detennine the meaning of a single lexical element by taking

into account:

(1) the hierarchy or place a lexical item occupies in a system of relationships (sense),

(2) how that lexical item contracts with other items (words) in the total linguistic context (function)

(Lauha 1983:42).

He subjects these lexemes to a semantic field investigation where he investigates emotions such as:

(1) joy and sorrow,

(2) courage and fear,

(3) pride and humility, and

(4) love and hatred.

Lauha argues that these emotions are the only psychic phenomena that one can deduce from these

lexemes. The unique Israelite psychological world-view cannot be deduced from these lexemes as it

has been previously believed. He then continues to analyse the different interchangeable expression for

each emotion on its paradigmatic as well as its syntagmatic descriptive level. In this way he is able to

gauge:

(1) the occurrence percentage of the lexeme in the semantic field of emotion in question,

(2) the meaning-relation of the lexeme in its immediate linguistic context:. and

(3) the mutual comparison of the lexemes on its paradigmatic as well as its syntagmatic level

(1983:242-244).

After having analyzed these psychic lexemes on all these different levels, he concludes:

(1) that these lexemes do not refer to such clearly defmable aspects in man, as it has been argued in

previous research, and

(2) neither can one trace the clear mutual differences in the usage and meaning of these lexemes,

when they are employed to express emotions.
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The usage of these lexemes does not presuppose "any distinctive Israelite thought" (1983:244).
Therefore, an Old Testament anthropology or psychology should not be based on these lexemes as has
been done previously.

The final word study that we will discuss is that of Swart (1988). Like Sawyer he also uses the field
semantic method of analysis in his investigation. Swart identifies the following semantic domains or
spheres of meaning with regards to the noun l}amTis in the Old Testament:

(I) Sin or injustice against God and fellow-man.

(2) Physical violence on an individual and national level (murder, destruction, abuse).

(3) Unrighteousness or injustice in a juridical context.

(4) Structural violence or unrighteousness.

(5) Unrighteousness or injustice as it pertains to the theodicy problem.

In this way Swart is able to measure the meaning ~amis in every linguistic context where it occurs and
relegate it to an appropriate semantic domain. Swart proceeds according to the following scheme:

(I) A grammatical analysis of the Hebrew text (demarcation of pericope, syntactical analysis,
provisional translation of text).

(2) A thorough background study of the biblical text (literary, textual, historical, theological).

(3) A semantic analysis of the noun.

(4) A synthesis of all three steps in order to determine the meaning of the noun in the context (Swart
1988:18-19).

1.8 DETERMINING OF AN OWN METHODOLOGY

The procedure of compiling domains or categories of cam will be followed. By using this method, the
investigator can compare the associative fields of cani, as well as the relationship between the
associative terms in light of its smaller lexical domain. In this way the investigator will be able to
clearly define:

(I) What type of relationship exists between the different terms?

(2) Which are corresponding terms?

(3) Which terms differ from one another and in what respect?
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It is impossible, however, to subject cani to a diachronic analysis because:

(1) The exact original meaning of cani cannot be deduced from either etymological research or by
the determining of its root-meaning ("Grundbedeutung").

(2) The exact semantic content of cani c~ only be determined by a synchronic analysis, where
cognisance is taken of its immediate linguistic context as well as its broader non-linguistic
context.

1.9 RESEARCH DESIGN

The following research design consisting of two main aspects will be followed:

A. A short review will be given of the theological lexica and exegetical works in which cani was
.investigated. Literature in theological dictionaries, monographs and articles dealing with the
usage of cani will be collected, analysed and assessed with regard to their methodological
considerations and results.

B. In the exegetical main part:

(1) All the occurrences of cani in the Psalms will be located by means of a Hebrew
concordance.

(2) The particular pericope in which the noun cani occurs will be demarcated and translated.

(3) The pericope will then be subjected to an intense grammatical and syntactical analysis.

(4) A thorough exegetical study of the pericope and the Psalm will be made. Issues such as
literary criticism, textual criticism (where necessary), historical backgrounds (where
possible) and the theology of the Psalms will be addressed as intensively as possible.

(5) A semantic analysis will then be made of cani in light of the above-mentioned principles.

(6) At the end of the study a semantic graph depicting the exegetical results will be presented.
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CHAPTER 2

A SHORT SURVEY OF cani IN PAST RESEARCH

1 INTRODUCTION

In past research certain conclusions were reached regarding cani in the book of Psalms. These results

stimulated vigorous debate and had a decided effect upon the study of this word in our century. Before

we begin our investigation a brief outline of these past solutions will be sketched, so as to provide the

necessary orientation for a study of this nature.

1.1 A SHORT SURVEYFROM 1882.1895

In his investigation the scholar Graetz (1882:25) argued that the tenn cani was a reference to the

Levites in ancient Israelite society. According to him the Levites had no land of their own. They often

were the victims of powerful priests and unscrupulous land owners. Because of this problem he further

contended that these oppressed Levites were probably the composers of these lament psalms. The cani

is then to Graetz a reference to an oppressed religious class in society who possessed no immovable

property of any sort in Israel.

Hupfeld (1855:189), on the other hand, contended that the cani is not an exclusive reference to the

Levites or any other religious class. The tenn cani must rather be understood as a technical tenn for the

"faithful" (Le. anyone in Israel) who were either plagued by personal enemies, or the pressing problems

of daily life. He argued that they referred to themselves as the cani.

Franz Delitzsch (1871: 168) followed the broad lines of Hupfe1d's (1855) thinking, but he modified and

extended it. Delitzsch also regarded the cani as those in society who were weighed down by their

troubles. He did, however, include the dimension of humility and gentleness which his predecessor did

not consider. This gave a pious quality to the cani, instead of just plain suffering.

Rahlfs (1892:55) rejects all the fonner theories regarding"the identification of the cani. He does not

interpret the tenn cani as a reference to the Levites or to those suffering in Israelite society. According

to him no conclusive evidence exists to support these earlier conclusions. In support of his argument

Rahlfs cites the account of: (1) the demotion of the Levites in Ezek. 44 because of idolatry charges, and

(2) the poor response of the Levites to return from Babylon during the time of Zerubbabel and Ezra

(Rahlfs 1892:81-83). In fact, Rahlfs contends that the designation cani must be understood as a

reference to a group of believers at the time of the exile.

Finally, Koenig (1895:76) states that the cani were those who considered themselves to be the devout

amongst God's people. They regarded themselves as the true people of God within apostate Israel.
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According to him these individuals longed for the premonarchial days when Israel enjoyed a theocratic
type of rule. The cani considered Yahweh as their ruler rather than the Israelite king.

1.2 A SHORT SURVEY FROM 1902-1987

Driver (1902:84) studied the problem of the cani afresh. Unlike the other scholars he did not set a
decisive time with regard to the origin of the cani as a social phenomenon. He argued that the cani was
probably a reference to a religious party in Israel, who traced their roots to the time of the pre-exilic
prophets. After the exile this party began to exercise a considerable influence amongst the returnees in
Israel.

Cheyne (1904:31) proposed a more nationalistic solution to the problem. According to him the cani
were a group of Israelites who felt the subjection and persecution by foreign overlords more acutely
than their fellow-country men. These cani longed for the old regime and reign of David and Solomon.
To them foreign rule was both despicable and degrading. Therefore, they should be regarded as Jewish
nationalists.

Causse (1922:140) argues that initially the term cani was basically a term of reference that had
economic and social connotations. Only later in the intellectual development of Israel did the cani refer
to the pious in society. Perhaps this shift took place during exilic period. Furthermore, Causse does not
explicitly state as to whether cani referred to the pious as a group, or as individuals in Israel. This
makes the religious dimension a bit vague in his theory.

Gunkel (1926:175), following this cue of Causse (1922), contends that the term cani did acquire a
pious ring to it. He explicitly states, however, that it refers to individual pious laymen who were being
oppressed by the rich and mighty. In fact, these persecutors cared nothing for God or his cani,
therefore, in the psalms they are referred to as "evildoers" resiCim. Thus, even though the cani had
qualities of piety and religious humility, their struggle with the evildoers were linked to daily
persecution and oppression. In other words, their piety was exhibited with the constant brush with
death. According to Gunkel the cani did not make up a specific religious party in Israel, but was
probably a name reserved for those who suffered misery, yet they maintained a humble attitude before
God.

Kittel (1929:284-288) also espoused the view that the term cini has a social and economic significance
to it. Later a religious and moral dimension was added to it, which was probably brought about by the
preaching of the prophets. Kittel further argued that during this time of Israel's social development, the
cani was usually a reference for the pious and poor and vice-versa.

Mowinckel (1930:229) stated that even though the term cani could mean both oppressed and humble,
the real emphasis of this usage was not on an economic level, but rather on the religious condition of
the poor. He did, however, later admit that the oppression of the cani was not only caused by internal
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oppressors (i.e. the rich and powerful in Israel), but also by foreign nations. In fact, he insisted that the
"evildoer" ra~ac in the psalms referred to external enemies and never fellow Israelites.

Birkeland (1933; 1955) originally agreed with his teacher Sigmund Mowinckel. Later, however, he
differed from his mentor when he interpreted the term cani as political or military leaders who
represented the nation Israel. According to Birkeland not a single cani reference pointed to a private
individual, therefore the lament psalms could not be regarded as private prayers. These psalms should
rather be seen as communal prayers that were performed by a leader on behalf of Israel (Birkeland
1955:75).

Van der Ploeg (1950:236-270) disagreed with Birkeland and concluded that although cani originally
denoted poor in the economic sense, this term later came to connote humility in a religious sense,
without any regard for the person's economic conditions. At the time of the exile this concept started
developing religious connotations. According to van der Ploeg the cani was probably the forerunners
of the Chasidic party.

Gelin (1958:53-60) subscribed to the above-mentioned view. Like van der Ploeg (1950) he argued that
the cAni were the community of the "righteous" ~addiq in Israel. According to him the cani played a
leading role in the religious life of the Jews during the post-exilic era. During these trying times the
cani exhibited an openness and humility before both God and men. Therefore, they felt that they could
count on God's help in their hour of need.

Briggs (1960:84) departed from the exclusive religious connotation that earlier researchers attached to
the term cani. He insisted that the cani was a reference to either collective Israel, or to an individual
Israelite that suffered at the hands of an enemy. When the term cani referred to an individual the
enemy was internal, when it was used in a collective sense, the enemy was external.

Ringgren (1963:40-42) made the following observations concerning the cani in the Psalms: (1) The
cani are those who are oppressed by the "wicked" re~aC(m. Sometimes misery, poverty or illness are
also mentioned as contributing to their suffering. (2) The cani cried out to Yahweh for deliverance and
protection during the time of suffering. According to Ringgren the cani referred to someone who found
himself in some concrete or specific situation of suffering or distress.

Schultz (1973:95-106) makes a very interesting distinction between the terms cani and canaw. He
regards the cani as someone who suffers from material poverty, sickness or persecution, whereas, the
canaw are those who are linked to the cultic sphere of life. According to Schultz the cani is not
associated with the cultic participants in any way. Only after the cani has first made his physical need
known, does he refer to himself as part of the assembly of the canawim. How Schultz arrives at this
conclusion is not always clear. In fact, he has been criticized by Croft (1987:66) for making this sharp
distinction between the cani and the canaw. Croft argued that this distinction is a forced rather than a
natural one.
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The final discussion on the cani is that of Croft (1987:63-71). In his study Croft makes the following
observation: (1) The cani complains incessantly that he has to suffer at the hands of an oppressor.
However, it is difficult to detennine with accuracy as to whether the oppression is physical or
psychological. (2) The cani is someone who is acutely aware of the alienation and ostracism that he
has to endure in a hostile society. This type of loneliness reaches such a high point in his life that he
describes himself a forlorn and forsaken. (3) Finally, the cani can refer to the king, Israel or to an
individual in Israel. Here it is also very difficult to ascertain when the cani is used to describe the
individual or the nation. Each reference in which cani appears will have to be checked individually.

Croft does not force the distinction between the religious and the physical qualities of the cani as his
fonner colleagues. In this sense Croft sees these laments as petitions which arose in the extreme harsh
and difficult situations of daily Israelite life. No excessive religious glamour is attached to the suppliant
who identifies himself as the cani in the Psalms.
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EXCURSUS 1

THE PSALMS AND THE CULTIC LIFE OF ANCIENT ISRAEL-

The scholarly study of the Psalms during the twentieth century has opened new vistas of discussion on
a variety of issues. In this excursus no attempt will be made to deal with all these issues, only
information that has a direct bearing and enables the reader to grasp something about the background
and context in which cani appears, will be discussed. The primary task of this excursus is to provide a
backdrop against which the noun cani will be analyzed and interpreted.

Modern psalm studies rest upon a form-critical accent. Commentaries, scholarly exegetical literature
and popular religious treatments dealing with the psalms attest to this fact. The two scholars that were
the most influential in this field of study and continue to retain that status even today, are Herman
Gunkel and Sigmund Mowinckel. The former is regarded as the father of the form-critical school and
the latter as the father of the cultic school of interpretation (Kaiser 1975:343-346).

Gunkel postulated the hypotheses that the earliest psalms were originally written for and used in
worship settings. The rest of the psalms in the Bible were composed much later than these former ones
and found their Sitz im Leben in a non-worship setting (i.e. the cultless sphere). However, the majority
of psalms he argued found their roots within the worship context (Gunkel 1967:5). Mowinckel
criticized Gunkel's theory that only certain psalms had a cultic setting with regards to its composition
and function. Mowinckel argued that every psalm can be traced back to its cultic Sitz im Leben
(1962:29-30). However, it was the viewpoint of Gunkel (1904; 1926) that dominated and continued to
do so long after his death (Kaiser 1975:347). His student Joachim Begrich (1926) popularized Gunkel's
ideas by producing his commentary on the psalms posthumously. With regards to this publication,
Hayes (1979:287-289) correctly states that all post-Gunkel exegetes had to be content to labour in the
exegetical trenches dug by Gunkel with his form-critical approach to the psalms. Miller (1986:4) is
also of the opinion that the form-critical approach has remained the foundation upon which modem
scholars have continued to build their exegetical labours. In this sense one can say that modem psalm
studies stand in the tradition of Gunkel and the form-critical school.

As it has already been indicated, twentieth century biblical scholars continued their research under the
banner of Gunkel's colossal academic achievements. This situation is especially true if one considers
his contribution to the study of the psalms. In this field of research the name of Herman Gunkel has
become a synonym for modem methods of psalm exegesis (Le. research following in the spirit of form-
critical studies). In fact, Gunkel revolutionized this field of study when he formulated his theory:

(1) how the different cultic functions influenced the various literary types of certain psalms and

(2) how one could arrive at a detailed analysis of these psalms by using this cultic theory as a
criteria for classification (Gunkel & Begrich 1933:2-4).
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Using these two principles as a key Gunkel classified the psalms into 5 main types:

(1) Psalms of individual thanksgiving.

(2) Psalms of individual lament.

(3) Psalms of communal lament.

(4) Hymnic Psalms.

(5) Royal Psalms.

Gunkel continued to argue that the cultic life in ancient Israel was intended to serve the entire course
and scope of individual and corporate life (Gunkel & Begrich 1933:27-30). According to him the cultic
life as reflected in the psalms dealt with every day life issues such as:

(1) worship, prayer, confession of sins and purification;

(2) sickness, distress, exorcism from demonic powers, deliverance from personal and communal
enemies; and

(3) passover festivities, harvest festivals, pilgrimage, thanksgiving, first fruits and coronation
ceremonies (Gunkel & Begrich 1933:293-314).

Thus, the cult with its multiplicity of functions dominated the total sphere of Israelitic life. Every facet
of daily life could be covered under this big cultic umbrella. It was also these diverse functions which
directly contributed to the different literary genres of the psalms which we have at our disposal today
(Childs 1979:509). Therefore, the essential question that exegetes must address and answer if it is at all
possible, is:

what is the purpose or function of a particular psalm's composition?

This question will inevitably lead to the situation in worship which could then function as an
interpretative key for the specific psalm in question (Anderson 1983:32-34). However, post-Gunkel
psalm research has also convincingly demonstrated that every psalm will not fit into the situation in
worship mouldl. In fact many scholars have argued that the weakness of the form-critical method laid
in the fact that Gunkel had defmed the psalms too narrowly in terms of the situation in worship.
Ironically, this very strength of the situation in worship theory also became the weakness of the form-
critical method of exegesis (Buss 1978:157-158). The research proposals subsequent to Gunkel can be
classified as modified versions of his theory, some leaning more heavily than others on the basic
scheme formulated and proposed by Gunkel. Westermann is a typical example of a scholar who
applied the results of Gunkel in a modified way. Westermann contends that the basic schema of the

Cf. Albertz (1978) and also Brueggemann (1980:3-19) on the issue of the cult and personal piety.
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psalms is constructed around lament and praise. According to Westennann the centre of attention is
not the cultic sphere as Gunkel contends, but the phenomena of personal praise in the life of the
individual (1965:28-29). Miller agrees that Westennann is correct when he proposes praise as a
primary category of the psalms (1986:4-6). In fact, the majority of scholars agree to some extent that
the psalms can be constructed around the categories praise and lament.

However, it is the psalms of lament that have received more attention than the psalms of praise in
contemporary scholarly' research. In these research publications various proposals have been
fonnulate!! in order to explain the purpose and nature of these laments. Questions such as: who is the
speaker in individual laments; who are the enemies spoken of; what are the various human needs
referred to in these psalms, have been discussed in great detail. The results of these discussions have
contributed to a situation in which an exegete is now equipped with various different answers to these
particular questions, some more imaginative than others. The exegete accordingly has a wider range of
choices from which he can decide to answer some of these questions.

In the following paragraph some of the major exegetical proposals of the individual lament psalms will
be discussed in outlined fonn only. This brief introduction to the major ideas of these different
approaches is regarded as cursory or orientational in nature, rather than being an exhaustive account of
these ideas. Only the most important matters of the discussion will be highlighted so that the reader can
get some idea of what the main characteristics are of these different exegetical approaches.

Delekat (1967:270-273) classifies Pss.: 4, 5, 7, 11, 17,23, 26, 27, 57 and 63 within the context of the
sanctuary (temple), which often functioned as an asylum for the accused (i.e. the individual who awaits
the outcome of his petition for a hearing that has hitherto either been frustrated or denied). Once the
certainty of a hearing was granted, the accused added a short note to the prayer that had already been
written and fixed to the temple wall at his arrival. This theory as proposed by Delekat was in no way
representative of the concensus reached by the scholarly community with regards to the Sitz im Leben
of these psalms. In fact, Schmidt (1928:13-19) and Beyerlin (1970:38-39) proposed a more moderate
view of the sanctuary-asylum theory. While they agree that a number of the laments does refer to the
sanctuary-asylum situation, a number of the other laments can be classified as petitions of deliverance
from sickness and suffering. In other words, one cannot classify all these laments as being sole cries
for legal justice. This view is also shared by Klaus Seybold (1973:17) who argues that these laments
deal with petitions of preservation and healing. These petitions probably have their Sitz im Leben
within the private sickroom in the presence of a priest.

A more impressive proposal for understanding the fonn and function of these laments is found in the
view of Erhard Gerstenberger (1980:3-6). In his proposal he takes into account three aspects which
have not been given sufficient consideration in any of the above-mentioned theories:

(1) The sociological status and function of the individual and the group in ritual matters .
.

(2) The basic scheme of daily prayers according to the narrative texts of the Old Testament
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(3) The systematic study of Mesopotamian ritual texts.

As a result of his investigation he places the individual laments outside the official cultic-temple
context He argues that these laments have their existence within the family circle. According to
Gerstenberger it was the ritual expert of the family or the clan who was consulted and not the priest.
The ritual expert was a skilled person who could deal with a wide range of individual threats or
troubles. The ritual expert was responsible for the rehabilitation of the individual within the family
context In this way the ritual expert played an important role in restoring clan harmony via the
rehabilitation of the distressed individual. Gerstenberger's analysis pays particular attention to the
existence of small groups. This sociological phenomena of families, circles .of friends, and various
interest groups have hitherto either been neglected or ignored. In this way Gerstenberger's analysis
offers an alternative method for interpreting the lament psalms. Gerstenberger's exegetical method
focuses the exegete's attention to sociological issues such as:

(1) the status of minority group(s) in ancient Israel, and

(2) the role and function of these minority groups within the larger group (i.e. the nation Israel).

Once this sociological data of ancient Israel has been gathered, we can start posing questions regarding
the status and role of modem man to contemporary institutions such as the church, community, and
nation. Gerstenberger's analysis challenges the exegete to at least assess theologically the phenomena
of the small group within the larger group. This approach gives attention to sociological associations
such as families, friendship circles and interest-groups. In a society where people are experiencing the
"Angst" (= fear) of a continuous isolation between themselves and their emerging technological society
and culture, Gerstenberger reminds us that the individual can and should expect to receive both loyalty
as well as identity within the smaller group situation. It is within the small group that meaning for
existence can be found and experienced (1980:167-169). According to Gerstenberger these lament
psalms are an indication that the individual lived and experienced his worth in the small-group rather
than in the larger-group context. This insight goes against the traditional mode of protestant thinking,
in which it was held that these laments either had their Sitz im Leben within the context of individual
piety or within the public worship situation (Miller 1986:7).

The next exegetical model to be considered is one which was employed by Birkeland (1955) and later
by Mowinckel (1962) and others. This group of exegetes argue that the "I" ,}lniof the laments points to
the king who had the function of representing Israel before God in times of national dangers. The king
would act on behalf of the people when he cried out for help against Israel's enemies. This thesis is also
dominant in the work of Eaton (1976:16-20) who considers that at least fifty of the psalms where the
"I" is encountered, as belonging to a group of laments that can be classified as royal psalms. This
interpretation of the "I" ,l(ni in the lament psalms is plausible if one takes into consideration factors
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such as:

(1) the status of the king in the political life of ancient Israel, and

(2) the possible centrality of the king in the official cultic life of ancient Israel (Eaton 1976:135).

The theory of cultic involvement by the king can be regarded by exegetes as being more than just mere
academic speculation, especially if one considers the number of psalms that have either been composed
for or ascribed to David (Miller 1986:8). However, not all scholars see these laments in terms of the
above-mentioned theory. Westermann (1981:15-35) believes that these laments do not have their
function or existence within a cultic or ritual sphere. He argues that these laments should rather be seen
as modes of prayer that characterize man's address to God. According to Westermann's theory these
psalms can be labelled either as laments ("KIage") or complaints ("Anklage"). According to
Westermann the chief aim of these laments is to layout a complaint against God or man (1981:23-26).

The final exegetical model to be discussed is that of Walter Brueggemann (1980). Brueggemann
understands the lament-deliverance relationship to be the hermeneutical key for understanding these
psalms. A very important distinction that Brueggemann (1980:3-32) makes when he interprets these
psalms, is that of identifying and classifying the particular state of mind of the person featured in these

psalm under three categories:

(1) Orientation of individuals (a situation which he deduces from the hymnic psalms).

(2) Disorientation or dislocation of individuals (a situation which he deduces from the laments).

(3) Reorientation of individuals (a situation which he deduces from songs of thanksgiving or
declarative praise).

By using these three categories as his hermeneutical key Brueggemann is able to subject an ancient
psalm to a method of exegesis that suggests certain points of existential reference shared both by
ancient and modem man despite the temporal breach. In this way modem man is able to apply these
ancient psalms to his contemporary life-situation without violating the contextual intention or function
of the psalm. This is especially so if we consider the fact that many of the psalms has been loosened
from its original function and context. The literary context is to a large extent the only clue available to
the modern exegete when he wants to consider the historical or theological context of the psalms
(Miller 1986:18-20). The exegete is more dependent on the final form of the psalm than its original
setting in life and context. This factor does count to the advantage of the modem exegete, for even
though he is unable to reconstruct the original forms and functions of the psalms with absolute
certainty, this dependence on the final form of the psalms enables the exegete not only to interpret it
strictly according to its literary context, but also to apply it to a variety of contemporary situations. It is
within this model of interpretation that the ancient psalms has the extended capacity to speak to the
different life situations of the contemporary reader of the psalms. The final form of the psalms will
then be considered as the preliminary key of interpretation in this investigation.
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CHAPTER 3

EXEGESIS OF cani IN THE BOOK OF THE PSALMS

3 PS.9

3.1 TRANSLATION

vl0a: Yahweh is a stronghold for the oppressed,

vlOb: (Yahweh is) a stronghold in times of trouble.

v11a: Those who know your name put their trust in you,

vllb: for you, 0Yahweh have not forsaken those who seek you.

vl2a: Sing to Yahweh who sits (enthroned) in Zion,

vl2b: declare amongst the nations his deeds.

v13a: For he who avenges blood is mindful of them.

vl3b: he does not forget the cry of the humiliated.

v14a: Be gracious to me, 0 Yahweh; behold my humiliation on account of those who hate
me,

vl4b: you who lifted me up from the gates of death.

v18a: The wicked shall depart to the Sheal,

v18b: all the nations that forget God.

vl9a: For the 'ebyon shall not always be forgotten,

v19b: the hope of the cani shall not perish forever.

3.2 DEMARCATION OF THE PERICOPE

3.2.1 Unity of Pss. 9.10

The LXX and the Vulgate transmit Pss. 9-10 as a single psalm. In its original form both these psalms
probably constituted a "unity". In fact, many scholarsl agree that Pss. 9-10 were "originally" composed
as a unified poem. The evidence cited by these scholars in favour of their conclusion is:

(1) Both psalms are governed by an alphabetic acrostic2 pattern or scheme that appears in every
second verse. Ps. 9 contains half of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet and Ps. 10 certain other
letters which have been preserved in the MT (Sabourin 1969:114).

Scholars in favour of the idea that Pss. 9-10 should be regarded as a single unit are Briggs (1906:68),
Weiser (1962:148), Becker (1966:61) and Sabourin (1969:24-26).

2 For a discussion regarding the alphabetic sequence of the acrostic scheme in Pss. 9-10, cf. Gordis
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(2) The LXX, which transmits Pss. 9-10 as a single psalm, adopts a different numerical system than

that of the MT.3 Verse I in Ps. 10 becomes verse 22 in the LXX.

(3) Ps. 9 concludes with the liturgical-technical separation sign seta. This sign is normally used

within a psalm and not at the conclusion of a psalm.4

(4) Ps. 10 does not have any redactional title. Ps. 10 is allotted to a group of psalms that are

categorized as Davidic (Westermann 1976:210-215). Normally a redactional title would have

accompanied the psalms allotted to this category (Briggs 1906:68-71).

(5) The diction and style in both these psalms are of such a similar nature that they do provide

sufficient evidence for an argument in favour of the so-called unity of these two psalms. One

particular piece of evidence cited in favour of the above-mentioned argument, is the appearance

of the phrase I~Cittot ba~ara in bothPss. 9:10 and 10:1 in the MT (Gordis 1957:105).

The argument that Pss. 9-10 should be regarded as a literary "unity" because of the above-mentioned

evidence, has not been regarded as [mal by all scholars (Gerstenberger 1983:61-77). Culley (1967:107)

argues that the so-called unity of Pss. 9-10 can be disputed on account of the strong formulaic
character ofPs. 9. According to him it has the formulaic character of a thanksgiving song, whereas Ps.

10 is a prayer for help against oppressors. By taking into account the formulaic characteristics of these

psalms, a case can be argued for the division of Pss. 9-10 as it is found in the MT. When the difference

in structure, thought, tone and mood of these two psalms are considered, one cannot help but notice

that each psalm deals with a different agenda. Ps. 9 has thanksgiving as theme, whereas Ps. 10 has a

complaint as theme. The acceptance of the MT division of these psalms in this study is therefore based

on both structural and thematic considerationss and not just on the basis of its tradition.

3.3 FORM CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 9 can be classified as a thanksgiving psalm of an individual (Blaiklock 1977:34).

These types of songs were recited:

(1) when Yahweh had just delivered the individual from his troubles, or

(2) when the distressed individual felt that his complaint will be answered in the near future (Lasor

1987:519-520).

(1957: 104-109).

3

4

5

Cf. Kraus (1988:191-192) with regard to the difference in the numerical system adopted by the LXX.

The term sela is usually inserted in the main body of a psalm at the end of a verse. Perhaps it was used to
indicate a pause in the singing while the people got ready to prostrate themselves in prayer (Sabourin
1974:12-13).

For a detailed analysis of "thanksgiving and complaint" psalms, cf. Westermann (1965:52-85).
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God was then praised publicly by the distressed individual for either:

(1) having answered the request which had been brought before him, or

(2) for having at least assured the petitioner that he will intervene on his behalf (Beyerlin 1970:20-

21).

This type of assurance to trust God for deliverance may have been given to the distressed individual

via a prophetic oracle6 received in the cult (Sabourin 1969:109). In recent years, however, this view

has been challenged. Gerstenberger (1980: 167-169) places the reception of the assurance outside of the

cultic sphere.

He argues that it is within the family or clan sphere and not the official cult where these assurances

were uttered (Gerstenberger 1980:167-169). It is in the small group rather than the big group that the

individual finds meaning for his suffering, and where he experiences support and religion

(Gerstenberger 1980: 170).

Gerstenberger's view challenges the exegete to assess theologically the sociological phenomena of

families, circle of friends, groups with common interest or needs as a. context for meaningful

relationships (Miller 1986:7-8). These relations that exist between the smaller social groups and the

larger ones can now be assessed and developed theo1ogically,7 instead of just evaluating everything in

terms of Israel's official and national cultic milieu.

3.3.1 The structural elements of the individual thanksgiving psalm

The individual thanksgiving psalm normally consists of the following structural elements:

(1)

(2)

6

7

An introduction, in which the psalmist makes it known publicly that his intention is to thank

God. Verbs in the first person PC are used in the introduction. "I will give thanks" ydh (Hif.,

v2), "I will declare" spr (Pi., v2), "I will rejoice" ~mh (Qal, v3), "I will exalt" Cis (Qal, v3) and. .
"I will sing praise(s)" zmr (pi., v3).

A summary is introduced at this point which forms a transition between the introduction (vv2-3)

and the main section (vv6-19) of the psalm. This statement "for you have maintained my right",

which the psalmist makes in his summary (vv4-5), forms the chief part of his song of

thanksgiving. in it the psalmist gives the reason for his gratitude. The suppliant was falsely

With regard to the nature of these assurances delivered to a distressed person by a priest or prophet during a
temple service. cf. Beyerlin (1967:208-224) and Sabourin (1969:35-39).

A similar view to that of Gerstenberger has been formulated by Albertz (1978) in a monograph where he
contends that personal religion has its locus in the sphere of the small group. the immediate family and the
clan. instead of the temple context and the official cult.
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accused by his "enemies" 'oy~bim (v4), but God vindicated him by passing judgement in his
favour. Therefore, the psalmist depicts God as a judge who comes to the aid of the innocent.
Words that belong to the legal sphere are used to describe how God effects justice for the
innocent.8 In v5, verbs in the second person SC are used in the summary. "You execute
judgement" csh (Qal, v5) in my favour, "You sit" ySb (Qal, v5), "on the throne" k~', "judging"
Sp! (Qal, v5) "righteously" ~edeq. All these words are connected with the legal and juridical
setting in ancient Israel.' According to Leslie (1949:219) and Sabourin (1969:111) the case of the
innocent man has been brought before God at the sanctuary. God then vindicated the innocent
man by punishing those who falsely accused him.

(3) The major section (vv6-19) of this psalm is the next part which will be considered. In this
section a poetic description and recollection of the danger (peril) from which the psalmist has
been delivered follows. Here God is described as the victor who has triumphed over those the
psalmist classified as the "evildoers" r~~aCim(vv6, 17 and 18), "enemies" 'oy~bim (vv4, 7) and
"pagan nations" goyim (vv6, 16, 18,20 and 21). The verbs used in (vv6-8) can be translated in
the past tense. The psalmist uses this to describe events that took place somewhere in the past.
"You condemned" gCr (pL, v6), "you destroyed" 'bd (Pi., v6), "you erased" ml}h (Qal, v6), "you
destroyed" nt't (Qal, v7). This reflection on the past victories of God over the antagonist
becomes the basis on which the psalmist builds his hope for a future deliverance. The psalmist is .
convinced that God will act on his behalf in this present crisis just as he has done in the past
(Weiser 1962:150). This recollection of a past salvation event (Heilsgeschichte)9 challenges the
psalmist to approach God anew with faith and hope (Sabourin 1969:111).

This recollection on the past and hope for deliverance from a present crisis forms the agenda of
the main section (Kraus 1988:192-193). Leslie (1949:219) argues, however, that the main
section is not a petition for deliverance from a present crisis, but primarily an eschatological
hymn. According to him the main section was used in a liturgical capacity in the official cult,
and did not have a petitionary function. Its purpose, the,refore, was mainly psychological. In
other words, these types of hymns were used to reorientate the worshipping community in times
of their disorientation (Brueggemann 1980:3-32). By focusing on the ultimate triumph of God
somewhere in the future, the worshipping community was able to be relieved psychologically

8

9

For the conception of the deity as a judge in Israel and the Ancient Near East, cf. Keel (1978:207-208).
Here the deity is regarded as the origin of all order, as well as its preserver. The deity's concern extends to
things both great and small. Even the simple pious man may submit his grievances to the deity, for the deity
is the righteous judge who accepts no bribe.

Sabourin (1974:278-279) distinguishes between two categories of thanksgiving in these types of psalms: (a)
If the peril from which the person(s) has been delivered is a result of sin. He calls this a "positive
confession". Here God's deliverance is proof of his love and forgiveness. (b) If the peril from which the
person(s) has been delivered is not a result of a sin, but a result of wickedness on the part of his enemies.
This type of thanksgiving he calls "negative confession" (i.e. a prayer which protests his innocence and
exults the justice of God). After all, every favour which God grants to a suppliant, constitutes a testimony of
God's love and faithfulness to his covenant people. Thus, it was appropriate for the one who has
experienced God's love and faithfulness to give thanks.
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from the distress they were currently experiencing (Toombs 1983:78; Blaiklock 1977:36).

This viewpoint, however, does not take into consideration all the evidence in the main section.
The existence of a personal petition in verse 14 cannot be ignored; "Be gracious to me" ~nn
(Qal) and "see" r'h (Qal) both deal with the psalmist's request for help. In order to bypass this
problem Leslie changes the Imperatives to Qal SC. He then translates these verbs in the past
tense and ignores the petition that is filed: "The Lord was gracious to me; He saw my affliction"
(v14). Leslie then continues to argue that the psalmist envisages all future history that still has to
be accomplished, as if it had already occurred (1949:220). What is interesting is that Leslie
ignores the fact that in this type of hymn, the suppliant would focus on a past salvation event in
order to acquire the necessary confidence he needed to fIle a new supplication (Sabourin
1969:Ill). In light of the above-mentioned, the Imperatives ~nn (Qal, v14) and r'h (Qal, v14) in
the MT can be accepted as the more preferable reading. 10 The viewpoint of Leslie must therefore
be abandoned in favour of a non-eschatological interpretation. Such an interpretation is more
plausible than the eschatological viewpoint, especially if the main section is considered within
the framework of its wider context. I I In the cultic milieu the recollection of a peril served a dual
purpose: (1) The provision of an assurance that God would act on behalf of the suppliant. (2)
The provision of a guarantee that the effects of God's saving acts would once again be
experienced anew by the suppliant (Budde 1921:39-41).

(4) The imprecation (vv20-2l) can be regarded as the conclusion of the main section. The psalmist
calls on God to act on his behalf. Two Imperatives are used to describe the action that the
psalmist wishes God to take: "Arise, 0 Yahweh" qwm (Qal, v20), "put them in fear" ~yt (Qal,
v2l). A Qal PC is used and functions in an Imperative sense: "let not man prevail" Czz (Qal,
v20). Finally two Jussives are also used to describe the type of results the psalmist wishes the
cause of events to take: "let the nations know" ydC (Qal) they are but men" (Le. mortal), "let the
nations be judged before you" sp~(Qal, v20). God is called upon to execute judgement, so that
the "case" din (v5) of the innocent may be vindicated. Von Rad (1962:359) notes that this
section of the thanksgiving song was also used to make vows to God. In times of distress the
suppliant was more apt to make certain promises or vows to God if he was delivered from his
distress. In this way, the imprecation of this particular psalm served a dual purpose, even though
the vow is not explicitly stated as in other psalms of thanksgiving. 12

10 The readings suggested in the critical apparatus of the BHS i}nn (Qal SC, v14) and (r'h, Qal SC, v14) will
not be followed. Cf. Marti (1916:245-246) for an extended discussion.

11 With regard to petitions which are based on the recollection of past salvation events, cf. Westennann
(1988: 130-131).

12 Cf. also Ps. 51:18-19, where the psalmist petitions God to react favourably towards him and Israel. Once
this petition has been filed, the psalmist then starts to formulate his vow.
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3.4 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

3.4.1 The existence of a triangular relationship in Ps. 9

A close reading of Ps; 9 suggests the existence of three principal themes:

(1) A song of thanksgiving commemorating the deliverance of the oppressed from the hands of their

enemies.

(2) An account of the execution of God's judgment on the enemies of his people.

(3) A renewed plea or petition for God to execute judgement in favour of the oppressed in the near

future (Kraus 1988:192-195).

According to Gerstenberger (1983:61-77) and Botha (1989:35) this type of psalm13 depicts a

relationship which involves three parties, viz. God, the evildoers and their victims. The existence of a

triangular relationship can be deduced from the thematic overView of this psalm.

These parties are the actants14 or drama tis personae who fulfil the various roles of:

(1) judge,

(2) persecutors, and

(3) suppliant(s).

It is within this triangular relationship that the recurrent theme of repression, intervention and liberation

is to be understood and interpreted. Therefore, the analysis of PSt 9 will be dealt with under three main

headings, viz. words relating to Yahweh, words relating to the evildoer and words relating to the cani.

3.4.2 Words relating to Yahweh

Throughout this psalm Yahweh is depicted as a judge who comes to the aid of his servants. In other

words the psalmist describes Yahweh as the one who manifest his "justice" ~edeq (v5) by liberating his

servants from their distress (Sabourin 1969: 111). Words belonging to the legal or forensic sphere are

used in the psalm, to describe how Yahweh effects justice on behalf of the innocent The semantic field

which deals with this legal sphere is comprised of words such as:

"justice/righteousness" ~edeq (v5), "right/justice" mi~pa!(v5).

13

14

Psalms listed under this category are: Pss. 9-10, 30, 32, 34,40.41.92, 107. 116, 138. Cf. also Sabourin
(1974:277-294).

For a discussion concerning the term "actants" and "actantiel" analysis in recent exegetical studies. cf.
Perrin (1985:171-180).
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"plea/appeal" din (v5), "judge" 'S'p~(Qal, v5) and "throne/legal bench" kisse' (v5)
(Le. tribunal).

All these words are connected with the legal setting and juridical process in both Israel and the Ancient
Near East.1S In the psahns of praise and petition, God's appearance as a righteous judge in the
theophany is a favourite motif (Hamp & Botterweck 1978:190-192). The use oflegal1anguage in these
songs illustrates how highly personal the average Israelite understood the God-man relationship to be.
In fact, the covenant that exists between Yahweh and Israel reflects a certain legal relationship. This
legal relationship functions as a scale by which all legal practices and social behavior have to be
measured (1978:192).

In Ps. 9 it is noteworthy that God appears to the distressed individual as a merciful judge. Yahweh is
regarded by the psahnist as a judge who maintains the rights din (v5) and legal claims mi~pat (v5) of
the cani (v19) and the 'ebyon (v19) (Sabourin 1974:280). God judges ~pt (Qal)16 his people by
vindicating them and by punishing their enemies 'oy~bim. God is regarded as the one who assists the
suppliant in the hour of his need (Anderson 1983:63-68).

The verb "to judge" ~p~ appears frequently17 in the Old Testament. According to Hamp and
Botterweck (1978:188) the verb ~pt primarily denotes an "act of arbitration".l8 This viewpoint is also

vendorsed by Grether (1939:110-121), who contends that the verb spt (Qal) should be understood "als
juristisches Entscheiden, Richten". Liedke (1979:1001) lists the kernel meaning19 of ~Pt as referring to
an act through which "die gestOrte Ordnung einer (Rechts-)Gemeinschaft wiederhergestellt wird". In
other words, the ~pt action takes place when an agreement or a relationship between two people, or
two parties is no longer intact. These two parties have reached an impasse or deadlock in their
relationship, a third party is now needed who must through the process of "judging" ~pt restore the

15

16

17

18

19

For a useful account of the legal system that existed in both Israel and the Ancient Near East, cf. De Vaux
(1961:141-163). De Vaux contends that in the early nomadic period of Israel's history lawsuits were
normally carried out by: (a) the tribal chief, (b) later by elders at the gate and (c) then by the king and his
officials. Only in difficult and uncertain cases were priests called upon to render a divine decision on behalf
of Yahweh (Deut. 17:8).

For other instances where the verb Sp! is used in the same sense, cf. Pss. 76:11-13,98:1-9, 76:8-10 and
50:1-7.

KBL lists the verb~p~ (Qal) as appearing 180 times in the aT.
Kohler (1957:31) is of the opinion that the verb~Pt means "to help make things right". He contends that the
act of ~Pt included the task of investigating a matter, as well as declaring the person involved as either
being blameless, or deserving of punishment. The judge was at the same time also the prosecutor in many
instances. Cf. Lev. 29:15, Deut. 16:18,25:1-3 and 1Ki. 8:32-35.

According to Nida (1976:74-75) the "kernel meaning" is not the same as "Grundbedeutung". Liedke
(1979: 1001-1002) demonstrates this when he highlights the essential difference between the meaning
(Bedeutung) and the reference (Bezeichnung) of~P!.
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balance of order and bring about a state of "peace"~alom between them. It can thus, be deduced that a
juridical action ~Pt always takes place within a triangular relationship (von Rad 1975:373).20

The verb "to judge" ~Pt is also synonymous with other words such as "to conduct a lawsuit" ryb (Qal)
(Hamp & Botterweck 1978:188), and "to plead one's cause" dyn (Qal) in the Old Testament

The verb ~p\ however, is used more frequently in the Old Testament and denotes first of all the act of
arbitration. Richter (1977:40) argues that ~Pt encompasses "Zivilverwaltung und Rechtsprechung". In
other words, ~p\ concerns itself with the "legal decision", whereas din21 refers to "the formal judicial
process as a whole". The word ryb22 denotes the dispute during or before a lawsuit, the litigation and
also the legal case as a whole" (Hamp & Botterweck 1978:188-189).

It can be deduced that the semantic range of the above-mentioned terms entails both the process and
the decision of ruling and judging.23 It is difficult to say which aspect has priority over the other in the
legal sphere. These two aspects go hand in hand. In fact, when mi~pat is used with the verb spt, it
refers, to the legal process as well as the legal decision (Biichsel 1985:469). Liedke (1979:1004) also
concurs with this viewpoint, that "mi~pa\ den Akt des ~Pt-Handelns bezeichnet". 24

In v5 c~h occurs with mi~pit as an alternative rendering for ~Pt (Qal). The verb is used as a synonym
for ~Pt in this particular psalm. Where God is the subject of c~h (Qal), the object mi~pat is derived
from God and maintained by him. God is the "legislator" and the "guardian" of mi~pat. (Biichse1
1985:470). As the ruler of Israel, God watches over his people and acts against any enemy on their
behalf, for God's concern as a judge extends to his people both great and small. Therefore, even the
simplest pious man may submit his grievances. God is the "righteous judge" who accepts no bribe.2SIn
judging the enemy, the lordship of God is manifested to his covenant people. The act of ~Pt (Qal), or
c~h (Qal) mi~pat reveals the ethical orientation of Yahweh's lordship (Buchsel 1985:469). Hence, all
the laws (Le. covenant stipulations) which the legal partner (Le. Israel) had to observe are therefore not
only derived from God, but also maintained by him (Hamp & Botterweck 1978:192). God is the
initiator of the covenant and all legal enactments have their basis in this covenant (BiichseI1985:470).

As a judge God does not only regulate the behaviour of his covenant people, but he also involves
himself in the daily lives of his people. In the face of foreign threats against Israel, God occupies the

20

21

22

23

24

25

Cf. Exod. 18:16, Nurn. 35:24, Deut. 1:16, Jdg. 11:27, 1 Sam. 24:13.

In certain Old Testament passages where God is the subject of dyn the verb can be translated with,
"(ver)urteilen" and "richten" (Liedke 1971:447).

For a useful summary the various contexts in which ryb occurs, cf. Gemser (1955:122-125).

Cf. Gen. 16:5, 1 Sam. 8:20, 2 Sam. 15:4.

Cf. Gen. 18:25, Deut. 10: 18, lKi. 3:28, 2 Chr. 6:35.

Cf. Ps. 7: 11.
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role of a "guardian and helper".26The protection ofIsrael is, then seen as the universal establishment
of his just rule27(von Rad 1975:372). In other words, the judicial acts of God consists of:

(1) the punishment of "foreign/heathen nations" goyim,

(2) the punishment of "the wicked" r~~aCJm,and

(3) the protection and help of those who are faithful to him (Zimmerli 1978:154).

According to Kraus (1988:194-195) the involvement of God now extends far beyond the borders of
Israel. Words like "nations" goyim (v6), "cities" carim (v7), the "earth" tebel (v9) and the "nations"
'ummim (v9) are used to bring these political and universal conceptions to the fore. In fact, the
psalmist describes the God of Israel as the king and judge of the world (Le. the nations). The tenns
goyim and 'ummim are used to demonstrate this idea and refer to those nations outside of the covenant
(Weiser 1962:150-151). This conclusion is also supported by scholars such as Birkeland (1933; 1955),
Mowincke1 (1962) and Eaton (1986).

In light of the above-mentioned it is interesting to note that God is not only depicted as:

(1) the righteous judge, but also as

(2) the lord mighty in battle.28

Verbs like "rebuke" gCr (Qal, v6), "destroy" 'bd (pi., v6) and "to wipe out" mlJh (Qal, v6) are used to
depict God as the angry hero in battle. All these verbs are in the SC and are used to describe an event
that took place somewhere in the past.29The poet reflects on an event. that has its source in the
"tradition of the Heilsgeschichte" (Weiser 1962:150). The theme dealt with in this recollection was
probably the "conquest of the promised land" (Zimmerli 1978:61-62). This theme was usually recited
in the cultic service and was probably experienced by certain worshippers at first hand. By reflecting
on the tradition of the past the worshipper could activate it as a source of "inspiration", from which he
could draw new strength to face present crises (Briggs 1906:71-72). God will not forsake the

26

27

28

29

Cf. Jdg. 11:27,2 Sam. 18:31 and Deut. 33:21.

Kraus (1988:194) argues that a favourite motif in the OT is one where God appears as the righteous judge.
who intervenes on behalf of a suppliant that is forced to take refuge in the sanctuary. In fact, the phrase "to
sit on the throne" ysb I~kisse' (v5) is probably an old theophanic formula that refers to the appearance and
effective intervention of God who acts on behalf of the suppliant against his enemies. In so doing his rule is
established and maintained.

Cf. also Ps. 24:8 for a further explication of this theme. In this psalm God appears as the "mighty warrior"
who goes into battle on Israel's behalf.

For an alternative usage/function of the SC. cf. Davidson (1901:61). In this paragraph he discusses the
usage of "the SC of certainty".
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worshipper who calls on his name in times of present distress. God will certainly deliver30 him as he

has done in the past.

Verbs used to describe this deliverance are: gCr (Qal)31 which is translated in BDB (1968:172) as

"rebuke", and in KBL (1958:191) as "schelten" (rebuke) and "Drohung" (menace). In both these lexica

gCr is understood either as a moral rebuke, or in tenns of authoritative censure and does not reflect the

sense in which it appears in this psalm (Macintosch 1969:471).

The verb gCr can have as a subject either God or man and the range of its direct objects vary from

Israel, priests, the sea, nations, Satan and the wicked (Macintosh 1969:473).

In order to detennine the possible semantic range of gCr, the subject and direct object must not only be

identified within its immediate linguistic context, but all the other verbs that appear within its lexical

fie1d,[ Le. verbs like "destroy" 'bd (pi., v6) and "wiped out" ml}h (Qal, v6)]. Like gCr the subject of

these associative verbs is also God and the direct object(s) of these activities are the wicked.32 With

this in mind it is easy to see that gCr cannot refer to either a "moral rebuke" or a "mild judicial action"

that concerns itself with the handing down of a sentence. On the contrary, it must rather be understood

as "Kampf Jahwes gegen die Volker" (Liedke 1971:430). In other words, God is depicted as a fierce

warrior who "cries out" in anger while driving away his enemies (Caquot 1978:51). Here the verb

denotes "anger" or "an angry protest" (Macintosch 1969:473), and refers to a physical demonstration of

divine anger, rather than a reprimand. In Ps. 18:16 there is a parallelism between Yahweh's gCr and

"the blast of breath of the nostrils" (Caquot 1978:51). In the immediate linguistic context of Ps. 9, gCr

denotes an angry protest which is accompanied by a physical expression of anger.

The verbs "destroy" 'bd and "wipe out" ml;th describe the effective working out of that "anger" gCrh.

God is seen as a "fierce warrior"33 who cries out in anger against his enemies (Zimmerli 1978:51). The

objects of God's wrath are the hostile "nations" goyim, the "wicked" ra~ac. Therefore, God

"destroyed" 'bd their "cities" carim and in so doing "blotted out" ml}h "their name" ~mm (v6). Here

gCr probably refers to the war cry (snort of fury) which is released by an "impassioned hero mighty in

battle", instead of just an angry protest (Kraus 1988:195).

In addition, God is also depicted by the tenn "fortress" mi~giib (v 10). In Ps. 9: 10 the tenn is used in a

context, where the power of God is celebrated as a place of refuge (Kraus 1988:195). This allusion is

30

31

32

33

Salvation in the book of Psalms often refers to deliverance from temporal evils, or psychological threats.
For a useful summary of these matters, cf. Sabourin (1974:84-87). r

The verb gCr occurs 14 times in the Bible, always in the Qal. Ten times it is construed with the preposition
b + suffIx to denote the recipient of the invective. In the 4 remaining passages (pss 9:6, 68:31, 119:21 and
Mal. 2:3) the verb is transitive (Caquot 1978:49).

Kraus (1988:195) concludes that in the psalms, the terms goyim and ra~ac are regularly identical in
meaning. Cf. also Otzen (1977:21).

Here we have an extreme metaphor (i.e. a fierce warrior) which describes a threatening manifestation of the
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due to the fact that in the ancient world safety to the one fleeing, or to the one at rest was synonymous

with reaching and remaining upon some fortified height which would be inaccessible to both beast and

enemy alike (Harris 1981:871). The tenn "fortress" is a metaphor which the poet uses to depict the

suppliant's security in God (Kirkpatrick 1906:46). Associated with this word is the verb "to forsake"

czb, (Qal, v 11) which is accompanied by the particle of negation I'. God is the subject of this verb and

the suppliant the object of his mercy. The promise is made that God will never forsake the righteous by

allowing them to fall into the hands of the wicked. Therefore, the suppliant's security is assured despite

the adverse circumstances he faces, for God is faithful.34

The term "avenger of blood" dr1 damim (vI3) is used to further propound the idea of God's

faithfulness. In such cases where God is the avenger of blood, the verb g'l (Qal) is never used35 but

nqrn (Qal) "avenge/take vengeance" or dr¥ (Qal) "seek"f'require". In other words, God takes

vengeance with regard to his people in the sense that he becomes their champion against a common

enemy (Le. "the wicked" r~~aqm or "the nations" goyim), when he assumes the role of the legal

partner who punishes those who break the covenant with him (Briggs 1906:74; von Rad 1965:334).

According to the psalmist, God is the "avenger" who avenges the bloody schemes, deeds of violence

and persecutions. God hears the cry of the suppliant and delivers him from his peril. The bestowal of

grace occurred as the sufferer was extricated "from the gates of death" 1ac~re mawet (Kraus

1988:195). This metaphor is used to designate the "sphere of death" from which God rescued the

suppliant

Here the tenn "gates of death" ~ac~re mawet (vI4) is used as the antonym for "portals of the daughter

of Zion" ~aca're bat ~iyyon (vI5). The fonner is used to designate the sphere of death and total

separation of God, over against the latter which represent the sphere of life and nearness of God

(Weiser 1962:151; Briggs 1906:74). The psalmist is at the door of death and on his way to the "Sheo!"

(~~ol). Here a prisoner would find it impossible to escape. Only God can deliver him from the awful

descent and restore him to the land of the living. The psalmist now sings with joy because he was

almost cut off prematurely from the worshipping community and the joys of living in God's presence

(KeeI1978:62).

The ancients regarded the grave as the land of no return (Heidel 1946:207-210). Death was also

regarded as a reality which affected both the "righteous" as well as the "wicked". Therefore, he uses

these tenns to express his sadness and joy. According to the psalmist public praise and worship of God

can only take place in Jerusalem, not in Sheol or anywhere outside the Holy Land (Briggs 1906:74).

Only in Jerusalem where the temple was situated could the righteous worship God (cf. also Ps. 6:6). In

anger of God against his enemies. Cf. also Isa. 63:1-3, Jer. 47:6, Jer. 46:10 and Ps. 24:8.

34 Circumstances may perhaps suggest that God has forsaken the "faithful/righteous", but in spite of their
suffering God has not. The phrase I. czb (Qal, vII) is a note of triumph rather than one of despair. Cf. also
Ps. 37:25, 33.

35 Cf. Harris (1980:144).
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the temple sphere the thankful psalmist celebrated and testified joyfully about the help he received

(Kraus 1988: 196).

Finally, God shows his faithfulness towards his people by frustrating the evil schemes of their enemies.

The psalmist now uses certain metaphors which are associated with the hunting world in order to

depict these evil plans. Words like "pits" 'Sa~at (vI6) and "traps" re~et (v16) are used to describe the

atrocities which are being perpetrated against the "righteous" ~addiq.

In the ancient Near East hunting was practiced by many methods, two of the most popular methods

were by entrapment in nets or pits (Keel 1978:89). There was also a very close association between

these two methods especially if one considers that pits were usually covered with camouflaged nets

which entangled the prey in its fall. The prey who were floundering in the net or stuck in the pit were

ultimately doomed to death (cf. also. Pss 35:7-8 and 57:6). Frequently the pit denoted either the grave

or the entrance of the realm of death (~~'OI) from which God alone could deliver the victim. No one

could extricate himself from a pit because the victim dropped precipitously in it like a stone thrown

down a mine-shaft.

The metaphor of nets and snares also played a major role in magic as well. The ancients believed that

wherever these nets and snares were found, they spread uncertainty, anxiety and sudden inescapable

disaster (Keel 1978:89) In Ps. 9:15 the poet complains to God that his adversaries have concealed pit-

falls and snares.36 The purpose of this action is to subdue him and to take possession of his life. This

picture becomes very clear if one thinks about an animal struggling for his life in a net which has just

been drawn close. God's faithfulness however is evident in the life of the suppliant in the form of "a

hidden nemesis" (Kraus 1988:196). The hunters themselves fall into the pit(s) they have dug and they

become entangled in the net(s) they have laid out for others. Here we find an expression of the justice

of God, that brings upon the perpetrators of evil "the retribution of their own deeds" (Leslie 1949:220).

3.4.3 Words relating to the evildoer

As it has already been mentioned, the terms pits and nets are not only used to describe the nature of

evil deeds perpetrated against someone, but the concept of evil itself (Buss 1969:85). In Ps. 9: 15 the

enemies constantly threaten the victim's existence by laying traps. The term "Sheo!" or "gates of death"

(v 13) appears as a negative image in this psalm and these terms frequently stand parallel or in close

proximity to bor "pit/cistern" (Keel 1978:70). Here it can be understood as an entrance to Sheol, as

well as referring to the idea of the "depths" i~h6m, where the victim sank into a watery grave from

36 In the psalms of lament the suppliant often describes his enemies as those who are laying traps (re~et), but
in other contexts evil can also be symbolized by this figure of speech. In Hos. 5:1 God accuses the Israelites
of having become a "snare" and a "pit", Here these terms are used to describe Israel's state of apostasy.
However, in other instances, it can also be used to describe the impending judgement of God which is about
to befall Israel. Cf. Isa. 8:4 where God threatens to be a trapping iron himself, or to throw a net over Israel
(Buss 1969:84-85). Here God acts against his own people and the symbolism of the net is used to describe
that threat.
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which there was no escape. Only God could provide support and escape in the face of such a deadly
peril (Keel 1978:71).

However, in other instances the term pit and cistern did not only refer to Sheol, but was also used to
describe the mouth of the slanderer (Le. an open sepulchre). Here the mouth of the scandal-monger was
conceived as an "open pit" which continuously entraps and takes up into itself new victims (Keel
1978:72). In light of this metaphor, the mouth of the slander was associated with the terms ~ahat and.•
bor (MowinckeI1962:227-228).

Consideration must be given to the close connection that exist between these terms when discussing
the deeds of the evildoer(s) and to the fact that the victim is almost always caught in this hidden object
by the feet r~galim (vI6).37 The term re~et did not only refer to a camouflaged net which covered a pit
~al)at, but also denoted "a hidden net placed slightly above the ground" (Keel 1978:92). Should an
animal step into it, the victim was almost always caught by the feet. Escape for the animal which
stepped into the net or fell down the pit was impossible, because the animal was not able to use its
feet.38 The animal was then rendered immobile because its feet were either caught in a trap, or it
injured its feet from the fall or "from the sharp spikes arranged in concentric circles" (Keel 1978:93).
In this treacherous way the hunter would trap the animal, that would suddenly find itself in a
predicament from which there was no escape. The psalmist describes his antagonist as a hunter who
sets his traps in places where a victim would least expect to find them. This shrewdness makes this
deed of the evildoer more wicked and heinous, because it is not a kill based on skill but rather one that
is based on treachery. Against such a weapon a victim had no chance of survival (Buss' 1969:84-85;
Keel 1969:194-195). Therefore God lets the evildoer "fall into the very evil that they had secretly
planned for others" (Leupold 1969:114).

3.4.4 Words relating to the cani

In this psalm the term ~addtq is used in association with cani. These terms have more than one aspect
in common, for both the cani and the ~addiq are harassed by the wicked. Therefore, they are under a
special protection of God and God will grant them victory (Sabourin 1974:99).

The thankful suppliant in Ps. 9 saw himself as the cani and rejoiced in the fact that God had rescued
him from his distress. The psalmist was convinced that Yahweh is inclined in a special way to deliver
"those with inadequate legal protection" (Kraus 1988:196). Therefore, the cam could lay a legitimate
claim to God's attention and help, for in their helpless and defenseless state, they could call on God as
their refuge and confidence. In other words, no matter how high and great the Almighty is, the cry of
the cani is highly regarded and never forgotten, because God is no respecter of persons (Leupold

37 Cf. also Pss. 25:15 and 31:4, where the victim's feet become entangled in the "net".

38 The term ~al}at is a poetic synonym of re~et. It is very interesting to note that the Hebrew idiom pr' reSet
(ps. 140:6) "to spread a net", corresponds with "to catch/capture in a net" (ps. 9: 16) (Held 1973: 187).
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1969:112-113). In light of the aforementioned, the cant can be describe as those who are unable to help

themselves, therefore they are forced to raise their petitions to God for he is their only hope.

Terms that functions as synonyms of cani in Ps. 9 are: "oppressed" dik (vlO) and "needy" 'ebyon

(v18). The term dik can be translated as "down-trodden" and 'ebyon as "needy" in this poem (Briggs

1906:73). It is also very interesting is that the term 'ebyon often appears in "the stereotyped formula"

cani w~ 'ebyon (Botterweck 1977:29). The combination of the formula dal w~ 'ebyon corresponds

with Cani we 'ebyon. The terms dal and 'ebyon appear as a parallels in Pss. 72:12, 113:7. Here the two

terms can be equated semantically (1977:30). In fact, the term dal often appears "neben 'ebyon und

cani, bzw. CanaW, auch neben ra~" (Martin-Achard 1979:347). Kraus (1960:82) also argues that in

order to determine the meaning of cani, attention must be given to the following words, 'ebyon, dal

and l;telki".39 Here the Cant are those whose troubles have forced them to rely on God alone. They

have been persecuted, oppressed and abused by evildoers. They have been subjected to injustice and

even wrestled with death. The cani are then those "who wait on God, who have nothing in themselves

and hope to receive everything from God" (Kraus 1988:152). The activities associated with the clini

are described by the verbs "trust" b!~ (Qal, vII) and "seek" dr~ (Qal, vII) "cherish" ydC (Qal, vII)

(lit. to know). These verbs express the desires and hopes of a people who have placed their trust totally

in God. They may be designated by the term "those who cherish your name" yod~Ce ~~meki (vII),

whereas the enemies of the cini can be characterized by the term "those who forget God" ~~ke~e

'~lOhim (v18). The enemies (Le. the "wicked" and the "nations") who have turned away from God, are

the violent men who want to destroy the cani. The cani is the object of their violence and persecution.

In this psalm the cani can be interpreted as the "oppressed" and the "helpless". The term cani refers to

someone who finds himself in a situation "von verminderter Fahigkeit, Kraft und Wert" (Martin-

Achard 1979:344). The cani are the victims of their enemies. The essential feature of their poverty lies

not in their lack of material resources, but in their helplessness and need for protection in the face of

hostile attacks. The cani in this psalm are:

(1) those who are persecuted, slandered and falsely accused,

(2) those who are not able to defend themselves against the superior power of their enemies, and

(3) those who wait on God because he is the only form of assistance available to them, for they have

been denied access to all other available resources.

The term "poor and needy" cani w~ 'ebyon is then not a formula of "pious phraseology and religious

humility", but have reference to a wide range of concrete realities (Kraus 1986:153). The cani does not

rise up against their persecutors in this psalm, they flee to the temple for help and present their

complaint to God. The cani depends on God's mercy and justice to rescue him from this situation, for

he knows that God will not forget him and God will do justice on his behalf, therefore the cani praises

God for protecting and defending the "oppressed" in the past. After this time of thanksgiving the cani

39 Cf. Pss. 10:2,9,22:27,40: 18,41:2.
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lays his request before God and he implores God to act on his behalf, because he is convinced that God
will just do that.

In light of the above-mentioned it is proposed that cani should be translated as "oppressed" and 'ebyon
as "needy" (i.e. someone in need of a deliverer).

3.5 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

dik (vlO); 'ebyon (vI9)

Antonyms

'oy~bim (vv4, 7); r~~aqm (vv6, 17, 18); goyim (vv6, 16, 18, 20, 21); mesan~'e
(v 14)

Words relating to the cani

ydh (Hif., v2); spr (Pi., vv2, 15); sml} (Qal, v3); cl~ (Qal, v3); zmr (Pi., vv3, 12);
ydC (Qal, vll); b!~ (Qal, vll); ngd (Hif., vI2); gyl (Qal, v15)

Words relating to the evildoer

v vsalJat (vI6); reset (vI6)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

c~h (Qal, v5) + mispat + din (v5); y~b (Qal, v5) + kisse' + ~Pt(Qal, v5) + ~edeq (v5);
misgab (vlO); I' + 'zb (Qal, vII); zkr (Qal, v13); l' + ~kh (Qal, v 13) + sa'aqa (v13);
rym (pol., v14) + ~ac~re + mawet (vI4) • •

(b) Over against the evildoer

gCr (Qal, v6); 'bd (pi., v6); ml}h (Qal, v6); nts (Qal, v7); Swb (Qal, v18) + s~'ol (vI8)
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CHAPTER 4

4 PS.I0

4.1 TRANSLATION

vIa: Why, 0 Yahweh, do you stand afar off,

vIb: (why) do you hide in times of distress?

v2a: In arrogance! the wicked persecute the cani;

v2b: They are caught in schemes which they have devised.

v3a: The wicked boast of his own desires,

v3b: and he blesses the greed that Yahweh hates.

v4a: The wicked through his arrogance will not seek (after God),

v4b: there is no place for God in all his thoughts.

v5a: His ways are always devious,

v5b: your judgements are way beyond his grasp,

v5c: he scoffs at all his adversaries.

v6a: He says in his heart, I shall not be moved,

v6b: no adversity shall ever befall me.

v7a: His mouth is full of curses, deceit and fraud,

v7b: mischief and trouble are under his tongue.

v8a: He sits in the ambush of enclosures,

v8b: Stealthily he murders the innocent.

v8c: His eyes are on the lookout for the unfortunate.

v9a: He lurks in hiding like the lion in the thicket.2

v9b: He lies in wait to catch the cani;

v9c: He seizes the cani, draws him into his net.

v I2a: Arise, 0 Yahweh, lift up your hand

vI2b: Do not forget the C~nayyim

vI6a: Yahweh is king for ever and ever;

vI6b: Perished from his land are the nations.
vI7a: The desire of the c~nawtm you have heard, 0 Yahweh;

vI7b: you will prepare thei,rheart, you will incline your ear
vI8a: To judge (on behalf) (of) the fatherless and the crushed (ones)

v18b: that the man of the earth may not oppress (them) any more.

b~ga'~wat should be pointed as b~ge'ut. Cf. Kraus (1960:76) and Gunkel (1968:37).

2 In the text-critical apparatus we have the reading "in his thicket". This reading should rather be "in the
thicket" (besukft). Cf. Kraus (1988:191) and Weiser (1962:147).
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4.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 10 can be classified as an individual lament. These literary types are the counterpart of communal
laments.3 The individual lament is by far the most frequent type encountered in the Psalter
(Westermann 1980:53). In its formal structure the individual laments are mostly composed of the
following constituent parts:

(1) Invocation (an address to God and cry for help)

(2) Lamentation (a highly poetic complaint to God)

(3) Supplication (a petition sometimes expressed as a wish)

(4) Motivation (an additional argument)

(5) Vow (a promise was made to God in the form of a vow).

The sequence of these structural elements however, is not the same everywhere, nor is it always
complete (Weiser 1962:67). In addition, the phrases that are used in these individual laments are not
only couched in generalities, but they often give the impression of being stereotyped.4 This
phenomenon is probably due to the fact that the laments originated and were used in the cult, where
"the general predominates over the particular" (Weiser 1962:67). In fact, the individual lament was
used as a prayer in the worship context (Westermann 1980:53-54) and it often appeared in various
forms.5 The liturgical action of which these laments form a part, must then not be defined too
narrowly. The prayer of Hannah at the beginning of 1 Sam. illustrates to a certain extent, the place that
the individual lament had in ancient Israel. A distressed individual would normally come to the
sanctuary and pour out his/her complaint before God, for the suppliant was convinced that God would
respond to his prayer. The lament prayers offered those who were crushed by life's exigencies a path of
hope (Wolff 1981:108).

The main subcategories which have been identified within the lament corpus are:

(1)

3

4

5

The so-called imprecatory psalms. These psalms of vengeance give special expression to
petition and focuses on the fate of the antagonist who harasses the suppliant. What is interesting
in these psalms is that the suppliant does not intend to take revenge himself, He request God to
do so on his behalf (cf. Pss. 109, 137).

Communal laments were dirges which, on the basis of some national disaster, presented the calamity before
God (Harrison 1979:991).

Cf. Westermann (1954:44-46) on the structure and history of the lament.

The psalms of lamentation have also been used quite extensively in the prophetic books. Cf. Isa. 50:4,
59:12-14,64:5-7 and ler. 11:18-20,15:15-21.
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(2) The psalms of confession dealt with the issue of guilt. The suppliant either protested his
innocence (Le. by appealing to God's righteousness), or he confessed his guilt (Le. by appealing
for mercy) (cf. Pss. 51, 69).

(3) The psalms of confidence begin with a hopeful petition ("preseIVeme, 0 God, for in thee I take
refuge"). A full expression of confidence in God follows. The suppliant then concludes that no
threat can separate him from God (not even death) (cf. Pss. 23, 62, 71).

The confession of confidence in God has received special significance in Orristian liturgies. However,
in the process it has often been watered down and misinterpreted (Weiser 1981:109). Trust in God is
not a human attitude as it is purported in many of these liturgies, for the metaphors presented in these
psalms are not idyllic.6 Therefore, these psalms can only be rightly understood and interpreted against
the background of suffering (Le. the context from which these psalms are derived), for they were
originally spoken or sung in the face of dire threats and hardships (Westermann 1980:69). It is against
this background? that the modem exegete must try to understand and comprehend their message today
(Sabourin 1974:218).

Ps. 10 consists of the following structural elements:

(1)

(2)

(3)

6

7

8

A question posed to God which is introduced by "why" lama (vI).

A lament then follows in verses 2-11 in which the psalmist lodges a complaint. The main motive
of this complaint is "to move God into action" (Sabourin 1974:216). Currently the psalmist is
experiencing a feeling of separation from God (vI) in the midst of persecution (Kraus
1988:197). The psalmist feels that his faith in God is being tried, because of the persecution he
has to endure at the hands of his adversaries, therefore, he has to struggle for "the preseIVation of
that faith" (Weiser 1962:153). The aim of the lament is to enquire after God who, even though
he is silent, is requested to inteIVeneon his behalf.

A supplication flows out of the enquiry (v1) and lament (vv2-11), an appeal is made to God to
inteIVene. Verbs are used in the Imperative to introduce this appeal: "arise" qwm, (Qal, v12),
"lift up" ns' (Qal, v12) and "do not forget" ~k~ (Qal, v12).8 Imperatives are frequently used to
verbalize the wishes of the suppliant in these types of psalms. These wishes are the motives
which the suppliant designs in order to move God to inteIVene on his behalf (Westermann
1965:64).

Cf. the metaphors used in Ps. 23. They are used to describe the extreme dangers a man had to face. "Even
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death .... " None of these phrases have been composed for
pure enjoyment or for artistic purposes. Cf. also Miller (1986:58-61).

Community laments of confidence must also be understand against this background. Cf. Pss. 123, 125, 126.

Cf. Lasor, et al (1987:517-519) for a discussion of the literary components of the individual complaints.
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(4) An additional argument is introduced at this stage. The construction "why" cal-me (v13) is used

to pose a question. However. unlike verse 1 where God is the subject of discussion. it is the

wicked who becomes the topic of discussion. Here the psalmist supplies God with a description

of all the sins committed by the wicked. God is called in as a witness to testify against the crimes

of these wicked persons (v14). According to the suppliant, this arrogant attitude which the

wicked display when they oppress their victims. must be regarded as a direct challenge to God.

Therefore. the suppliant wants God to intervene so that the current situation can be rectified.

(5) An imprecation follows in verse 15 in which God is called upon to act on behalf of the psalmist

and to right the wrongs that have been committed against him.9 These petitions are again

expressed in the form of wishes.

(6) Finally. an assurance10 of God reacting favourably with regard to the suppliant is expressed in

advance (vv16-18). In this section the psalmist voices his confidence in God's verdict. This

assurance could have been based on "an oracle of salvation delivered by a prophet or priest

during the temple service in which the complaint was uttered" (Lasor 1987:519). This assurance

proclaimed "die Hoheit des auf dem Zion thronenden Gottes" (Kraus 1960:86). In this

conclusion the lordship of God is stressed over the nations. therefore the Cant could be

confident, because God will overcome all his enemiesll (Leslie 1949:222-223) .

•

4.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

Unlike Ps. 9 which emphasizes the bestowal of salvation on the cani Ps. 10 emphasizes the anguish

that the cani experienced when the signs of God's help failed to appear. In the former song (i.e. Ps. 9)

the psalmist experienced a sense of triumph over his enemies. whereas, in the latter song (ps. 10) he

encountered a feeling of being abandoned by God. In the eyes of the suppliant his enemies triumph,

their schemes and ambushes succeed. God is silent and a feeling of forsakeness is encountered, an

urgent enquiry and lament is now being lodged by the suppliant. The burning question which the

psalmist now has to. grapple with is. whether God will allow the suppliant to fall into the hands of the

enemy (Delekat 1967:40). The suppliant was convinced that even though he had sought refuge with

God. to date he did not receive any tangible evidence of God's help. Therefore, he had to wrestle with

the idea of a God who stands far off and is hidden in his daily struggle. over against a God (of whom

he had come to know in the cult) who was not only the judge of the nations, but also the protector of

the oppressed (Weiser 1962:153). This knowledge of God that he acquired in the cult (Le. a God that

sees his affliction) and the experience of a Deus absconditus is the reason why his faith is in a crisis.

9 With regard to the theological problem connected with the vengeful sentiment(s) expressed in these
imprecations, cf. Sabourin (1974:221-222) and Von Rad (1975:376-377).

10 See W. Beyerlin (1967:208-224).

11 The suppliant was convinced that God would reveal his justice by an actual. visible intervention. With
regard to the teaching on this subject. the OT can be regarded as solidly this worldly. Cf. Zimmerli
(1978:77) and Kraus (1988:198).
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Hence, this person starts to ask God the tormenting question "why" lama (vI), because he feels that his
faith in a righteous God is being tried and that his ability to preserve this faith is rapidly slipping away.
Therefore, he constantly struggles to preserve his waning faith in these difficult times. This doubt of
the innocent petitioner becomes reason for God's intervention (Gunkel 1968:39). Currently he is being
tempted to believe that God has left him. The incomprehensible reality of evil bars him from
discerning the providential rule of Yahweh (Weiser 1962:153). In fact, it appears that the continuous
plots of evildoers against him are succeeding. On account of this state of affairs, he finds himself
sinking deeper and deeper into the morass of utter despair (Martens 1981:160).

Despite the grimness of this situation, however, the lament does end on a positive note. The suppliant
has become convinced that God will not abandon him, but he will save those who are of a humble and
contrite heart. The fmal section of this psalm closes with a word of praise to God. This word of praise
is the final stanza in this psalm (Sabourin 1974:218).

4.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

Various terms are used to describe the evildoer in this psalm: "wicked" raSiic (vv2, 4, 13, 15) and
"evil(man)" rac (vIS) function as the antonyms of cam. The characteristics associated with the
"wicked" and the "evil(man)" are "arrogance" ge'ut (v2), "evil schemes" rn~zirnrnot (v2),
"wickedness" raSic (v3), "greed" ta~wa (v3), "curse(s)" 'ala (v7), "deceit" mirrnot (v7), "oppression"
tOk (v7) "mischief' Carnal (v7) "iniquity" 'awen (v7), "harm" Carnal (vI4) and "affliction" kacas

(vI4).

Within this poem it is the wicked who constantly plot the annihilation of the cani. Furthermore the
wicked also imagine that God is not able to reprimand them because they assume that Yahweh does
not scrutinise the ways of men (Schluckebier 1986:67). Kraus (1988:197) succinctly notes that the
evildoer's character is reflected in the phrase "He does not avenge, there is no God" (v4). Therefore,
they persecute dlq (Qal, v2) the cani in self-assuredness and "arrogance" b~ge'l1t (v2). This haughty
attitude is linked to the fact that the evildoer has banished God from the affairs of men. He then
proceeds to "devise" ~~b (Qal, v2) evil schemes against the cani. Here "devise" has a negative
connotation and depicts plans that have been born out of evil intentions (Schottroff 1971:646). What
these schemes are, however, is not so easy to identify. In fact, it is difficult to determine whether "evil
scheme" is being used descriptively or metaphorically in this psalm (Brueggemann 1986:41).

The evildoers are also described as those who "praise" hll (pL, v3) wickedness. Here the verb is not
used in a positive sense. It does not refer to a situation where praise flows forth because of righteous
actions, nor is it based on that which is "auf Gott gerichtet" (Westermann 1971:499). This activity is
totally wicked in its motivation, there are no redeeming qualities. In fact, it is rotten to the core.
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A word associated with "praise" hll (v3) is "gain" bsc (v3). Delitzsch (1871:177) argues that "gain" bsc. .
does not refer to those who extend their estate by trading. In this psalm it is a reference to those who
obtain worldly goods by plunder.

The verb "despise" n'~ (pi., v3) has Yahweh as the object of the wicked's scorn. Wildberger (1979:6)
states that it has its origin in pride, because the evildoer assumes that he does not have to consider God.
In fact he is on the point of denying God all together. Therefore, he can despise qod by riding
roughshod over his people. He has forgotten about God, therefore he vainly imagines "that God has
forgotten him" (Weiser 1962:153).

Because of this blase attitude, the evildoer imagines that God does not avenge (v4). Delitzsch
(1871: 178) perceptively notes that this attitude betrays something of the false state of security that the
evildoer is currently enjoying. He can now boast in a very arrogant way that he will not fail, for God is
"far removed from him" (Kraus 1988:197).

The following cluster of verbs portray what a person is capable of becoming when he lives with his
back to God. The verb "sit" ylb (Qal, v8) is used along with "murder" hrg (Qal, v8), "lie in
ambush/wait" 'rb (Qal, v9) and "to seize" htp (Qal, v9). The treacherous and evil nature of the assault..
against the cani is vividly visualized in vlO (Kraus 1988:197). The dictum homo homini lupus is a very
fitting description of the evildoer who is bent on destroying others (Weiser 1962:153). They lie in wait
for the cani like a lion in the thicket ready to drag off his prey (Leslie 1949:221). In this way the
evildoer is able to murder in an unobserved way those who have never provoked his vengeance
(Delitzsch 1871:180).

The metaphor of the lion is now being reversed in the second part of verse 9. In the first part the
evildoer is compared to a lion, but now the cani himself is being compared to a beast of prey and the
evildoer becomes the hunter.12 The evildoer now hastens to drive the cani into a pit-fall and when he
succeeds he drags the victim away in the net in which he has become entangled (Leslie 1949:221). The
victim who is now the object of the hunt, is described by various terms in the following paragraph.

,

4.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following words are used by the psalmist to depict the cani in this poem: "innocent" naqi (v8),
"unfortunate" ~elka (v8), "orphan" yatom (vI8) and "crushed" dak (vI8). These terms must all be
understood and interpreted against the background of an intense orchestrated attack against the cant.

The term "innocent" naqi (v8) functions as the direct object in this specific sentence. Van Leeuwen
argues that where naqi does not function as the predicate of a particular sentence, it has the substantive
meaning of "der Unschuldige" (1979:103). He then continues to argue, that their suffering is not a
result of sin. Furthermore, the innocent person's existence is being threatened by evil men (Van

12 For a discussion of the hunting metaphors "pits and nets" see the analysis of par. 3.4.3 above.
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Leeuwen 1979:103). Terms that usually function as the synonyms13of naqi are: "righteous" ~addiq,
"upright" and "blameless" tam. Terms used as antonyms14 are "guilty" rasac, "ungodly" I}anep. If the
various contexts are considered in which these synonyms and antonyms appear, it is clear that nqh and
naqi mostly depict ethical or forensic connotations (Van Leeuwen 1979:104). In this psalm it refers to
innocent victims who are senselessly being slaughtered by evil men. This is morally outrageous to the
psalmist.

The term "unfortunate" helka (v8) is also associated with cani. In verse 8 the "unfortunate" helka is. .
the target of the evildoer. Here the weak are at the receiving end of the stick, whereas in verse 14 the
"unfortunate" \!elka are the privileged ones15 who can lay claim to Yahweh's favour. The ~elka are
also at the receiving end in verse 14, but only this time it has a positive ring. The helka are convinced
that God would assist them in a very concrete way, namely, by divine intervention, for God is their
helper (Kraus 1988:198).

The term "orphan" yatom (vv14, 18) is also used in association with cani. Here the "orphan" has no
one to turn to. He therefore places his trust in God who ultimately acts as his deliverer. In other words,
all his cares and troubles the "orphan" yatom leaves in the hand of God, who will act as a father and
helper to the fatherless (Delitzsch 1871:183).

In v18 "the orphan" yatom enjoys justice, the very commodity he has hitherto been deprived of. The
"orphan" can now enjoy the privilege of God's salvation (Kraus 1988:198). God is the judge and the
helper of those who are fatherless. It is on Zion that the orphans can come into the presence of the most
high God and before the tribunal of the judge of the world.

The term "crushed" dak (v18) is also associated with cani and yatom in this psalm. The term dak
refers to a person who suffers as a victim at the hands of his enemies (Mowinckel 1962:208; Fuhs
1978:197). The enemy of the "crushed person" dkh (Qal) is constantly plotting to grind his victim to
dust (cf. Ps. 143:3). In his distress the dak turns to Yahweh, flees to the temple and entreats Yahweh
for help (Fuhs 1978:198). Yahweh is their refuge and stronghold. Only in this way can the "crushed
person" hope to enjoy the privilege of God's salvation" (Kraus 1988:198).

In light of the aforementioned, "the crushed" are in this state, because of the brutality and
ruthlessness16 of the evildoer. A more impressive example of their lot is described in Isaiah 3:15,
where the dak is depicted as spices that have been grounded between two millstones.

13

14

15

16

Cf. Ps. 94:21, Job 4:7 and Job 9:2.

Cf. Job 22: 18-20 and Job 17: 18.

Cf. Fensham (1962: 129-139) with regards to the motif of the deity as juridical helper of the individual in the
legal and wisdom literature of the Ancient Near East.

Cf. Delitzsch (1871:185) with regard to the oppressor and the "crushed".
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The term cani can now be considered and understood more clearly in light of the aforementioned
discussion. It is obvious that the term cani is to be seen against a background of anguish and distress.
The phrase "why" lama (vvl-2) expresses the despair that the cani experiences when he is confronted
with what appears to be God's inactivity, or his unwillingness to pay attention to the suppliant's need"
(Ackroyd 1983:67). The dilemma that has to wrestle with, is whether God, who is both the shepherd
and the king of his people, has at this crisis moment absconded or not. Currently the cani is
experiencing a feeling of being abandoned by God "in the midsts of the terrors of persecution" (Kraus
1988:197). The cani is almost pushed to a point of no return where he is sorely tempted to conclude
that God has forsaken him. He prays with agitated words for proof of God's power (Kraus 1988:198;
Birkeland 1933:88).

The verb "hotly pursue" dlq (Qal, v2) describes something of the violent treatment that the cani
receives at the hands of the evildoer. It is difficult to state specifically what type of persecution the
cani had to endure and contend with. From the context, it is clear, however, that here the term cani
does not refer to those who can be designated as the "Hungrigen, Obdachlosen und Nackten", but
rather as designating the "UnterdIiickten" and the "Hilflosen" (Martin-Achard 1979:344). The cani
. (v2) is someone who is suffering some kind of persecution, because of this he is defenseless against his
enemy and is constantly subjected to oppression. Schultz (1973:40) observes that the cani is hotly
pursued by his foes and that a strong antagonism exists between the "wicked" rasac and the cani. This
ardent unprovoked aggressiveness on the part of the wicked to oppress and eliminate the cani suggests
that he is a victim of terror rather indigence (MowinckeI1962:207; Martin-Achard 1973:41). The cani
are the oppressed who seek refuge from the enemies, by fleeing to Yahweh. From this observation it
can be deduced that the cani are not only those who suffer oppression, but they are also persons who
call on God to be their defender (Gelin 1963:16). This abandoning themselves on God alone is
inevitable, because the cani has no one else to tum to (Coppes 1980:344).

Despite the fact, however, that the term cani frequently appears in synonymous parallelism with
"needy" 'ebyon and "poor" dal, it differs from both these terms in that it "connotes some kind of
disability or distress" (Coppes 1980:683). Here the term cani is used to describe someone whose
distress is caused by enemies, rather than by poverty. This interpretation does not totally rule out the
possibility that material deprivation is often very closely followed or associated with social oppression.
The arguments that the cani in this psalm refers primarily to those who are separated from Jerusalem
(Le. exiles), or those who are afflicted by sickness, should rather be discounted (Gelin 1963:17;
Ackroyd 1983:88). Kraus (1988:198) concurs with the above-mentioned argument that the affliction of
the suppliant is neither caused by exile or illness, but by the attacks of an oppressor. The cani pleads
with God not to forget about him when he has to face the onslaughts of this oppressor's violence. God
is called upon to act as the strongman or protector of the oppressed.

Delitzsch (1871:182) succinctly notes that this is the difference between the cani and those who live
with their backs toward God. The cani calls upon God to destroy this vain illusion of the evildoer by
rising up into action. The cani wants God to humiliate "those who forget" him 'tk~(Qal) + 'el (vll).
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Those who pretend that he does not exist, therefore, they assume that God is not able punish them. The

cani is someone who has a passion for God's honour. He does not want the name of God to be mocked

or dishonoured amongst the wicked. According to his petition, he is convinced that when the wicked

mock their victims, they are also mocking the God of these unfortunate people. The psalmist appears

"to suggest that the enemies of God are also the enemies of the cani" (Ackroyd 1983:69) and vice-

versa. Therefore God cannot allow his honour, nor that of the cani to suffer any injury.

Finally, in verse l7a we encounter the term c~nawim. This designation is often interpreted as

"humble". In fact Rahlfs describes the difference between cani and canaw as follows:

"Cani does not have a religious meaning and characterizes the relationship between man and

man, whereas, canaw has a religious meaning and characterizes the relationship between God

and man" (Rahlfs 1892:73). This interpretation did not receive the concensus of the academic

community. In fact, it was refuted as being unscientific. Mowinckel (1962) and Birkeland (1933)

concluded that cani is the original term, while canaw is probably a late corruption thereof,

reflecting Aramaic influence. Martin-Achard (1979:345) also argues that canaw is in meaning

"nicht grundlegend von cin'funterschieden". Wfuthwein (1965:72) remarks that this appearance

of cani and canaw is perhaps an incidence of the famous yod-waw interchange.

In this study cani and cinaw are regarded as synonymous, it is not understood as being different

designations. The ciinaw does not refer to a religious guild or party, it is simply a reference to those

who are oppressed by evildoers in this psalm (Coppes 1980:683).

In light of the above-mentioned discussion regarding the cani and ca'n"aw, it is proposed that both

terms should be translated with the equivalent "oppressed" . The stereotyped equivalents "poor" cani

and "humble" cinaw are both inadequate and misleading when the context in which these terms appear

is considered (Kraus 1986:153).

4.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

In this poem the psalmist petitions Yahweh to take the following course of action:

4.3.3.1 Over against the cani

Yahweh is called upon to be the protector and saviour of the cani. Words like "arise" qwm (Qal, v12),
1-- v

"raise" ns' (Qal, v12) "your arm" yadeka (v12), "do not forget" '1 + skI} (Qal, v12) are used when an

appeal is made to God, to take action against the persecutors of the cani. This petition should be

regarded as a cry for justice. The psalmist is convinced that the cani will get justice, because God is

fair and impartial. Unlike the crooked earthly judges, God cannot be bought with a price. The cani can

call on God in confidence to balance the scales of justice so that their cause may be vindicated. In fact,

before this heavenly judge both the weak and the powerful will get justice (Gelin 1963:16; Ackroyd

1983:91).
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4.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

Yahweh is called upon to "break" ~br (Qal, vIS) the arm of the evildoer. The following verb "seek"
dr~ (Qal, vIS) their wickedness is also used in the petition, as a cry of vengeance in which the cani
prays for the downfall of his antagonist. This petition should be regarded as a subversive rather than a
passive prayer. Yahweh is encouraged to restore the endangered life of the cani by toppling the
oppressor. Only by destroying the power of the evildoer can a state of "peace" ~alom be re-established.
While the evildoer is still endangering the life of the cani, harmony cannot be restored. Yahweh must
render the oppressor powerless, Le. break his arms and find him guilty, Le. seek out his wickedness.

4.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTICFIELD

Synonyms

naqi (v8); ~elka (v8); yatom (vI8); dak (vI8)

Antonyms

ra~aC (vv2, 4, 13, IS); rac (vIS); ge'ut (v2); mezimmot (v2); ta'~wa (v3); 'ala
(v7); mirmot (v7); (v7); tok (v7); camal (v7); 'awen (v7); kacas (vI4)

Words relating to the cani

dlq (Qal, v2); tp~ (Nif., v2); npl (Qal, vlO)

Words relating to the evildoer

hll (pi., v3); n'~ (Pi., v3); pwh (Qal, vS); y~b (Qal, v8) + b~ma'rab (v8); hrg (Qal,
v8); 'rb (Qal, v9); htp (Qal, v9); m~k (Qal, v9) + re~t (v9)..

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

qwm (Qal, vI2); n~' (Qal, vI2) + yadeka (vI2); '1 + SkI] (Qal, vI2); ~mc (Qal, v17);
kwn (Hif., vI7); qsb (Hif., vI7); ~p! (Qal, vI8)

(b) Over against the evildoer
Sbr (Qal, vIS) + z~roca (vIS); dr~ (Qal, vIS) + risCo (vIS)
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CHAPTER 5

5 PS.12

5.1 TRANSLATION

v2a: Help, Lord for there is no longer any that is godly;

v2b: for the faithful have vanished from among the sons of men.

v3a: Everyone utters lies to his neighbour;

v3b: with flattering lips and with a double heart they speak.

v4a: May the Lord cut off all flattering lips,

v4b: (and) the tongue that makes great boasts.

v5a: Those who say, with our tongue we will prevail,

v5b: our lips are with us; who is our master?

v6a: Because of the oppression of the ci'nayyim, because of the sigh of the 'ebyonim;

v6b: I will now arise, says the Lord,

v6c: I will grant my salvation to him who is hard pressed.!

v7a: The words of the Lord are pure words,

v7b: (like) silver refined in a furnace2 of earth,

v7c: (that is) purified seven times.

. v8a: You, 0 Lord, will preserve them,

v8b: protect us from this generation forever.

v9a: Even though the wicked prowl on every side,

v9b: when you rise up, you treat with contempt the sons of men.3

The authenticity of the reading yapia~ 10 has been disputed for a long time (Kraus 1988:207). Briggs
(1976:98) states that the LXX reading parresulsomai en auto is weightier than the MT reading. He argues
that parresiasomai presupposes JOpica and can be translated as "1 will let shine forth". This type of
construction usually appears in theophanic or ideal manifestations. Cf. Pss. 50:2, 80:2, 94: 1 and Deut. 33:2.
Kraus (1988:207), however, is of the opinion that the MT reading should be retained, but that it should be
translated in a much more nuanced way. Usually it is translated, "for which he longs" (cf. Weiser
1962:158). Kraus proposes the translation: "against whom people fret and fume" (= "who is hard pressed").
Cf. also Ps. 10:5 and Hab. 2:3 for the meaning of yapia~ 10.

2 The phrase bac~1il Hi'are~ poses great difficulties. Kraus (1989:207) thinks that it is a gloss that was added
to the text. Could it be that a marginal readings was accidently incorporated into the text at this point? (Cf.

I

Gunkel 1933). The LXX has the reading dokimion te ge (= that which is tried or is tested in a crucible).
Perhaps the LXX followed the same Vorlage as the MT at this point. According to the Targums we also
have to translate the phrase bac3"1il Iil'ar~ with "in the crucible" or "in the workshop" (Delitzsch
1871:196). It could be that the phrase denotes a procedure in the process of smelting: perhaps the planting
of the molten mass into the earthen form (Briggs 1976:98).

3 The reading k~rimma zallota is preferred over against the reading k~rum zulliit "like a mound of
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5.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 12 can be classified as a national1ament4 (Lamparter 1961:73-74; Westermann 1976:220). These
type of laments were probably composed during the times when Israel faced threats such as: wars,
famines, droughts, etc. (Louw 1982:30; Burden & Prins100 1987:24). During these times the laments
were used to express the collective remorse and repentance of Israel. Eissfe1dt (1974:112) is of the
opinion that such a situation is described in Joe11:13-14 and 2:12-17.

In such instances Israel usually referred to itself as "we" '~na~D11.However, when "I" '~ni is
encountered instead of "we", someone else probably made supplication on behalf of Israel (Kaiser
1975:333). Ps. 12 falls into this category. where a petition is lodged on behalf of Israel (Kraus
1988:207).

The classification of Ps. 12 as a "cultic-prophetic liturgy" establishes a connection between this prayer
song and the worship of ancient Israel (Jeremias 1970:112-114). Gerstenberger (1988) also concludes
that some evidence exists for the liturgical use of this psalm. He argues that in the LXX, "the initial cry
is still help me!, but in the MT it has been generalized to help!" (Gerstenberger 1988:83). Thus,
suggesting the possibility of a corporate liturgical function instead of an individual one.

The theory that Ps. 12 functioned as a cu1ticprophetic liturgy does not however, rule out the possibility
that it could have been used as an "individual prayer formulary in its subsequent history"
(Gerstenberger 1988:84; Miller 1986:11-120).

The main elements ofPs. 12 are:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic origin (vI).

(2) The initial plea and complaint (Le. invocation and petition) (vv2-3).

(3) The imprecation against enemies (vv4-5).

(4) The salvation oracle (v6).

(5) The affirmation of confidence and note of thanksgiving (vv7-9) (Leslie 1949:223-
224).

worthlessness". The word zullut is however. unknown elsewhere in the Hebrew Bible and should be
regarded as hapax legomenon (BDB 1958:273). The MT makes the word an abstract concept "vileness" or
"worthlessness". It is best to rather adopt the alternative reading zallotii "you regard without esteem".
because here the verb zll has Yahweh as its subject. This reading suits the context best. for it goes back to
the former statement "when you arise" kerum (Le. an infinitive construct rwm, Qal + ke = temporal)
(Briggs 1976:99).

4 National laments are also found in the Book of Lamentations and the prophetic books. Cf. Jer. 14, Isa. 63,
Hab. 1 and Joel!. The setting for such a lament often appears wherever it says, "Then the children of Israel
cried to the Lord" (Boyce 1988:39-40; Westermann 1976:220). The structure of these laments is similar to
that of a personal lament, except for a slight variation. In a national lament a divine answer follows upon the
complaint and the petition (Wolff 1981:107-108).
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In a lament, either national or individual, a plea would be articulated before the final blow had fallen
(Gerstenberger 1988:81). What usually transpired in such an instance was that an individual would file
a complaintS and a request for help (Louw 1982:31; Wolff 1981:108-109). In this request he begged for
God's intervention (Kraus 1960:95). This supplication was usually made at a time of great distress
(Boyce 1988:25-26).

What normally followed this agonizing plea was an "invocation of judgement against the oppressors"
(Eaton 1967:17). This imprecation was probably motivated by the idea that God was the defender of
the oppressed and that he punished transgressors (Widengren 1937:317). The suppliant would call for
the immediate punishment of his enemies (Burden & Prins100 1987:38). In extreme cases nothing less
than their total annihilation would be requested. After all, if the suppliant was to be saved from
destruction, his enemies had to be repelled (La Sor 1987:516-517). He therefore, depicts their
intentions by citing their own words, in order that he might prove their guilt to God beyond any
reasonable doubt (Delitzsch 1871:194-195).

A divine oracIe6 was then spoken through an officiating priest (Eaton 1967:52; Kraus 1988:208). This
priest acted as a "cultic prophet" during worship services in which "the future happiness" of the
suppliant was made known (Weiser 1962:160; Leslie 1949:224). In this way the suppliant could
receive a word of comfort7 from God (Gerstenberger 1988:82).

Finally, a note of thanksgiving follows in response to the divine oracle. In this section the suppliant
reaffirms his confidence in God's faithfulness. Cliisemann (1969:291) observes that the suppliant does
not intend to provoke God to action as in the other 1aments.8 The reason for this exception is that a
divine promise had already been received (Weiser 1962:161). The motivation for thanksgiving is to
consolidate trust in God and should be regarded as the "appreciative answer of the congregation to the
words of the Lord" (Leslie 1949:224).

5.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

5.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The term "wicked" r~~acim (v9) describes the evildoer in this psalm (Enslin 1979:328; Weiser

S

6

7

8

The same structural pattern can also be observed in the laments that are found outside of the Psalter. Cf. 2
Sam. 14:4-7 and 2 Ki. 6:26-29. Cf. also Wolff (1981:107-108).

Jeremias (1970:113-114) and Kraus (1988:208) argue that a "cultic prophet" recited the whole psalm and
not just the divine oracle in v5. According to these scholars, the "cultic prophet" would recite these types of
laments on behalf of the community. Cf. also Burden & Prinsloo (1987:24-25) and Johnson (1979:22).

Sabourin (1974:45-46) observes that the divine oracle was specifically used to promote the "well being" of
distressed petitioners. Cf. also Albertz (1978:208).

Cf. Pss. 10,36,44,58,60,74,77,79,80,83,90,94,108 and 137.
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1962:160; Koch 1979:514). The antonyms ofr~~aqm are "devout" I)asid (v2) and "faithful" '~munim
(v2). These tenns appear in opposition to r~saqm and demarcate the associative field of this word
(Sawyer 1972:30).

Finally, as it has already noted the term r~~acim is used:

(1) to describe persons that are disloyal and unfaithful (Kraus 1988:208), and

(2) to describe the antagonist of the cani (Delitzsch 1871:197; Livingston 1980:864).

They "speak deceitfully" ~aw'a dbr (pi., v3a) to their neighbour, "with flattery" sepat 1)¥.laqot and
"with a double heart" b~leb waleb "they speak" dbr (pi., v3b). They boast 'am~ro.: "with our tongue"
I~nenu, "we will prevail" gbr (Hif., v5a). "Our lips are with us" s~patenu 'ittanu "who can lord over
us?" m1 'adon lanG (v5b).

The word dbr (pi.) appears thrice in this lament,9 In all these instances it refers to the act of speaking
(Gerleman 1971:433). According to Schmidt (1977:104) dbr has the general meaning of "reden,
sprechen" in most of the contexts in which it occurs. 10

The function of dbr is then to describe a speech act that has been directed against the cani (Kraus
1988:208). This description is done in terms of generalities without any reference to the exact content
thereof (Schmidt 1977:106).

The words that are associated with dbr are "deceit", "lips of flattery" and "double heart" (v3). These
words also indicate in a general way the type of activity that was rife amongst the evildoers. The tenn
~aw'a denotes that which is empty of meaning, shallow (Klopfenstein 1964:310), whereas lips of
flattery could be a reference to smooth insidious talk (Delitzsch 1871:194). The phrase "double heart"
describes someone who says one thing and then he does another (Delitzsch 1871:194). They speak
"deceitfully", they express themselves with a "smooth tongue and double heart" (v2). Kraus is of the
opinion that this is a reference to the rumours and slanderous accusations11 the evildoers bring against
the cani (1988:208). These rumours and accusations result in the downfall of their victims
(Gerstenberger 1988:82; Louw 1982:93). One can easily imagine how the cani suffered on account of
these "deceitful and insincere utterances" (Leslie 1949:223).

Lies and flattery destroy "every kind of fellowship" that men might have with one another, for
fellowship cannot exist unless it is based on truth (Weiser 1962:159). The evildoers are liars and

9

10

11

According to KBL (1958: 199) dbr appears 1100 times in the Pi. fonn. In the Pss. it is found 46 times in the
Pi. and only 9 times in the Qal (Gerleman 1971:435). Out of the 1440 times in which dbr appears in the
OT, the Qal is found only 41 times. The Pi. is the more frequently encountered fonn in the OT (Gerleman
1971:435).

Cf. also Lisowsky (1957:337) and KBL (1958:199-200).

This point of view is also held by Delitzsch (1871:194) and Sabourin (1974:297).
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flatterers, who use words to conceal their true intentions and motives. They ensnare the cani with the

deceitful activities of their tongues (Briggs 1976:95). In this way the evildoers are guilty of plotting the

downfall of others.

The verb "to say" 'mr (Qal, vv5-6) appears twice in this psalm and in both instances it deals with direct

speech. In v5 the function of 'mr is the explication of content (Schmidt 1978:99), whereas in v6b, it is

the confirmation of content in a direct discourse (Schmid 1971:218).

According to Wagner (1977:330) "to say" always indicates reasonable statements by someone which

may be heard and understood by others. Its purpose is never to describe the technique of speaking, but

to call attention to "what is being said".

The subject of'mr in v5 is the evildoers, whereas, the subject in v6 is Yahweh. In this section only v5

will be discussed, v6 will be dealt with later in this study (Le. in words relating to Yahweh).

The words that accompany 'mr (Qal, v5) are "tongue" Hi~n + "prevail" gbr (Hif.) + "lips" ~apa +
"who" mi + "lord" 'idon + "over us" Iiim!. These words describe the manner in which the evildoers

boast about their exploits (Kraus 1988:209).

The verb gbr (Hif., v5a) usually denotes "stark, uberlegen sein" (Kiihlewein 1971:398). KBL

(1958:167) translates gbr with the equivalent "to be strong," "to be superior". Whenever gbr is used in

association with physical action, the accent is usually upon power and strength, however, it is often a

reference to "Vortrefflichkeit und Uberlegenheit" (Kosmala 1973:902).

It is interesting to note, that in this psalm gbr (Hif., v5a) is neither associated with physical prowess or

warfare. The verb is used in reference to persons who use their tongues for boastful and malicious

purposes (Briggs 1976:95-96). Their weapon is the spoken word rather than physical violence. When

this type of speech is employed, it becomes a dangerous instrument of power and a deadly weapon in

the hands of the evildoer (Weiser 1962:160).

This verb also describes the deluded state of mind that is associated with the evildoer (Kraus

1988:210). "With our tongue we are powerful gbr, our lips help us; who can lord over us". This

statement highlights their over-confidence (hubris) (Oswalt 1980:148). It is this arrogance that causes

the evildoers to overstep the boundaries of their limitations (Lamparter 1961 :74).

The psalmist feels compelled to pray for "Jahwes zorniges Einschreiten" (Kraus 1960:95). This

situation is no longer an incident which encrouches solely on the honour of the cani, but the honour of

Yahweh is also at stake (Leslie 1949:224). God himself must now restore his honour and intervene on

behalf of the cani. On account of God's honour, he will not allow the evildoer to go away unpunished

(Lamparter 1961:75).
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Finally, the attacks against the cani are primarily verbal in nature, it does not appear as a reference to

an act of physical violence. These attacks are however, of a dangerous nature and have to be

"destroyed and extirpated (Kraus 1988:209).

5.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The term cani is associated with the following words in Ps. 12: "loyal" ~asid (v2), "faithful" '~munim

(v2); 'ebyonim (v6); "violence" ~d (v6) and "sigh" '~naqa (v6).

The term ~asid is used 32 times in the Old Testament. Out of these occurrences, l)asid appears 25

times in the Psalms (Lisowsky 1957:514). The term l)asid functions as a word that denotes

membership in a covenant with God (Gulkowitsch 1934:22). In other words, the ~asid lived a life that

was true to the separated community and in keeping with the covenant. The l)asid can then also be

referred to as ~addiq (Kraus 1988:208). The word l)asid was also used as a "synonym" for the

orthodox party during the Maccabean period (Harris 1980:307).

There is a close connection between the word l,1esed and the term l)asid (Ridderbos 1962: 122). The

word l)esed is usually translated as "kindness," "loving kindness" and "mercy". According to Delitzsch

(1871:194) the ~asid is a pious or devout person who practices ~esed towards God and man. In the

former sense ~esed referred to "loyalty" and "devotion", whereas in the latter, it is a reference to

"kindness" and "mercy" (Stoebe 1971:620).

It is not however, certain, whether Israel was called hasid because they were characterized by hesed,. .
or whether they were so called because they were objects of God's I]esed (Sakenfe1d 1978:6-8). Stoebe

(1971:619-620) argues that the ~asid are those who constantly live in the sphere of God's mercy and in

such a context, the I,tasid can be referred to as the "gunstgenosse" of Yahweh. Here the ~asid is used to

describe a person who is faithful and loyal to God (Kraus 1960:95).

The synonym of l,1iisid in this psalm is "faithful" 'emunim. This term is usually applied to people as a

measure of their righteousness and acceptability to God (Scott 1980:52). Here '~munim is used in

reference to someone who is "faithful" (Delitzsch 1871:194). The term '~munim functions as an

antonym of rasac (Briggs 1976:95). It is used to contrast a faithful person with an unfaithful person in

this psalm (Ringgren 1986:76). The ,e'munim are the individuals who remain true "to God and his

covenant (Kraus 1988:208).

The terms "violence" ~od and "sigh" '~naqa are used in association with cani and 'ebyon. The function

of ~od is to describe a situation of need (Hamilton 1980:906). This situation can be loosely described

as one of oppression (Lamparter 1961 :73). Here the situation demanded a legal hearing because there

was an uneven distribution of power between the "oppressed" cani and the "antagonist" rasac. The

term ~od refers to the oppression that the cani experienced, on account of the injustice that he had to

endure. This oppression was probably in the form of malicious rumours that were being circulated
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about the cani (Hamilton 1980:906). It is therefore possible that ~od does not refer to physical violence
in this psalm, but rather to social unrighteousness (Leslie 1949:224; Schultz 1973:51).

The term '~naqa appears only 4 times in the Old Testament (Lisowsky 1957:128). Three out of those
four times it occurs in the Pss. (12:6, 79:11 and 102:21). KBL (1958:70) translate it with "sigh"
"stohnen" (=" groan").

The "groan" '~naqa is a result of the situation that the cani has to endure. It has been brought on him
through his circumstances (Boyce 1988:1). In fact, it is the only thing that he can do in his state of
oppression. Therefore, he cries out in hope that God will listen to his cry of distress. This '~naqa
paradigm is fundamental in Old Testament sections, that deal with the theme of oppression (Albertz
1976:568-569). The groan of the oppressed functions here as an appellation term. Lamparter (1961:75)
succinctly describes it as being a desperate cry born out of a situation of powerlessness. The person
who files this appeal is the 'ebyon (Boyce 1988:27).

Here the term 'ebyon is used as a reference to someone who is legally destitute, as well as someone in
desperate need of divine assistance. 12 The noun 'ebyon does not appear as a technical term, that depicts
someone who is materially deprived (Weiser 1962:159). It should rather be regarded as a term, that
describes a person whose destitution is essentially caused by enemies (Botterweck 1977:35-36). In this
case, it is the evildoer who must be regarded as the source of their destitution (Kraus 1988:209-210).

Here the term cani differs from 'ebyon in the sense that it "connotes some kind of disability or
distress" (Coppes 1980:683). It does not refer to someone who is materially deprived (Schultz
1973:98). According to Botterweck (1974:29) it is not used in the stereotyped formula cani w~ 'ebyon.
This formula is basically used in an economic sense, where it describes a person without any property
who has to earn his daily bread by serving others. The term cani is not used in reference to the
materially poor. The term is rather used to describe the "Unterdriickten und Hilflosen" (Martin-Achard
1979:344). In other words, cani refers to someone who is a victim of social affliction, rather than
material deprivation (Coppes 1980:684).

The term cani should then rather be translated as "oppressed" instead of "poor". The translation "poor"
is misleading, because cani does not refer to an impoverished person. The term cani refers to someone
who suffers on account of social oppression.

5.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

5.3.3.1 Over against the evildoer

The verbs "cut off' krt (Hif., v4) and "arise" qwrn (Qal, v6) describe the type of action that God is
about to execute. God will "cut off' and "rise up" against his enemies. The setting in this poem is one

12 For a discussion of the term 'ebyon, cf. par. 3.4.4 above.
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of judgement and dread (Leslie 1949:224). It is a day the enemies of God will regret, because he is

about to bring a swift end to their existence (Kraus 1988:210).

The literal meaning "to cut off/to cut down" (KBL 1958:456), usually conjures up an image of a

woodcutter who is about to cut off a tree (cf. 1 Kgs 5:20, Isa. 14:8). The verb krt can also be used in a

positive sense where it refers to the making of a covenant (= lit. "to cut a covenant).

Here the verb "cut" is used in a negative sense. "May Yahweh cut off all smooth lips" (v4a). Thus, "to

cut off' has the meaning to "destroy" or "to remove" (Smith 1980:457). God is about to remove the

evildoer on account of their presumption (Delitzsch 1871:195). In their arrogance they have raised

themselves up against God (Oswalt 1980:148). Therefore God is going to bring destruction upon their

heads.

The verb "arise" qwm (Qal, v6) is suggestive of the immanent judgement that will come upon the

evildoer. The verb "arise" refers essentially to the physical action "rising up" (Coppes 1980:793). Here

it does not indicate ordinary actions like "rising" or "standing". It is used in a judicial sense where God

will judge the guilty (Briggs 1976:96). Finally, "arise" qwm can also be used in a military sense where

God rises up to do battle with his enemies. In this case the enemies of the cani.

In conclusion, the deeds of God (Le. "cut off' and "arise") are directed in a negative way against the

evildoer and this inevitably leads to their destruction.

5.3.3.2 Over against the cani

The words "save" y~C(Hif., v2) and "set" ~yt (Qal, v6) are used to describe the deliverance that God

will bring about on behalf of the cani. The word "save" connotes deliverance from distress (Hartley

1980:414). In other words, the cani is in a situation where he is being oppressed and he needs

deliverance. God is called upon to deliver him in response to his anguished cry. In this sense, God acts

as his deliverer or "saviour" (Kraus 1988:209).

The verb "set" syt (Qal, v6) is used in a similar way to "save" y~C(Hif., v2) in this psalm. God will set

the cani in a state of safety, where the evildoer will not be able to harm him (Hamilton 1980:921).

The word "set" is used in a very hostile setting (Weiser 1962: 159). The enemies of the cani are

everywhere and he is beginning to feel the power of their might. "Help, 0 Yahweh, for the godly are

done for, the wicked are everywhere". Therefore, God will intervene on his behalf and set him in a

place that is out of reach for the wicked (Lamparter 1961:75).
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5.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

~asid (v2); '~mfinim (v2); 'ebyonim (v6)

Antonyms

Words relating to the cani

~od(v6); ,'inaqa (v6)

Words relating to the evildoer

~iW'a (v3); dbr (pi., v3); ~epat~~Iaqot(v3); b~leb waleb (3)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cini:
y~C(Hif., v6); ~yt (Qal, v6) + b~yesaC

(b) Over against the evildoer:
krt (Hif., v4); qwm (Qal, v7)
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CHAPTER 6

6 PS.14

6.1 TRANSLATION

vIa: The fool says in his heart there is no God.

vlb: They are corrupt, they do abominable deed(s),

vIc: there is not one who does good.

v2a: Yahweh looks down from heaven upon mankind.!

v2b: to see if there is (anyone) who is wise,

v2c: who still seeks God.2

v3a: All (of them) have gone astray, they have become altogether perverse,

v3b: there is no one who does (anything) good, not even one.

v4a: Have they no insight all those evildoers,

v4b: who devour my people (as) one eats bread,

v4c: they who do not call on Yahweh.

v5a: There they were terrified enormously,

v5b: but God is with the generation of the righteous.

v6a: You have shamed the counsel of the cani,

v6b: but Yahweh is his refuge.

v7a: Dh, that out of Zion would come the salvation of Israel

v7b: when Yahweh restores the well-being of his people,

v7c: Jacob will exult and Israel will be glad.

6.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 14 can be classified as a prophetic exhortation3 (Sabourin 1974:394-395). This psalm deals with a
theme that is well known to the prophets,4 viz. the universal impiety. Psalms of this type of genre
utilized certain prophetic literary elements, as the oracle and exhortative speech, which normally
included "promises and threats" (Sabourin 1969:308). According to Mowinckel (1982:53) the priests

2

3

4

The phrnse b~ne 'adam is interpreted as a general term for all mankind. Whenever the Psalms speak of the
scrutinizing look of Yahweh sqp (Hif., v2), the circle of those who are scrutinized includes the whole world
(Kraus 1988:222). Cf. also Pss. 5:10, 10:7,36:2 and 36:2.

An alternative translation for the phrase dores 'et ~lohim could be "one who (still) inquires about God"
(Miller 1986:98).

Pss. 50, 52, 53, 75,81 and 95 can also be regarded as being prophetic exhortations.

With regard to the theme of universal impiety, cf. Jer. 5:1, 8:6 and Isa. 64:6.
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functioned as oracular prophetsS in the early period of Israel's history. Worshippers would go to the
sanctuary to consult God and they would receive an oracle6 from the priest (de Vaux 1965:454). Later
these exhortations functioned as liturgies that were meant to instruct the faithful in the ways of God
and to appropriate the correct response from them (Jasper 1967:50-59; Mowinckel 1982:112). In this
sense these types of psalms were also classified as "didactic psalms" (Sabourin 1974:395; Kraus
1988:222-223).

The main elements ofPs. 14 are:

(1) The superscription that designates as being Davidic in origin (vI).

(2) The prophetic invective that highlights a description of the ungodly (vv1-4).

This section is made up of two parts, viz.:

(a) Sapiential description (vvl-2).

(b) Liturgical description (vv3-4).

(3) An exhortation which is directed against the ungodly (vv5-6).

(4) Intercession in which ardent prayers are made on behalf of all Israel (v7) (Briggs
1976:102-103; Kirkpatrick 1906:16).

6.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

6.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The terms "fool" nabal (vI) and "workers of evil" poc~e 'awen (v4) are used to describe the evildoer
in this psalm.? Here nahal is used as a reference to someone who secretly denies the existence of God
(Hengstenberg 1842:208; Leupold 1974:139). The opening sentence in this psalm "the fool says in his
heart, 'there is no God!' depicts this irreverent attitude of the nibal in a very apt manner (Keel
1969:175). In the Old Testament such an individual is usually referred to as an "evildoer" ra~ac
(Ridderbos 1939:196; Kraus 1988:221).

The term nabal appears frequently in wisdom literature (Goldberg 1981:547). In this type of genre, a
nahal is regarded as being the opposite of a "wise person" ~akam (von Rad 1972:64). According to
Milller and Kraus (1980:371) the term ~akam, whether used in an adjectival sense or substantively, it

5

6

Several biblical references suggest the existence of cult prophets and cult oracles, cf. Num. 11:24-30; 1
Sam. 10:5-13; 1 Ki. 18:30-34, 19:10, 14,22:5-28; 2 Ki. 4:23; Jer. 5:30-33, 23:11; 1 Chr. 25:1-6; Pss. 6:9-
11,22:25,28:6,34:7 and 66:19.

The deity's answer could either be obtained by casting lots with the "Urim and Thummin" (cf. 1 Sam.
14:41-44) or by means of looking for special signs in the sacrificed animal and by interpreting them
(MowinckeI1962:53).
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always refers to a person who exercises "wisdom" ~okma. A ~akam is someone who walks in wisdom
(Prov. 28:26), whereas, a nahal refers to someone who walks in folly (prov. 14:1). According to this
distinction, the I)'ilkam is regarded as a disciplined man (prov. 14:8) and the nabal as an undisciplined
man who is incapable of controlling his passions8 (prov. 29:11). Therefore, the nabal can not act
intelligently towards his fellow-man, because he lacks wisdom (prov. 15:7). This lack of wisdom
causes the nabal to miscalculate his potentiality and to live in a continuous state of deception (von Rad
1972:65). Because of this overestimation of his abilities (hubris), his folly is always something that
endangers life (Prov. 17:24, 18:7).

The following terms are associated with nabill in the wisdom literature: "stupid", "dull" k~sil in
practical matters and "insolent" in religious matters (KBL 1958:447). These terms are used in contexts
where they emphasize ignobility, disgracefulness, downright boorishness, as well as insensibility
towards God (Goldberg 1981:547).

In Ps. 14 the term "fool" nabal describes an individual who has closed his mind to reason (Leupold
1974:139). This person imagines in his heart, that there is no God (cf. also Ps. 53:1). According to
Kirkpatrick (1906:66) the statement "there is no God" 'en 'elOhim should not be understood as a denial
of the existence of God. It should rather be understood as a denial of the presence of God to interfere
with the activities of the nabal and to interpose on behalf of his people (Briggs 1976:105). The fool
speaks in this vain manner, in order to evade God's judgment and claim upon his life (Eerdmans
1942:259). However, despite the fact that this attitude might call into question God's action as it affects
the daily life of the fool, it fails to call into question God's existence, for the fool is easily "frightened"
pl}d (Qal, v5) by him (Kraus 1988:221). The statement "there is no God" is a reference to agnosticism
instead of dogmatic atheism (Weiser 1962:165). This view is also endorsed by Kraus (1986:129), who
contends that the phrase "there is no God" is a summary of a practical attitude rather than a expression
of an atheistic theory.9

The nabal is further described as someone who "corrupts" ~J.1t(Hif., vI) and whose deeds may be
regarded as being "vile" tCb (Hif., vI). The verb ~J;1tshould be translated as "ruining" instead of
"destroying". The verb is used in the sense of acting corruptly (Hengstenberg 1842:210) or more
emphatically, "doing corrupt things" (Kirkpatrick 1906:66). According to Vetter (1976:893) the verb
"sJ.1tis not used in this psalm to describe the destruction caused by wicked men, but rather the
corruption which is evident in their "actions" c~liIa (vI). Leupold (1974:139) regards their corruption
as the self-degradation of their moral being (Le. through vile practices), for when they abandoned their
belief in God, they subjected themselves to sinful activities which God abhors (Gerstenberger
1988:219). They have all "turned aside" swr (Qal, v3). The verb swr is often used in contexts which

7 With regard to the terms nllbal and poC~le 'awen, cf. also Ps. 53.

8 For the use of the term nabal outside of the Psalter, cf. 1 Sam. 25:1-7; 2 Sam. 13:13; Isa. 32:6; Jer. 17:11
and Job 30:8.

9 For a further discussion regarding the phrase ~n ~Iohim, cf. also Plumer (1978: 191-193).
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deal with apostasy (Delitzsch 1871:205). In such cases it should be translated as "turn away".l0
Conversely "not to turn aside" I' swr was a way of affirming a man's stead-fastness before the Lordll

(Patterson 1981:621).

They have also "become corrupt" 'Ih (Nif., v3). In other words, they have all become spoiled.12 There
is no-one who is capable of doing (that) which is good in God's sight, for mankind b~ne 'adam are
corrupt and depraved (Sabourin 1969:310). Leupold states that such utter degeneracy always has its
origin in severing the connection with God. The fool is capable of eating people like bread, Le.
probably by slandering the victims. He has no regard for the people of God and rides rough-shod over
them (Miller 1986:96).

The term "worker of evil" poc~le 'awen (v4) is used in association with nabal in this psalm. According
to Kraus (1988:22) poc~le 'awen when used in place of nabal most often depict the enemies of the
individual. The term poc~le 'awen can be regarded as someone who harasses the individual without
any just cause. Here the poc~"e 'awen continuously attempt to "devour" 'kl (Qal, v4) God's people. It is
this unprovoked aggression that causes the victim to think of his oppressors as monsters that devour
their prey, as callously and indifferently as one eats bread (Kraus 1988:222). Briggs (1976:107)
correctly observes that the metaphor of eating 'kl (v4) is used to suggest the severity of the attacks that
are being launched against God's people. The expression "as bread" lehem (v4) also indicates the.
heartless mentality of the evildoers, who feel justified in what they are doing (Hengstenberg 1842:214).
In fact, these eaters don't even feel any shame (Weiser 1962:165).

Furthermore, what 'kl specifically means in Ps. 14 is hard to determine. The poet describes the attack
in a very general way (Scott 1981:39). Leupold (1974:140), Miller (1986:96) and Gerstenberger
(1988:220) are of the opinion that 'kl must be understood either in terms of "oppression" orland
"slander".13 Briggs (1976: 107) however, thinks that 'kl is a reference to severe attacks launched against
Israel by hostile nations. What the specific reference of 'kl was in Ps. 14 is not so easy to pinpoint The
verb 'kl probably depicts the way in which the evildoer oppressed the cani. The verb 'kl is then a
reference which describes more than just the act of consumption. It depicts the persecution and
oppression that accompanies the act (Delitzsch 1871:206-207).

10 Cf. also Exod. 32:8 and Deut. 9:12,11:16 with regard to the usage of swr in contexts of apostasy.

11 Cf. 1Kgs 22:43 in this regard.

12 According to certain scholars 'lh starts from an Arabic root that implies the souring of milk, but in Hebrew
(Job 15:16) it is used in a moral sense, cf. Delitzsch (1871:205); Kirkpatrick (1906:67) and Leupold
(1974: 140).

13 'kl can also be interpreted as "slander" instead of "eat", cf. Ps. 27:2. This interpretation is also in accordance
with an Akkadian and Aramaic idiom, "to eat a piece of me" / or to "eat my flesh", means "to slander me".
Cf. also Gerleman (1971:140).
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6.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The designation cani is associated with the following tenns: "people" cam (v4) and ~addiq (v5).

The tenn cam (v4) is used to express a relationship that exists between God and his people. Here God
speaks on behalf of a people for whom he is responsible (van Groningen 1981:676). Therefore, God
will avenge and deliver those whom he calls "my people" cami, from those who persecute them
(Delitzsch 1871:207). They are the true people of God whose refuge is in God alone (Kraus 1988:224).
These godly people alone deserve to be called by the name "my people" (Kirkpatrick 1906:68). The
cami is the antonym of nabil and pocKIe;awen in this psalm. In fact, the other phrase associated with
it is 10' cami "not my people", whereas the cami are God's covenant people (Gerstenberger 1988:220).

The tenn "my people" is also used by the Lord when he SPeaksof Abraham's offspring whom he has
chosen and set aside for a covenant relationship (Ex. 3:7-22). God has seen their affliction, he has
heard their cry and he will deliver them from their plight. Hulst (1976:303) succinctly captures the
essence of this statement. When God hears the afflicted cry of his people, he hurries to bring about
their deliverance, as if "the cry of pain comes from his own lips". This paradigm is fundamental in Old
Testament sections that deal with the oppression of the "underdog" 14 (Boyce 1988:1-3). God's constant
protection over them and his all-sufficient provision for his people, testify to the continued love and
concern he has for those whom he calls "my people" (van Groningen 1981:676). God himself fonned
his people, gave them their dwelling place and bestowed his blessing and virtues upon them (Ps. 78:52,
95:7).

The tenn "righteous" ~addiq (v5) is used as an antonym of the evildoer (Hengstenberg 1842:216). The
tenn "generation" dor accompanies ~addiq in a construct fonn, and can be translated as "the righteous
generation" (Delitzsch 1871:207). Here "righteous generation" dor ~addiq is synonymous with "my
people" cami (Kirkpatrick 1906:68). The fact that God shows his solidarity with his people, this
association becomes the motive for the destruction that God will bring upon the oppressors of his
people (Kraus 1988:223). The evildoers will be overtaken with "terror" p~d (Qal, v5) and "fear" p~d,
because God defends those who belong to him (Leslie 1949:119).

The "righteous" are those ~ho conduct their lives in a way that is true to the covenant. They can count
on God's support in their hour of need (Stigers 1981:754). In other words, those who are designated as
~addiq in Israel, automatically become recipients of the activity of Yahweh's "righteousness" ~~daqa
(Kraus 1986:155). God causes the hann that has been set in motion by hostile powers against the
"righteous", revert back upon the heads of the perpetrators (cf. Ps. 7:13-16). Such a doctrine of
retribution was widely accepted in ancient Israel (Koch 1955:3-6), where every evil deed returns to
visit its perpetrator (Kraus 1988:223).

14 For a discussion of this theme, cf. par. 5.3.2 above.
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The tenn cani also appears in opposition to the evildoer. The cani is the victim of the evildoer who
constantly persecutes him. Here the tenn cani describes the oppressed (Schultz 1973:61). Unlike the
evildoer who conduct their lives as if God does not exist, the cani "enquires after" God dr~ and in this
way the cani is part of the true people of God (Weiser 1962:166). The tenn cani is a reference to
someone who is attacked by hostile forces and in his desperation he flees to God for refuge, and in the
holy sanctuary he presents his lost cause to God, the righteous judge (Westennann 1981:190-192). God
will tum the tables in favour of the cani, for God is the true judge who will defend the widow, the
orphan, the weak, the oppressed and those who are denied justice. God will put the evildoers "to
shame" bw~ (Hif., v6), by frustrating their plans (ce~a, v6). Their plan was to devour and utterly
destroy the cani, but God has frustrated their plan when he scattered them in a disgraceful panic and
then they became terrified enonnously (Briggs 1976:108). From this we can observe that God comes to
the aid of those who are in need (Miller 1986:98). He has heard their cry and he will save them from all
their troubles (Kraus 1986:153).

The tenn cani refers primarily to someone who suffers oppression at the hands of evildoers. Croft
(1987:47) and Gerstenberger (1988:220) think that the cani refers to an afflicted individual who is
oppressed by the rich and powerful in Israel. Briggs (1976:108) and Eaton (1986:6-8), on the other
hand, regard Israel as the cani, and the evildoers as the foreign nations. It is not so clear in this psalm
to detennine with absolute certainty the specific setting in which the tenn cani is used (Miller 1986:96-
97). What can be said, however, is that the cani are the "oppressed" (Sabourin 1974:396), and the cani
rely solely on God. Herein lies the essential feature of their oppression (Coppes 1981:683), for when
they are attacked by these hostile forces, they are helpless in the face of this onslaught and must flee to
God for refuge (Kirkpatrick 1906:68-69).

6.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

6.3.3.1 Over against the evildoer

The prophetic speaker in v5 predicts the destruction of the evildoer as seen in a vision. This course of
destruction is initiated by God (Kraus 1988:220). The cultic prophet reports how the evildoers will be
overtaken by the terror, that God is about to bring upon them suddenly as in times of holy war
(Jeremias 1970:115). The verbs "tremble" pJ:1d(Qal, v5) and "put to shame" bw~ (Hif., v6) are used to
describe the type of action that God is about to execute against the evildoer. It is with these prophetic
perfect tenses that the speaker expresses "the inviolable validity and actually of what he has just been
allowed to see" (Kraus 1988:222).

The verb "tremble" p~d is used with the substantive "fear" pal}ad in this psalm (cf. also Ps. 53:6).
Here phd (v5) serves as a verb of fearing with emphasis on the immediacy of the object of fear
(Bowling 1981:721). This statement is used to highlight the suddenness of the "fear" that will overtake
the evildoer without warning (Briggs 1976). This calamity will suddenly come upon the evildoers,
when there is no real reason for it (Hengstenberg 1842:215). According to Gerstenberger (1988:218)
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this terror must not only be understood as a fear that will come upon the evildoers, it is also an
announcement of doom against all those who oppress the cani. For God avenges and delivers the
oppressed among his people, because they are "righteous" (Delitzsch 1871:207).

The word "fear" pal;tad is used to refer to a strong emotion of scaredness (Kirkpatrick 1906:68). The
evildoer who formerly knew no fear before God, is suddenly overtaken by a fright inspired by God
(Kraus 1988:222-223). Here pal;tad is used as a term expressing "Gott gewirkten Schrecken" (Stahli
1976:413). This fear also refers to an external terror of some personage. In this context God is the
external object ofterror (Bowling 1981:721), who confronts the evildoer (Weiser 1962:166). God will
cause the evildoer to be put "to shame" bw~ (Hif., v6). He will cause their plans against the cani to be
thwarted (Briggs 1976:108), he will nip their nefarious undertaking in the bud (Kraus 1988:223), so
that their evil purpose will not come to fruition.

The verb "put to shame" bw~ (Hif., v6) expresses a sense of confusion, embarrassment and dismay
when matters tum out contrary to the expectation of the evildoer (Oswalt 1981:98). The evildoer will
go to pieces when God makes their plans run amuck (Hengstenberg 1842:217), for God sides with the
oppressed. By this prediction the cultic prophet states the ultimate fate of all those who oppress the
cani without reason (Leupold 1974:141). This visionary perception of God's intervention must be
regarded as a warning to all evildoers and a word of encouragement to all those who are being
oppressed.

6.3.3.2 Over against the cani

Ps. 12 closes with an ardent wish in which the cultic prophet petitions God to let his "salvation" y~~tica
(v7) appear over all the "righteous" ~addiq and "oppressed" cani in Israel (Kraus 1988:233), and to
"tum" S'wb (v7) the fate of his people.

The term "salvation" y~~(Jcarefers to physical deliverance in this psalm (Hartley 1981:414). Here the
distress of the cani has been caused by the evildoer and the cani cannot break this yoke of oppression
(Keel 1969:183-184). Deliverance must therefore, come from somewhere outside of the ranks of the
oppressed. Since there could be no deliverance outside of God's intervention, the cani earnestly prayed
for this help to come from Zion. The righteous in Israe1100k with longing and expectation for the day
when God will effect this deliverance, because God is enthroned in his sanctuary in Zion as judge and
king of the whole world (Pss. 7:6, 9:7, 11:4,33:13 and 102:19). The word "tum" ~wb (Qal, v7) must
also be understood in light of this "deliverance" y~¥uCa which must come forth from Zion (Kraus
1988:223).15

The word "tum" ~wb is used to describe a time in the future when God will restore his people to their
former glory (Leupold 1974:141). It speaks about a time when God will deliver Israel from distress and

15 For a discussion of the tenn y~~~Ca cf. par. 5.3.3.2 above.
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restore her to a state of blessing (Gerstenberger 1988:220; Sabourin 1974:397). The verb ~wb should
be understood as a restoring of fonner fortunes (Kirkpatrick 1906:89; Miller 1986:98).

6.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

cami (v4); ~addiq (v5)

Antonyms

nabal (vI); poc~le ;awen (v4)

Words relating to the cani

Ce~a(v6); ma~se (v6); gyl (Qal, v7); ~~ (Qal, v7)

Words relating to the evildoer

~I]t (Hif., vI); tCb (Hif., vI); swr ((Qal, v3); 'Ih (Nif., v3); 'kl (Qal, v4)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

y~~~ca (v7); ~wb (Qal, v7) +~~b~t

(b) Over against the evildoer
~qp (Hif., v2); phd (Qal, v5); bw¥ (Hif., v6)•
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CHAPTER 7

7 PS.18

7.1 TRANSLATION

v21a: The Lord has dealt with me according to my righteousness;

v21b: according to the cleanness of my hands he has requited me.!

v22a: For I have kept the ways of the Lord;

v22b: and I have not done evil (by turning away) from the Lord.

v23a: All his laws are before me;

v23b: and his statutes I will not put from me. .

v24a: I have been blameless before him;

v24b: and I have kept myself from sin.

v25a: The Lord requited me according to my righteousness;

v25b: according to the cleanness of my hands in his sight.2

v26a: To the faithful you show yourself faithful,

v26b: to the blameless you show yourself blameless.

v27a: To the pure you show yourself pure,

v27b: but to the crooked you show yourself shrewd.

v28a: For you deliver the cani
v28b: but those whose eyes are haughty you bring low.

v29a: For you 0 Lord, keep my lamp burning;

v29b: my God turns my darkness to light.

v30a: With your help I can advance against an armed troop;

v30b: with my God I can scale a wall.

v31a: As for God, his way is perfect;

v31b: The promise of the Lord is flawless,

v31c: he is a shield to all who takes refuge in him.

7.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 18 can be classified as a psalm of thanksgiving (Leslie 1949:259; Weiser 1962:186-187). After a
short address to God (vI), it opens with a confessional statement of faith in Yahweh (v3) in which he is

The reading according to "the cleaness of my hands" k~bor yada will be followed, instead of according to
"my glory" k~bOdi, cf. Briggs (1976:156). The MT reading "the cleaness of my hands" fits the context
better and is more preferable with the general trend of this psalm (Gerstenberger 1988:98).

2 This reading essentially repeats v21, cf. footnote above for discussion.
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described as a "rock" sOelac(v3); a "fortress" m~sfida (v3); a "refuge" miphit (v3); a "shield" magen. .
(v3); "hom of salvation" qeren y~~fiCa(v3) and a "stronghold" mi~gab (v3) (Hayes 1976:110). God is
seen as a divine warrior who has gained a military victory on behalf of the Israel, therefore a song of
thanksgiving was considered appropriate when the victory was proclaimed to the congregation
(Lamparter 1961:97; Burden & Prinsloo 1987:25). In his proclamation the suppliant claimed that God
intervened on his behalf as a reward for his righteous life (Plumer 1978:240; Leupold 1974:166-167).
Therefore, this military triumph was conferred on him by God.3 "For I have kept the ways of the Lord;
... I was blameless before him; and I have kept myself from guilt" (vv20 -23).

The main elements ofPs. 18 are:

(I) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vI).

(2) Praise of God and affirmation of confidence (vv2-3).

(a) Personal praise (v2).

(b) Affirmation of confidence (v3).

(3) Account of danger and salvation (vv4-20).

(a) Report of affliction and petition (vv4 -7).

(b) Report oftheophany (vv8-16).

(c) Report of salvation (vvI7-20).

(4) Praise of God and confession (vv21-31).

(a) Declaration ofpersonal°integrity (vv21-25).

(b) Proverbial statement (vv26-27).

(c) Praises of God (vv28-31).

(5) Thanksgiving prayer for victory (vv32-46).

(a) Fonnu1a of incomparability (v32).

(b) Hymnic praise of God (vv33-35).

(c) Personal praise of God (vv36-37).

(d) Declaration of victory (vv38-39).

(e) Personal praise of God (vv40-42).

(f) Declaration of victory (v43).

(g) Personal praise of God (v44a-b).

(h) Description of universal rule (vv44c-46).

3 Cf. also Deut. 32:4; Pss. 12:7,37:28.
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(6) Praise of God (vv47-51).

(a) Hymnic and personal praise (vv47-49).

(b) Vow to give thanks (vv50-51) (Gerstenberger 1988:96).

7.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

7.3.1 Words relating to the evildoers

The terms "enemy" 'oyeb (vv4, 18, 38,41,49), "my foe" m~~an'E(vvI8, 41); "perverse" Cjqqe~(v27);
"adversary" qwm (Qal, v40); "nations" cam (vv44, 48); "nations" goyim (vv44, 50); "foreigners" b~ne
nekar (vv45-46) and "man of violence" 'is ~amas (v49) describe the evildoer in this psalm.

The term 'oyeb is used as a reference to the suppliant's enemies. The enemies of the petitioner are also
the enemies of Israel (Kraus 1986:126). They are people who wage war against Israel, they threaten or
oppress Israel and the suppliant (Leupold 1974:167). They rise up against Yahweh and his anointed.
These hostile powers bring about chaos and destruction wherever they go (vv4-7). Because of this
aggression Yahweh himself must go into battle and defeat these dangerous enemies (Gerstenberger
1988:99).

The synonyms of 'oyeb are: "my foe" m~san't and "adversary" qwm (v40). These terms are further
explicated by the designation such as: "perverse" Gqqes. This term emphasizes the twisted nature of
Israel's enemies who are desperately wicked (Allen 1981:693). According to Delitzsch (1981:261) a
perverse person is someone who is morally distorted, as well as an enemy of God and man. God will
give the "perverse" Cjqqes over to follow his own crooked ways till they lead to destruction
(Kirkpatrick 1906:94). In other words, God leaves this person to the perversity of his character, and in
this way the enemies of Israel will be made low.4 The "perverse" Cjqqet will discover that God is to
them a more terrible enemy, than the most perverse of all their earthly foes. Though he swerve not
from "perfect truth and rectitude" (plumer 1978:242).

The terms "peoples" goyim, "nation" cam (vv44, 46) and "foreigners" b~ne nekar (vv45, 46) are used
to give a more detailed description of the "enemy" 'oyeb. The term "peoples" goyim is a reference to
the surrounding pagan nations who persecute Israel (Van Groningen 1981:154). The goyim exhibit a
heathen mentality by their wickedness and their perversity (Sabourin 1974:343). These nations rise up
against God and they oppress his covenant people, yet God holds them in derision (Allen 1981:154).

The term "nations" cam (vv44, 48)5 is used as a synonym for "peoples" goyim. In such an instance it is
used to describe a foreign nation or group of people, especially the surrounding nations (Hulst
1976:319-320). God however, defeats these hostile foreign nations. He makes the king of Israel10rd

4 The Hebrew tenn Cq~ may be related to the Arabic Caqasa "to twist hair" (as women braid plait their hair,
so people twist their ways) (Allen 1981:693).
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over them and it is in awe that these "foreigners" b~ne nekar "come to pay obeisance to him" (Leslie
1949:263). This designation b~ne nekar is reference to a foreign enemy (van Uchelen 1977:117). This
viewpoint is also shared by Croft (1987:47-51), who interprets nekar as someone from a foreign
country (Le. foreigners). This designation can be rendered as "stranger" (Wilson 1981:580). In fact, the
designation b~ne nekar, "dient zur Bezeichnung des Volks-Fremden" (Martin-Achard 1976:67), in
most of the texts in which it appears (Wilson 1981:580). In Ps. 18 it is also used to describe the enemy
of the suppliant (Lamparter 1961:101). The expression "foreigners" b~ne niMar is also used in other
places in the Old Testament where it refers to enemies outside ofIsrael (Sabourin 1974:343) (Cf. Ezek
44:7; Is 60:10; Neh 9:2 and Ps. 144:7, 11).

The designation "man of violence" 'i~ I)amas (v49) is the last term that is used to describe the evildoer
in this poem. Like the terms "enemy" 'oyeb and "adversary" qwm (Qal) that are used in a collective
sense, "man of violence" 'i~ I)amas must also be understood in this way (Swart 1988:78; Hengstenberg
1842:323). The term I]amas is primarily a description of a collective enemy (Leupold 1974:176). Here
the term violence exposes something of the nature of the enemy that the suppliant had to deal with
(Leslie 1949:263). Kirkpatrick (1906:100) and Briggs (1976:150) are of the opinion that "man of
violence" 'i~ I)amas is a reference to Saul. According to them it might not be a reference to "men of
violence" in general.6 Because of the plural usage of words like "enemies" l{jyebim (v49) and
"adversaries" qamim (v49) in the parallelism, it is possible that 'i~ is used in the collective sense, Le.
as a reference to a group of people rather than an individual (Sabourin 1969:224). It is also interesting
to note that the textual apparatus of the BHS proposes an alternative reading: p~masim instead of the
singular !tamas. This makes the interpretation of I)amas as a collective noun more preferable (Schultz
1973:62). This argument, however, does not exclude the possibility that the term "man of violence" 'IS
I)amas could also have been employed as a reference to a single person. The term !tamas is associated
with words that are normally used in a violent context (Mowinckel 1982:173). The "man of violence"
'i~ I)amas refers to a person or group who attempts to take the life of the suppliant in a violent manner
(Swart 1988:78). Like the "foreigner" bene nekiir, the "man of violence" 'i~ pamas is also an enemy
that God must defeat, in order to deliver the cani from destruction (Leslie 1949:263-264). God alone is
able to overcome the "man of violence" 'i~ ~amas. The cani can therefore, count wholeheartedly on
God who will save them from this difficult situation (Haag 1980:486).

7.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The term cani is associated with the following words in this poem: "loyal" I)asid (v26); "blameless"
tamim (vv24, 26); "pure" nabar (v27).

5

6

For a discussion of the term g8yim and its derivatives, cf. par. 3.4.2 above.

Cf. also Delitzsch (1871:227) with regard to "men of violence".
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The tenn "loyal" ~asid is used to describe a person who is faithful to both God and his fellowman
(Briggs 1976:146; Kraus 1960:95).7

The tenn timim is used in conjunction with "loyal" ~asid and can be translated as a word referring to
a blameless person (van der Ploeg 1971:64). According to him, the person was considered "blameless"
on account of the fact that he was totally devoted to God and that he guarded himself against all sorts
of iniquity. Payne (1981:974) states that the tenn tlimim conveys the idea of "completeness", "without
blemish", and was also used at cultic ceremonies to describe sacrificial animals that were to be offered
on such occasions. In this psalm timim is used to describe a person of moral and religious
completeness (Delitzsch 1871:261). The tenn tamim8 can also be translated as "morally upright"
(Ridderbos 1962:122), because it is used to describe a person who obeys God's commandments and
stipulations, as well as exhibiting prudent behaviour towards both men and God. Here the integrity of
the person is expressed by the blameless way of life (Kock 1976:1050). The usage of "blameless"
tamim with "loyal" I;tasidsupport the interpretation of "morally upright" (Johnson 1954:105-106).

The tenn "pure" nabir is also used in conjunction with cani. This tenn is derived from brr and is used
as an adjective to describe the "pure in heart" (Le. those with a single mind towards God) (Kalland
1981:134). In this poem it is used to denote a quality of moral purity (Le. someone who is free from
moral fault) (Briggs 1976:157). The antonym of "pure" nabar is "twisted or perverted" Ciqqe¥.

God is kind and perfect in his dealings to the "pure" nabar, but to the "perverted" Cjqqes he reacts in
an entirely opposite manner (Kirkpatrick 1906:94; Plumer 1978:242). Because the Cjqqe~ is morally
distorted and perverse, whereas the nabar is morally pure and upright (Delitzsch 1871:261). Leupold
(1974:169) states that the fairness of such a procedure can scarcely be questioned. If a man is regarded
as pure, Yahweh is found to meet him with an approach that is in turn entirely pure.

The cani is the opposite of the "haughty" cenayim ramot (v28). God shows his salvation y~C(v28)9 to
the cani, but towards the "haughty" he shows his antagonism (Sabourin 1974:342; Leslie 1949:263).
The tenn cani refers to someone whose existence is being threatened by haughty enemies or hostile
powers (Ridderbos 1962:59). God must intervene and deliver him from his distress (Kraus 1986:120).
In light of the above-mentioned the tenn cani does not connote material poverty, it should rather be
understood as a reference to a distressed person who has identified himself as the cini (Schultz
1973:64). The cani is a person whose life is about to be snuffed out by his enemies. The cani has only
one alternative and that is to flee to God in order to escape his present plight (Hayes 1976:111-112). In
this way the cani is someone who becomes the recipient of God's salvation. God will snatch him from
the jaws of death (v5). The tenn cani is then a description of a devout person who suffers oppression,

7

8

For a discussion of the tenn ~asid, cf. par. 5.3.2 above.

It is interesting to note that when decisions were made by drawing lots, the "perfect" draw tamim was
always considered as the correct one, cf. 1 Sam. 14:41; Jud. 9:16. From these examples, it can be deduced
that the tenn tamim had a variety of nuances in the OT (payne 1981:974).
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rather than material deprivation (Coppes 1981:683). The cani regards himself as a victim of a hostile
enemy (Keel1969: 121-122), therefore, the translation "oppressed" is proposed instead of "poor". 10

7.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

7.3.3.1 Over against the evildoer

The verbs "he sent out" ~Iil (Qal, vIS) arrows" he~, "he scattered them" pw~ (Hif., vIS) and "he
confounded" them ,hmm (Qal, vIS), describe the type of action God executes against his enemies. The
verb ~Iil can be translated as to "let loose" (Auste1 1981:928) and is use to describe something like a
military attack that God launches against those who hate him (Briggs 1976:144). What we have here is
a description of theophany that is portrayed as a storm, where the elements of nature are part of God's
coming. With that which is observable to the evildoers God makes his presence known to them (Kraus
1961:144-146). According to Craigie (1983:173) this theophanic terminology was probably borrowed
from elsewhere in the Old Testament and from the Ancient Near East, where Baal is also depicted as
the one who rides on the clouds, shooting his arrows, Le. thunderbolts (Thomas 1958:129). This
mythological language, however, has been demythologized in the Old Testament and it describes a
miraculous saving event in supernatural language (Kidner 1973:92), where God is represented as a
divine warrior who does battle with the evildoers (Hengstenberg 1842:301). The verb "scatter" pw~
and "confound" hmm is a reference to the pandemonium that took place among the evildoers when
God sets his wrath against them (Sabourin 1974:344). The verb pw~ is first used in the Old Testament
to describe the "scattering" of families in Gen. 10:18. Closely following this incident, is the famous
Tower of Babel saga (Gen. 11) (Hamilton 1981:719). This verb is also used when the Bible speaks
about God who will "scatter" Israel (Ezek. 20:23; 28:25). It is not the Assyrians who will scatter Israel
in this instance, they are simply instrumental. God himself is the scatterer (Delitzsch 1871:259). Here it
is God himself who scatters the enemies of Israel and brings about their destructions (Weiser
1962:191). God reacts in a negative way against the evildoer and this reaction inevitably leads to their
destruction (Gerstenberger 1988:97).

7.3.3.2 Over against the cani

The words "deliver" y~C(Hif., v28); "cause light to shine" ngh (Hif., v29); "light" 'orl"lamp" ner;
"shield" magen (v31); "rock" ~Or (v32); "engird" 'zr (pL, v33) (prepare/train for battle); "support" sCd
(Qal, v36) depict something of Yahweh's attitude towards the cani.

The word "save" y"sc(Hif., v20) is used to describe the deliverance God brings about on behalf of the
cani (Leupold 1974:169-170). This is the direct opposite of what God does for the evildoer. It is also

9

10

For a discussion of the word y~C,cf. par. 6.3.3.2 above.

For a discussion of this tenn, cr. par. 4.3.2 above.
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interesting to note that this statement speaks in a very general way about God's intervention on behalf

of the cani (Schultz 1973:62). In fact, this statement has a reflective quality instead of a fact orientated

one (Gerstenberger 1988:97-98). Westermann (1981:111) also regards this section as a general

statement that describes God's saving activity towards the faithful. The word y~Cmust be understood as

not focusing on a specific deed of deliverance, but as a statement that describes the totality of God's

saving deeds. Weiser (1962:193-194) succinctly highlights the prerequisite for partaking in that

salvation: "only those who submit to God, can hope to experience that God is their helper". On the

other hand, those who arrogantly exalt against themselves God will be brought low by him. The verb

"save" y~C (Hif.) is used in a general way in this psalm and describes the perpetual deliverance that

God will always bring about on behalf of the oppressed (Hartley 1988:209).

The phrase "light" '(lrl"lamp" ner is used as a metaphor for the continuance of life and prosperityll

(Kirkpatrick 1906:95). According to Plumer (1978:242) light is an emblem of comfort and favour with

God, whereas darkness is regarded as an emblem of distress and perplexity. When God causes his light

to shine upon the cani, he is actually taking them from the powers of darkness, for God himself is the

light12 and before him all darkness disappears (Kraus 1988:263). Here the light metaphor has to do

with the salvation of the cani, and it is used to describe what God does for the cani and what he has

done to his enemies (Hunter 1987:51). The phrase "light" and "lamp" is used metaphorically in this

psalm to describe God's assistance in the life of the cani, as well as a description of his justice in

situations where the cani has been threatened by his enemies (Gierlich 1940:18).

A distinctive modification is introduced in vv30ff. by the concept of holy war.13 In times of battle God

stood by his people by assisting them in battle. The suppliant could count on God's help during his

hour of need (Kraus 1988:263). God is at his side, he is able to scale walls and protective ramps with

God,S help (Lamparter 1961:101). Words like "shield" magen (v31) is used to describe the protection

that God extends towards the cani. The cani can conceal himself behind this shield (magen). The word

"rock" ~ur (v32) is used figuratively to present God as the protector of the cani (Smith 1981:169). The

word rock is used in a similar way as shield. God is represented as a source of strength in times of

trouble. A ground of confidence "that cannot be shaken" (Delitzsch 1871:263). Yahweh is a strong

refuge in which cani may take refuge in times of difficulty (Hartley 1981:762). Furthermore, the

quality of strength that is represented by the term rock is not only confined to defence but also to

aggressive leadership in battle (Leslie 1949:262). God's ability to protect and to help his people, earns

him the description "there is no rock like our God" (Sam. 2:2).

11

12

13

The practice of keeping a light constantly burning in one's abode. symbolised the maintenance of the life
and prosperity of a family. To not have a light burning was considered by most people of the Ancient Near
East as a sign of extreme poverty (Gilbertson 1961:18; Wright 1953:28).

It is interesting to note that the psalmist compared God's help with a light that is carried into darkness. This
light has the function of dispelling that which is wicked and evil. Cf. Aalen (1951:70).

With regard to the theme of holy war in the QT. cf. Von Rad (1958); Miller (1973) and Smend (1970).
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The verb "engird" 'zr (Pi., v33) is used in this poem to describe a situation with military preparation in
view (Wolf 1981:29). The phrase "to be engirded", i.e. prepared/trained for battle, means to be
furnished with power (Hengstenberg 1842:313). From this description it can be deduced that the good
fortune of the cani and his prowess in combat are gifts from God (Kraus 1988:264). Therefore, in the
song of praise the cani publicly declares that his successes in battle are not to be ascribed to his own
valour, but to God (Kirkpatrick 1906:97). It is God who prepares or girds the cani for battle. The
evildoers, on the other hand must prepare themselves to face certain defeat (Gerstenberger 1988:98).
God has turned the pursued into a pursuer (cf. vv38-39). The adversaries will be annihilated because
God has engirded the suppliant with power (Leslie 1949:263). In this case, the suppliant is the
representative of all the oppressed as he pursues his enemies to destroy them: "Let me pursue my
enemies and annihilate them and not return until their finish" (v38). From the lowest depths of distress
God has lifted the suppliant to the highest pinnacle of his military career. He who once was defeated
has now become the "head of the nations" ros goyim and evil nations have become subject to him
(vv43-45). The theme of the anointed of Yahweh as universal king, is once again sung in this royal
psalm (Kraus 1988:264). Words like "support" sCd(Qa1,v36) and "right" (hand) yamin (v36) are used
to depict the grace and favour God bestows upon the suppliant during times of distress. This is a telling
description of the true source of the suppliant's success (Leupold 1974:172). The verb sCd is used in
this poem as referring to "support" (patterson 1981:629). It conveys the ideas of "aiding" or "assisting"
someone in a time of crisis (Delitzsch 1871:264). The promise that God will support him in times of
trouble is extended to the suppliant in the crisis experiences of his life. God has promised to sustain
him with justice and righteousness (plumer 1975:244). When things become too much to handle, God
will be there to support him (Schultz 1973:62-63). God will make room for the distressed in their hour
of need (cf. also Westermann 1981:122), he will not abandon those who are in distress (cf. also Ps.
20:1-2).

Finally, the term "right hand" yamin (v36) is used as a figurative expression, which exhibits the
omnipotence of God especially on behalf of the suppliant (Gilchrist 1981:382). It is used to depict the
power of God by which he supports and delivers the suppliant from his enemies. This becomes the
theme of praise in this royal psalm (Gerstenberger 1988:99). God's saving help has been his defence.
His foot did not falter or slip (Kirkpatrick 1906:97). In fact, whenever the suppliant's strength waned
God was there to support him by the divine might of his right hand (Weiser 1962). The cani could go
forth in joy and with the expectancy of triumph amidst his trials and suffering, because God is his hope
and strength.

7.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

~asid (v26); tamim (v26); nabar, g~bar (v26)
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Antonyms

'oyeb (vv1, 4, 18, 38,41, 49); m~~an~(vv18, 41); Cjqqes (v27); cam (vv44, 48);
goyim (v44, 50); b~ne nekar (vv45-46); 'i~ ljamas (v49)

Words relating to the cani

qr' (Qal, v7); rdp (Qal, v38); I' + ~wb (Qal, v38); ~md (Hif., v38); mhs (Qal, v39);
dqq (v43); ~~q (Qal, v43); rqc (Qal, v43) •

Words relating to the evildoer

qdm (Pi., v19); cenayim ramot (v28); qwm (Qal, vv40,49)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

'S'I~(Qal, vIS); pw~ (Hif., vIS); hmm (Qal, vIS)

(b) Over against the evildoer

y~C(Hif., v28); ngh (Hif., v29); 'zr (pi., v33); sCd(Qal, v36)
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CHAPTER 8

8 PS.22

8.1 TRANSLATION

v 13a: Many bulls surround me;

v13b: strong bulls of Bashan encircle me.

vl4a: They open their mouth (wide) against me,

vl4b: like ravening and roaring lions.!

vl5a: I am poured out like water,

vl5b: and all my bones are out of joint,

vl5c: my heart has become like wax,

v 15d: melting away within me.

vl6a: My strength is dried up like baked clay,

vl6b: and my tongue sticks to the roof of my mouth,

vl6c: to the dust of death you have laid me.

vl7a: In fact, dogs have surrounded me,

v 17b: a pack of evildoers have closed in on me,

vl7c: they have pierced my hands and feet.2

vl8a: I can count all my bones,

V18b: they look on and gloat over me.

vl9a: They divide my garments among them,

vl9b: and they cast lots for my clothing

v20a: But you, 0 Yahweh, be not far off,

v20b: 0 my help, come quickly to aid me.

v2la: Deliver me from the sword,

v2lb: my only (life) from the power of the dogs.

v22a: Rescue me from the lion's mouth,

v22b: and from the horns of the wild bulls you answered me.3

Some Hebrew manuscripts read k~'3rye instead of 'arye. Thus reading "like ravening and roaring lions"
instead of "ravening and roaring lions" (Anderson 1972:64; Sabourin 1969:18). In light of the metaphorical
language (i.e. strong, ravenous animals to describe the psalmist's enemies) used, the reading k~'3rye is
probably the more plausible one (cf. also Buttenwieser 1969:589).

2 Some Hebrew manuscripts, the LXX and the Peshitta read k'ru (= karu) "they have pierced" instead of
ka'~ri "piercing". Cf. also Briggs (1976:204); Osburn (1982:122). The reading in the MT will be
disregarded in favour of k'ru (Ridderbos 1962:228).

3 According to Briggs (1976: 197-205) the ancient translators did not understand how to interpret «1Ynitani
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v23a: I will proclaim your name to my brothers,

v23b: in the midst of the assembly I will praise you.

v24a: You who fear the Lord,

v24b: praise him, all the offspring of Jacob, honour him,

v24c: revere him all offspring of Israel.

v25a: For he has not despised

v25b: or disdained the C~Dllt cani,

v25c: nor did he tum his face from him,

v25d: but when he cried out to him, he heard him.

v26a: On account of you I utter my praise in the vast assembly,

v26b: Before those who fear him I will fulfil my vows.

v27a: The c~nawim will eat and be satisfied,

v27b: they who seek him, will praise Yahweh,

v27c: may your hearts live for ever.

8.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 22 can be classified as an individual lament (Gunkel 1926:90; Westermann 1983:48-51, 118-119),4

and comprises of three equal parts. This view of the structure can be deduced from two observations:

(1) The sections can easily be differentiated by their content.

(2) Each of the three sections is delimited by the usage of a repeated word or phrase (Heinemann

1990:287).

Verses 2-11, "my God"; verses 12-20 "far" and verses 23-32 "I will declare" and "they will proclaim".

In this poem all three of these devices function like envelope figures, which, according to Watson
I

(1984:288), work to frame a "rhetorical connection of the intervening material".5 The first section

(vv2-11) deals with the severe trials the suppliant had to face and how he comforts himself by

remembering God's faithfulness to his forefathers. In the second section (vv12-22) he petitions God to

deliver him from his trials. In the final section (vv23-32) he publicly praises God for having delivered

him from his suffering. He then continues to exhort the fellow congregants to follow suit and in this

section he boldly declares that God will be worshipped and proclaimed by all future generations

(Heineman 1990:228; Miller 1986:110-111).

4

5

and they translated it as "mine afflicted one" instead of "you have answered me".

For a detailed discussion of the individual lament, cf. par. 4.2 above. Cf. also Watson (1984:282-286).

For an alternate view of the structure of Ps. 22, cf. Ridderbos (1962:230-232); de Gruyter (1972: 185-189).
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The main elements of Ps. 22 are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vI).

(2) Invocation and Complaint (vv2-3).

(3) Affirmation of confidence (vv4-6).

(4) Complaint (vv7-9).

(5) Affirmation of confidence (vv10-11).

(6) Complaint (vvI2-19).

(a) Petition (v12a).

(b) Complaint (vv12b-19).

(7) Petition (vv20-22).

(8) Hymn of thanksgiving (vv23-27).

(a) Vow (v23).

(b) can to praise (vv24-25).
(c) Vow (v26).

(d) Blessing (v27).

(9) Hymn of praise (eschatological) (Gerstenberger 1988:108).

8.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

8.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The terms "bulls" parim (vl3); "strong steers" cabbirim (v13); "roaring lion(s)" 'arye ~o'eg(vvI4,
22); "dogs" k~labim (vvI7a, 21b); "a pack of evildoers" c~dat m~recim (vI7b) and "wild oxen"
remim (v22b) describe the evildoers and appear in opposition to the cani within this psalm (Croft
1987:121-123). By using these terms the suppliant describes his enemies to God and the pain that they
inflict on him (Heinemann 1990:294; Kirkpatrick 1906:118). Kidner (1973: 107) succinctly describes it
as a scene where the strong (lions, bulls, dogs and wild oxen) closes in on the weak. The suppliant is
convinced that he is thoroughly done in, beset by powers that are overwhelming (Miller 1986:105;
Fuchs 1982:238-239). What these powers are the suppliant does not tell us (Kee11969:72-73) and even
though the language used to describe them is specific and vivid, it is also metaphorical and open
(Ridderbos 1962:238; Leupold 1974:200). The two images that are used (Le. ravenous animals and the
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physical agony of sickness) could be interpreted in more than one way (Gerstenberger 1988:111;
Miller 1986:105). These images of ravenous animals could be a reference to:

(1) human enemies or oppressors (Briggs 1976:195;Hengstenberg 1842:361),

(2) evildoers who gloat and scoff over the suppliant's sickness (Seybold & Mueller 1981:46-47;
Ridderbos 1939:201-202), and

(3) demonic powers who were perceived as the cause of sickness and suffering (Gerstenberger
1988:111; Keel 1978:73-75).6

Here these images are used either to give a profile to anonymous evildoers, or to materialize the evil
suffered by the cani (Weiser 1962:223). Perhaps these images are merely figures of speech, instead of
an description of specific enemies (Sabourin 1974:228).7 The closest that we can come when
identifying these ravenous beast, is that it is a reference to "unheimliche Machte des Verderbens"
(Lamparter 1961:120). Keel (1969:73) also concurs with the above-mentioned view that these beast
probably refers to "Krafte und Machte".

The term "bull" parim (v13) is used figuratively to represent the strength and power of the evildoer
(Hamilton 1981:739). This term is used in association with "strong steers" abbir which denotes the
superior strength of these enemies who are compared to the bulls of Bashan (Kapelrud 1974:43). These
strong bulls were from the grassy plains of Bashan, where they found sufficient grazing and were
thought of as being very vicious, ready to dash in on an unfortunate victim whom they have encircled
(Leupold 1974:200). The reflection on the helpless fear that usually overcame the victim at the sight of
these beast was enough to make anyone tremble (Weiser 1962:223),8 especially in a situation where a
victim realized that this danger was upon him and help was far off (Ridderbos 1962:238).

The scene suddenly changes and the figure of the bull is dropped and substituted with that of lions and
dogs who are anxious to devour their victim. The term "lion" 'arye (vvI4, 22) is a natural figure of
speech to designate the suppliant's enemies. It is a picture of pride, strength and capacity" (Hamilton
1981:69-70). Botterweck states that in this psalm, the term "lion" 'arye is used as a figure that
represents immediate danger (1977:388). It is used namely to symbolize a threatening, fierce and
destructive power that is about to consume the suppliant (Briggs 1976:195). Against this type of
attacker a victim could hardly offer any resistance. The lion always remains the mightiest, the most

6

7

8

Cf. Keel (1969:72-73) for a discussion of these animal metaphors.

It is interesting to note that certain scholars regard these images as a reference to the enemies of Israel. The
enemies (Le. pagan nations) oppressed Israel politically. The phrase surrounded by enemies could also be a
reference to a siege. Cf. Buttenweiser (1969:605); Croft (1987:122).

Delitzsch (1871:315) is of the opinion that images from the animal kingdom can also be applied and
explained in an ethical sense. According to him the ancients measured the instincts of animals according to
the moral rules of human nature; but more deeply by the fact, that according to the indisputable conception
of Scripture, man was made to fall by Satan through the agency of an animal. The animal and Satan are then
the two dominant powers in Adamic humanity.
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superior and terrifying of beast. Who is able to stand against it in cunning and power? (Keel 1969:74).
According to Leslie (1949:365) "lion" 'arye is an exaggerated metaphor for the "peril of death" and
suggests something of the "ferocious nature" of the psalmist's enemies. Croft thinks that lion is a
reference to foreign enemies who have launched a vicious attack against the suppliant and the
community (Israel). Perhaps, this psalm reflects the background of a siege, where the enemies are
described as lions and wild dogs encircling the city (Croft 1987:122). The cani is distressed and he
describes the suffering in terms of starvation and drought - exactly the cry one would expect to hear
from "a besieged city" (Croft 1987:122). Mowinckel (1982:32), on the other hand, regards the lion
image as a reference to demons. According to him these demons bring illness and death upon their
victims. This theory is very difficult to defend in an unqualified way, especially if one considers the
fact that the language used to describe these ravenous animals is both "metaphorical and open" (Miller
1986:105).

The term "dogs" k~liibim (vv17, 21) is probably also "a Semitically conceived hyperbolic metaphor",
to be understood figuratively with which the poet tries to convey the type of enemy he has to deal with
(Sabourin 1974:228). This description of a pack of hungry and half-savage dogs who surround their
victims is one which was very common in the streets of ancient oriental cities (Leupold 1974:201).
Especially if one thinks of packs of dogs that ran wild through the streets of these cities as scavengers
(Kirkpatrick 1906:119). This mental image emphasizes the cruel and filthy nature of the enemies who
surrounded the victim (Heinemann 1990:296). The psalmist describes his helplessness when these dogs
fly at his hands and feet and main them. The idea of the victim being surround by these scavengers
emphasizes the precariousness of his position. An encounter with these dogs almost always meant
death, "because they were rapacious" (Oswalt 1981:439). Weiser (1962:224) remarks that it is the
thought of imminent death that led the suppliant to use the illustration of the dogs. which "his mind's
eye saw falling upon his dead body". This image conjures up a picture of an enemy who like a dog or
robber is eager to plunder and strip the dead of their possessions (Hengstenberg 1842:385).

Next the psalmist drops the figurative language and he starts calling them "a pack of evildoers" c~dat
m~reqm (vI7). By doing this he designates them not only as his enemies, but also as doers of evil,
they have now become enemies of God (Heinemann 1990:296). These brutal evildoers are only
waiting for him to die so that they may strip the clothes from his body and divide it among themselves.
Already they are "settling their respective shares" (Kirkpatrick 1906:119). They stand and gloat over
their victim and watch him dying. In their minds his death is a foregone conclusion (Kidner 1973:107).
No one is able to save the victim from their clutches anymore. This waiting depicts the cruel nature and
disposition that the evildoers exhibited in their dealings with the cani.
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8.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The tenn cani is associated with the following words:

"affliction" c~nut (v25); "cry" (for help) ~wC (pi., v25); "eat" 'kl (Qal, v27);
"satisfy" Sbc (Qal, v27); "praise" hll (Pi., v27); "seek" dr~ (Qal, v27).

The tenn cani appears within a passage (vv23-25) that contains a vow and a call to praise
(Gerstenberger 1988:108). In light of this observation the thesis of Schultz (1973:225) must be
reassessed, that only the c~nawim are connected with the congregation in its cultic acts of worship.
This is definitely not the case in this psalm. The cani is connected with the cultic act of worship as well
as the canaw. Tenns like "brother(s)" '31] (v23); "assembly" qahil (v23) show that the cani believes
that his "brethren" are not only connected to him by the "ties of nature, but also by the ties of spirit"
(Delitzsch 1871:322; Ridderbos 1962:242). The cani calls on them to praise God in the assembly.
Ridderbos correctly observes that the tenn "assembly" qihal, refers to the "vergaderde gemeente"
(1962:242). Briggs (1976:198) concurs with this view that the "brethren" 'a1]im are those who are
associated with the community of God's people. They are those who have assembled for worship
before the sacred place where God dwelt. The phrases, "You who fear God" yr' (Qal, v24); "the
descendants of Jacob" kal zerac ya c~kob (v24) and "the descendants of Israel" kaI zerac yi~ra'el
(v24) are all tenns that are used to identify those who participate in the public worship of God's people
(Weiser 1962:224-225; Blaiklock 1977:61-62). In this poem the cini is actively involved in the cultic

activities of the temple.

The tenn cani is also associated with "affliction" clnut (Coppes 1981:682; Hengstenberg 1842:393-
394). Here the MT points Cnwt (v25) as an abstract noun meaning affliction. This gives us the
tautological phrase "affliction of the afflicted" (Briggs 1976:199; Miller 1986:105; Coppes 1981:683-
684). In his affliction he appeals to God for help. The tenn "a cry (for help)" ~ewac (v25) is used to
describe that cry of anguish the cani brings before God (Hamilton 1980:912). The tenn cani points to
those who are physically afflicted. Those who are forced to cry out. It is a cry of those who are
approaching breaking point, it is the cry of the oppressed and afflicted. The cani refers to the
oppressed. They wrestle with death. and in their desperation they are forced to cry out to God (Kraus
1986:152). The tenn cani is not a reference to material poverty, but rather to the down trodden who
wait on God to deliver them and to crush their oppressors (Leslie 1949:365-366). In anticipation the
cani sings about God's ultimate deliverance (Gerstenberger 1988:112).

Weiser points out that because the cani has been delivered by God as tangible evidence of his gratitude
he pays a votive offering in "the midst of the godly ones" and invite others to share in a meal with him
in order to celebrate his happiness (1962:225). Eating and joy go together especially when one eats the
sacrifice in Yahweh's presence (Ottosson 1977:240). The cani "praises" hll (pi., v27b) God, for not
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only delivering him, but because he has also prepared a meal for him in the midst of his enemies
(Miller 1986:116).9

The cani are then those who are suffering on account of persecution(s) and enemies (Sabourin
1974:227). They are the oppressed whom God will deliver, therefore, they praise his name.

8.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

In his petition the suppliant pleads with God to deliver him from his adversaries (Kirkpatrick
1906:120). The petitioner is on the brink of death when he describes his helplessness and total loss of
strength to God (Hayes 1976:109). Terms such as "sword" ~ereb (v21); "dogs" keleb (v21); "mouth of
the lion" pi 'arye (v22a) and "the horns of wild oxen" qarne remlm (v22) are used to describe the
dangers from which the suppliant desires to be delivered.

According to the cini, God is the one who delivers the oppressed, "wenn sie bedroht sind" (Bergmann
1976:98). The verb "save" y~C(Hif., v22) describes the deepest longing of the cani in this poem
(Gerstenberger 1988:112).10God alone can bring about deliverance to those in need of help. Because
of this conviction, an appeal is made to God amidst desperation.

Verbs such as: "he does not regard with contempt" bzh (Qal, v25) + I' ; "nor does he regard with
disgust" ~q~ (Pi., v25); "he has not hidden his face" str (Hif., v25b); "but has listened" ¥mc (Qal, v25)
to "his cry" ~ewac highlight God's favour toward the cani.

The suppliant becomes assured that his prayer will be answered and God will help him (Weiser
1962:224). The psalmist now calls on the congregation to also praise God (Kidner 1973:108-109). God
does not keep his countenance hidden for long (Delitzsch 1871:323).

8.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

yir'e yhwh (v24); y~re'aw (v26); dore~aw (v27)

Antonyms

parim (v13); 'abbire ba~an (v13); 'arye (vvI4, 22); k~Hibim (vvI7, 21); c~dat
m~re cam (v17) and remim (v22)

9

10

Cf. also Ps. 23:5 for a similar situation of joy that the suppliant experiences amidst a crisis situation.

Cf. par. 7.3.3.2 above for a discussion of y~c.
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Words relating to the cani

cEYmit(v25); ~wc (PL, v25); 'kl (Qal, v27); hit (pL, v27) yhwh

Words relating to the evildoer

sbb (Qat, vv13, 17); ktr «(PL,v13); trp (Qat, vI4); ~'g (Qat, vI4); pws (Qat, vI4);. .
k'r (Qat, vI7); nqp (Hif., vI7); nb! (Hif., vI8); rh (Qat, vI8); ~Iq (pL, vI9) +
b~gada;npl (Hif., v19)+ goral

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

czr (Qal, v20); ,haliit (v20); hw~ (Qat, v20); nsl (Hif., v2I); y~C(Hif., v22); ~mc
(QaI, v25); I' + bzh (Qat, v25); I'+ ~qs (Pi., v25); I' + str (Hif., v25).

(b) Over against the evildoer

None
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9

9.1

vI:

v2a:

v2b:

v3a:

v3b:

v4a:

v4b:

v5a:

v5b:

v5c:

v6a:

v6b:

v7a:

v7b:

v7c:

v8a:

v8b:

v9a:

v9b:

v lOa:

v lOb:

vIla:

vUb:

vl2a:

vl2b:

vl3a:

v13b:

vl4a:

CHAPTER 9

PS.25

TRANSLATION

To you, 0 Yahweh, I lift up my soul.

In you my God do I trust, do not let me be put to shame,

nor let my enemies triumph over me.

Let no one whose hope is on you ever be put to shame.

Let them be ashamed who deal treacherously without excuse.

Show me your ways, 0 Yahweh,

teach me your paths.

Guide me in your truth and teach me,

for you are God my saviour,

(and) in you my hope is all day long.1

Remember your mercy, 0 Yahweh and your kindness,

for they are of old.

The sins of my youth and my rebellious ways do not remember (them),

according to your kindness remember me,

on account of your goodness, 0 Yahweh.

Good and upright is Yahweh,

thus, he instruct sinners in the way.

He guides the c~nawim in (his) judgement,

and he will teach the c¥nawim in his way.

All the paths of Yahweh are kindness and faithfulness,

. to those who keep his covenant and his decrees.

For the sake of your name, 0 Yahweh

(please) forgive my iniquity, though it is great

Who then, is the man that fears Yahweh,

he will show him the way he should choose.

he will spend his life in prosperity,

and his offspring will inherit the land.

The secret counsel of Yahweh is with those who fear him,

In the LXX and the Syriac version we have the rea.ding "and in you" wr'6t~ka for the MT "in you" '6t~ka
(Briggs 1976:220).
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v14b: his covenant he makes known to them.

vISa: My eyes are ever toward Yahweh,

vl5b: for only he will free my feet from the snare.

v16a: Tum to me and be gracious towards me,

vl6b: for I am lonely and I am cani.

vl7a: The troubles of my heart have multiplied

vl7b: free me from my distress.

vl8a: Look upon my cani and my distress,

vl8b: and take away all my sins.

vl9a: See how my enemies have increased,

vl9b: and how fiercely they hate me.

v20a: Preserve my life and deliver me,

v20b: let me not be put to shame, for I take refuge in you.

v21a: Let integrity and uprightness preserve me,

v21b: because I have placed my hope on you

v22a: Redeem Israel a God, from all its distress.

9.2 FORM CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 25 can be classified as an individual lament (Leslie 1949:319; Kidner 1973:115).2

Ps. 25 comprises of the following structural elements:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vIa).

(2) Affirmation of confidence (vvlb-3).

(3) Petition (vv4-7).

(4) Hymnic praise (vv8-11).

(5) Exhortation (vv 12-15).

(6) Petition (vvI6-22) (Kirkpatrick 1906:131-132; Gerstenberger 1988:120).

9.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

9.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The terms "enemy" coyeb (vv2, 19); "treacherous (person)" bogedim (v3); "violent hatred" ~in'at

2 For a detailed discussion of the individual lament, cf. Britz (1982:32).
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harnas (vI9)3 and "they hate" sn' (Qal, v19) describe the evildoer and his actions against the cani in
this psalm.

The tenn "enemy" 'oyeb (v2) appears in a petition for protection, guidance and pardon. In this petition
God is urged to answer the prayer for the sake of his honour. The past deeds of Yahweh's kindness are
then stated by the suppliant in order to support this motivation (Bellinger 1984:23). "Remember, 0
Yahweh, your great mercy and love, for they are of old" (v6).

According to Briggs (1976:221-222) the tenn "enemy" 'oyeb (v2) must be understood with the parallel
tenn "treacherous (person)" bog~dirn in v3. The enemy should be regarded as one who is both crafty
and dangerous.4

The tenns "uprightness" tom (v21) and "integrity" yo~er (v21) stand in contrast with the "treacherous"
(persons) bog~dirn (Kidner 1973:116). The psalmist describes his enemy as someone who lives by his
wits (i.e. the response of treachery), whereas, the cani lives by the help of God (Ridderbos 1962;
Kirkpatrick 1906:133). These treacherous acts stand in contrast to God's faithfulness in his "loyalty and
trust" IJesed w~ 'ernet (vlO) (Erlandsson 1977:470). Kraus (1960:210) concurs with this view and
states that "these treacherous acts describe everything which God is not". It is also a tenn that describes
people who exhibit a faithless and treacherous conduct toward both God and those who patiently wait
upon him (Britz 1982:33; Sabourin 1969:24;Weiser 1962:239).

The tenn "treacherous (persons)" bog~dirn applies to those persons who are guilty of:

(1) violating marriage vows,

(2) violating a promise, and

(3) deserting their legal partner and establishing a relationship with someone else
(Goldberg 1981:90).

The poet condemns the unfaithfulness of his enemies and he speaks about the impending judgement
that will come upon the "treacherous" (bOg~dirn) (Erlandsson 1977:472; Leslie 1949:320). These
treacherous persons will be put to shame (v3), when God arises.

The enemy is also described as a violent person who is intent on taking the life of his victim (Swart
1988:84-85). The phrase "violent hatred" ~in 'at ~arnas (vI9) is used to describe this state of affairs
(Ringgren 1977:216-217). The word, sone' "hater" (vI9) is used as a synonym of 'oyeb in this psalm.s

The tenn "hatred" ~in'a is used to express the opposition and aversion the enemy has for his victims
(van Groningen 1981:880). Hatred is the opposite of love, for love draws and unites, whereas "hatred"

3 Cf. Swart (1988:84) where he translates Sin'at ~amas (ps. 25: 19) with "gewelddadige haat" (violent hatred)
or "moorddadige haat" (murderous hatred). This expression refers to an enemy whose hate is so intense that
he is intent on taking the life of his victim.

4 Cf. par. 7.3 for a discussion of the term >oyeb.
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~in'a separates and keeps a distance because the evildoer wants no contact or relationship with the cani
(Croft 1987:41-42). The cani is forced to flee to God, because the intensity of this hatred which is
further described by the term "violent" ~arnas (Swart 1988:82; Ridderbos 1962:268). In fact, the
"hatred" (~in'a) has become so intense, that it exploded into a violent deed ~arnas (Haag 1980:482). In
such instances a "violent (action)" harnas can go so far as the physical destruction of the victim and.
then ~arnas takes on the meaning of violent murder (Swart 1988:82; Harris 1981:297). God alone can
triumph over the violent and destructive nature of l,Iarnas, therefore, the cani passionately appeals to
God to deliver him (Hengstenberg 1842:439; Lamparter 1961:134): "Guard my life and rescue me, let
me not be put to shame, for I take refuge in you" (v20). In his desperation the cani hopes that the
qualities of "uprightness" tOm (v21) and "integrity" yo~er (v21) will curb this flood of l,Iarnas
(Ridderbos 1962:268). The cani trusts that his singlehearted devotion to God and honourable
behaviour to men might function as the guardian angels at his side in these difficult times (Kirkpatrick
1906:136).

9.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The term cani is associated with the following words:

"alone" yal}id (v16); "distress" ~ara (v17); "distress" rn~~uqa (v17); "sorrow"
carnal (v18); "sin" hatta'a (vI8).. ..

This term yal,Iid (vI6) is used to describe one who has no companion or is isolated (i.e. lonely) in this
lament (Delitzsch 1871:346; Greswell 1873:81). According to Ridderbos (1962:267) "alone" yal}id
does not only describe a person who is lonely and isolated, but someone who feels that there is no one,
"wat hem werkelijk helpen kan". The term "alone" yal}id describes a person who is in the depths of
despair and loneliness. He complains that he is no longer able to experience the company or support of
the one in whom he has placed his confidence (Inch 1969:95): "Tum to me and be gracious to me, for I
am lonely and cani" (v16). The term "alone" is used in complementation with cani and highlights the
distress and desolation of the psalmist (Briggs 1976:225; Kidner 1973:116).

The term "distress" ~ara (v17) is used to indicate the intense inner turmoil and anguish that the cani
experiences (Hartley 1981:779). In this context "heart" lebab (v17) is used in association with
"distress" ~ara. According to Kraus (1960:212) this phrase tells us something about the innermost
distresses or troubles of the cani, that have grown so vast that it is out of control. God alone is able to
deliver the cani from his troubles (Leupold 1974:226). In a situation where the distressed person feels
that all is lost, there he can count on Yahweh's assistance (Kraus 1960:212), for saving the distressed
from their troubles is the very work that God delights in (plumer 1975:336).

The word rn~~uqa (v17) has a similar meaning as "distress" in this psalm. Distress and anguish have
come upon the cani and God seems to be far off (Leupold 1974:226; Sabourin 1974:230). Thick

5 Cf. also Pss. 21:9; 44:8, 11; 89:24 where the synonyms of to"yeb are sone' or m~anne' "one who hates".
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darkness and gloom encompass the suppliant (Gerstenberger 1988:121; Grosheide 1952:74). The cani

begins to feel this great external pressure (v17) that is being exerted against him (Hartley 1981:760).6

Weiser succinctly remarks that the cani is oppressed by his foes, but perhaps even more so by the

weight of the "distress" (Weiser 1962:241). In his distress and loneliness the cani takes refuge in a

merciful God who extends to the troubled person, protection and deliverance as their portion (v20).

The term "sin" ~a!a'a (v18) is used with reference to the cani and not the evildoer: "Take away all my

sins". With this admission the cani mourns his guilt and he appeals to God to avert his punishment not

only out of mercy, but because God is good and upright himself (Kidner 1973: 116). Even though God

may inflict his people with distress, he does it in order to bring about their repentance and salvation.

The strongest dosage of distress will be removed as soon as God's people tum to him in repentance

(Kirkpatrick 1906:135-136). God will do as he promises, for he is merciful and kind (Leupold

1974:227).

,The term "sorrow" carnal (v18) is used to express the miserable and emotionally painful condition that

the cani is experiencing (Allen 1981:675; Kraus 1960:212). According to Swart (1988:81) the term

carnal conveys the meaning "ellende of onheil" (misery or disaster) that is unjustly brought upon

another party and on the other hand it expresses "die nietigheid van sonde" (destructiveness of sin).

The connection between "sorrow" carnal and cani becomes very clear if it is considered in association

with words such as "lonely" yal]id (v16); "distress" ~ara (v17); "anguish" rn~~fi.qa (v17).

The term cani as used in this context refers to someone who is beset by "enemies" "oyeb (v19). It

describes someone who is the victim of violent opposition (~n'at ~arnas) (v19). The cani appeals to

God for deliverance. Miserable, depressed and oppressed he flees to God (Kraus 1986:151). The stress

of the cani forces him to rely on God alone (Croft 1987:68-69). The cani appeals to the most high God

who lives on Zion. Here the cani seeks the help and justice that have hitherto been denied (Leslie

1949:321-322). God is his helper and protector, therefore the cani places himself under God's

protection (Weiser 1962:241). The term cani refers to someone who suffers physical affliction, as well

as inner distress and turmoil. In his distress he cries out to God for help (Coppes 1981:684). On

account of these factors, the term cani should rather be interpreted as "oppressed" instead of "poor"

(Schultz 1973:67-68).

9.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

9.3.3.1 Over against the cani

God "leads" drk, (Hif., v9) and he "teaches" Irnd, (Pi., v9) the cani. According to Delitzsch (1871:343-

6 It is interesting to note that the Day of the Lord is also described as a day of great distress, anguish and
gloom (i.e. m~sfJqa) (cf. Zeph. 1:15). It will be a time of thick darkness, but into that darkness will break
the light that comes from God himself who intervenes in human history through his Messiah (cf. Isa. 8:22;
9:2).
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344) the verbs drk and lmd denote the sphere of guidance with which God teaches the cani that which
is pleasing to him. God instructs the cani in that which is pure, holy and good (Hengstenberg
1842:435). The terms "loyal" ~esed (vlO) and 'emet "truth" (v9) are used to describe the quality of
God's instruction that he makes available to the cani. The cani however, must show themselves
teachable and obedient in order for God to instruct them in his "covenant" b~rit (vlO) and
"testimonies" Cedi!(v10) (Kirkpatrick 1906:134; Leupold 1974:225).

The term "secret counsel" sod (vI4) signifies the confidential type of communication that transpires
between God and the cani. It expresses the intimate, secret fellowship granted only to those who are
admitted to the inner circle of friendship or alliance with God (Briggs 1976:224). The person who
obeys God will have God's secret counsel (patterson 1981:619). This type of person associates himself
with those who fear Yahweh and disassociates himself from evildoers (Weiser 1962:240-241). The fear
of the Lord finds its fulfilment in the life of a godly person (Hengstenberg 1842:436).

The verbs "keep" ~mr (Qal, v20) and "rescue" n~l (Hif., v20) are used in a prayer in which the
. suppliant begs God to rescue and protect him from danger (Leslie 1949:322). The suppliant also
appeals to God to act against the "violent hatred" which has been launched against him (Ridderbos
1962:268). The verb "keep" ~mr is associated with "soul" nepe~ (v20) and has the idea of guarding or
preserving a person's life against danger in this context (Hartley 1981:941).

The verb "rescue" n~1is used in this psalm with the sense of deliver or rescue (Fisher 1980:594). The
suppliant appeals to God to rescue him out of the hands of his enemies. These enemies pose a threat to
his existence. From the depths of dispair the cani calls out to God to save him (n~l) for he is unable to
shake off this powerful enemy. God must ensure that their brutal plans are stopped, so that the cani can
fmd a way of escape.

9.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

The verb "shame" bw~ (Qal, v3) is used to describe the fate of the evildoer in this poem. bw'S'depicts
the "shame" that God will bring upon the evildoer (Oswalt 1981:98). In fact, God will bring them low
(i.e. into disgrace) because of their underhand dealings with the cani (Croft 1987:124). The evildoers
have acted treacherously and paid no attention to God. God will punish them by putting them "to
shame" (Weiser 1962:239), even though it appears for the moment that the evildoers are triumphing
over the cani. They will be brought to shame because their victory will be short-lived (Briggs
1976:221-222). On the other hand, those who put their hope and trust in God will not be put to shame,
for God is faithful: "No one whose hope is in you will ever be put to shame" (v3). According to
Leupold (1974:223) a principle is at stake here: A person in distress who puts his trust in the Lord will
never be abandoned by him, but he who despises God is heading for an inevitable downfall (Sabourin
1969:24).
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9.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

ya~id (vI6)

Antonyms

coyeb (vv2, 19); bog~dim (v3); ~in'at ~amas (vI9)

Words relating to the cani

sara (vI?); m~suqa (vI?); cam-al (vI8); haHi'a (vI8); tOin (v2I); yo~er (v2I).. .. .
Words relating to the evildoer

/
sn' (Qal, vI9)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

drk (Hif., v9); lmd (pi., v9); ~esed (vlO); 'emet (vlO)

(b) Over against the evildoer
vbws (Qal, v3)
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CHAPTER 10

10 PS.34

10.1 TRANSLATION

vI: Superscription

v2a: I will bless Yahweh at all times,

v2b: his praise will always be in my mouth.

v3a: My soul will boast in Yahweh,

v3b: the c~nawimwill hear and rejoice.

v4a: Glorify Yahweh with me,

v4b: let us exalt his name together.

v5a: I sought Yahweh and he answered me,

v5b: and he delivered me from all my fears.

v6a: They looked to him and beamed,l

v6b: their faces are not covered with shame.

v7a: This cani called and Yahweh heard,

v7b: and from all his troubles he saved him.

v8a: The angel of Yahweh encamps around

v8b: those who fear him, and he delivers them.

v9a: Taste and see that Yahweh is good,

v9b: happy (is) the man who takes refuge in him.

v lOa: Fear Yahweh, (you) his holy ones,

vlOb: for those who fear him lack nothing.

vIla: The lions2 may grow weak and hungry

vII b: but those who seek Yahweh lack no good thing.

v12a: Come sons, listen to me,

v12b: I will teach you the fear of Yahweh.

v13a: Whoever of you desires life,

v13b: loving days that he IPay see good?

The ancient versions (i.e. LXX, Peshitta, Vulgate and the Targums) transmit the verbs nbt (Hif., v6) and
nhr (Qal, v6) as imperatives. The MT has these verbs as perfect (Briggs 1976:296). The MT will be
followed. Cf. also Sabourin (1969:122); Kraus (1960:267).

2 Sabourin (1969: 122) in following the LXX and the Peshitta opts for the reading "rich" plotisioi = k~bedim
instead of the MT reading "lions" k~pirim. Briggs (1976:300) argues that plousioi is probably an
interpretation of the metaphor k~pirim. Therefore, "there is no good reason for emendation here" (Briggs
1976:30).
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v14a: Keep your tongue from evil,

v14b: and your lips from speaking deceit

v15a: Tum from evil and do good,

v15b: seek peace and pursue it.

v16a: The eyes of Yahweh are on the righteous,

v16b: and his ears for their cries.

v17a: The face of Yahweh is against them that do evil,

v17b: to cut off their memory from the land.

v18a: The righeous cry out, and Yahweh hears them,3

v18b: he delivers them from all their distress.

v19a: Yahweh is close to the broken hearted,

v19b: and he saves those who are crushed in spirit.

v20a: A righteous man (may have) many troubles,

v20b: but Yahweh delivers them out of all of them.

v21a: He protects all his bones,

v21b: not one of them is broken.

v22a: Evil will slay the wicked,

v22b: the enemies of the righteous will suffer punishment

v23a: Yahweh redeems the life of his servants,

v23b: and they shall not suffer punishment, all who takes refuge in him.

10.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 34 can be classified as an individual song of thanksgiving (Sabourin 1974:277-278; Gerstenberger
1988:146).4

Ps. 34 comprises of three sections:

(1)

(2)

3

4

A call of praise in which the Lord is exalted for saving the desperate person from destruction
(vvl-7).

An invitation and word of instruction to the congregation on how to maintain this new founded
relationship with Yahweh (vv8-14).

This verse cannot refer to the evildoer in v17. In order to overcome the ambiguity of "they cry" ~aClqu, the
LXX; Peshitta and the Targums insert hoi dikaioi. Cf. also Briggs (1976:301) and Delitzsch (1871:412).

f

Weiser (1962:296) ignores the insertion hoi dikaioi and accepts the MT reading as sufficient. According to
him the original verse order was perhaps: vvl6, 15, 17, following the order of the Hebrew alphabet, which
is also attested in Lam. 2-4 and was subsequently altered to the customary order" (Weiser 1962:299).

For a discussion concerning this type of psalm genre, cf. par. 3.3.1 above.
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(3) A reflection on God's attitude towards the righteous and the ultimate fate of the wicked
(Brueggemann 1984:133; Ridderbos 1962:352).

The main elements of Ps. 34 are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in originS(vI).

(2) An invitation for thanksgiving and praise (vv2-4.

(3) An account of salvation and a note of admonition (vv5-11).

(4) A word of instruction (vvI2-22).

(5) A liturgical note (probably a response of the congregation) (v23) (Briggs 1976:294;
Leslie 1949:291-293).

10.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

10.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The terms "wicked" "-a~ac(v22a); "evil" raca (v22a) and "enemies" (lit.: haters) ~one'em (v22) are
used to describe the evildoer(s) in this psalm. These terms appear in opposition to the cani (Kraus
1986:129-130; Grosheide 1952:99). Brueggemann (1984) states that v12 in which these terms appear,
forms the highpoint of the psalmist's argument. The evildoers will come off second best, for there is a
higher court, and in that appeal process they will not do well (Brueggemann 1984:134). The
"righteous" saddiq (v20), on the other hand, will be rescued from all "evils" raCfit (v20), because these•
evil deeds will backfire and bring about the death of the evildoer, once the process of divine retribution
overtakes him (Kirkpatrick 1906:175). In other words, to the "righteous" ~addiq, "wirkt das Unheil
nicht verderblich aus" (Kraus 1960:271). The wicked, however, will be abandoned by God to their own
devices, and eventually perish (Weiser 1962:299).

Croft (1987) argues that the theme on the blessing is extended to the "righteous" ~addiq, and curses to
the evildoer. There is thus no hint that the "wicked" ra~ac are anything else than "miscreant Israelites"
(Craft 1987:21). According to him the wicked cannot be taken as being a reference to foreign enemies,
since the invitation (vv8-14) implies that it is an admonition directed to fellow-Israelites not to become
"wicked" r~~aC(m"(Croft 1987:20; Gerstenberger 1988:148).6

The following words can be regarded as being semantically parallel to "wicked" ra~ac in this poem:
"evil" raca (v22a) and "those who hate the righteous" ~on~'e ~addiq (v22b).

5 Cf. Eaton (1984:39-40); Gerstenberger (1985:420-421).

6 With regards to the terms ia~ac and raca, cf. par. 4.3.1 above.
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The term "evil" raca is used as an abstract term for the "totality of ungodly deeds" the wicked people
do (Livingston 1981:856). It is a reference to "seine Taten und seine Wege" (Stoebe 1976:801), and is
further extended to include the consequences of that kind of evil lifestyle (Livingston 1981:857).
Therefore, God will bring swift punishment over the evildoers (Hengstenberg 1842:54; Plumer
1978:423). Over against this, God acts swiftly to bring deliverance to the "righteous" ~addiq (v20)
(Kidner 1973:141; Briggs 1976:299). God is opposed to the evildoers, but his eyes and ears are
sensitively responsive to the righteous, and he delivers them in times oftrouble (Leslie 1949:293).

The phrase "those who hate the righteous" ~on~'e ~addiq (v22b), is also a reference to the enemies of
the righteous (Kirkpatrick 1906:175). These enemies oppose God's people. They are depicted as
vengeful, destructive powers who threaten the existence of the righteous (Kraus 1986:128). Because of
this threat, God will intervene on behalf of the righteous, for only he can deliver them from these
hostile powers (Blaiklock 1977:89). Here for the first time in this psalm, the impression is created that
the evildoers are actively involved in the persecution of the cani (Croft 1987:21).

10.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The terms "holy ones" q~dij~im (vlO); "those who seek Yahweh" doreSe yhwh (vII); "sons" banim
(vI2); "the righteous" ~addiqim (vvI6, 18, 20, 22); "the broken hearted" ni~b~re leb (vI9); "the
crushed in spirit" dakk~'e riiah (vI9) and "servants" c~badim (i.e. of Yahweh) (v23) are associated.
with cani.

The term "holy ones" q~do~im (v10) is used to describe a people consecrated to God's service (Briggs
1976:297). Here it refers to those who have been admitted to the sphere of the sacred, either by "divine
right or by means of a cultic act" (Mecomiskey 1988:788). It is a reference to the consecrated ones
(Delitzsch 1871:410; Sabourin 1974:285). Milller (1976:606) argues that the term "holy ones" q~dosim
functions as a "Synonym fUrGlaiibige" in this context.

The verb "to fear" yr' (vv8, 10) is associated with "the holy ones" q~dij¥im and it designates "righteous
behaviour or piety" (Bowling 1981:399). The emphasis lies more upon the "consequence rather than on
the condition" (Hengstenberg 1842:538). Such obedience will not go unrewarded, for blessings are
extended to the fearers of God (Bowling 1981:400). The fear of the Lord, however, is the prerequisite
for soliciting God's help (Ridderbos 1962:357).

The term "those who seek Yahweh" dor~se yhwh (vll), is used as a technical term to describe "the
holy ones" q~do~im even further (Kraus 1960:268-269; Coppes 1981:198). According to Wagner
(1978:209) the phrase "those who seek Yahweh" dorese yhwh refers to those pilgrims who seek
succour at the sanctuary. In other words, members of the cultic community who made an inquiry
through a cultic prophet/priest regarding their current problems (Sabourin 1974:46). On the other hand,
"seeking Yahweh" could also be connected with those who are being instructed in the fear of God
(vlO) (Kirkpatrick 1906:173; Kidner 1973:140). In such a case, seeking God and being "successful
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goes hand in hand" (Wagner 1978:300). Here we have the Wisdom theme coming through very
strongly and the poet adopts the language of "the teacher" ~akam and he addresses his audiences as
"sons" banim (vI2). This form of address was customary in wisdom circles, and it indicates a teacher
and student situation (Kiihlewein 1971:319).

The term "righteous" ~addiqim (vvI6, 18, 20, 22) is also used as a reference to those who conduct
their lives in a responsible manner. Unlike the irresponsible, the "righteous" saddiqim regulate their.
behaviour in a way that is pleasing to God. Therefore, they are persons who experience God's grace,
mercy and blessing. Through his blessings, God is busy reshaping the broken lives of the "righteous"
~addiqim (Brueggemann 1984:134). These tangible signs of God's favour, become his yes to the
"righteous" .

The term saddiq is also used as an antonym of "those who do evil" co~ rac (vI7); "the wicked" ra~ac.
(v22) and "those who hate" ~on~'e (v22). In vl6 the "the righteous" ~addiq are contrasted with the
evildoers in terms of God's mercy (Leupold 1974:282). God extends his favour towards the "righteous"
~addiq, but his displeasure is directed against "those who do evil" cose rac (Kirkpatrick 1906:175).
God will deliver the "righteous", because they have maintained the stipulations of his covenant. In
terms of these covenantal observances, the ~addiq is blameless, "whereas those who do evil" cose riC
they are guilty of transgressing the covenant stipulations (Stigers 1981:754).

The "righteous" ~addiqim (vv20, 22) experience "many difficulties" rabb~t raCot (v20), when they
encounter these vengeful enemies (i.e. "those who hate" ~n~'e, v22), but the Lord rescues them from
these distresses (Kraus 1960:272; Hengstenberg 1842:539-540). With this confidence the "righteous"
saddiqim can "cry out" sCq (Qal, v18) and wait upon the Lord to deliver them in this time of need. .
(Leslie 1949:293). God is faithful and he will defend his people under covenant, as an ancient suzerain
promised to do in a suzerainty treaty (Stigers 1981:755).7

The words "broken hearted" ni~ b~re leb (vI9); "cry for help" ~awCa (vI6); "distress" ~ara (vI8);
"many troubles" rabbot raCot (v20) and "crushed in spirit" dakk~'e riiaJ:1(vI9) all depict a situation of
great trial and suffering for the "righteous" ~addiq. It is this state of affairs that brings about this
feeling of "benoudheid" (anxiety) (Swart 1988:81). This agonising "cry for help" tawca (v16) is then
not a reasoned reflection, but rather the groan/moan of a crushed and intensely pain-ridden person
(Inch 1969:95; MowinckeI1982:242).8

In light of the aforementioned, the term cani (vv3, 7) must be understood and interpreted as a reference
to someone who had to grapple with intense suffering and hardship. Despite the pain that this person
had to endure, he remained faithful to God, by committing his anxiety and suffering to the redeemer of
his life (Gerstenberger 1988:150). By following this route, the cani has joined into the experience of

7

8

Cf. par. 6.3.2 above for a discussion of the tenns ~edeq and ~addiq.

For a discussion of the words dak; ~Cq and ~ara,cf. par. 4.3.2 above.
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salvation, by applying the rules of righteous conduct and piety that are dealt with in vv12-22 of this
psalm (Brueggemann 1984:133; Kidner 1973:140-141).

In this psalm, the cani is a victim of suffering, persecution and helplessness. The tenn cani refers to a
desperate person whom God must deliver from distress (Delitzsch 1871:408-409; Lamparter
1961:173). Words like "horror" m~gora (v5), interpreted as "fear" by most modem translations);
"distresses" ~anlt (v7) highlight the type of situation in which the cani experienced God's salvation.
Weiser (1962:298) states that this testimony of the cani is living proof to the fact that God still protects
his faithful people, as he did in the time of their forefathers, and now "continues to do so through his
messenger, who encamps around the worshipper like a mighty host" (Weiser 1962:298).9 According to
Briggs (1976:296) the term cani appears in a song of praise in which the speaker wants to encourage
the "afflicted" in his time of difficulty. Here it is a term of reference to someone who fmds himself in
dire straits (Kraus 1960:261; Grosheide 1952:99; Sabourin 1974:285). The "oppressed" cani is called
upon to "hear" smc (Qal, v3); "rejoice" tmh, (Qal, v3); "glorify" gdl, (Pi., v4) and "exalt" rwm, (Nif.,.
v4) the name of Yahweh (Leslie 1949:292). According to Gerstenberger (1988:147) the entire call is to
worship Yahweh in the midst of the assembly.

The "oppressed" cani is definitely connected with the worshipping milieu. Verbs like "seek" dr~ (Qal,
v5);10 "look" nb! (Hif., v6); "beam (with joy)" nhr (Qal, v6); "call" qr' (Qal, v8),11 are nonnally used
within the course and scope of such a cultic environment. Cliisemann (1969:220) is also in agreement
with the above-mentioned postulation, and argues that this whole section (vv2-8) must have taken
place within the cultic sphere, for by its very nature this invitation is directed at the assembly of
worshippers. Therefore, the assertion of Schultz (1973:133-138) that the cani is never connected with
the congregation in its acts of worship, must rather be rejected. Also the argument by both Croft
(1987:50) and Schultz (1973:225), that the psalmist never groups himself with the caniwim unless he
has first identified himself with the cani is also suspect. In v3 of this psalm the canawim are called
upon to "hear" ~mc (v3) and "rejoice" ~mJ.1(v3), whereas in v4b the whole assembly is encouraged,
"let us exalt his name together". The psalmist identifies himself with the c¥nawim (v3) even before he
unites himself with the cani in v7 (Gerstenberger 1988:147). The arguments of Schultz (1973) and
Croft (1987) will have to be abandoned. In fact, the argument of Birkeland (1933:20) that canaw is
probably no more than a corruption of cani is a more plausible one than either of the above-
mentioned. 12

9

10

11

12

With regard to the account of the "the angel of the Lord" malik Yhwh who encamps around Israel, cf. Jos.
5:14.

That is inquire after God probably through the cult oracle and the cultic priest/prophet, cf. par. 5.2 above.

That is revere God rather than be scared of him. Cf. also vlO in this psalm where yr' is used in association
with "saints" q~dosim (vlO).

It is interesting to note that Briggs took exception with his Lexicon colleague and with Rahlfs when he
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The tenns canaw and cani must rather be understood and interpreted as someone who is "defenseless
and subject to oppression" (Coppes 1981:683). Brueggemann states. that these tenns are a reference to
a desperate person who is socially marginal and one for whom Yahweh must intervene (Brueggemann
1984:133). God's intervention on behalf of the cani is one of personal liberation (Gerstenberger
1988:147; Kraus 1960:268). Weiser (1962:297) states that the tone of experience is strongly evident
throughout this psalm and it is this personal insight which gives the poet the authority to teach others.
In his distress the cani "called" qr' (Qal. v7) and Yahweh "heard" ~mc (Qal. v7). We can envisage a
scene of an individual in great stress and in his state of desperation he called to Yahweh for help and
his prayer was answered. In this new state of affairs. he feels acutely aware that he is a living example
of what God can do and is "ready to do for all who are in need" (Leslie 1949:292).

The tenn cani must be interpreted as "oppressed" within this context (Birkeland 1933:20). The noun
cani is then not a reference to someone who is a victim of material poverty. The translation equivalent
"poor" is both inaccurate and unsuitable. The translation equivalent "oppressed" is proposed as a more
suitable rendering of cani.

4.3 WORDS AND DEEDS RELATED TO YAHWEH

4.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words describe the attitude of Yahweh over against the cani: Yahweh "answers" Coh
(Qal. v5). "delivers" nsl (Qal. v5). "hears" ¥mc (Qal. v7). "saves" y~C (Hif.• vv7. 19), his (pL, v8),. . .

v"encamp" ~nh (Qal, v8) "keeps" smr (Qal, v2l) and "redeems" pdh (Qal, v23).

According to Allen (1981:679) and Delitzsch (1871:409) Coh (Qal, v5). must be translated as
"answered", because it describes a petition that has been heard and fulfilled. God has graciously
answered the person who "sought" hi.n drS (Qal, vl1), in this instance. Kidner (1973:139) observes
that this confession fonns part of the psalmist's personal testimony. God rescued me. Therefore, you
too are safe in his hands (Kidner 1973:139).

The verbs "he delivers" me n~1(Hif., v5) from all my "fears" m~gora (lit. "horror"), "he hears" ~mc
(Qal, v7) when the cani "calls" qr' (Qal, v7); "he saves" ysC (Hif., v7) me from all "my distress" ~ara
(v7); "he encamps" tInh (Qal. v8) "all around those who fear him" sahib lire'aw (v8) and "he delivers"
~I~(pL,v8) "them" (i.e. the cani); all testify to the fact that Yahweh has "answered" Coh (Qal, v8)
when he "heard" 'S'mc(Qal. v7) the "cry" qr' (Qal, v7) of the oppressed (Sabourin 1974:285; Ridderbos
1962:355-356). It is therefore no exaggeration to say that the intervention of Yahweh in the life of the
cani was so massive and miraculous that the cani was unable to keep quiet. Therefore, he sang about it

categorically stated in both BDB and in his ICC commentary on the Psalms. that canaw is only another
form of cani. Cf. BDB (1952:776) and ICC (psalms) vol. 1 (1960:84). Coppes (1981:684) also observed in
his study of Isaiah that no distinction seems to be made between the terms cani and canaw. Cf. also
Wiirthwein (1979:72) with regard to this matter (i.e. yod-waw interchanges).
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in the sacred assembly (Brueggemann 1984:133). In his daily life he experienced that God's
scrutinizing gaze (lit. "the eyes of Yahweh, v16) are on the "righteous" ~addiqim (vI6). This phrase is
a reference to God's faithful watch over them, having become responsible for them he recommends that
they follow this course (Leupold 1974:282). The following cluster of terms confirms the above-
mentioned viewpoint. "His ears" 'oznaw (vI6) are attentive to "(their) cry for help" tawca (vI6). When
they cry out in distress the Lord hears them and he delivers them (Briggs 1976:299). God is "close"
qarob (vI9) to those who are "broken-hearted" l~niSb~re-leb (vI9), especially those who are "crushed
in spirit" dakk~'e-rual} (vI9) by the mill-stones of oppression and suffering. It is these little ones, that
God takes under his wing during their time of trial. God becomes to them a door of hope and a
sanctuary for succour (Hengstenberg 1842:539-540; Sabourin 1974:82-84). Yahweh "saves" y~C,(Hif.,
vv7, 19); "he delivers" nsl (v5) and "he keeps all their bones intact" ~mr (Qal, v21) + cesem (v21);. .
"not a single one will be broken" I' + ~br (Nif., v21). This statement probably denotes the safe
preservation of the cani during times of cruel oppression, or it could be a metaphor for intense
suffering (Kirkpatrick 1906:175; Kidner 1973:141). Either way, God will "redeem" pdh (Qal, v23) (lit.
ransom) the life of his "servants" c~badim (v23). God's solidarity is not with the strong and the
powerful, it is with those who are denied any form of appeal to justice and righteousness in the world .
of the oppressor (Weiser 1962:299). In the long run, the oppressor will come off second best because
there is a higher court, and at that trial he will be exposed and punished (Brueggemann 1984:134). The
cani however, will be vindicated in this appeal process.

10.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

Against the evildoer Yahweh acts in an entirely different manner (Delitzsch 1871:413). In this psalm,
God "preserves" ~mr (Qal, v21) the "righteous" ~addiq, but he annihilates the evildoer(s) (Kraus
1960:271). Phrases like "the face of the Lord is against the evildoers" pene Yhwh b~cose rac (vI7),
"he will cut off their memory from the earth" (vI7) krt (Hif., + zikram + me 'eres). God does not.
react in a positive way towards them.13 They will be "condemned" '~m (Qal, v22) by God. Misfortune
is fatal to the wicked for he cannot count on God's deliverance as the "righteous" ~addiq. The Lord
delivers the godly man out of his misfortune, but the wicked he abandons therein (Hengstenberg
1842:540). Because he is guilty of transgressing God's laws, this guilt results in his destruction
(Ridderbos 1962:362).

4.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

q~do~im (vlO); dore~e yhwh (vII); ~addiqim (vvI6, 18, 20, 22); ni~b~re leb
(vI9); dakk~'e rua~ (vI9)

13 Cf. par. 5.3.3.1 above for a discussion of krt.
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Antonyms

ra~aC(v22); ~on~'e~addiq (v22)

Words relating to the cani

m~gora (v5); ~awca(vI6); sara (vI8); rabbot raCot (v20).
Words relating to the evildoer

Co~erac (vI7); rica (v22)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

cnh (Qat, v5); nsl (Qat, v5); ~mc (Qat, v7); y~C(Hif., v7); hnh (Qat, v8); his (Pi., v8);v. .." •
smr (Qat, v22); pdh (Qat, v23)

(b) Over against the evildoer

krt (Hif., vI7); '~m (Qat, v22)
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11

11.1

vIa:

vIb:

vIc:

v2a:

v2b:

v3a:

v3b:

v3c:
v3d:

v4a:

v4b:

v4c:

v4d:

v5a:

v5b:

v6a:

v6b:

v7a:

v7b:

v8a:

v8b:

v8c:

v9a:

v9b:

vlOa:

v lOb:

vlOc:

vlOd:

CHAPTER 11

PS.35

TRANSLATION

Superscription

Fight, 0 Yahweh against those who fight me,

make war against those who war against me.

Take up the shield and buckler,

and rise up in my defense.

Unsheath the spear and close up the way

against those who pursue me.

Say to my soul,

I am your salvation.

Let those be put to shame and be disgraced

who seek my life.

Let them be turned back and confounded,

those who plot evil against me.

Let them be like chaff before the wind,

with the angel of Yahweh driving them on.!

Let their path be dark and slippery,

with the angel of Yahweh pursuing them.

For without cause they hid their net for me,

without cause they dug a pit against my life.

Let ruin take them unaware.

and let the net they have set entangle them,

into the pit they have dug let them fall.

But I will rejoice in Yahweh,

I will be joyful because of his salvation.

All my being will say, .

o Lord who is like you,

You (who) rescue the cani from those who are to strong for him,

(You who rescue) the cani and the 'ebyon from him who robs him.

In this instance the LXX equivalent reading "driving them on" (lit. "pushing them") do~amshould rather be
adopted (Kraus 1960:274).
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11.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 35 can be classified as an individual lament (Sabourin 1969:2-4; Kraus 1960:275-276; Van der
Ploeg 1971:223-224).2

Ps. 35 consists of three sections:

(1) The first section (vvl-lO) deals with a petition in which military and hunting metaphors are used
(Brueggemann 1984:63-64). God is requested to intervene on behalf of the suppliant and to
deliver him so that he may rejoice in God's victory (Kidner 1973:142-143).

(2) In the second section (vvll-18) a complaint is lodged against back-stabbing friends and
neighbours. These false "friends" reward the suppliant's good deeds with evil and his sincere
sympathy with antipathy (Briggs 1976:301).

(3) Finally, in the third section (vvI9-28) another petition is lodged in which Yahweh is asked to
punish their treachery and to bring about a swift judgement. In other words, the cani wants God
to tip the scales in his favour, because the suppliant is unable to bring this about by himself
(Eaton 1986:42).

The main elements of Ps. 35 are as follows:

(I) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (via).

(2) Invocation and petition (vvlb-3).

(3) Imprecation against enemies (vv4-8).

(4) Hymn of thanksgiving (vv9-1O).

(5) Lament (vvll-16).

(a) Complaint (vvll-12).

(b) Confession of innocence (vvI3-14).

(c) Complaint (vvI5-16).

(6) Lament, petition, vow, imprecation (vvI7-21).

(a) Complaint (invocation (v17a)).

(b) Petition (vI7b-c).

(c) Vow (vI8).

(d) Imprecation (vI9).

(e) Complaint (vv20-21).

2 Cf. par. 4.2 above for a discussionof the individuallament;cf. alsoWatson(1984:286).
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(7) Petition and Imprecation (vv22-26).

(a) Petition (vv22-24a).

(b) Imprecation (vv24b-26).

(8) Blessing and Vow (vv27-28).

(a) Call to praise (v27).

(b) Vow (v28) (Gerstenberger 1988:149-150).

11.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

11.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following words are associated with the evildoers in this psalm: "contend" ryb (Qal, vI); "fight"
Il)rn (Qal, vI); "seek" bq~ (Pi., v4) + object (= "my soul" nepes); "pursue" rdp (Qal, v3); "produce"
~sb (Qal, v4) + object (= "evil" raca). These words are used by the poet to depict a scenario in which
"de vijanden als krijgers worden beschreven" (Ridderbos 1955:302). Brueggemann describes this part
of the psalm as a section which abruptly deals with a barrage of military images (1984:63-64). Here the
evildoers relentlessly seek the life of the suppliant, so much so, that he is forced to appeal to Yahweh
to deliver him (Eaton 1967:103; Hu111934:123).

The verb "contend" ryb (Qal, vI) is used "in the sense of physical combat" (White 1981:845). It is not
employed in a litigious context, but rather within a situation of battle (Briggs 1976:303). The word
"fight" Il)rn (Qal, vI) is also associated with "contend". This verb Il}rn(Qal, vI) is also used to describe
those who join in battle against the suppliant (Kaiser 1981:476). Against these type of enemies the
suppliant is unable to defend himself (Croft 1987:41-42). Therefore, he appeals to God for deliverance
from those who "fight" with him (Gemser 1968:163). Yahweh is conceived as the divine champion,
who takes up the cause against these warlike enemies (i.e. "my opponents" 'et ribi and "those who
fight me" 'et 1OJ;1'ftrna(vI». Accordingly, God is implored by the suppliant to arm himself as a warrior
(Eaton 1967:103; Briggs 1976:303). Ridderbos (1955:302) states that in such an instance the exegete
must understand the verb "contend" as "een twisten met daden" that culminates in an act of battle. The
term "fight" lJ;1rnmust then also accordingly be translated "met (be-)krijgen" (Ridderbos 1955:302).

At this point of our discussion we part ways with Swart (1988:90) and Kidner (1973: 142), who
maintain that the verb "contend" is used to depict a lawsuit that is currently being conducted.
According to them this section (vvl-3) deals with a legal tussle between the suppliant and a dishonest
accuser. The scene of contention is considered to be the lawcourt, rather than the battle field (plumer
1978:429). This view, however, does not sufficiently take into consideration the motif of holy war,
where God appears as Israel's divine champion (Dahood 1966:210; Eaton 1986:41). Even though the
military language is figurative, God is depicted in these verses as a warrior who takes up action against
the enemies of the suppliant. It does not appear as if God takes the role of a "judge" (~opet) in this.
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section (Ridderbos 1962:366; Delitzsch 1871:419-420). Despite the fact that the military language is
metaphorical, the evildoers must still be seen as those who oppress the suppliant (Croft 1987:42). This
oppression that the suppliant experiences is then no metaphor (Weiser 1969:303).

Verbs like "pursue" rdp (Qal, v3); "seek" bqs (Pi., v4) and "plot" I).Sb (Qal, v4) are used to describe
the nature of action that the evildoers have orchestrated against the suppliant. The verb rdp is used in
the sense of a person or a group pursuing another for the purpose making war (White 1981:834). Here
it is the suppliant who is being pursued by the wicked (Kraus 1960:276; Sabourin 1969:34). Therefore,
the suppliant summons God to take up shield and weapons against those who pursue him (Eaton
1967:103).

The verb "seek" bq~ (pL, v4) is used idiomatically, as a reference to someone who "die Seele, das
Leben jemandes suchen" (Wagner 1973:756). It describes the intention of the evildoers who unjustly
seek to kill the suppliant (Coppes 1981:126).3 The suppliant, being conscious of his innocence, yet
fully aware of the physical harm about to befall him, he lodges his imprecation against these evildoers
(Briggs 1976:303). He is confident that God will drive out these evildoers like chaff before the wind
(Weiser 1962:303).

The verb "plot" I).~b (Qal, v4) is used to describe an evil activity or scheme that the evildoers have
devised against the suppliant (Seybold 1986:237; Wood 1981:330). It is used in a negative sense in this
psalm and depicts the way in which the wicked takes the initiative in orchestrating the destruction of
the people of God (Gerstenberger 1988:151). The suppliant therefore appeals to God so that he may
thwart their unholy schemes (Scottroff 1971:646). In his supplication he mentions in general "het
mis1ukken hunner p1annen aan" (Ridderbos 1955:303; cf. Delitzsch 1871:421). According to the
suppliant these evil schemes will be overturned by God and redirected against those who originally
devised these evil plans (Eaton 1967:103; Kirkpatrick 1906:177).

At this stage of the lament a shift from the language of war (vv1-6) to hunting language is encountered
(vv7-1O). Brueggemann succinctly describes it as a change from military images to those of the jungle
(Brueggemann 1984:63-64). Despite the difference in accent, however, both these languages have one
thing in common, viz. the idea that things have gotten out of control (Leslie 1949:371).

The terms "net" re~et (v7) and "pit" ~al).at (v7) describe the nature of the evil-deeds that are being
perpetrated against the suppliant (Buss 1969:85; Keel 1969:195). According to Keel (1978:89) the
digging of a "pit" (~al).at) and the spreading of a "net" (re~et) were two of the most popular methods
used for hunting in the ancient Near East. There is a very close relationship between these two hunting
methods, especially if one considers that the pit was concealed with a camouflaged net which
entangled the prey in its fall. The poet lodges a complaint against his enemies who have concealed
their net, and dug their pits without any valid reason (Ridderbos 1962:371). The poet is convinced that

3 It is interesting to note, that the verb bq~ (Qal) is also used to describe the action of those who were seeking
"justly" seeking to kill Moses when he fled from Egypt after killing the slave-driver. Cf. Ex. 4:24, whereas.
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.
the purpose of this action was to take possession of his life. This image is very appropriate especially if

one thinks of an animal who has either fallen into a pit, or has become entangled in a net (Briggs

1976:304). Therefore, the suppliant appealed to God to deliver him from this danger, by letting the

hunters fall into the pits they have dug and become entangled in the nets they have laid for others

(Leslie 1949:372). The psalmist believed that God's faithfulness is evident in life in the form of "a

hidden nemesis" (Kraus 1988: 196; Weiser 1962:303).4 Anticipating God's help in this crisis situation

the suppliant could lift up his hands in thanksgiving (Kidner 1973:143). He discovered that at the

bottom of the pit is not dispair, but rather the rule of Yahweh (Brueggemann 1984:64).

11.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The term "needy" 'ebyon (vlO) is associated with cani (vlO) in this psalm (Hull 1934:120; Schultz

1973:70). The term 'ebyon appears in the "stereotyped formula cani w~ 'ebyon" (Botterweck

1977:29). According to Kraus (1986:82-83) this phrase is used as a reference to those who suffer on

account of persecution, oppression or troubles.5 In light of the above-mentioned the assertion of

Schultz (1973:228) that the phrase Cani we 'ebyon indicates material poverty or the concept of

indigence wherever it appears, must be rejected. Here the term "needy" 'ebyon is used in conjunction

with cani to add another dimension to the lot of the oppressed (Swart 1988:80; Botterweck 1977:36). It

refers to those who have been rendered helpless on account of their suffering, they are regarded as

those who are needy (Coppes 1981:683). In this precarious situation it is true that they "geen andere

helper heeft dan Jahwe" (Ridderbos 1955:305), who must assist them against enemies who are skilled.

in the practices of war and hunting (Weiser 1962:302-303). Their destitution is then essentially caused

by those who are too strong for them (me~azaq mimmennu) (vlO) and those who seek their lives

(Botterweck 1977:36).

The term cani must also be understood and interpreted as a reference to someone who suffers extreme

persecution and oppression. According to Sabourin (1974:235) and Leupold (1974:287) this term is

used in a context where the suppliant is persecuted by unprovoked foes and undeserved enemies. It is

not used in the sense that Plumer (197.8:431) argues, viz. as depicting those in Israel who were poor in

spirit (i.e. the cani), and those who were poor in estate (i.e. the 'ebyon). Such an interpretation of these

terms is one that has been arrived at without adequate consideration of the words that are associated

with the immediate lexical-field of these two terms in this psalm (Swart 1988:82; 90).

Sabourin (1974:98) observes that in this poem it is the "oppressed" cani and the "needy" 'ebyon whom

God protects, defends, rescues and effects justice for. God does not forget them, therefore the cani

praises his name (Gerstenberger 1988:151): "My whole being will exclaim, Yahweh who is like you"

4

5

those who were seeking the life of the suppliant in Ps. 35 have legally no right to do so.

For a discussion of the terms "net" re~et and "pit"~ahat, cf. par. 3.4.2 above.

Cf. para. 3.4.4 and 5.3.2 above.
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(v10). In fact, the cani is so thankful to Yahweh, that he strengthens his petition with a vow of
thanksgiving (Eaton 1967:103).

11.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

11.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words ryb (Qal, vI); I~m (Qal, vI); ~zq (Hif., v2) + magen + ~inna (vvl-2) are used in
an invocation in which God is called upon to react favourably towards the cani (Dahood 1966:210).
These words depict a situation in which the psalmist uses military language (Kidner 1974:142). The
usage of this type of combat language is, however, purely figurative (Ridderbos 1955:302;
Brueggemann 1984:64).

The words "take hold" hzq (Hif., v2) [+ (object = "shield" magen) + (object = "large shield" sinna)]. .
form part of a poetic picture (Kirkpatrick 1906:176). The fact that both these shields are mentioned
together, does not mean that Yahweh is called upon to hold both shields simultaneously. This figure of
speech is highly idealised. It is a call to Yahweh to make his presence felt amongst the enemies of the
"oppressed" cani (Delitzsch 1871:420). These enemies have launched an unprovoked attack on his life,
therefore the "oppressed" cani petitions God to intervene on his behalf (Weiser 1962:302). This theme
is probably derived from the tradition of holy war (Kraus 1986:133). The suppliant like the warriors of
early Israel, did not come to Yahweh's war as warriors, but as suppliants (Dahood 1966:210). This is
the underlying motif of holy war (Von Rad 1975:44). God goes before his warriors and fights the battle
to defend Israel, whose proper attitude was one of complete faith (Crenshaw 1978:46). The divine
terror which went before Israel, sowed complete panic amongst God's enemies, the moment the
victorious shout of God's army reached their ears (Von Rad 1975:17). God was the divine hero or
champion of Israel during these campaigns (Eaton 1967:103).

God will "deliver" n~1(Hif., vlO) the "oppressed" cani from those who are too "strong" (I}azaq) for
them, and from those who "rob" gzl (Qal, vlO) them (Ridderbos 1962:372). The word "deliver" n~1
conveys the idea of a literal rescue from physical danger (Fisher 1981:594). In anticipation the cani
sings about the victory that will be brought about by God's hand (Sabourin 1974:235). This song of
thanksgiving (vv9-1O) is introduced as an interval to interrupt the gloominess of the preceding section
(vv7-8) (Gerstenberger 1988:151). The cani has such confidence that God will eventually rescue him
from the hand of his enemy, that he vows unto God a song of thanksgiving (Leslie 1949:371). He has
been overwhelmed by the incomparable power and majesty of Yahweh. He leaves the wasteland of
danger that threaten him and he enters into the portals of praise and adoration (Weiser 1962:303).

11.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

In this section God is asked to react against the evildoers. The evildoers appear to be threatening the
existence of the cani (vv4-7). They "seek" bq~ (pi, v4) his life; "they plot" I}~b(Qal, v4) his ruin; "they
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hid" !mn (Qal, v7) nets and "dug" ~pr (Qal, v7) pits for him (Briggs 1976:304). It is against these

treacherous enemies that God must act (Gerstenberger 1988:151). God is requested to reverse these

attacks so that it will back-fire on the evildoers: "Let his mischief recoil upon his own head"

(Kirkpatrick 1906: 178). Their defeat must be sure and swift, therefore he prays for their downfall (Hull

1934: 122). Words such as "fight" ryb (Qal, vI); I~m (Qal, vI); "arise" qwm (Qal v2); "brandish" ryq

(Hif., v3) (i.e. spear and javelin) are used to show how God will react towards those who oppress the

cani. The evildoer will be driven out like chaff that is being scattered before the wind (Eaton 1986:41).

God will defeat them by using the angel of Yahweh (Briggs 1976:303). The angel of Yahweh spells

doom for these evildoers because they will not survive these onslaughts (Kidner 1973:143).

11.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

Cebyon (vlO)

Antonyms

ribi (vI); loh~mim (vI); rode'pim (v3); m~baq~ nap~i (v4)

Words relating to the cani

nap~i + gyl (Qal, v9); swt (Qal, v9) + bi~uCato (v9)

Words relating to the evildoer

V 1/tmn (Qal, v7) + sahat; hpr (Qal, v7); reset, gzl (Qal, vlO). . .
Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

nsl (Hif., v 10); hzq (Hif., v2) + magen + sinn a (v2). .
(b) Over against the evildoer

ryb (Qal, vI); Ihm (Qal, vI); qwm (Qal, v2)
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12

12.1

vIa:

vlb:

vIc:

v2a:

v2b:

v3a:

v3b:

v4a:

v4b:

v5a:

v5b:

v6a:

v6b:

v7a:

v7b:

v7c:

v7d:

v8a:

v8b:

v9a:

v9b:

vlOa:

vlOb:

vIla:

vllb:

vl2a:

vl2b:

v13a:

vl3b:

CHAPTER 12

PS.37

TRANSLATION

Superscription

Be not vexed over evildoers,

nor be jealous of those who do wrong.

For like grass they quickly wither,

and like green herbs they will soon wilt away.

Trust in Yahweh and do good,

that"you may dwell in the land and enjoy security.

Take delight in Yahweh,

and he will grant you the desires of your heart.

Roll upon Yahweh your ways,

trust in him and he will make it happen.

He will make your righteousness come forth as the light,

and the justice of your cause like the noonday

Be still before Yahweh

and wait for him.

Do not fret on account of him whose way is prosperous,

against the man that does evil deeds.

Refrain from anger and forsake wrath,

do not fret, it will only harm you.

For evildoers will be cut off,

but those who wait on Yahweh will inherit the land.l

A little while and the wicked will be no more,

though you mark his place he will not be there.

But the c~nawim will possess the land,

and enjoy great peace.

The wicked plots against the righteous,

and gnashes his teeth at them.

(But) the Lord laughs at him,

for he sees his day is coming.

hema should perhaps be deleted on account of the rhythm. According to Briggs (1986:333) it is probably a
gloss. Cf. also Kraus (1960:286-287).
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v14a: A sword the wicked draw,

v14b: they tread their bow,

v14c: to bring down the cani w~ 'ebyon,

v14d: to slaughter those whose path is upright

v15a: Their swords will pierce their own hearts,

v15b: and their bows will be broken.

12.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 37 can be classified as a wisdom psalm (Sabourin 1974:369-371; Brueggemann 1984:42). It is an
acrostic composition and reflects the typical "wisdom style", where a learned teacher addresses or
instructs a pupil(s) (Eaton 1967:107; Dahood 1966:227). The wise advice of their teaching was then
eventually cast in rhythmical compositions, many of which are extant in the sapiental psalms (Sabourin
1974:369; Bigger 1989:266).

Ps. 37 is made up of 4 sections:

(1) The first section (vv1-11) describes the attitude that must be exhibited by the righteous in a
seemingly unjust situation. In such a situation the poet encourages the faithful to rise above their
lot and place their hope and trust in God who is faithful (Ridderbos 1962:397; Kidner 1973:148-
149).

(2) In section two (vv12-20) a description of the attack which is being launched against the faithful
and the eventual failure thereof, is depicted by the poet. Again the familiar assurance is given to
the faithful that the Lord will uphold the righteous (v16), but the wicked will perish (Hull
1934:133; Gemser 1968:167-168; Briggs 1976:322; Greswell1873:100).

(3) In section 3 (vv21-29) a further encouragement is given to the righteous. They will be blessed by
the Lord and possess the land. Here "wisdom style teaching" is used again to instruct the
righteous how blessing is to be received and maintained. "Land is the fundamental blessing" in
this case (Brueggemann 1984:43).

(4) Finally, in section 4 (vv30-40) the teaching already given in the rest of this psalm is reiterated by
affirmations and personal testimony (Eaton 1967:109), viz. that the righteous must take courage,
and hold on to the testimony that God will not abandon him. In the mean time he must enjoy the
gift he already has, the unique delight in Yahweh for his own sake (Eaton 1967:109).

The main elements of Ps. 37 can be tabulated as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vIa).

(2) Admonition to the faithful (vv1b-7b).
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(3) Further admonition and promise to the faithful (vv7c-II).

(4) A description of the enemy and imprecation (vvI2-15).

(5) A description of the righteous and the wicked (vvI6-26).

(6) An admonition and promise (vv27-33).

(7) A further admonition and promise (vv34-40) (Gerstenberger 1988:157).

12.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

12.3.1 Words and deeds relating to the evildoer

The terms "evildoers" m~reqm (vi); "those who do wrong" co~e cawHi (vi); "wicked schemes"
m~zimmot (v7); "wicked" ra~ac (vvlO, 12, 14); "sword" ~ereb (vI4) and "bow" qe'tet (vI4) are
associated with the evildoer in this psalm. These terms depict something of the ruthlessness of these
evildoers who appear to be enjoying success and triumph (Grosheide 1952:106), despite the suffering
and oppression they sow (Weiser 1962:316). According to Kraus (1960:288) these terms describe a
group of people, who ignore "der Herrschaft Gottes und widerstreben seinem Willen". Therefore, they
are under the condemnation of God on account of their deeds and actions (Leupold 1974:301-302).

The term m~reqm is used to depict the evildoer (Stoebe 1976:802). The antonyms of this terms are
"righteous" and "upright" saddiq (vI2) and ya~ar (v14) which suggest something of the moral contrast.
that exists between these two groups (Livingston 1981:854). The parallel terms of the "evildoer"
m~reqm are the "wicked" ra~ac (vvlO, 12 and 14) and "those who do wrong" case calwa (vI).
According to Kirkpatrick (1906:189) these terms are used to describe an evil person who is up to no
good. It is a reference to sinners or wicked men who give offence to the godly (Weiser 1962:316;
Schultz 1973:71).

The righteous are admonished by the poet not to loose their poise when these evildoers carry out their
"wicked schemes" (v7), for their rebellion against God will be short-lived (Delitzsch2 1871:11). The
term "wicked plan" m~zimma is encountered with the verb "to do" c~h (Qal, v7) and conveys the idea
of a wicked person carrying out an evil plan (Wolf 1981:244). It does not have a positive connotation
as in Ps. 17:3, where it depicts the psalmist's intention not to sin: "I have resolved" zmm (Qal) "that my
mouth will not sin".

The term "wicked" rasac describes an evil person who oppresses the righteous (Croft 1987:44). The
verb "devise" zmm (Qal, v12) is used in a negative sense as the noun "wicked plan" m~zimma
mentioned above. It depicts a situation where the "wicked" raSac continuously plot against God's
faithful people (Steingrimsson 1980:88). When this term is used in a context in which there is a
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reference to the "wicked" rasac, both the noun and verb speak of evil plans and schemes devised
against the "righteous" ~addiq (Wolf 1981:244).

The poet then further complains that the "wicked" ra~ac have launched an open attack against them.2

Terms such as "sword" ~ereb (v14) and "bow" qe~et (v14) are associated with the "wicked" ra~ac.
Kirkpatrick argues that these weapons are not merely figures of speech for inflicting injury on the
"righteous" ~addiq (1906:191). It depicts a state of affairs in society in which the "righteous" ~addiq
face the perpetual danger of physical violence (Schultz 1973:71-72). Ridderbos (1955:324) concurs
with the above-mentioned argument and states that, "zwaard en boog doen denken aan gewe1d". The
"wicked" ra~ac can be described as those who are violent, oppressive, plotting against others and quite
willing to murder the "righteous" ~addiq in order to gain their ends (Livingston 1981:864). According
to Gerstenberger (1988:159), the term "wicked" ra~ac is a specific reference to the destructive
elements in the poet's violent society. In other words, they can be likened to the force of death which
threaten the "righteous" ~addiq, so that he is forced to take his refuge in God (Leslie 1949:413-414;
Kraus 1986:130-131). The verbs "draw" ptl} (Qal, v14) and "tread" drk (Qal, v14) are associated with
"sword" ~ereb and "bow" qeset (vI4). Briggs (1976:327) correctly observes that these actions have
been initiated for the purpose of slaughtering the victim. It should not be regarded as a euphemism, but
with the necessary seriousness. After all, the "sword" ttereb and the "bow" qeset are instruments of
death, it is not used as instruments of sporting contests in this psalm (Blaiklock 1977:95). Wolf
(1980: 196) argues that the phrase "to tread a bow" drk (Qal) qetet is a reference to a bow that is being
strung for action. The weapon of war (i.e. the bow) is ready to sow its destruction and the sword has
been drawn to reap its bloody crop (Delitzsch 1871:13). The poet rightly expresses his concern at the
current state of affairs. Furthermore, the previous statement that the evildoer "gnash their teeth" ~rq
(Qal, v12) at the victim depicts something of the intense hatred and hostility with which the aggressor
attacks the victim (Weiser 1962:319). Like a beast of prey the evildoer gnashed his teeth against the
unfortunate victim. Yahweh, however, laughs at their attempts, for he will overthrow their murderous
efforts (Briggs 1976:328).

12.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following terms are associated with cani in this poem: "righteous" ~addiq (vI2); "needy" 'ebyon
(vI4) and "upright" yaS'ar (v14).

The term "righteous" ~addiq is used as an antonym of "wicked" ra~iic (Brueggemann 1984:43;
Sabourin 1969:265-266). Plumer (1975:451) contends that the "righteous" ~addiq refers to those who
are free of any violation to God's covenant, as well as those whom God will deliver from wicked men.
The "righteous" ~addiq designates those whom God is about to vindicate against the above-mentioned
foes (Hartley 1981:754). The "righteous" ~addiq can appear confident in their hour of trial, for the God

2 For a discussion of the tenn ra~ac,cf. par. 10.3.1 above. Cf. also H. Birkeland (1955:93); H. Rosenbaum
(1974:58-64) with regard to this designation.
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is faithful he will defeat the enemies and make a way of escape for them (Blaiklock 1977:95). Koch
(1976:522) succintly identifies this moment of deliverance as a time of God's "Einschreiten zugunsten"
the "righteous" ~addiq and where he will "entmachtet und vernichtet" the evildoers who threaten the
life of the righteous person.

The "righteous" saddiq are also identified as the "upright" ya~ar in v14. The "upright" ya~ar functions.
as a parallel to "righteous" ~addiq and is used in an ethical sense where it designates the moral
uprightness of the ~addiq (Wiseman 1981:417). Liedke (1971:791) also argues that "upright" yasar
has the meaning of "gerade sein". In other words, those who resist the life-style of the morally bankrupt
and lead a morally upright and conscientious life. Ridderbos (1962:403) describes the yasar as those
who walk "geen kromme, slinkse, maar rechte wegen, d.i. de weg van de Here". Herein lies the
uprightness of their life and conduct, as opposed to the wicked who disregard this type of life-style
(Briggs 1976:327; Kirkpatrick 1906:191).

The tenn "needy" 'ebyon (v14) is used in conjunction with cani, and must be understood and
interpreted within this frame of reference (Schultz 1973:71-72). Botterweck (1977:35) states that
"needy" 'ebyon functions as the antonym of "wicked" ra~ac and can be put in the same category as
"righteous" ~addiq and "upright" yasar. Furthennore, the "needy" 'ebyon are persecuted, oppressed
and slayed by the "wicked" ra~ac. The cause is almost lost for the 'ebyon, but God intervenes and
brings about their deliverance (Botterweck 1977:35). The tenn "needy" 'ebyon does not refer to
someone who is materially poor, but someone who is oppressed to such an extent that his life is in
danger (Coppes 1981:5). The "needy" 'ebyon can appeal to God because God is the champion of those
who are oppressed and in need of assistance (Kraus 1986:153). The tenns "oppressed" cani and
"needy" 'ebyon stand in parallelism with the phrase "the upright of the way" yi~e darek (v14). In
times of distress the "oppressed" ciini and "needy" 'ebyon will receive God's help and deliverance
(Botterweck 1977:35).

We must at this stage reject Croft's argument that: "The poor are not identified with those who walk
uprightly, but are only described as such" (Croft 1987:59). This argument is refuted by the context as
well as the words that are associated with "oppressed" cani and "needy" 'ebyon (Briggs 1976:327;
Gerstenberger 1988:159). The cani and the 'ebyon are those who are oppressed, they stand in direct
opposition to the wicked, yet they stand in parallelism to those who walk uprightly (Gerstenberger
1971:25). The cani and its associated tenns must therefore not only be understood and interpreted as a
reference to the "Unterdriickten und dem Hilflosen" (Martin-Achard 1976:344), but it is also a
reference to those who walk uprightly before God, who trust him and wait for his deliverance (Kraus
1986:152).
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12.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

12.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words are used to describe the favourable treatment that God extends toward the cani.
These words are spoken within the sphere of the wisdom psalms and typical of this genre, it exhibits a
very close "connection between deed and consequence" (Brueggemann 1984:43).

The ~addiq is exhorted to wait on God. God will "give" ntn (Qal, v4) him the "requests" rni¥,aHiof his
\f _ .

"heart" leb. The tenn mis'ala is used when the poet speaks of a time in which God will grant the
request of those who love him. According to Cohen (1981:892) it is a time of great troubles, because
the suppliant is surrounded by many evildoers. The faithful are encouraged to trust God even in the
face of dangerous enemies, for God will deliver them and give them the desires of their heart
(Gerstenberger 1988:158). Weiser (1962:317) rightly suggests that God is accustomed to give
generously to those who leave all their cares and troubles in his hands.

God will make their "righteousness" ~edeq "shine like" "light" ka'or and "their judgement" mi~pat
"like the noon day" kasaharayirn (v6). Ridderbos (1962:400) argues that this phrase has to do with a•
legal suit. With this statement God wants to encourage the faithful that he will deliver them from their
troubles (Grosheide 1952:106-107). Aalen (1977:163) states that the connection of "justice" rni~pat.
with "light" 'or is a very important theme in the Old Testament. The concept conveyed is that justice is
brought to light or that it goes forth as light. It shall be as clear as the bright light of the noonday
(Krikpatrick 1906:190), for the salvation or deliverance of the faithful shall break forth as a "stralende
lichtglans" (Ridderbos 1955:323). Thus, banishing all the powers of darkness and death which
previously terrified the godly (Weiser 1962:317). In this way justice shines forth like the sun, "and her
vindication bums like a torch" (Dahood 1966:228).

12.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

The following statements are made concerning the fate of the evildoer and God's attitude towards them.
It is interesting to note that some of the statements appear in a series of reflections on "how to keep the
land and how to lose it" (Brueggemann 1984:43). Words such as "they will be cut off' krt (Nif., v9)
"the evildoers" (i.e. rn'freqrn); "they will be no more" 'en (vlO); "the Lord laughs at him" {I;tq(Qal,
vI3); "their swords" I;tereb "shall pierce" bw' (Qal, vI5); "their own hearts" leb; "their bows" qe~et;
"shall be broken" ~br (Nif., v15) describe the ultimate demise of the evildoers in this psalm
(Gerstenberger 1988:159).

The verb "cut" krt (Nif., v9) is used in the sense of eliminating or removing somebody (Smith
1981:457). Plumer (1978:451) states that "to cut" krt is used in the sense of describing the ruin of the
enemies of God and should be translated as: "will be destroyed". God is actively involved in bringing
about the destruction of the evildoers, so that the "righteous" ~addiq "may have an undisturbed
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enjoyment of their inheritance" (Kirkpatrick 1906:190), for God desires to leave the cani in sole
possession of the land (vii) (Kidner 1973:150).

The particle 'en (vlO) is used to emphasize the eventual demise of the evildoer and their imminent
disappearance from the land (Gerstenberger 1988:159; Leupold 1974:301). Here the particle expresses
the idea of something or someone that will disappear from the place where it has previously been
(Scott 1981:81). The evildoers will be no more, nor shall they be there when people look for them, but
the "righteous" saddiq who delight themselves in the Lord shall possess the land (Leslie 1949:413).•

The verb "to laugh" ~hq (Qal, vB) is used in a negative sense God laughs at rebellious sinners (payne
1981:763). According to Lamparter (1961:193) it is "ein unheimliches, zorniges Lachen". One that
precedes the destruction of those who try in vain to overthrow the rule of God. God knows the outcome
of men's destinies and he sees the day of their death long before it comes to pass (Delitzsch 1871:13).
God laughs for he knows that the evildoers cannot escape the fate that the future holds in store for them
(Weiser 1962:319), therefore, even though the evildoers may furiously launch their attacks against the
godly it will always come to naught (McFadyen 1904:74).

In fact, with all the military prowess and weapons of war they will not succeed, for God will still bring
about their destruction (Blaiklock 1977:95). Weiser (1962:319) correctly observes, that the psalmist
was convinced that this murderous plot directed against the "righteous" ~addiq "carries with it the
germ of destruction". Therefore, these weapons of war will be turned against those who wield them
(Briggs 1976:327). The evildoers will perish by their own devices: "their swords shall pierce their own
hearts". The ultimate end of the evildoer is decay and ruin (Sabourin 1974:374), whereas, the lot of the
"righteous" saddiq leads to recovery and normality in their daily lives (Weiser 1962:320).

12.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

qowe y~howa (v9); ~addiq (vI2); 'ebyon (vI4) and yi~re darek (v14).

Antonyms

m~re cim (vI, v9); co~e cawla (vi) and ia~ac (vvlO, 12, 14).

Words relating to the cani

bth (Qal, vv3, 5); c~h (Qal) + tob (v3); Cng (Hitp., v4); gil (Qal,v5); dmm (Qal,..
v7); ~yl (Hitp., v7); '1+ hrh (Hitp., v7); rph (Hif., v8) + me'ab (v8); czb (Qal, v8)
+ hema.
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Words relating to the evildoer

~rq (Qal, vI2) + ~innaw (vI2), pt~ (Qal) + i}ereb (vI4); drk (Qal); + qa~tam
(vI4); cSh (Qal) + m~zimmot (v7); zmm (Qal, vI2)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

YS' (Hif.) + ka'or (v6); ntn (Qal) + mi~~lot + Iibbeka (v4).
(b) Over against the evildoer

~I}q(Qal, vl3) + I'; bw' (Qal, vIS) + ~arbam + b~libbam (vIS);~br (Nif., vIS) +
qa~~etotam
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CHAPTER 13

13 PS.401

13.1 TRANSLATION

vl2a: Withhold not, 0 Yahweh

vl2b: your compassion from me;

vl2c: may your kindness and your truth

v12d: ever preserve me.

v13a: For all about me are evils

v13b: beyond number;

v13c: my sins so overcome me

v13d: that I cannot see,

v13e: they are more numerous than the hairs of my head,

v13f: and my heart fails me.

vl4a: Be pleased 0 Yahweh to rescue me

vl4b: 0 Yahweh make haste to help me.2

v15a: Let all be put to shame and confusion,

vl5b: those who seek to snatch away my life

vl5c: let them be turned back and brought to dishonour,

vl5d: (those) who desire my hurt.

vl6a: Let them be dismayed in their shame

vl6b: (those) who say to me, "aha, aha".3

vl7a: May they rejoice and be glad in you
v l7b: all who seek you,

vl7c: may they continuously say, Yahweh be glorified.

v17d: those who love your salvation.

v18a: Though I am cmi w'd 'ebyon,
v18b: yet the Lord thinks of me,

v l8c: you are my help and my deliverer,

vl8d: 0 my God, do not delay.

2

3

Ps. 70: 1-6 is identical to Ps. 40: 12-18 and will not be discussed again.

It is interesting to note that Kraus (1960) proposes that the second Yahweh reading in v14b should perhaps
be deleted for the sake of the rhythm in v14. Cf. Kraus (1960:306).

In certain Hebrew manuscripts the second he.ah is deleted for the sake of the rhythm (Bardtke 1969:37).
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13.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 40 is a very interesting composition because vv1-11 constitute a song of thanksgiving, whereas
vv12-18 can be classified as an individual lament (Sabourin 1974:285-286; Kraus 1960:306-307;
Mowincke1 1982:74-76). This type of psalm is made up of a "mixed style composition, and was
probably joined accidently" (Brueggemann 1984:130). Despite this fact, the reader, however, cannot
help but observe the close linguistic ties that exist between these two component parts of this psalm
(Weiser 1962:333). Some of these similarities are:

Thanksgiving

I have not restrained kl' (v10)

I have not concealed your ~esed ,and your
'emet (vll)

Your torah is within my heart meci (v9)

I have spoken of your faithfulness and salvation
y~C (vll)

I delight (!tp~, v9) to do your will

Wonders, deeds more than can be numbered

spr (Pi., v6)

Those who seek bq~ (vI5) my life

The main elements ofPs. 40 are as follows:

Lament

Do not withhold, 0 Yahweh kl' (vI2)

Let your ~esed and 'emet ever preserve me (vI2)

My heart fails me libi (vl3)

May those who love your salvation y~C (vI7)

Those who desire !tp~ my ruin (vI5)

Evils have encompassed me without number spr (pi.,

vI3)

"All who seek you bqs (vI7)

(Brueggemann 1984:130-131).

(1) The superscription that designates the psalm as being Davidic in origin (vI).

(2) An account of trouble and salvation (vv2-4b).

(3) A generalized felicitation (v5).

(4) A personal hymn (v6).

(5) A confession (vv7-12).

(a) Commitment (vv7-9).

(b) Statement of compliance (vvlO-II).

(c) Affirmation of confidence (vI2).
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(6) A complaint (v13).

(7) A petition (vv14-16).

(a) Plea for help (v14).

(b) Imprecation (vv15-16).

(8) Praise of Yahweh (v17).

(9) An affirmation of confidence (v18).

(a) Confidence.

(b) Petition (Gerstenberger 1988:169; Gemser 1968:171-173).

According to Weiser (1962:334), several allusions in vv3-5 and 9f. suggest that this psalm was
probably sung within the setting of the congregation's public worship. In this particular setting, the
early congregation could participate in certain religious practices and customs that were designed to
alleviate the individual's distress and suffering (Gerstenberger 1988:173; Sabourin 1969:1-3). The
suffering individual was encouraged to move from his present state of disorientation to a state of re-
orientation (Brueggemann 1984:131), despite the fact that this psalm ends on a note of urgency (Kidner
1973:158).

13.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

13.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The evildoers are described by the following terms: "those who seek my soul" m'l!baqse nap~i (v15)
and "those who desire my injury" h~pese riciti (vI5). These terms are used by the suppliant to.. .
describe the evil intentions of the enemies that he has to contend with (Schultz 1973:74). Sabourin
(1974:115) states that these terms also describe something of the hostile activities that are being
launched against the petitioner. In fact, these complaints can be described as being nothing short of a
protest against the extremely ruthless and murderous activities that have been directed against the
defenseless (Kraus 1986:130).

The term "those who seek my soul" m~baqse nap~i (v15) is used to describe a foe who "nach dem
Leben jemandes trachten" (Gerleman 1971:334). An appeal is being made for God's intervention
(Leslie 1949:338). This appeal for the frustration of the malicious plans of the evildoers is made as a
last resort (Kirkpatrick 1906:214).

The term "those who desire my injury" h~pese raCati (vI5) is used in a similar sense to that of "those. .
who seek my soul". Both these terms function as the antonyms of cani in this psalm (Hull 1934:145).
The term "those who desire my injury" J:1~pe~eriCin is a reference to someone who wants to brutalize
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his victim (Gerleman 1971:334). Here the enemies of the suppliant experience great delight in working
towards the downfall of their victims (Wood 1980:311). Ridderbos (1962:441) summarizes it as a
situation in which "vijanden hebben behagen in de ongeluk", of those who delight themselves in the
Lord (Gerstenberger 1988:173). The suppliant therefore, rightly appeals to God to punish these
heartless enemies (Eaton 1986:44; GreswellI873:109).

By using these terms to describe his enemies, the suppliant subtly implies that his enemies do not
delight themselves in Yahweh (Croft 1987:142). This inability to love and honour God as well as his
people, causes the evildoer to have no qualms in desiring the destruction of God's people (McFayden
1904:125).

13.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following words are used in association with cani: "all those who seek you" kiil m~baq~eki
(vI7); "those who love your salvation" ;oh'libe tnfiCateki (vI7) and "the needy" 'ebyon (vI8) (Schultz
197:73-74; Kraus 1960:309). The word "those who seek you" (v17) functions in direct opposition to
"those who seek my soul" in v15. Here "seek" is used in a positive way (Delitzsch 1871:42-43), for
God is "das Objekt des Suchens" (Gerleman 1971:335). The term "those who seek you" must be
understood as technical term for the pious. "Those who seek your face", stand in parallelism with
"those who seek you" (Wagner 1978:299). Weiser (1962:341) is also of the opinion that this is a term
of reference "for the God-fearing people". These people love the salvation of God and it is for them
that the suppliant makes intercession (Gerstenberger 1988:173). In other words, it is a reference for the
cultic congregation who are designated as "all who seek you" (vI7b) and "those who love your help"
(i.e. salvation) .

. Other words parallel to "seek" bq~ (Pi.) are: "love" 'hb, (Qal); "seek" dr¥ (Qal); "ask" ~'I (Qal); "visit"
pqd (Qal) and "choose" b1}r (Qal). These words function in a more or less synonymous fashion
(Coppes 1981:126; Wallis 1977:102).

Wallis (1977: 116-117) argues that in the setting of the cult the faithful attempted to reciprocate this
gracious gift of love in an appropriate manner. In the sanctuary the manifestation of man's love towards
God was made concrete by joyfully worshipping him in public (Weiser 1962:341; Leupold 1974:327).
Here God's people could call on his name, praise him for his great salvation, concentrate on his love
and presence, because the God who gives salvation is himself salvation (Briggs 1976:357).

In this sense the terms "oppressed and needy" cani w~ 'ebyon express a religious dimension to it as
well. The argument of Schultz (1973:226) that the "oppressed" cani is never connected with the
congregation in its cultic acts of worship should again be regarded as onesided. Furthermore, the
assertion that the cani is not associated with the fulfilment of vows and participation in the sacrificial
meal must also be questioned. The suggestion made by Mowinckel (1982:212) and further propounded
by Eaton (1986:54) that this psalm (and also Ps. 38) was probably intended as a song of praise that
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accompanied the cereal offering, is very attractive (Croft 1987:62). This 0i't:ering was made for
atonement, in penitence and also in times of sickness (cf. Lev. 2:2,5:12; Num. 5:18). The "oppressed"
cani appears to have been involved in some type of cultic and worship activity in Ps. 40 (Weiser
1962:341; Kidner 1973:160-161). The cani was definitely not excluded from the cultic rites and
practices of the religious community.

The terms cani w~ 'ebyon (vI8) are also a reference to those who are being oppressed by violent
enemies (cf. vIS). According to Briggs (1976:357) the "oppressed and needy" cani w~ 'ebyon are
those who are "encompassed by bitter enemies". These enemies seek their lives and desire their hurt
(Botterweck 1977:36). In their distress the "oppressed" cani call upon God to deliver them, for they are
helpless and incapable of saving themselves from this situation (Ridderbos 1962:441; Blaiklock
1977:102). It is also interesting to note that the "oppressed" cani does not call on men for help, but to
God, for salvation is of the Lord.

In light of the above-mentioned it is clear that the terms cani w~ 'ebyon are not used as a designation
to depict those who are materially poor. The terms as used in this psalm denote those whose destitution
are caused by enemies, and in their suffering they put their trust in the Lord. Herein lies the essential
feature of their poverty, viz. their oppression which is solely caused by wicked men. Therefore the
oppressed are totally dependent on Yahweh to effect their deliverance (Coppes 1981:5). According to
Croft (1987:64) the stereotyped phrase "poor and needy" cani w~ 'ebyon was initially indicative of a
materially poor person, and only later as a reference to a person in distress who needed God's help.
Included herein are the very powerful and wealthy in the land. This is especially so in Ps. 40. The term
cani we 'ebyon should rather be understood as a distressed and oppressed person who calls on God to
deliver him from his peril (Gerstenberger 1988:173).

13.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

13.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words deal with an affirmation of confidence and petition in this poem: "keep" (me) nsr
(Qal, vI2); "deliverer" (me) nsl (Hif., vI4); "help" (me) czr (Qal vI4); "my helper" cezrati (vI8) and
"deliver" m~pal~i (vI8). .•

Gerstenberger (1988:172) states that everything which the suppliant believes about salvation, praise,
commitment, individual and communal trust in God is summarized in this section (vvI2-18).
According to Weiser (1962:339-340) this affirmation and petition is offered as a prayer of faith in
which the suppliant perceives the destructive nature of the sin that has overtaken him. He throws
himself completely on God's mercy and pleads with God not to delay his deliverance (Leslie
1949:339). It is to God alone that the suppliant can tum to in his hour of need. Apart from God there is
no one else with whom he can share his fear in this time of trouble (Brueggemann 1984:131; Eaton
1986:44).
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The suppliant requests that God must "not withhold" I' kl' (Qal) his "compassion" ral}~mim (vI2)
from him. The verb "withhold" kl' has the meaning of restricting the movement of "compassion"
ra!t~mim towards the suppliant (Oswalt 1981:438). An appeal is made that God must not stop the flow
of his "tender mercies". The term ral}~mim is used as a reference to tender-mercy, which God extends
towards the "oppressed" cani in order to "relieve his distress" (Coppes 1981:843). These distresses are
numerous and they continuously encompass the suppliant (Briggs 1976:356). The petitioner beseeches
God to react speedily to his crises and not to delay in showering his "mercy" upon him in his hour of
need (McFayden 1904:125; Kirkpatrick 1906:213).

Terms like "loyalty" ~esed and "truth" 'emet (vI2) are also associated with "compassion" ra~~mim in
this poem. It is used as a reference to something which the suppliant can rely on and as a promise it
will prove to be true in the future (Jepsen 1977:310). As Creator, God is faithful and man can rely on
him, for he is great in "loyalty" ~esed and "truth" 'emet (Jepsen 1977:313). Loyalty and truth are two
qualities that belong to God, and the same will also protect the suppliant against sundry terrors and
dangers (Sabourin 1974:287). God on his part will not fail the "oppressed" cani (Leupold 1974:327),
he will extend his grace towards them.

According to Harris (1981:307) the term "loyalty" ~esed and "truth" 'emet can be translated as
"faithful love" that God extends towards the "oppressed" cani and it is upon this "true kindness" that
the "oppressed" cmi can back their claim for deliverance. God has pledged himself to those who need
his help, therefore he will not withhold his love (Kidner 1973:160; Gerstenberger 1988:172).

The verbs "deliver" n~1 (Hif., v14) and "help" czr (Qal, v14) in the petition further propound this
confidence which the suppliant has in God. Schultz (1973:74) correctly observes that it is this
confidence that sustains the "oppressed" cani, in times of great distress. Thus, his confession in the
face of adversity is: "God is my helper" (vI8) and "deliverer" (vI8) (Croft 1987:142).

The verb "deliver" nsl (Hif., v14) has the sense of rescue from a life-threatening experience in this
poem (Fisher 1980:594). Here the suppliant lodges a prayerful petition to God to deliver him out of a
situation in which he is continuously confronted with death (Greswell 1873:107; Hull 1934:145).
Bergmann (1976:99) concurs with the above-mentioned view when he succinctly describes the usage
of n~1 in this psalm, as a word which highlights "Jahwes rettendes Handeln auszudriicken". In other
words, God rescues from a place of no return, where enemies are waiting for a chance to kill the cani
(Delitzsch 1871:42). Words that are used as synonyms of "deliver" n~1in the rest of the Old Testament
are: "redeem", g'l; "set free" his; "redeem" pdh; and "save" ysc (Fisher 1980:594). These words all. .
shed additional light upon the meaning of the word "deliver" nsl (Stolz 1971:787).

The verb "help" czr (Qal, v14) is used in a context, where the suppliant prays for God's help.
According to Ridderbos (1962:441) czr is used along with "deliver" nsl and forms part of "een korte,
dringende bede". God is requested to help the "oppressed" cani against those who seek his life (plumer
1978:483). God is seen as the helper of the oppressed and underprivileged, those who could not count
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on anybody's assistance. The poet asks for "divine assistance at a time of oppression" (Schultz
1980:661). According to Schultz (1980:661) the noun "helper" is used to "designate divine help". Here
the accent falls on "He1fenund Hilfe" (Bergmann 1976:259).

The term "deliver" pi! is a frequent parallel of "help" czr, and is used in the sense of assisting. It
designates "rescue or deliverance" (Hamilton 1981:725). God is seen as the one who rescues or
delivers the "oppressed". Therefore the suppliant addresses God as "my deliverer" (Briggs 1976:357).
Gerstenberger (1988: 173) states that by this confession the cahi gives away something of the personal
expression of esteem and confidence he places in God his deliverer.

13.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

In this section of the poem (vv14-15) Yahweh is requested to take action against the enemies of the
cani. God is asked to "put them to shame" kim (Nif., v15); bwS (Qal,v15) hpr (Qal, v15) and "turned.
back" swg (Nif., v15) the evildoers. The word bw¥ and its parallel terms kim and ~pr have the
meaning of being humiliated, or to fall in disgrace, through failure, either of the self or of an object of
trust (Oswalt 1980:97). The suppliant prays that the evildoers must suffer a sense of embarrassment,
dismay and confusion, when matters tum out contrary to their expectation (Delitzsch2 1871:42). In
other words, the suppliant wants the evildoers to suffer a set back at the hands of God. What he is
asking for is nothing short of a total defeat (Leslie 1949:339). Stolz (1971:271) states that in the lament
psalms where these terms are used, the petitioner "bittet urn Vernichtung des Feindes". All these terms
are used in a negative sense and includes the connotation of disappointment (Wood 1981:312). The
suppliant prays that God must defeat and confound his enemies and desires that they should all
"beschaamd mogen worden" (Ridderbos 1962:441).

The word swg (Nif., v15) is used in the sense to "tum back" or "send back". God is asked to frustrate
the plans of the evildoer and tum them back in disgrace (patterson 1980:619). According to Stolz
(1971:270) this term functions as a parallel to "seek" bqs in this psalm and is used in a "Wunsch nach
Schande fUr die Feinde" (Seebass 1973:578). The suppliant desires that the evil plot of his enemies
must come to naught and that their schemes must miscarry (Delitzsch 1871:42). He asks God to
confound the wicked, so that their plans might fail (Weiser 1962:340).

13.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

kil m~baqselGi (v17); 'oh~be t~~uCateka (v17); ,ebyon (v18)

Antonyms
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Words relating to the cani

raC6t + 'pp (Qal, v13); c~wonota + n~g (Hif., vl3); I' + ykl (Qal) + I"'h (Qal, vl3);
libbi + czb (vl3)

Words relating to the evildoer

'mr (Qal, v 16)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

I' + kl' (Qal) + rah"mekii (vI2); hasd~ka + '~mitt~ka + nsr (Qal, vI2)); nsl (Hif.,.. . ~
vI4); czr (Qal, v14); cezrati + m~palti (vI8).

(b) Over against the evildoer

bw¥ (Qal, vI5); kim (Nif., vI5); swg (Nif., v15) + 'a~6r (vI5)
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14

14.1

vI:

v2a:
v2b:

v3a:

v3b:

v3c:

v4a:

v4b:

v5a:
v5b:

v5c:
v6a:

v6b:

v7a:

v7b:

v7c:

v8a:

v8b:

v9a:

v9b:

v9c:

v9d:

v lOa:

v lOb:

vlOc:

CHAPTER 14

PS.68

TRANSLATION'

Superscription

God arises and 1 his enemies are scattered,

and those who hate him flee before him.

As smoke is driven away,

so are they driven, as wax melts before the fire,

S02 the wicked perish before God.

But the righteous rejoice and exult

before God, they are glad and rejoice.

Sing to God, sing praise to his name,

extol him who rides upon the clouds,

whose name is Lord,3 rejoice before him.

A father of orphans and defender of widows,

God is in his holy place.

God gives a home to the forsaken,

he leads forth prisoners to prosperity,

but the rebellious must remain in the scorching desert.

o God, when you went forth before your people,

you marched through the wilderness. Selah.

The earth shook,

it rained from heaven at the presence of God,

the one of Sinai,

before the God of Israel.

You gave abundant showers, 0 God,
,

you refreshed your weary inheritance

the land which you, yourself provided.

Many Hebrew manuscripts, LXX, Vulgate (Hier) and the Peshitta have the reading = "and" w'l attached to
yapu~u.The reading of these textual witnesses will be followed because it fits the context better than the
MT tradition.

2 Certain Hebrew manuscripts and the LXX has the particle "so" ken preceding the verb 'bd.

3 The preposition b~ should be deleted. Cf. the LXX and Peshitta (Kraus 1960:466).
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vIla: Your people made their home in it,

v11b: in your goodness, 0 God you provided it for the can!.

14.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 68 can be classified as a thanksgiving of the community (Sabourin 1974:322-323). In these type of
psalms, God is praised and thanked for the favours which he has extended towards Israel
(Gerstenberger 1988:16; Mowinckel1982:33). God is seen as the one who has defeated his enemies
and liberated his people. He has appeared to them on mount Sinai and guided them through the desert.
After this, he gave them a land to inhabit and he chose mount Zion as his habitation (Kidner 1973:238;
Leupold 1974:490; Dahood 1968:134). Finally, he defeats all the enemies of his people and he sustains
Israel while they are in the land (Weiser 1962:482). This God deserves the praise and honour of his
people (Blaiklock 1977:147).

The main elements of Ps. 68 are as follows:

(1) The superscription (vI).

(2) A theophany (vv2-7).

(a) summons to God to arise (vv2-3).

(b) an exultant rejoicing of the righteous (v4).

(c) a processional hymn sung by the righteous (v5).

(d) the deliverance by God from Zion (vv6-7).

(3) A description of the theophany (vv8-11).

(a) a manifestation of God in the violent storm (vv8-9).

(b) a manifestation of God's mercy in the lifegiving rain (vv10-11).

(4) A song of victory (vv12-15).

(a) a proclamation of the defeat of the enemy (vv12-15).

(5) A song of God's entry into Zion (vv16-19).

(6) A celebration of the merciful acts of God and the deliverance of his people (vv20-24).

(7) A song of the festal procession of the Lord (vv25-28).

(8) An appeal for God to intervene on behalf of his people (vv29-32).

(9) A majestic processional hymn, in which the kingdoms of the earth are summons to praise the
Lord (vv33-36) (Gemser 1968:112-117; Leslie 1949:67-73).
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14.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

14.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following words describe the evildoer: "enemy" 'oyeb (v2); "those who hate" m~~an'e (v2); "the
wicked" re~actm (v3); "the rebellious" s6rarim (v7). These words stand in opposition to the cani, and
depicts the way in which the suppliant perceived these foes (Lamparter 1961:324-325). Gerstenberger
(1988:11) correctly observes that no matter how exaggerated these accounts and descriptions of these
enemies were, the fact of the matter is, that the suppliant regarded them as highly dangerous and evil.
Therefore Yahweh had to be consulted so that his help could be acquired immediately (plumer
1978:660).

The term "enemy" 'oyeb appears with the parallel "those who hate" m~'an'e (Ringgren 1977:214).
Furthermore, even though these terms depict the enemies of Israel, these are also references to the
enemies of God (Leslie 1949:67). According to Jenni (1971:122) when God is depicted as the one who
rises up against his "enemy" 'i>yeb and "those who hate" m~san'e, the theme of "Jahwe a1sKrieger" is
introduced by the psalmist. God is seen as the one who fights these enemies on Israel's behalf and
marches on to victory just as in the days of old (Leupold 1974:491). This passage is reminiscent of
Num. 10:35 concerning the ark of the covenant, where God arises and his "enemies" are scattered
(Ringgren 1977:215). McComiskey (1981:36) states, when God defeated Israel's enemies it was
regarded as a sign of blessing, but when Israel forsook God she could expect defeat at the hands of her
enemies. In such instances where Israel suffered defeat on account of disobedience, God becomes like
"ein Feind" (Ringgren 1973:232). The defeat of Israel's enemies, however, was interpreted as a result
of God's intervention and "became evidence of God's sovereignty" and his forgiveness (McComiskey
1980:36).

Croft (1987:46) thinks that "enemy" 'oyeb probably refers to outside armies, yet there appears to be no
reason why this designation should not also include the apostate in Israel (Blaiklock 1977:148).

The term "those who hate" me~an'e is the parallel of "enemy" 'oyeb" (lenni 1976:835). These haters
are regarded as foes or enemies and are considered "odious and utterly unappealing" (van Groningen
1980:880). In this psalm, the m~;an'e are those individuals who hate God (Kirkpatrick 1906:379) and
they stand in direct opposition to those who love God (Jenni 1976:835).

The term "wicked" r~~aqm (v3) is also found in this cluster of terms used to describe the enemies of
God. Here the psalmist prays for their downfall (Kidner 1973:238). The term "wicked" r~~actm is the
antonym of "righteous" ~addiq (v4). Van Leeuwen (1976:814) argues that this term designates in the
first instance, someone who "das Leben seiner Volksgenossen bedroht". The "wicked" is the powerful
oppressor "von Armen, Witwen und Waisen" (van Leeuwen 1976:814). Unlike Yahweh who comes to
the aid of the widow (Noordtzij 1973:24), the "wicked" fail hopelessly in this cardinal duty. This term
"wicked" describes something of the actions and conduct associated with this type of person
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(Livingston 1980:862). This miscreant has taken his stance against Yahweh and his "righteous" saddiq
(Sabourin 1969:200). The psalmist does not hesitate to depict the "wicked" r~taetrn as tho~e who
despise both God and Israel (McFayden 1904:129; Kirkpatrick 1906:380).

The term "the rebellious" sor~rirn also describes something more of the evildoer. Lepeau (1984:79)
interprets this term as "those who are stubborn". It is these people whom God banishes to the waste
land (Greswell1873:l56), for Yahweh is opposed to their welfare (Grosheide 1952:186). _

Schwertner (1976:149-150) argues, that this term is used to depict those who have strayed from the
commandments of Yahweh. In other words, those who have clearly shown themselves to be wayward
and rebellious (patterson 1981:635). Delitzsch concurs with this view, and he describes the rebellious
as those who are unwilling to submit to the rule of God (Delitzsch 1871:249). Therefore, they have
been excluded from the favours which God extended to the weak and powerless (Kidner 1973:239-
240).

14.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The terms "righteous" ~addiq (v4); "orphan" yatOrn (v6); "widow" 'a1rnand (v6); "lonely" yahid (v7)
and "captive" 'asir (v7) are all associated with cani in this psalm (plumer 1978:661-662). These terms
also appear in opposition to the evildoer (Croft 1987:46).

The term "righteous" saddiq is a reference to someone who is upright and endeavours to serve God
(Stigers 1980:753). ntis term is also the antonym of "wicked" r~~aC(rnin this psalm (Leslie 1949:59).
The "righteous" saddiq are those whom God deals with in a very gracious manner, but the "wicked"
r~aC(rn God "entrnachtet und vernichtet" (Koch 1976:522).

Kraus (1986:154) states that the "righteous" ~addiq are those in the community of faith who live true
to the covenant, work to promote "peace" ~alorn, does not disrupt the order in the community and is
open to the activity of God's "righteousness" sedaqa. Sabourin (1974:98-99) correctly observes that the
"righteous" ~addiq and the cani have more than one aspect in common. Both these groups are
persecuted and oppressed by the "wicked" ratlic. The "righteous" ~addiq and the cani can lay claim to
the special protection of God. This is more than what the wicked can expect, even though they are
more powerful and influential than the "righteous" saddiq (Hull 1934:246). The "righteous" saddiq

• I

have found favour with God and are regarded as righteous (Kirkpatrick 1906:380).

The terms "orphan" yatorn and "widow" 'alrnana (v6) are more general types of designations. These
two words actually belong together as a sub-class. The designation "widow" 'almana is used to
describe a woman whose husband has died and her children have become "orphans" yatorn (Hoffner
1977:289-290). Furthermore, she would loose all financial support after her husband died, if she had no
adult sons. A widow who fell into this category had two types of needs:

(1) protection from unscrupulous people, and
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(2) the need for some assistance in times of distress (Scott 1981:47).

God hears her cry and executes justice on her behalf, because widows are defenseless against their
creditors (McFayden 1904:129). Hence, because of God's beneficent attitude towards the widows, the
fatherless and the powerless, the Israelites are frequently reminded that they (esp. the leaders) are
responsible for the widow's protection, as well as the execution of justice on their behalf (Scott
1981:47). Hartley (1981:419) states that those who exploited the widow and the orphan, often
paralleled with, perjurers, adulterers and sorcerors, for God himself provides the basic needs of the
unfortunate widows and orphans, and expects Israel.to do likewise.

The terms "lonely" yahid (v7) and "captive" 'asir are also used in association with cani and describe.
something about the marginal existence of the oppressed and powerless in this context (Boyce
1988:27; Hasel 1980:117). Plumer (1978:661) argues that these terms describe those, who are in "a
helpless or forlorn condition".

The term "lonely" is used in the sense of "solitary". It is a reference to someone who is lonely and
isolated (Gilchrist 1981:373). Brown et al (1971:402) translate "lonely" as a reference to someone who
is friendless and without any stability. This type of individual has no place to secure his roots.
Therefore, God goes out of his way to make a home for the "lonely" (Leslie 1949:68) and in so doing,
God liberates them from the bleak existence of solitariness and loneliness (Hull 1934:246; Leupold
1974:492).

The term "captive" 'asir is used to designate someone who is a prisoner through either confinement or
imprisonment (Feinberg 1981:62). Kirkpatrick (1906:381) thinks that this is an allusion to Israel's
liberation from bondage in Egypt. There is no rule, however, which restricts the usage of "captive"
'asir to only this instance. The term "captive" 'asir could also be a reference to someone who has been
confined temporarily, until a further review and deliberation of their case has been effected (plumer
1978:662). The deliverance of the "captive" 'asir by God was to those who were confined, a great
event. In this way the "captive" could identify with the great exodus event (Kidner 1973:239). In fact,
it was like another "Exodus" with God (Blaiklock 1977:148).

Finally, cani must be understood and interpreted in light of all these afore-mentioned terms (Sawyer
1972:112; Schultz 1973:76). Here this term designates those who are powerless, weak and oppressed.
They are the victims of their enemies (Kraus 1986:151) and are often subjected to cruel persecutions
and attacks (Leslie 1949:68). God himself must provide the "oppressed" cani with the necessary
blessing and protection once they have taken up abode in the land (Delitzsch 1871:251; Sabourin
1974:330). Coppes (1981:683), however, notes that often social oppression is very closely associated
with material deprivation, and in such instances God alleviates the deprivation of the "oppressed" cini,
by providing the necessary blessings and favours (Schultz 1973:243): "From your bounty, 0 God, you
provided for the cini" (v11). God is the protector of the "oppressed" cani, like he is of the widow and
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afflicted and brings them into abundance of prosperity4 (Delitzsch 1871:249). This passage could also
be an allusion to the Exodus from Egypt, where the Israelites left with treasures and valuables that they
collected from the Egyptians (Childs 1974:176;177; Dyrness 1979:32).

God also "goes out before his people" YS' (Qal, v8). According to Hull (1934:246) this is also a•
recollection of what Yahweh did for Israel in the conquest of Canaan. Plumer (1978:662-663) is also of
the opinion that this phrase is a rehearsal of God's great deeds when he led his people from captivity in
Egypt, leading and sustaining them through the desert period and finally taking them into the promise
land. The word "to go out" y~' is used in a theological sense, where the poet focuses on God's great acts
of redemption in the Exodus theme (Gilchrist 1981:393). The poet reminds his hearers that God
himself went out before them from Egypt, while they were still in the house of slavery (von Rad
1975:176).

The verb "march" sCd (Qal, v8) is also used in a military sense like "go out" YS' (Noordtzij 1973:24).• •
According to Hartley (1980:772) it is used primarily for God who marches before Israel's army. As
Yahweh arises and goes forth in battle with his enemies, even the natural elements acknowledges his
lordship and supports his efforts (Leslie 1949:68; Kirkpatrick 1906:382).

Immediately after the reminiscence concerning Yahweh's military exploits, the poet focuses on the
element of rain. This concept expresses the saving action of Yahweh on behalf of the people and the
country (Hunter 1987:117).

The term "to send" nwp (Hif., vlO) is used to describe the bringing of rain (ge~m). According to
Bowling (1981:565) nwp can also be translated as "causing rain to fall" or causing rain to sprinkle".
God is acknowledged as the one who maintains and sustains those whom he has placed in the land
(Leupold 1974:492). Therefore, unlike those who are "rebellious" s{)r~rim (v7) and are forced to dwell
in dry parched lands, the "oppressed" cani will be kept in luscious green lands, for God himself is the
husbandman who maintains the inheritance of his people (Blaiklock 1977:148).

God is the benefactor who has granted this gift of land to the "oppressed" cani. Therefore the poet can
rejoice in the fact, that the land was "given" kwn (Hif., vII) out of Yahweh's bounty or restate. This
God who exhibits his continuing goodness by maintaining the land with rain year by year (Kidner
1973:240). The verb kwn should rather be translated as "provide", as in the sense of God taking care of
the "oppressed" cani like a loving parent (Oswalt 1981:433). God extended his mercy and compassion
to the "oppressed" cani, by providing food and a home for his people (Lamparter 1961:325).

4 Albright (1950:12, 14) and Dahood (1968:137) regard the translation "he leads out the prisoners to
prosperity" mosi' ,'fuiirim bakkosarot (v7) as doubtful. Therefore both these scholars take recourse to
Ugaritic to und;rstand this verse. They interpret it as: "setting prisoners free with singing/music".
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14.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

The poet uses the following tenns to describe something of Yahweh's attitude towards the evildoer: "to
arise" qwm (Qal., v2) and "to be scattered" ndp (Nif., v3). Greswell (1873: 155) and Delitzsch
(1871:247) note that these verbs fonn part of an expression of a wish in which the poet wants God to
have a victory over the evildoers. He urges God to "rise up" qwm and to "scatter" ndp his enemies
(Schultz 1973:75).

The verb "arise" qwm (Qal., v2) is used in the sense of a military struggle (Coppes 1981:793). The
pious beseech God to "rise up" on their behalf (Plumer 1978:660). God must enter into combat on
behalf of the "oppressed" cani, and prevail against their enemies (Croft 1987:92). Amsler (1976:642)
contends that "arise" qwm is used in an anthropomorphic sense where it designates "das personliche
Eingreifen Jahwes". According to Dahood (1968:134) and Hunter (1987:75) this marching song of the
ark describes a theophany in which God comes up against his enemies. It is also in this theophanic
description of God's arising, that the poet ultimately envisages the defeat of his enemies (Leslie
1949:67; Kidner 1973:238).

The suppliant believes that his enemies will be scattered like dust before a strong gust of wind. This is
especially so, if one remembers that the poet further describes God as one who rides on the stonn
clouds (Blaiklock 1977:148). The "righteous" saddiq rejoice as they accompany the ark of the•
covenant, for God is busy driving and thrusting back his enemies (Leslie 1949:67). It is God who
comes in a triumphant procession before Israel, because he has successfully scattered all their enemies
(Leupold 1974:491).

The tenn "be driven about" ndp (Nif., v3) (lit. scattered) is according to Greswell (1873:155) a word
used in the sense of "driving away" the enemies of God and his people. Plumer (1978:660) states that
this phrase depicts something of the judgement that God has brought upon the heads of those who
opposes him. The reaction of God towards the evildoer is one of punishment and woe, whereas, his
attitude to the cani is one of salvation, blessing and joy (Sabourin 1969:200-201).

14.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

~addiq (v4); yatom (v6); '~lmana (v6); ya~id (v7); 'aslr (v7)

Antonyms

'oyeb (v2); m~s~n'e (v2); r~iaqm (v3); sor~rim (v7)
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Words relating to the cani
I I I v'
sm~ (Qal) (v4); cl~ (Qal) (v4); sws (QaI) ('Il4); syr (Qal) (v5); zmr (Pi.) (v5); sll
(Qal) (v5); clz (Qal) (v5)

Words relating to the evildoer

pws (Qal) (v2); nws (Qal) (v2); ndp (Nif.) (v3); 'bd (Qal) (v3); skn (Qal)•

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cini

'"iib(v6); dayyan (v6); y~b (Hif.) + y~hidim bayta (v7); ys' (Hif.) '~irim (v7); ys'., , .
(Qal) + lipne cammekii (v8); kwn (Hif.) + b~!obiitka + Ie cani (vII)

(b) Over against the evildoer

qwm (Qal, v2); ndp (Qal, v3)
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15

15.1

v20a:

v20b:

v20c:

v2la:

v2lb:

v2lc:

v22a:

v22b:

v23a:

v23b:

v24a:

v24b:

v25a:

v25b:

v26a:

v26b:

v27a:

v27b:

v28a:

v28b:

v29a:

v29b:

v30a:

v30b:

CHAPTER 15

PS.69

TRANSLATION

You know my reproach,

my shame and my humiliation,

before you are all my foes.

Scorn has broken my heart, and I am helpless.

I waited for comforters,l but there was none,

and for consolers, but I found none.

They rather put gall in my food,

and for my thirst they gave me vinegar to drink.

May the table set before them become a snare,

may it become retribution2 and a trap.

May their eyes grow dim so that they cannot see,

and cause their shoulders to shake for ever.

Pour out your wrath on them,

let your fierce anger overtake them.

May their encomponent be made desolate,

let there be no one to dwell in their tents.

They pursue those whom you have wounded,

and they added grief to the pain of those you hurt.

Change them with iniquity upon their iniquity,

do not let them share in your justice. 3

May they be erased from the book of life,

and may they not be listed with the righteous.

I am cani and in pain,

may your salvation, 0 God, protect me.

2

3

The reading linud in the MT should rather be lannad. This reading (Iannad) is attested by the Vulgate and
fits better in the context (Bardtke 1969:64;KBL 1958:600).

"Welfare" s~lomim should rather be revocalized to "retribution" ¥illumim. This proposal is based on a
retroversion from the LXX (a, s, x) reading kai antap6dosin =~iIlumim (Bardtke 1969:64).

Alternatively: your just decision.
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v31 a: I will praise the name of God4 in song,

v31 b: and I will glorify him in thanksgiving.

v32a: This will please Yahweh more than oxen,

v32b: more than an ox with its horns and hoofs.

v33a: The c~nawimwill see and be glad,

v33b: you who seek God, may your hearts live.

v34a: For Yahweh hears the 'ebyonim,

v34b: and he does not despise his captives.

15.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 69 can be classified as an individual lament (Leupold 1974:501; Weiser 1962:493). This psalm is

an example of an intense prayer in which a person intimately shares with God the anguish and

excruciating pain he has to contend with (Sabourin 1974:252). Various metaphors such as: deep

waters, miry depths, flood waters and pits are used to depict the troubled situation of the suppliant (cf.

vvl-3, 14-16). Eaton (1986:7) describes this impending danger with the example of a hopeless person

who feels like he has been imprisoned in a cistern. In his mind's eye, while the cistern fills up, he

prays: "save me 0 God for the waters come up to my neck" (vI). Mustering his last spasm of strength

he calls to God to deliver him from his many enemies (Gelin 1964:49-50; Stuh1mueller 1973:42).

Although he acknowledges his guilt and is aware that he cannot hide his sins from God, he

nevertheless appeals that he has given his foes no just cause for their assault (Schultz 1973:77;

Sabourin 1969:67; Eaton 1986:52). The psalmist requests God to take vengeance on his behalf and to

rectify the current situation (Wolff 1981:108; Fee & Stuart 1982:182), because he has become the topic

of discussion amongst those who sit at the gate (i.e. petty judges and officials), and the recurrent theme

in the bawdy songs of drunkards (vB). According to his foes the suppliant has been abandoned by God

and banished to the realm of death (Miller 1986:55). The suppliant believes that in the underworld a

relationship with God is no longer possible, for Sheol has the power to separate from God, those who

cry out to him (Kraus 1986: 135). He, therefore, reminds God that it is not in his own best interest to

lose both a suppliant and worshipper (Seybold & Mueller 1981:54). God is now called upon to rescue

and vindicate him from this situation of no return (Leslie 1949:380).

The main elements of Ps. 69 are as follows:

(1) The superscription (vI).

(2) Lament and confession of guilt (vv2-6).

(3) A prayer of supplication on behalf of the pious (v7).

4 The LXX (Lucian) and the Targum add a suffix 1st person singular to ~Iohim. Reading "my God" instead
of "God" (Bardtke 1969:64).
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(4) A description of the suppliants zeal despite his pain and suffering (vv8-13).

(5) A prayer for God's intervention and vindication (vvI4-19).

(6) A further lament (vv20-22).

(7) An imprecation against enemies and false comforters (vv23-29).

(8) A short prayer for God's help and protection (v30).

(9) An individual note of praise and thanksgiving (vv31-34).

(10) A call to creation and its inhabitants to praise God (vv35-36) (Gemser 1968:117-119;
Leupold 1974:501).

15.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

15.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The terms "enemy" 'oyeb (vI9) and "adversary" sorer (v20) describe the evildoer and are used in•
opposition to the cani (Hull 1934:254; Delitzsch 1871:283; Eaton 1986:52).

The term "enemy" 'oyeb (vI9) is used in the sense of a personal enemy (Plumer 1978:680) of the
suppliant Ringgren (1973:234) argues that in the individual laments "enemy" 'oyeb is a term of
reference to those who function simultaneously as enemies of God as well as enemies of the pious.
These enemies show aggression towards the cani and they place him in a position of distress from
which only God can deliver him (Blaiklock 1977:151; Burden & Prinsloo 1987:38). The cani appeals
to God rescue him from the clutches of these assailants, because the "enemy" '6yeb is to him an object
of terror and fear (Kraus 1986:127; Leupold 1974:505). McComiskey (1981:31) states that this appeal
has certain theological implications within this psalm, for a defeated "enemy" 'oyeb was a sign of
Yahweh's blessing upon the suppliant The promise of victory over the "enemy" 'oyeb was dependent
on obedience to God's laws and statutes (Ringgren 1977:215; Kirkpatrick 1906:403). Weiser
(1962:494) notes that in such an instance, the righteous conduct of the suppliant "provides the inner
foundation and justification" for an appeal for Yahweh's gracious help.

The term "adversary" ~orer(v20) functions as a synonym of "enemy" 'oyeb and must also be seen as
someone hostile to the cani (Hartley 1981:779; Miller 1986:56). According to lenni (1976:582) the
term sOrer is a general description "fUr Feind, Widersacher". Furthermore, this hostile person also.
rebels and works against God. His actions can be regarded as highly destructive, for he sows chaos
wherever he goes (Ringgren 1977:218). Finally, this type of behaviour holds perilous consequences for
the cani, therefore, God must defeat the"adversary" sorer if he wants to rescue the suppliant (Leslie
1949:378; McFayden 1904:184).
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15.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following tenns are associated with cani: "reproach" herpa (v20); "shame" boset (v20);
"dishonour" k~limma (v20); "to break" Sbr (Qal) + "heart" leb~(v21); "be sick" nws (Qal, v21); "to
hope" qwh (pi. v21); "to comfort" n~m (pi., v21); "righteous" ~addiq (v29); "needy" 'ebyon (v34);
"prisoner" 'asir (v34); "to be in pain" k'b (Qal, v30); "to condole" nwd (Qal, v21).

The tenn "reproach" ~erpa has the connotation of heaping scorn or blame on someone (McComiskey
1981:325). The picture depicted in this psalm is one where an enemy reproaches the cani with scorn or
insults (Plumer 1978:681). McFayden (1904:184) compares this insults with "poisonous and bitter
words" directed at the suppliant, in order to put him in a poor light.

The tenn "shame" bo~et (v20) is used to describe a situation in which the psalmist is put to shame
(Oswalt 1981:97). In other words, "shame" baset expresses the disgrace that is felt when an enemy
embarrasses a victim before others (Stolz 1971:271).

The word "dishonour" kelimma appears with "shame" bo~et (v20). Here it is used to describe a feeling
of disgrace that accompanies public humiliation (Oswalt 1981:443).

According to the psalmists, this malignant attack has "broken" ~br (Qal) his heart and left him helpless
(Kirkpatrick 1906:403). According to Weiser (1962:495) the victim was so overwhelmed by these
cruel attacks, that in his state of exhaustion he could only sigh for help. The phrase "scorn has broken
my heart and has left me helpless" (v21), aptly describes the poet's state of mind during this trying time
(Lamparter 1961:334; Noordtzij 1973:30). Leupold remarks that all this suffering has been brought
about by the disgrace the suppliant had to bear (Leupold 1974:505). The poet reminds God that this
reproach has broken his heart. Delitzsch ,(1871:284) observes that this statement conveys the idea that
the suppliant's suffering has reached its climax. The suppliant cannot bear it anymore, therefore he
succumbs to the onslaught and declares that it has left him weak (lit. sick) (v21).

According to McComiskey (1981:58-59) the word nw~ (Qal, v21) denotes the basic meaning "to be
sick or weak". It is used to emphasize a state of helplessness or desperation, which has been brought on
either by physical pain and suffering or mental anguish (Schultz 1973:78). Plumer (1978:681) and
Kirkpatrick (1906:403) interpret nws as a reference to literal sickness, rather than psychological trauma
as does Sabourin (1974:252) and Weiser (1962:495). In this poem it is difficult, however, to pinpoint
exactly what the poet originally meant by nwS. The position taken in this study is that a desperate
psychological state could have given rise to physical sickness or vice versa (McComiskey 1981:59).
Either way the poet perceived of his suffering to be of such an intense nature that he described himself
as "helpless" (Greswell1873:161).

In his situation of despair the poet looks for comfort and succour, only to find that there is none
(Blaiklock 1977:152; Kidner 1973:247). Verbs such as "to comfort" nhm (pi., v21); "to condole" nwd.
(Qal, v21); "to hope" qwh (pi., v21) and "but there was none" 'en are used to depict this sorry state of
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affairs. Lamparter (1961 :334) states that what makes the actions of these false comforters so despicable

is that, instead of comforting the victim, "haben sie ibn mit Galle gespeist". Delitzsch notes that this

complaint describes the zenith of pain and anguish being inflicted upon someone. The suppliant is

experiencing such a state of heaviness and suffering, that if God does not intervene the suppliant will

certainly perish (Hull 1934:254; Kirkpatrick 1906:404).

The verb n~m is used in the sense of "to comfort". Here the word reflects the idea of an overt display

of emotions and feelings with which one comforts or consoles a person in distress (Alden 1981:570).

Stoebe (1976:62) states that in such an instance "to comfort" nl}m is best understood and interpreted

according to its "allgemeine Bedeutung, trosten". The psalmist, however, could "find" ms' no one to.
comfort him, in his most darkest hour.

The verbs "condole" nwd (v21)and "to hope" qwh (v21) are associated with "to comfort" nhm. They•
shed further light on the poet's feeling of abandonment (Leslie 1949:379; Leupold 1974:505). In this

sad cry he appeals to God to save him out of this distressing situation (Sabourin 1974:252), because he

cannot count on his fellow human beings.

According to Coppes (1980:560-561) the word "condole" nwd functions as a synonym for "comfort"

nhm and is used in the sense of comforting or being sorry for someone in distress. Delitzsch•
(1871:283) and Stoebe (1976:62-63) argue that "condole" nwd is probably a reference to a nod which

the victim interpreted as a sign of pity, by which the comforter sympathized with him and recognised

the magnitude of his suffering. Whether or not this type of physical nodding was always understood is

uncertain (Coppes 1980:561). What is certain, is that "to condole" nwd, is parallel to "to comfort" n~m

and has the connotation "to have compassion on".

"To hope" qwh has the meaning of "look for with eager expectation" (Hartley 1980:791). The

suppliant hopefully waited for a comforter, but there was none to be found (Kidner 1973:247;

McFayden 1904:184). Zimmerli (1971:8) argues that the Pi. fonn of the Hebrew word "to hope" qwh

should not be directly equated with the English verb "hope". The verb "to hope" qwh rather means "to

trust (in)" bth and emphasizes a situation of surrender. Furthennore, "to hope" qwh is also directed••
towards a future event or expectation and is closely related to the verb "wait" ytt1, "wait for" (Zimmerli

1971:24). The psalmist is saying by implication, that even though he waited for comfort and sympathy

from his peers, he did not receive any. Therefore, he is certain that he can "wait" qwh upon Yahweh in

expectation and trust for deliverance in his hour of need (Lamparter 1961:335; Eaton 1986:156, 167;

Westennann 1976:626).

The tenns 'asir (v34); ~addiq (v29); ko'eb (v30); ,ebyon shed further light on the semantic contours of

cani5 in this psalm.

5 Cf. Fabry (1978:216).
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The tenn "captive" 'aslr is a reference to someone who has been temporarily confined until further
review and deliberation of a case (Feinberg 1981:62). Schultz (1973:77) argues that in this instance the
crime is probably a charge of robbery or theft (cf. v5): "What I did not steal, I am forced to restore".
Leupold (1974:508-509) contends, however, that the tenn "captive" 'asir could be a designation to the
people of God who were in captivity in either Egypt or Babylon. In such a context this confession
would have been recited to encourage the cultic assembly of which the singer was a part, that they
could place their hope in Yahweh for all their future deliverances (plumer 1978:685; Blaiklock
1977:152). God has chosen the "captives" 'asir and the "needy" 'Cbyon as the witnesses of his
salvation (Weiser 1962:495; Hull 1934:254). All the succeeding generations of the "captives" 'asir
will, therefore, dwell in the great city of God and contribute to its prosperity (Leupold 1974:509).

The tenn "righteous" ~addiq is also used in opposition to the evildoer in this psalm. The "righteous"
saddiq are the object of God's special mercy, especially if one considers that their names are written in•
the book oflife. Kirkpatrick (1906:406) notes that this metaphor is borrowed from the list or register of
citizens.6 Those who have their names inscribed in it, have the privileges of God's covenant protection,
whereas, those whose names are struck out, or have never been inserted are deprived of all these
favours (McFayden 1904:185; Kidner 1973:248).

Furthennore, the "righteous" ~addiq are those whose life-style are in comfonnity with the laws and
statutes of God. Those within the Israelite community who can say unequivocally that their supreme
mission in life is to serve God (Hartley 1981:753).

The tenn "needy" 'ebyon is used in conjunction with "captive" 'asir (v34). Like the "captives" 'asir,
the "needy" 'ebyon should be regarded as the marginals in society who suffer oppression in a social
sense. The 'ebyon can count on nobody's help, save Yahweh (Kraus 1986:151). God alone can
guarantee that they will be fairly treated and receive the necessary help to alleviate their need
(Botterweck 1977:35-36; Coppes 1981:5).

The tenn cani (vv30, 33) must also be understood in the light of its associative words in this context
The word k'b (Qal, v30) is used in conjunction with cani and contributes to the meaning of this tenn
(Schultz 1973:77-78). Oswalt (1981:425) states that "to be in pain" k'b can either denote physical pain
or suffering, or psychological stress caused by mental anguish. He then argues further, that it is almost
impossible to make a categorical distinction between physical and mental anguish (Oswalt 1981:425).
According to Plumer (1978:684) and McFayden (1904:185), the context lends itself more easily to
mental anguish than physical pain. This is especially so if the metaphorical peril of the mire and the
floodwaters that are about to engulf the victim is considered (Leslie 1949:377; Sabourin 1974:253).
The nature of his suffering is probably due to the acute mental anguish, rather than physical violence or
pain heaped up against him (Schultz 1973:78).

6 With regard to the concept "book of life" (seper ~ayim), cr. Jer. 22:30; Ezek. 13:9.
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The term cani must then be understood and interpreted in terms of oppression (Coppes 1981:683). In
his state of oppression he calls on God to protect him from his oppressors (BotteIWeck 1977:38; Croft
1987:37, 65). Here material deprivation does not appear to be the issue, the suffering appears to be
rather closely associated with social oppression (Noordtzij 1973:30; Weiser 1962:495). Therefore, the
"oppressed" cani cries out to God because he is oveIWhelmed by the wheels of oppression, and God
takes pity on him. God does not forget about him and he delivers him (Coppes 1981:683). The
"oppressed" cani will "see" r'h (v33) God's salvation and "be glad" sml} (v33) for he will be rescued
(Gerstenberger 1988:147; Brueggemann 1984:133).

15.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

15.3.3.1 Over against the cani
..

The following words are used to describe the attitude of Yahweh over against the "oppressed" cani:
"salvation" yesfiCa (v30), "protect" 5gb (Pi., v30); "hear" ~mc (Qal, v34) and "not despise" bzh (Qa1,
v34). According to Delitzsch (1871:285) the term "salvation" y~~fiCais a reference to the deliverance
that God brings about in favour of the "oppressed" Cant This rescue places the suppliant in such a
secure position that the enemies are unable to harm him any further (Leupold 1974:508). Kirkpatrick
(1906:406) correctly observes that this statement is also an expression of confidence in God's salvation
and not just a prayer for help. The poet can exercise the trust that God will not abandon him, nor let his
enemies destroy him (Hartley 1981:415). God has pledged to rescue the "oppressed" cani from distress
and disaster (Kraus 1986:152; Hull 1934:254).

The verb 5gb (Pi., v30) can be translated as "to defend" or "protect". Where the defenses of the cani
are proved to be vulnerable and inadequate, in such instances God is able to provide security and safety
(Hartley 1981:871). In this sense "salvation" y~suCa and God's defense and protection of the cani
against hostile forces go hand in hand (Leslie 1949:380; McFayden 1904:185).

The verbs "hear" ~mc (Qal, v34) and "not despise" bzh (Qal, v34) are also used to express the
compassionate attitude that God exhibits towards his people. The verb "hear" is parallel to "answer"
cnh, when someone calls to God from his situation of distress (AusteI1981:938). The "oppressed" cani
can be certain that his cry for help will be heard, for God will surely "answer" his prayer. In fact, God
is only a call away (Leupold 1974:508).

The (Lord) does "not despise" bzh (Qal, v34) + I' is used in a positive way. The usual meaning is "to
treat with contempt" or "disregard" (Waltke 1981:98). God does not disregard or treat with contempt
those whom wicked man despise (Kirkpatrick 1906:407). God "honours" them kbd because they "fear"
him yr' and they "guard" (lit. keeps) ¥mr his commandments (Wa1tke 1981:99). Plumer (1978:685)
states that the rich and powerful have nothing but contempt for the "oppressed" cani whereas, God
exhibits the exact opposite: He lovingly notices and attends to those whom others regard as despicable.
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15.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

In his petition the "oppressed" cani invokes certain imprecations over the evildoer, which he requests
of God to bring to pass. Leslie (1949:379) observes that this is in line with the ancient Semitic idea that
evil has a self-destructive chain reaction and that injustice falls back upon the head of its perpetrator.
The imprecation will not be studied in detail, because the first part relates to the suppliant's attitude
towards the evildoer (vv23-27). What we are interested in discussing is Yahweh's attitude towards the
evildoer (vv28-29).

In the second half of the imprecation, God is asked to: "to add iniquity upon their iniquity" nln (Qat.)+
cawon Cal + cawonam (v28); "let them not come into your righteousness" 'al + bW' (Qal) + b~ +
~~daqa (v28); "let them be blotted out from the book of the living" m1}h (Nif.) + min + seper +
hayyim (v29); "not be written with the righteous" 'al + ktb (Nif.) + cim + saddiq (v29).. .
The psalmist begins by asking God to "lay up" ntn the evildoers with iniquity upon their iniquity. Here
"add" ntn is used in the sense of "charging" someone with "the misdeeds and punishments" connected
therewith (Fisher 1981:608). "Iniquity" cawon denotes both the evildeed and its consequences, which
the suppliant wants God to transfer to the perpetrator until they are crushed by its load (Kirkpatrick
1906:405).

The poet does not want the evildoers to share in God's righteousness, lest they receive God's pardon
and in so doing escape the impending destruction (Leupold 1974:507). The term "righteousness"
~~daqa is used in the sense of God's saving action which he extends towards the faithful (Hartley
1981:754). "Righteousness" ~daqa designates the covenant faithfulness of Yahweh which forms the•
basis when he vindicates and saves his people (Hartley 1981:755). The psalmist, calls on God to cut off
all desire of amendment to their lives, in the light of God's "righteousness" ~~daqa (plumer 1978:684).
In making this request the "oppressed" cani is asking God not to extend his gift of salvation to the
evildoer, but to let them be cut off without any hope (Hull 1934:254).

Finally, the psalmist asks for the most cruelest fate to befall his enemies. God is requested to blot out
their names from the book of life, and not to allow them to be listed with the saddiq. In other words,.
their life must be brought to an untimely end (Leupold 1986:507-508). This is the worst lot that one
can wish to befall another. A person in such a predicament had no hope of being acquited from their
guilt whatsoever (McFayden 1904:185). Not to be listed in a book or register meant that one was a
non-entity and one could not share in the privileges of those who were listed and registered.

15.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

saddiq (v29); 'ebyon (v34); '3sir (v34); dor~~e'elohim (v33)
•
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Antonyms

'oyeb (vI9); sor~rim (v20)
•

Words relating to the cani

~erpa (vv20, 21); bo~et (v20); k~limma (v20);~br (Qal, v21) + object (= leb) (21);
nw~ (Qal, v21); qwh (Pi., v21); nwd (Qal, v21); nhm (PL, v21); 'mh (Qal, v33). .

Words relating to the Evildoer

-v -ro's (v22); homes (v22); rdp (Qal, v27)• •

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

yesilCa+ Jgb (pL, v30); 'tmc (Qal) + object (= 'ebyon) (v34); bzh (Qal) + negation I' +
object (= 'asir) (v34)

(b) Over against the Evildoer

ntn (Qal) + ciwon + cal + c~wonam (v28) m1Jh(Nit) + (prep = min) + seper +
hayyim (v28); hyh (Qal) +~ulhanam + Iph (v23);~iIIilmim + moqes (v23). . .
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CHAPTER 16

16 PS.72

16.1 TRANSLATION

vIa: Superscription

vlb: 0, God give your judgements to the king

vIc: and your righteousness to the son of the king.

v2a: He will judge your people with righteousness,

v2b: and your cani with justice.

v3a: The mountains will yield prosperity for the people,

v3b: and the hills (will bring forth)! justice.2

v4a: He will defend the cani among the people,

v4b: he will save the children of the 'ebyon,

v4c: and he will crush the oppressor.

v5a: As long as the sun shines,3

v5b: and the moon from generation to generations.

v6a: May he come down like rain upon grass,

v6b: as showers that water the earth.

v7a: In his days may righteousness4 flourish,

v7b: and abundance of peace, as long as the moon endures.

v8a: May he have dominion from sea to sea,

v8b: and from the river to the ends of the earth.

v9a: His foes shall kneel before him,

v9b: and his enemies shall lick the dust

vl0a: The kings of Tarshish and of the Isles, they shall bring gifts,

v lOb: the kings of Sheba and Seba shall offer tribute.

v11a: And all the kings shall pay homage to him,

2

3

4

Cf. Bardtke (1969:67) and Dahood (1968:179).

The LXX (recensione Luciani), Peshitta Vulgate omit be and just retain ~~daqa. This reading suits the
context better (Bardtke 1969:67).

Read "as long as it lasts" (i.e. the sun) ('rk, Hif.) instead of the MT reading "they will fear you with the sun"
(yr', Qal) (Bardtke 1969:67; Weiser 1962:501).

The MT reading "righteous" (~addiq) will not be followed in this study. The alternate reading
"righteousness" (~edeq) which is based on certain Hebrew manuscripts and the LXX and the Peshitta will
be adopted. This proposed reading suits the context better (Weiser 1962:501; Bardtke 1962:67).
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vII b: all the nations shall serve him.

v12a: For he will rescue the 'ebyon when he cries out,

v12b: and the cani when he has no one to help him.

v13a: He will take pity on the dal and the 'ebyon

v13b: and he will save the lives of the 'ebyonim

v l4a: He will rescue them from oppression and structural violences

v14b: (for) precious is their blood6 in his sight.

v15a: That he may live and the gold of Sheba be given to him,

v15b: and that he may pray for him continually,

v15c: (and) may bless him at all times.

v16a: May there be abundance of grain in the land,

v l6b: on the top of the mountains may its fruit shake like Lebanon,

v16c: and may they blossom forth from the cities like the grass of the earth.

v17a: May his name endure forever,

v l7b: his name continue as long as the sun,

v l7c: and mankind shall bless themselves in him,

v17d: all nations shall call him blessed.

v18a: Blessed be Yahweh, the God ofIsrael,

v18b: who alone does wondrous things.

v19a: Blessed be his glorious name forever,

v19b: and may his glory fill the whole earth,

v19c: amen and amen.

16.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 72 can be classified as a royal psalm (Sabourin 1974:351; Schultz 1973:79). Gunkel (1933:145) is
of the opinion that this psalm was probably sung at enthronement ceremonies, where the king was
publically presented to the congregation as a strong deliverer and righteous judge. According to Leslie
(1949:94) this psalm makes no reference to an expected messianic ruler, but has to do with the legal
duties and social responsibilities of an earthly monarch. This monarch had to give particular attention
to the oppressed and needy who had to be granted the right of protection under the covenant (Croft
1987:59; Noordtzij 1973:37). When this type of rule prevailed God would grant peace and prosperity
in the land (Kidner 1973:255; Plumer 1978:702).

S

6

Swart (1988:109) understands and interprets ~amas in the context of this psalm as "geweld" (violence) or
"ongeregtigheid"l"onreg" (in 'n strukturele verband) (unrighteousness).

It is interesting to note that the LXX (recensione Theodotion) has the reading t6 600ma a~too =~lmam
"their name", instead of damam "their blood". The MT reading damam will be retained, because it fits the
context better (Bardtke 1969:67).
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In light of the above mentioned it is clear that the king's treatment of the cani was a vital factor in the
acquiring of divine blessing (Hull 1934:264; Schultz 1973:79). Since the responsibility for the cani
was one of the duties of the king, God held him liable if legal protection for the underprivileged was
not guaranteed (von Rad 1975:41). Weiser (1962:503) notes that the earthly king had to reflect the
righteousness and protection that God extends to the weak and oppressed who had become the prey of
the unjust and powerful in society. God "elected" b~r the king as his "annointed" ma's'ia~, so that he
could promulgate God's laws and correct the current social abuses (Schultz 1973:80).

The main elements of Ps. 72 are as follows:

(1) The superscription designating this psalm as being Solomonic in origin.?

This is followed by a short prayer in which God is requested to endow the king with his
"righteousness" ~~daqa and with "justice" mi~pa!, so that he will be able to govern in a God
honouring and responsible manner (Leupold 1974:517; Blacklock 1977:155; Kidner
1973:254).

(2) An ideal description of royal righteousness (vv2-4).

(3) A description of the king's endless reign (vv5-11).

(4) A further description of royal righteousness and compassion (vv12-14).

(5) A prayer and blessing on behalf of the king (vv15-17).

(6) A doxology and conclusion (vv18-20).

(a) A song of praise to God (vv18-19).

(b) A final word (v20) (Gemser 1968:121-125; Sabourin 1974:352; Weiser 1962:503).

16.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

16.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following terms "oppressor" Co~eq(v4); "oppression" tok (v14) and "violence" hamas (v14) are
used to describe the evildoers and their evil deeds in this psalm. The term "oppres~ion" Co~eq (v4)
designates someone who unjustly oppresses the cani (Delitzsch 1871:301; Kirkpatrick 1906:419). The
king, who was the representative of God, had as part of his divine mandate the vindication of those
who were oppressed by the "oppressor" Co~eq (Leslie 1949:95; Westermann 1982:76-77). In such
instances the king was expected to thwart the purposes of the evildoer (Dahood 1968:180). Lamparter
(1961:345) states that as Yahweh's regent over Israel the king had to take up "den aktiven Kampf
gegen das Unrecht auf'. Oppression was then regarded by God as a heinous sin, and as a reversal of the
initial act of Heilsgeschichte, where the Israelites were saved from oppression out of Egypt (Zimmerli

7 Cf. Eaton (1968:54) with regards to this problem
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1984:90). Israel was sternly warned never to oppress anyone,8 because they were also mistreated and
oppressed when they were in captivity (von Rad 1975:401).

Allen (1980:705) argues that "oppress" C~q is a word that denotes, "acts of abuse of power or
authority". Here "oppress" csq has to do with someone who crushes the defenseless, as well as those
who occupy a lower social stratum than them (McFayden 1904:266; Croft 1987:60). The "oppressors"
Co~eqare guilty of abusing those who are without adequate legal resources (Weiser 1962:503; Leupold
1974:518). Therefore, the king will "crush" dk' (pi., v4) the "oppressor" Co~eq.

The most frequent words in the Old Testament associated with "oppress" C¥q are: "torment" lhs;..
"oppress" ~rr; "take by force" gzl; "to be crushed" dk'; "to oppress" ynh; "to ill treat" r~~ and
"maltreat" ~dd9 (Allen 1981:705). All these words throw additional light on the verb "oppress" C;q and
some of its derivatives. In this psalm the term "oppressor" coseq must be understood and interpreted as
someone who abuses the privilege of his power by oppressing those who are weaker than him in
society (Schultz 1973:79-80).

The term tok (v14) designates "oppression" and is condemned as a characteristic of evildoers
(Youngblood 1980:969). Liedke concurs with this view and also translates tok as "Bedriickung"
(1976:772). One has, however, to disagree with Kirkpatrick's interpretation of tok as "deceit". In light
of the context as well as the associative words that accompany tok the translation equivalent
"oppression" conveys the specific semantic content of this term more correctly (Schwertner 1976:334;
Delitzsch 1871:304). The translation equivalent "oppression" will be adopted as the correct
interpretation oftok, rather than "deceit" (Leslie 1949:97).

The term "violence" J;1amasis used in the sense of "strukture1egewe1d of ongeregtigheid" (structural
violence or unrighteousness) (Swart 1988:109). According to Schultz (1973:82) and Croft (1987:59),
the victim against which this "violence" hamas was orchestrated is the cani. Here the structural.
machinery of society was turned against the cani, so that the evildoer could benefit there from. 10

Harris (1980:297) argues that this term "violence" hiimas is almost always used in connection with.
"sinful violence" and is often a designation for "extreme wickedness". In this sense, "violence" hamas.
probably refers to a structural type of violence, that includes the physical as well as the juridical and
moral aspect (Swart 1988:109). The term ~amas should rather be translated as "unrighteousness" (in a

8 Cf. Lev. 19:13 and Deut. 24:14 with regard to the proper conduct towards the poor, orphan and stranger in
society.

9 Cf. Ihs (Exod. 3,9; Jd. 2, 18); srr (Exod. 22,23; Am. 5, 12); gzl (Mic. 3,2; Lv. 19, 13; Jd. 9,25); dk' (Isa.••• v
3, IS, Pss. 89, 11); yn' (Exod. 22, 20; Lev. 19,33); rss (2 Ki. 23, 12; Isa. 58); sdd (Jer. 5, 6; Mi. 2, 4)...

10 One example of structural violence in society could be the way the evildoer defeated the ends of justice by
either bribing or aborting the legal process. In both these instances the cani was wilfully denied his legal
rights.
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structural sense), rather than just by its stereo-typed equivalent "violence" (Stoebe 1971:584; von Rad
1975:263).

According to Haag (1980:480) the most common synonym of ttamas is "oppression" tok and is used
primarily to express the "oppression of the cani and 'ebyon (Haag 1980:480). Finally, Swart
(1988:109) states that ~amas also has to do with a transgression of the covenant: viz. where the
protection of the socially underprivileged have been ignored or totally disregarded.

16.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following words are used by the psabnist to describe the cani in this psabn: "people" (i.e. God's)
cam (vv2-3); "needy" 'ebyon (vv4, 12, l3a, l3b); "poor" dal (vl3) and "he who has no helper" 'en
cozer (v12). The term "people" cam expresses the relationship between God and his elect (van
Groningen 1980:676). In the inaugural prayer the psabnist requests that God must endow the king with
special wisdom, so that he might be able to rule justly over the "people" cam entrusted to him
(Kirkpatrick 1906:418; Blaiklock 1977:155). There is an awareness that the "people" cam (i.e. Israel)
is not the possession of the king, but rather a people belonging to God (Leupold 1974:517; Plumer
1978:702).

Hulst (1976:305) argues that in this psabn cam is a reference to "das Yolk Gottes". It does not
designate people or mankind in general (Croft 1987:68), but rather the nation of Israel in whom God
has a special interest (Leslie 1949:95; von Rad 1975:67). Israel of which the cani forms a part, has
become God's favourite.

The phrase "he who has no helper" 'en Cozer (v12) depicts something of the difficult situation to which
the cani is exposed to daily in society (Schultz 1973:80; Hull 1934:264). According to the psalmist, the
cani had no helper or protector. They looked up to the king as their legal champion (Delitzsch2

1871:304). Since the cani is the special object of God's love and protection, in the same way the king
must render to them that type of service in their hour of need (Greswell 1873:166; McFayden
1904:267). In a hostile society the powerful could cope with the odds stacked against them. The cani,
however, had no one to whom they could turn to for help (Schultz 1981:661,259).

The term "poor" dal is used in conjunction with "needy" ,ebyon (vl3). Coppes (1981:190) argues that
"poor" dal is used as a reference to "those who lack rather than the destitute". Fabry (1978:227) further
argues that the "poor and needy" dal w~ 'ebyon in vl3 designate those who suffer from oppression and
violence (in a structural sense) rather than material want. Therefore, they need the help of the king to
deliver them from this situation. They lack the necessary legal resources to offer any resistance against
the onslaughts of the evildoer (Swart 1988:106; Schultz 1973:82). When evil men seek to oppress and
take the lives of the "poor and needy" dal w"i 'ebyon, the king must be the one to whom they can turn
to, in order to save their lives (Plumer 1978:704;Dahood 1968:183; Zimmerli 1978:196).
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The tenn cani occurs as a parallel tenn to the "poor and needy" dal and 'ebyon. It appears to differ,
however, from both these tenns in that it connotes "some kind of disability or distress" (Coppes
1981:683). Noordtzij (1973:39) and Lamparter (1961:346) argue that cani must be understood and
interpreted as those who are discriminated against and oppressed in society. In the ancient Israelite
society their legal privileges and dignity as fellow human beings have been denied (Leupold 1974:520;
Weiser 1962:504). God's annointed (i.e. the king) must provide justice for the "oppressed" cani, and in
so doing he will rescue them from the nefarious activity of their powerful oppressors (Kraus 1986:152;
Croft 1987:76).

Finally, Martin-Achard (1976:344-345) concurs with the above-mentioned view and he argues that the
tenn cani does not designate the materially poor,11but rather the oppressed and helpless who must be
rescued from the hands of their enemies. Like a true father of the "oppressed" cani, the king must seek
their deliverance and avenge them if necessary (plumer 1978:704; Eaton 1986:140).

16.3.3 Words relating to the king as representative of Yahweh

16.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words are used to depict the attitude of the king over against the cani: "plead" dyn (Qal,
v2); "judge" S'p!(Qal, v4); "save" y~C(Hif., v4); "deliver" n~1(Hif., vI2); "take pity" qws (Qal, v13);
"redeem" g'l (Qal, vI4). The word "plead" dyn has the meaning "to judge" or "to do justice" (Hamp
1978:188). The words that accompany "plead" dyn are "righteousness" ~~daqa (v2) and "justice"
mi~pa~ (v2) and "judge" ~pt (v4). These associative words can all be relegated to a legal domain and
suggests a court room type of scenario in which these tenns are most likely to be employed (Kidner
1973:255; McFayden 1904:266-267).

Culver (1981:188) argues that "to plead" dyn and "to judge" ~p! are used in a similar way and are
nearly identical in semantic content. He then further argues that in such matters where the judge had to
decide cases of controversy it was expected of the judge to arbitrate with "justice" mi~pa~ and
"righteousness" s~daqa (Culver 1980:947). It was expected of the "judge" ~opet to exonerate the
innocent and to condemn the guilty (Kraus 1986:43; Sabourin 1974:87). The oppressed and the
powerless (i.e. cani) considered themselves as being special objects of dyn and ~p!. They were
convinced that they could appeal to God or to the king in this regard (Liedke 1971:447).

Botterweck (1978: 188) notes that by giving justice to the oppressed, the "judge" ~opet does not only
right the wrong, but he also restores the disturbed "peace"~alom of a community. Justice is brought to
the victim and judgement is proclaimed over the oppressor, which either brings about "exclusion or
destruction". The poet vocalizes the hope of the "people" cam and the "oppressed" cani that the king
must judge their cases with "justice" and "righteousness" (Weiser 1962:503; Blaiklock 1977:155).

11 Cf. par. 14.3.2 above for a discussion of this term.
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The word "take pity" ~ws (Qal, vB) is used to describe something of the compassion that the king
extends towards those suffering (Hull 1934:264; Kirkpatrick 1906:422). Dahood (1968:183) and
Plumer (1978:704) interpret it as "to show compassion" ~ws. Coppes (1980:272) also states that "to
show compassion" hws basically means to "look with pity")2 Here it designates that emotion which.
goes out toward one who is in trouble (Greswell1873:166; Lamparter 1961:346). Delitzsch (1871:304)
succinctly states that the king looks most sympathetically and considerately upon the oppressed with
the sole intention of "saving" y~C(Hif.) their lives. To "take pity" ~ws has a positive connotation in this
royal expectation, especially if it is borne in mind that the monarch's actions was considered to be
sanctioned and regulated by God (Wagner 1980:277).

The words "save" y~C(Hif., v4); "deliver" nsl (Hif., vB) and "redeem" g'l (Qal, v14) are used more or.
less in the same sense in this poem (Leupold 1974:520-521). All these words have the oppressed as the
object of the king's favour (Schultz 1973:80; Croft 1987:59). Kirkpatrick (1906:419) states that the
reason why the oppressed are the special care of the king, is based on the fact that Yahweh has
commissioned him to redress human wrong by effecting justice for the oppressed and needy. The king
was called to care for the weak and underprivileged in society and to crush the oppressor without any
consideration of mercy (Leslie 1949:96; Noordtzij 1973:37).

The word "save" y~Cis used in the sense of the king delivering the "oppressed" cani from distress. In
order to move from a situation of distress, it required an act of deliverance. This act of deliverance had
to come from somewhere outside of the oppressed individual or party (Hartley 1981:415). The king
can be regarded as the "saviour" who defeats the evildoer, and "saves" y~Cthe cani from oppression
and violence (Kirkpatrick 1906:421; McFayden 1904:267).

The word "deliver" n~1(Hif., v12) functions as a parallel word to "save" y~c. It is used in the sense of
delivering or rescuing someone from danger (Fisher 1981:594). Bergmann (1976:97) also concurs with
this viewpoint and he states that n~1means "Befreien aus allerlei Festgehalten-Werden". The cani
"oppressed" can be confident that when danger overtakes them and all seems lost, at that moment when
they cry out the king will "deliver" them nsl (Delitzsch 1871:304). God has called and has annointed.
the earthly monarch with this specific purpose in mind (Leslie 1949:97; Weiser 1962:504).

The word g'l has the primary meaning of redeeming someone from difficulty or danger (Harris
1981:144). The king functions as the redeemer of the "oppressed" cani, he stands up for them and
vindicates them (Sabourin 1974:351; Hull 1934:264). Plumer (1978:704) states that the king was
expected to fulftl the role of the nearest of kin, because the cani can count on no one to avenge them. If
the king does not perform this function, the cani will continue to suffer all kinds of violence, injustices
and cruelty (Leupold 1974:520; Blaiklock 1977:156; Kirkpatrick 1906:422).

The suppliant continues to voice his expectation of the king's involvement in the redemption of the
cani, because the "blood" dam (v14) of the oppressed must be precious in the monarch's sight

12 Cf. Joel 2, 17; Jon. 4, lOf.; Ne 13,22, where hws (Qal) is also used in the sense of "to take pity" ..
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(Greswell 1873:166; McFayden 1904:266). The king as the redeemer of the cani, is also the avenger of
blood (Harris 1981:144). Here the king performs the function of the executioner who must effect the
payment of a life for a life (Schultz 1973:80; Lamparter 1961:346-347). The king must punish all acts
of ruthlessness and violence which leads to the extinction of the life of another (Stamm 1971:386-387).
In this situation the king functions as the avenger who takes the life of the offender, as well as the
figure of authority who restores the equilibrium of a situation, in which the victims call for blood
vengeance (Delitzsch 1871:304). The king takes on the role of God's regent on earth who defeats the
"forces of chaos" (i.e. oppressors who shed unnecessary blood), and brings about peace and tranquility
in a situation of strife (Hull 1934:264).

16.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

In the inaugural prayer (vv2-4) the psalmist spells out the type of judgement the king will institute
against the evildoer (Kidner 1973:254-255). The king is requested to help the "oppressed" cani to their
rights, by "crushing" dk' (Pi., v4) the evildoer (McFayden 1904:266; Delitzsch 1871:300-301). By
taking this sort of action against the oppressors and extortioners the king drives out those who prey
upon the weak and powerless in society (Dahood 1968:180).

The word "to crush" dk' (pi.) is used in a very negative sense in this psalm (Leslie 1949:95).
According to Wolff (1980:188-189) "to crush" dk' is a reference to the type of penal action the king
takes against offenders. The word is also used to describe the way the king thwarts the wicked plans
that has been instituted against the faithful (Weiser 1962:503; Noordtzij 1973:37-38). The king now
turns the tables and instead of the wicked "crushing" dk' the cani, the reverse now takes place
(Kirkpatrick 1906:419). Hence, justice is being meted out on behalf of the cani.

Fuhs (1978 :202) states that "to crush" dk' becomes a metaphor for the destruction of the enemies of the
king and his cani. Plumer (1978:702) argues that "to crush" dk' means the complete and final
destruction of enemies.

The following words are used in the Old Testament13 as parallel terms of dk': "pound" dkh (=

crush/humble); "crush" dkk; "pulverize" dwk and "crush" dqq (= grind). All these associative words
shed some additional light on the semantic content that dk' conveys within this psalm (Fuhs 1978:195-
197).

Finally, Delitzsch2 (1871:301) notes that by "crushing" the evildoer, Yahweh brings about "salvation"
y~C on behalf of his suffering people, and in so doing he secures justice and protection to those who
have been denied access to these essential human rights (Leupold 1974:518; Schultz 1973:80).

13 dkh (pss. 38:9.51:19); dwk (Nu. 11:8); dqq (Mi. 4:13. 2 !G. 23:6), all these words are used in the sense
where the object is subjected to extreme pressure. It is easy to see how the psalmist could have described
the punishment of the evildoer by using such intense metaphors.
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16.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

Cam(vv2-3); 'eby6n (vv2, 4, l3a, 13b); 'en Cozer(vI2); dal (vB)

Antonyms

Words relating to the cani

mi~pat (v2); ~deq (v2); ~~daqa(v3); ¥~i16m(v3)

Words relating to the evildoer

~amas(vI4); t6k (vI4); dam (v 14)

Words relating to the king as representative of Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

dyn (Qal, v2); ~Pt (Qal, v4); y'/,c (Hif., vv4, 13); n~1 (Hif., vB); ~ws (Qal, vB); g'l
(Qal, v14)

(b) Over against the Evildoer

dk' (Pi., v4)
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CHAPTER 17

17 PS.74

17.1 TRANSLATION

v18a: Remember this, the enemy scoffs at Yahweh,

v18b: and a nation of fools have reviled your name.

v19a: Do not give the life of your turtle-dove to wild beasts,l

v19b: do not forget the lives of your cani forever.

v20a: Have regard for the covenant,2

v20b: because the dark places of the land are full of habitations of violence.3

v2la: Do not let the dak return in disgrace,

v21b: may the Caniwe 'ebyon praise your name.
v22a: Rise up, 0 God, defend your cause,

v22b: remember how the foolish blasphemed you all day long.

v23a: Do not forget the voice of your adversaries,

v23b: the uproar of those who rises up against you continually.

17.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

This psalm can be classified as a communal lament (Sabourin 1974:301; Kraus 1960:514;
Gerstenberger 1988:14).

Weiser (1962:518) and Leupold (1974:533) argue that this lament bewails the destruction of the
temp1e.4 The average Israelite probably suffered intense emotional trauma, when this key symbol of
their religious and cultural life had been cut off (Brueggemann 1984:68; van der Ploeg 1971:447).
Their whole "world" were starting to fall apart, because the cultic centre of their existence had been
violently removed (Mowinckel1982:28).

2

3

4

The reading I~~ayyot is supported by the LXX and the Targum.

The LXX and the Peshitta have an additional suffix (2nd person singular) attached to berit. This is probably
not authentic and it will not be followed here (cf. Weiser 1962:518).

If ,..-

The LXX has the reading oikon 'anomion "house of lawlessness" which is probably an interpretation of
ne'ot hamas "places of violence". The proposal made by Bardtke (1969:70) "groan and violence" ~na~a
weham as is not acceptable.

It is difficult to ascertain whether this psalm refers to the Babylonian destruction of the temple in 587 BC,
or to the desecration of the temple by Antiochus Epiphanes IV in 168 AD (Weiser 1962:518; Cohen
1971:236).
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The suppliant reminds God that the enemies have committed sacrilege in the sense that their main
crime is not only the physical damage of the sanctuary, but also their blatant reviling of God's name
(Croft 1987:34; Blaiklock 1977:14). God is asked to act against these ruthless men, who destroyed the
sacred place where the people assembled and encountered God (Hull 1934:273). These evil men are
not desirous of this "encounter" between Yahweh and Israel, therefore, they have decided to resort to
this type of iconoclastic behaviour (Brueggemann 1984:69; Eerdmans 1947:353).The main structural
elements of this psalm are:

(1) The superscription which designates it as being a poem "to/for" Asaph (vIa).

(2) A note of protest and a word of appeal regarding Israel's election (vv Ib-2).

(3) A lament regarding the destruction of the sanctuary (vv3-8).

(4) A lament regarding the.lack of the divine presence and an appeal for God's intervention (vv9-
11).

(5) A song of praise in which the great deeds of Yahweh are remembered (vvI2-17) .
.

(6) A further appeal for divine intervention on behalf of God's people (vvI8-23) (Burden &
Prinsloo 1987:13; Sabourin 1974:15; Gemser 1968:131-133; Leupold 1974:534-535).

17.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

17.3.1 Words relating to the Evildoer

The following words describe the evildoers and their activities: "enemy" 'oyeb (vI8); "fool" nabal
(vvI8, 22); "wild beast" ~ayyot (vI9); "adversary" ~orer (v23) and "these who rise up" qwm (Qal,
v23). All these words are used in opposition to God and the cini (Schultz 1973:82-83).

The tenn "enemy" 'oyeb is probably a reference to a foreign anny who was responsible for either
destroying or desecrating the holy place (Croft 1987:34; Kirkpatrick 1906:447). Plumer (1978:727)
describes the "enemy" 'oyeb as cruel, brutish and violent men who have no regard for that which is
holy and sacred to Yahweh and Israel. Because of this wicked mentality, the "enemy" 'tJyeb was
capable of obliterating everything in God's holy sanctuary (Keel 1972:94). The "enemy" 'oyeb is not
only guilty of desecrating sacred things, but he also threatens the "life" nepe~ (vI9) of the cani (Briggs
1976:156; Blaiklock 1977:14). The enemy is compared with "wild beast/rapacious animals" I)ayyot
(vI9) who make life extremely dangerous and precarious for Israel (Cohen 1971:240; Greswell
1873:173). Delitzsch (1871:334) argues that this expression "wild beast" describes something of the
eagerness with which the enemy sets out to destroy the life of the cani. The enemy is like a "wild
beast" I]ayya who speedily kills and rips its victims to pieces (Lamparter 1965:27; Keel 1972:75-76).
Against such an enemy, Israel was powerless, therefore they appealed to God to rescue them from this
peril (Noordtzij 1973:49). God alone had the power to suppress the attacks of these vicious enemies
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(Kraus 1960:518). Furthennore, God would not allow his downtrodden people to become the helpless
prey of these cruel enemies, because of his covenantal promises he made to the cani (Weiser 1962:520;
Eerdmans 1947:358).

The evildoers are also described as the foes of Yahweh in this psalm (Mowinckel1982:219). The tenn
"adversary" ~orer (v23) depicts those enemies who have made themselves guilty by devastating the
sanctuary of Yahweh (Cohen 1971:237; Schultz 1973:83). These enemies have cut off the existing
communicating line between God and his congregation, for in destroying the sanctuary, God's people
have been deprived of his comforting and guiding oracles (Leslie 1949:235; Brueggemann 1984:71).

Hartley (1980:779) notes that whenever a "foe" ~rer (vvlO, 17,23) defeated Israel, he would scoff at
Yahweh. In the same way the cani under oppression was also taunted by the "adversary" ~rer. The
cani entreated God to deliver them not only for their own sake, but also on account of God's honour
and reputation (Hull 1934:274; Leupold 1974:540; Plumer 1978:725). Kraus (1986: 127) succinctly
states that the chief sin of the "adversary" ~orer was that they "mocked and humiliated" those whom
they have defeated, by asking provocatively: where is their God now? Therefore, the cani vocalizes his
desperate prayer, by this short phrase: "how long" (ps. 74:10).

The tenn "fool" nabal (vv18, 22) is a very apt description of those who continually mock Yahweh
(Blaiklock 1977:14; McFayden 1904:239-240). This view is shared by Goldberg (1981:547) who
regards the "fool" nibal as someone who insults God all day long in a continual round of uproar.
Saebo (1976:31) notes, that not only is the "fool" nibal a blasphemer, but he is "auch ein gefahrliche
Macht" that threatens the life of the suppliant This observation is either missed or not given sufficient
consideration by both Goldberg (1980:547) and Kraus (1960:518).

The view that the tenn "fool" nabil is a reference to Antiochus Epiphanes IV, who was also called
Epimanes "the fool", must also not be rejected (Sabourin 1974:302; Cohen 1971:236). According to
Schultz (1973:82); Delitzsch (1871:325-326) and Weiser (1962:518) the circumstances mentioned in
this psalm could be an allusion either to 587 BC or 168 Be. It is therefore difficult to identify the
"fool" nAbAI with specificity, apart from the reference that the "fool" nllbrll is someone who
continually blasphemes Yahweh, mocks the cani, and deliberately sets the lives of his victims in
danger.

The evildoer is also linked to the words like "dark places of the land" I}~~akke-'ere~ (v20); "places of
violence" ne'ot ~amas and "those who rise up" qwm (Qal, v23) (Greswell 1873:173-174; Eerdmans
1947:358-359). Briggs (1976:157) argues that "dark places of the land" tt~~akke-'ere~ is probably a
reference to the places of exile, to which Israel had been banished after the destruction of the temple.
Leupold (1974:540) and Delitzsch (1871:335) think that this phrase could be a reference to the caves in
the mountains where the victims hid themselves, but only to discover that their enemies had already
preceded them there. Swart (1988:114), however, argues that "dark places of the land" I]~¥akke-'ere&
must be understood in conjunction with the phrase "habitations of violence" ne'ot I}amas (v20). He
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understands ~~~akke.'ere~ as places of danger (in the land) from which ~amas is planned and
orchestrated against the cani. The psalmist could appeal to God on account of the dangers that lurked
in these "dark places", because "Israel heeft recht op bescherming" (Noordtzij 1973:49). The term
"violence" ~amas is then a reference to the life-threatening dangers and orchestrated physical violence
that was being directed against the cani (Swart 1988:115, 117).

Finally, the evildoer is also described as one who continually "rises up" qwm (Qal, v23) against
Yahweh (McFayden 1904:240; Kirkpatrick 1906:448). Cohen (1971:240) and Weiser (1962:520) state
that "to rise up" qwm must be understood as a reference to blatant acts of defiance which the evildoers
committed against Yahweh. The psalmist regarded these acts of rebellion as a direct challenge which
the evildoer extended to Yahweh (Blaiklock 1977:14; Hull 1934:274). The suppliant calls upon God to
take up his cause, so that he can defeat this arrogant enemy and restore his honour (plumer 1978:726).
In this sense the cause of Yahweh becomes the concern of the faithful suppliant, whose only desire is
that God's name must be held in high esteem, rather than contempt (Brueggemann 1984:70; Leslie
1949:236-237).

17.3.2 Words related to the cani

The following terms are used to describe the cani in this psalm: "turtle dove" tor (vI9); "crushed" dak
(v21) and "needy" 'ebyon (v21) (GreswellI873:173-174).

The term tor "turtle dove" is the antonym of ~ayya (vI9) "wild beast" (Briggs 1976:156; Ridderbos
1958:262). Kirkpatrick (1906:447) thinks that the image of the dove is used to describe the cani as a
defenseless people, in contrast to their violent enemies. God is requested not to surrender his helpless
and gentle people into the power of this heartless wild beast (Leupold 1974:540; Cohen 1971:240).

The term "crushed" dak (v21) (i.e. the downtrodden) depicts something of the suffering that the cani
experienced at the hands of the evildoer (plumer 1978:726). The psalmist implores God not to
withhold his aid from the "crushed" dak so that they might not be publically shamed before their
barbarous oppressors (McFayden 1904:240; Lamparter 1965:27). Hull (1934:272) and Kirkpatrick
(1906:448) interpret dak as the oppressed who have been crushed by the enemies. God now becomes
the one who will in tum crush the oppressor, for he will not let the guilty go unpunished (Wolff
1980:188-189). The oppressed can , therefore, be certain of God's help in their hour of need (Schultz
1973:84; Eerdmans 1947:358), for he will not abandon them.

The verb "to disgrace" kim (Nif., part., v21) denotes the sense of disgrace which accompanies public
humiliation of the dak (Oswalt 1981:443). It is interesting to note that "to be disgraced" kim (Nif.) is
used in connection with the prayers of the cani that went unheeded (Leupold 1974:540; Leslie
1949:237; Brueggemann 1984:70). The suppliant has been forced to tum aside, because he was
humiliated before their enemies (Kirkpatrick 1906:448). The suppliant now appeals to God to answer
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him so that his shame might be removed and the name of God be vindicated before his enemies
(Blaiklock 1977:14; McFayden 1904:240; Weiser 1962:519).

The terms cani (vv19, 21) and 'ebyon (v21) are used to describe those who have been oppressed by the
evildoer (Noordtzij 1973:49). Here it is a reference to Israel as a whole (van der Ploeg 1971:452; Croft
1987:57). The term "oppressed" cani is used to depict the whole nation who suffered greatly at the
hands of their foes (Leslie 1949:236-237; Kraus 1960:518). The argument of Schultz (1973:99) that the
term "oppressed" cani is never used to designate the entire nation of Israel is to be rejected. It is clear
that Schultz's thesis falls when the usage of cani is considered in this psalm.

The term "oppressed" cani refers to Israel as a collective people who suffer oppression at the hands of
his enemies (Coppes 1980:683). These enemies also threaten the life of the "oppressed" cani to such an
extent that they begin to feel the forces of death closing in upon them (plumer 1978:726; Cohen
1971:240).

Yet they do not despair, for their hopes and expectations are grounded in Yahweh the righteous judge
who will rectify the wrongs they are suffering (Hull 1934:274; Plumer 1978:726).

17.3.3 Words and deeds related to Yahweh

17.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words are used to describe the attitude of Yahweh towards the cani: "do not deliver" +
v ~ntn (Qal) "the soul" nps (v19); "do not forget" '1 + sk~ (Qal) (v19) and "have regard for your

covenant" n~~ (Hif.) + berit (v20). Here it is important to note that these words form part of an intense
prayer in which God is asked to extend his favour towards Israel (Delitzsch 1871:334; Weiser
1962:520). It is the "oppressed" cini who take the initiative in telling God what type of action they
desire of him (Hull 1934:274; McFayden 1904:239-240).

The suppliant pleads with God "not to hand over his life" (v19) to the evildoers (plumer 1978:725-
726). This appeal takes place when the life of the "oppressed" cani is in danger of being snuffed out
(Sabourin 1969:153). The suppliant experiences such a heightened awareness of this impending
danger, that he describes his enemies as wild animals who seek to devour him (Keel 1972:76; Plumer
1978:728). He calls on God to react against this evil attempt on his life, by not allowing these wicked
people to take his life prematurely (Swart 1988:115).

The word "to give" ntn (Qal, v19) is used in the sense of "handing over" something or someone (Fisher
1981:609). The psalmist pleads with God not to hand over his turtle-dove (v19) (i.e. Israel) to wild
beast (v19) (i.e. the enemy) (Delitzsch 1871:335).

God is then further requested "not to forget" 'al ~kl! (Qal, v19) the "oppressed" cani in their time of
suffering (Kirkpatrick 1906:447). Kraus (1960:518) points out that this plea must also be understood as
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a prayer in which the "oppressed" cani appeals to God to intelVene on their behalf. The psalmist is
convinced that if God intelVenes for Israel as he has done in the past, their present lot will change from
one of despair to one of praise (Leslie 1949:237).

The word ~kl] (Qal, v19) is mostly used in the sense of "forgetting" or "ignoring" someone (Hamilton
1981:922). God is asked not to ignore or forget the plight of the "oppressed" cani, but to take
cognizance of their situation by doing something (Cohen 1971:240; Noordtzij 1973:49).

God is called upon to "respect the covenant" nb! (Hif.) + b~rit (v20) which he instituted on behalf of
his people (Leupold 1974:540). In light of the catastrophe that Israel had just suffered (i.e. destruction
of the sanctuary), it appeared to the suppliant that God was dealing with them as if no covenant existed
between them (Brueggemann 1984:71; Lamparter 1965:27). The psalmist appeals to God to have some
regard for his covenant, so that his persecuted people can expect some help during this terrible hour
(Eerdmans 1947:358). Coppes (1981:546) concurs with the above-mentioned view and states that God
is called upon to fix his attention on a covenant that was made between Israel and himself, and then to
deal with them within the course and scope of covenantal agreement. In fact, what the suppliant is
saying to God by implication is this: if you continue to allow evil men to destroy your people, Israel
will be exterminated and all the promises of the covenant will become null and void (plumer
1978:726). Thus, to avoid this from happening respect the covenant between us and intelVene now
(McFayden 1904:240).

17.3.3.2 Over against the Evildoer

The following words are used to describe the action that God must take against those who persecute his
people: "remember" zkr (Qal, vv18, 22); "rise up" qwm (Qal, v22) and "contend" ryb (Qal, v22)
(Greswell1873:173).

The word "remember" zkr (Qal) is used in the sense where God is asked to "recall" the sin of those
who continually blasphemed him (McComiskey 1981:241-242; Kirkpatrick 1906:447). With this
prayer the psalmist desires that God must put a stop to those people who are responsible for these
blasphemous reproaches (Hull 1934:274). The word "remember" zkr is used in a very negative way in
this psalm (Delitzsch 1871:334). The psalmist reminds God that he cannot allow these evildoers to go
unpunished, because his honour is at stake (Cohen 1971:240; Leupold 1974:540).

The word "rise up" qwm (Qal) is also used in a negative sense in this poem (Leslie 1949:237). Here
God is requested by the psalmist to "arise" and to take control of the situation, so that the evildoers
might suffer a final defeat (Plumer 1978:726; Weiser 1962:520). When God engages in a contention on
behalf of his people victory is certain (Blaiklock 1977:15). Coppes (1980:793) thinks that it is in such
contexts that the word "rise up" qwm probably denotes God's saving and judging action on behalf of
his people. The pious ones can appeal to God "to arise" on their behalf because he will certainly prevail
against their enemies (Sabourin 1969:154).
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Finally, the word "contend" ryb (Qal) further propounds the idea of how God will inevitably effect
victory for himself and failure for his enemies (Kraus 1960:519; McFayden 1904:240). White
(1981:845) argues that "contend" ryb is used in the sense where God "prosecutes his own cause". The
context alludes to a divine law-suit between Yahweh and the evildoers in which the evildoers fare very
badly and come off second best (Schultz 1973:84; Brueggemann 1984:70). This situation spells out a
positive future for the "oppressed" cani because Yahweh has arisen to defend them, but to the evildoer
it points to a situation of doom because God has arisen against them (White 1981:845; Cohen
1971:240).

17.4 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

dak (v21); tor (v19); and 'ebyon (v21)

Antonyms

'oyeb (v18); nabal (v18, v22); ~ayya (v19); ~orer (v23)

Words relating to the cani

hll (Pi.) + ~~meka

Words relating to the evildoer

hrp (Pi., vv18, 22); n's (pL, v18); mah~~akke-'eres (v20); n~'ot hamas (v20);. . . . .
se'on (v23)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

'1+ ntn (Qal, v19); '1+ skh (Qal, v19); nbt (Hif., v20) + b~rit; '1+ ~wb (Qal, v21) + kim• •
(Nif., v21)

(b) Over against the evildoer

zkr (Qal. v22); qwm (Qal, v22); ryb (Qal, v22)
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CHAPTER 18

18 PS.82

18.1 TRANSLATION

vIa: Superscription

v1b: God stands in the congregation of gOd(S),l

vIc: among the gods he pronounces judgement.

v2a: How long will you judge unjustly,

v2b: and show partiality to the wicked?

v3a: Defend the dal2 and the orphans,

v3b: do justice to the cani wariiS':
v4a: Rescue the dal w~ 'ebyon,

v4b: deliver them from the hand of the wicked

v5a: They do not know, and neither do they understand,

v5b: they walk about in darkness,

v5c: all the foundations of the earth are shaken.

v6a: I said, "you are gods",

v6b: and you are all sons of the most high.

v7a: But as men you will die,

v7b: and like one of the princes you will fall.

v8a: Rise up 0 God, judge the earth,

v8b: for you shall inherit all the nations.

18.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 82 can be classified as a lament of the community (Sabourin 1974:307; Hengstenberg 1842:32).
Weiser (1962:557) thinks that this psalm was probably presented as a dramatic liturgy in the cult and
served as an explanation to the oppressed as to why violence so often triumphed over righteousness.
This depressing imbalance in the affairs of the pious was accounted for by saying that lower deities
were responsible for the chaos on earth, by their unfairness in judgements in the divine assembly (Hull
1934:310; Croft 1987:25). Therefore, Yahweh had to intervene so that he could rectify these judicial
malpractices (McFayden 1904:66).

In the MT the 'ei (= god) is singular.

2 Bardtke (1969:79) states that "poor" dal should probably read "crushed" dak. This proposal is based on the
assumption that dak and "orphan" yatom fonns a fixed expression, rather than dal and "orphan" yarom. Cf.
Exod.4:1.
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The main elements of this psalm are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being a poem "to/for" Asaph (vIa).

(2) God rising up in the divine assembly (vvlb, lc).

(3) God's address in the assembly (vv2-7).

(a) the gods confronted (vv2-4).

(b) the chaos described (v5).

(c) .the gods sentenced (vv6-7).

(4) A further call for God to arise (v8) (Handy 1990:63; Gemser 1968:146-148).

18.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

18.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

.The term "wicked" ra~ac (vv2, 4) is used to describe the evildoers in this psalm. The word "injustice"

cawel is used in parallel to "wicked" rasiic and together these words describe the evil which Yahweh

attributes to the lower deities (Kraus 1960:573; Eerdmans 1947:394). Cohen (1971:270) argues that

this evil was committed when the scales of justice tipped in favour of corruption rather than

righteousness. These heavenly beings were incompetent and partial, when they carried out their divine

responsibility of ensuring justice (Miller 1986:121). They moved in favour of the "wicked" ra~ac who

persecuted and oppressed the people of God (GreswellI873:190; Lamparter 1965:72).

Croft (1987:25) is of the opinion that the "wicked" raSac is also a reference to certain unjust earthly

judges who were corrupt and who shirked their duty by not defending the cause of the "poor" dal and

the "fatherless" yatom (v2). The "wicked" r~~aqm primarily designates those whom the petty gods

protected regardless of their wickedness in tampering with the legal process (Handy 1990:55). These

"wicked men" were guilty of violating the social rights of the "poor" dal and the "orphan" yatom,

when they did not render justice to those who need it (Leslie 1949:120).

God will punish these crooked judges because he is the custodian of justice, and he watches closely

over the administration thereof (Leupold 1974:595). Furthermore, the denying of legal rights to the

"poor" dal and "orphan" yatom is a grave sin, because these people are the special object of God's care

and protection (Hengstenberg 1842:35).

In light of the above-mentioned the suppliant asks Yahweh to arise and judge, for he is confident that

even though the dal and yatOm are falsely accused by the "wicked" r~saqm, in God's verdict they will

be declared innocent (Kraus 1986:155). It can be stated with certainty that God is "righteous" and that

he will act righteously (Blaiklock 1977:26).
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Finally, God also condemns to death the heavenly beings because they failed to enforce justice in the
human realm (Miller 1986:123). The petty gods were just as guilty as the "wicked" r~~aqrn when they
turned a blind eye to their corrupt legal practices (Kirkpatrick 1906:497). In so doing they provided the
"wicked" r~~aqrn with the opportunity of oppressing the weak and powerless in society (Hull
1934:309; Kraus 1960:572).

18.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following words are associated with the cani: "poor" dal (vv3, 4); "orphan" yatorn (v3);
"destitute" ras (v3) and "needy" 'ebyon (v4).

The words "poor" dal and "orphan" yatorn appear in a context in which Yahweh issues an ultimatum
to the inferior gods, viz. that they must be fair when they preside over the judgement of the dal and
yatorn (Fabry 1978:226). Yahweh appears as the attorney for this unfortunate group. The "poor" dal
and "orphan" yatorn can be regarded as those who are under the personal protection of Yahweh
(Plumer 1978:781; Schultz 1973:86).

Those who mistreat the "poor" dal and "orphan" yatorn, or deny them justice, are guilty under God's
judgement (Hartley 1981:419). Coppes (1981:190) states that this group has no one to defend their
cause. Therefore, if the earthly or heavenly judges fail, then God will certainly come to their
protection. The judges have definitely failed to heed God's call for fairness towards the marginal in
society, in so doing they have forfeited their chance to judge (Fabry 1978:227). God will, therefore,
pursue this matter relentlessly and punish them for their transgression (Delitzsch 1871:403).

God is not prepared to overlook the injustices that the dal and yatorn have had to suffer, because
corruption is an abomination to a righteous God (Weiser 1962:559; McFayden 1904:65). God urges
those in authority not to oppress the "weak" and the "fatherless", because God is their protector (Cohen
1971:270). In fact, a judge was commissioned to take up the cause of the weak and fatherless, instead
of sending them away unheard (Hengstenberg 1842:35). This, however, was not the case in this psalm.
On the contrary, it was the judges themselves who violated this trust when they refused to deal justly
with the dal and the yatorn (Leupold 1974:595).

The tenn "destitute" ra~ (v3) is associated with cani and functions as a synonym of "poor" dal (Fabry
1978:216). The psalmist again calls on the petty gods to maintain justice so that the "destitute" ra~ may
be given his rights (plumer 1978:781). Kirkpatrick (1906:497) and Croft (1987:60) also understand and
interpret this tenn as "destitute". They do not attribute this destitution to material lack or want. This
tenn must rather be understood as someone who is without legal resources. The "destitute" raS are
those who are in desperate want of legal/judicial necessities (Eerdmans 1947:394; Blaiklock 1977:26).
The gods are urged to give the ra~ their due of justice, for hitherto they have been denied access to any
fonns of legal help (Greswell 1873:190). Instead of being delivered from their oppression, the
"destitute" raS' have instead been trampled upon by those who tum the wheels of justice crookedly
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(Hull 1934:309). The psalmist now issues the call for them to rectify the situation by making accessible
to the "destitute" raS'the legal aid which they are so sorely in need of (Weiser 1962:559).

The tenn "needy" 'ebyon (v4) is used in a similar sense as "destitute" raS"and "poor" dal in this poem
(Schultz 1973:271). Here "needy" 'ebyon also refers to someone who is oppressed, and for whom
justice must be effected (Coppes 1981:5). The petty gods are called upon to rescue the "needy" 'ebyon
from the hand of the "wicked" r~~aqm, because they are unable to stand against this oppressor (Miller
1986:123).

In light of the above-mentioned, the tenn "needy" 'ebyon does not designate someone who suffers
from material want (Kraus 1986:152). This tenn refers to the unfortunate in society who need legal
protection from unscrupulous earthly judges (Leslie 1949:120; Sabourin 1969:163). They are legally
unrepresented in court, wicked and corrupt judges take advantage of such situations by exploiting the
"needy" 'ebyon (Noordtzij 1973:79; McFayden 1904:65). Therefore, 'ebyon cannot be translated as
"needy" (i.e. in a material sense), but rather as "legally marginal".

The tenn cani must also be understood in the sense of someone who is oppressed by powerful enemies
in society (Delitzsch 1871:403). The petty gods must effect justice on behalf of these oppressed
individuals (Miller 1986:124), because the "oppressed" cani are defenseless against their enemies who
unjustly oppresses them (Coppes 1981:683).3

18.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

18.3.3.1 Over against the petty gods

The following words are used by the psalmist to describe the relationship that exists between Yahweh
and the "petty gods": "to stand forth" n~b (Nif., vI) "in the assembly of the gods" baca'dat 'el (vI); "to
judge" ~p! (Qal, vI) and "to rise up" qwm (QaI, v8).

Yahweh is regarded as the chief God who alone has the power to "rise up" qwm (Qal, v8) and bring
charges against the "petty gods". Yahweh is the only one who has the ability to render these lower
deities to mortal status (Miller 1986:123; Handy 1990:61).

Hengstenberg (1842:37) argues that by demoting these lesser gods to the level of ordinary human
beings, Yahweh has actually negated their existence and declared them obsolete. The psalmist is
convinced that Yahweh is not only the ruler and judge over the lesser gods and Israel, but also over the
whole world and its rulers (Leupold 1974:592). The poet calls upon God to rise up and to "judge" (pt.
the "earth" 'ere~ (v8). Handy (1990:57) interprets "earth" 'ere~ as a reference which pertains to the
physical earth, as well as a symbolic allusion to the "cosmic chaos" which has been brought about by
the corruption of the petty divine hierarchy. Both the physical and the divine world are included as

3 Par. 8.3.2 above for a discussion of this tenn.
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falling under the lordship of Yahweh (Blaiklock 1977:27; Noordtzij 1973:79). These worlds are under
the surveillance of God's scrutiny, therefore, no injustices and corrupt practices will go unpunished, for
God is the righteous judge (Leupold 1974:593; Sabourin 1974:308; Kraus 1960:573).

The word "to judge" ~Pt(Qal, vI) is used in a judicial connection in which Yahweh presides as the
chief judge, who administers judgement against both corrupt gods and earthly officials who fail in their
sacred mandate (Weiser 1962:559; Cohen 1971:270; Schultz 1973:86). The word "to judge" ~Ptis used
in a negative sense as it pertains to those who are about to be condemned and punished by a righteous
God (Culver 1981:948; Plumer 1978:781). Here "to judge" ~pt (Qal) does not have the positive.
meaning where God is busy executing judgement in favour or on behalf of a plaintiff (Hull 1934:309).
It spells disaster for all those against whom God is instituting this act of ~p~(Liedke 1976:1000).

God is about to bring a legal action against the petty gods and in so doing he will frustrate their evil
and corrupt plans forever, because he will relegate them to the level of mere mortal beings (Eerdmans
1947:394; Kirkpatrick 1906:496). These offenders against whom Yahweh has instituted this ultimate
~Pt action, they are incapable and powerless to revoke this sentence which has been brought against
them (Miller 1986:121). To these gods the word "to judge" ~Pt brings with it humiliation and
destruction, for God has brought them low by banishing them to the realm of mortality where they will
suffer and eventually die like every other human ruler (Croft 1987:26; Delitzsch 1871:402). This
ultimate type of Sp! action is only possible because Yahweh is the chief God amongst these divine
subordinates (Leslie 1949:120). These petty gods cannot overturn the decision of God for they are
powerless against him (McFayden 1904:65; GreswellI873:190).

The word "to stand forth" n~b (Nif., vI) is used to depict Yahweh's superiority over against these lesser
deities in the "divine assembly" (bac~dat-'eI, vI). According to Fisher (1981:591) this word n~b (vI)
is used as reference to an instance where God stands up in the "divine congregation to administer
justice". This is his sole purpose for standing up in this august gathering of the gods (Schultz 1973:87;
Kraus 1986:30-31).

Hull (1934:310) notes that by judging these gods in this high assembly, Yahweh establishes himself as
being superior over his divine subordinates. The psalmist does not hesitate to declare that God is also
judge and ruler over the whole world (Cohen 1971:271; Lamparter 1965:73).

According to the psalmist this declaration is not wishful thinking, because the earth and all its people
are subject and responsible to Yahweh (Hengstenberg 1842:39). This ultimate rulership of Yahweh
does not only apply to the people of Israel, but to every living being whether god or man (Handy
1990:62). Kraus (1960:573) succinctly states that this indelibly entreched in the mind of the singer, that
Yahweh "allein ist Konig und Richter der Welt". All will have to submit to the "hOchsterGott" (Kraus
1960:573).

The poet confirms this belief in God's right to rule over the earth when God is urged to begin his
majestic reign over the "the earth" 'eres and "all the nations" kol-haggoyim (v8) (Weiser 1962:560;
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Leslie 1949:121). With this statement God's sovereignty is acknowledged in the community of the
faithful, as well as the voicing of a vote of no-confidence in these petty gods who are unable to
maintain justice and righteousness in the world (Sabourin 1974:307; Plumer 1978:782). God is forced
to take over the rule of the world from these corrupt divine administrators, as well as condemn them to
mortality for their incompetence (Croft 1987:84; Miller 1986:123). Handy (1990:57) states that these
petty gods have created chaos instead of order, the very opposite of what Yahweh has commissioned
them to do. God must punish them because the "foundations" mosad (v5) of the "world" 'eres (v5).
have been shaken and even risks collapsing into total ruin on account of their corruption (Hull
1934:309; Kraus 1960:572).

In light of the above-mentioned discussion it is evident that Yahweh's attitude to the petty gods and
their proteges (i.e. the wicked and corrupt earthly judges and rulers), is not a favourable one (Blaiklock
1977:26; Leupold 1974:595). Greswell (1873:190) is correct in stating that Yahweh does not look
favourably upon this particular group of administrators, because the ultimate end of these divine beings
is death instead of honour and life (Leslie 1949:120).

18.3.3.2 Over against the cani

Even though it is not explicitly stated in this psalm, it can be deduced by implication that Yahweh will
rectify all the wrongs that have been perpetrated against the "oppressed" cani, by judging in their
favour (Miller 1986:122; Cohen 1971:271). Wherever the petty gods and the corrupt earthly judges
failed to defend the cause of the "poor" dal, "orphan" yatom, "destitute" ras, "needy" 'ebyon and the
"oppressed" cam, it is there where God will intervene and tum the situation into a favourable one
(Kirkpatrick 1906:496-497; Plumer 1978:786). The attitude of Yahweh towards the "oppressed" cani is
a beneficent one which leads to life instead of an untimely demise (Handy 1990:62).

The appeal is made to God to assume his rightful role as judge over all the nations and not only Israel,
because all human judges with their corrupt divine patrons are unreliable and incapable of providing
justice on behalf of the cani (Cohen 1971:271; Sabourin 1969:163).

18.4 THE CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

dal (vv3-4); yatom (v3); rii?'(v3) and 'ebyon (v4)

Antonyms

ra~aC(vv2, 4)
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Words relating to the evildoer

~Pt + ciwel (Qal, vv2-3); n~' (Qal) + object (= p~ne r~~acim (v2)); ~dq (Hif., v3);
pit (pi., v4); nsl (Hif., v4); I' + ydC (Qal, v5); byn (Qal, v5); hlk (Hitp., v5) +. .
bah¥.seka (v5)•

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the petty gods

nsb (Nif., vi); + ba c*dat-'el (vI); spt (Qal, vI); qwm (Qal, v8). .
(b) Over against the cani

none
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CHAPTER 19

19 PS.86

19.1 TRANSLATION

vIa: Superscription

v1b: Incline your ear 0 Yahweh, (and) answer me,

vIc: for I am cani w~ 'ebyon.

v2a: Keep my soul, for I am godly.

v2b: 0 my God,l save your servant who trusts in you.

v3a: Be gracious to me 0 Yahweh,2

v3b: for unto you I cry all day long.

v4a: Allow the soul of your servant to rejoice,

v4b: for unto you 0 Lord do I lift up my soul.

v14a: 0 God, the proud have risen up against me,

v14b: and a gang of violent men have sought after my soul

v14c: and they have not set you before them.

v16a: Tum to me and be gracious to me,

v16b: give your strength to your servant,

v16c: and save the son of your handmaiden.

v17a: Work on my behalf a sign for good,

v17b: that they who hate me may see it, so that they may be put to shame,

v17c: because, you 0 Yahweh has helped me

v17d: and you have comforted me.

19.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 86 can be classified as a lament of an individual (van Ve1den 1981:129; Leslie 1949:383; Sabourin
1974:254). According to Croft (1987:180) this psalm concerns itself with the plea of the oppressed and
highlights something of the type of prayer(s) that were offered to God during their time of persecution.
Delitzsch (1871:14) points out that these prayers were not solely for the preservation of the suppliant,
but also to express the bond of affection that existed between Yahweh and the worshipper. In fact,
some of the most beautiful strains of praise and thanksgiving are encountered in this psalm (McFayden
1904:232; Leupold 1974:617; Kraus 1986:147).

It is interesting to note that the LXX omits the reading 'atta "you" (Bardtke 1969:82).

2 Certain Hebrew'manuscripts have the reading yhwh instead of '~donay. We have opted for the reading
yhwh because it is probably the more original one (Kraus 1960:595; Weiser 1962:576).
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Eerdmans (1947:410) argues that this poem is a very good illustration of the type of religious attitude
that the "pious" J}asid (v2) cultivated in their worship, as well as the confidence they expressed in the
covenant God: "Among the gods there is none like you, 0 Lord" (v8). "You alone are great and
perform marvellous deeds, you are God, you alone" (v10). The psalmist was convinced that all the
peoples of the earth will have to acknowledge Yahweh's superiority at some time or the other (Cohen
1971:281; Hargreaves 1973:113; Kraus 1960:599).

Ps. 86 is both a lament to God for deliverance from persecution, as well as a prayer of confidence that
Yahweh has the power to do so, despite the odds that now seem to be mounting up against him
(Kirkpatrick 1906:515; Hengstenberg 1842:66-67).

Brueggemann (1984:63) notes, that this is a prayer from which an individual moves from trouble
(disorientation) to confidence (re-orientation), or from darkness (death) to light (life).

The main elements of this psalm are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vIa).

(2) A prayer of supplication and a note of praise (vv1b-7).

(3) A song of praise and adoration (vv8-1O).

(4) A short prayer of supplication (vll).

(5) A song of thanksgiving (vv12-13).

(6) . A lament, supplication and prayer for vengeance (vvI4-17) (Sabourin 1974:254; Gemser
1968:155-156).

19.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

19.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following terms are used by the psalmist to describe the antagonist: " insolent" zed (vI4);
"ruthless" caris (v14) and "those who hate" ~on~'e(vI7) (GreswellI873:196; Schultz 1973:89)..
These antagonists are responsible for persecuting the suppliant and making his life a misery (Blaiklock
1977:32). The suppliant calls out to God because he feels that his life is in a constant state of peril
(Delitzsch 1871:15).

The term "insolent" zed is used in this psalm to depict an "arrogant" enemy who constantly conspires
against the suppliant (Hengstenberg 1842:73; Cohen 1971:281). These proud and haughty enemies
who pursue the suppliant have no fear of God (Weiser 1962:578). According to Wood (1981:239) this
type of person is usually someone who has such an exaggerated sense of self-importance, and his
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behaviour includes defiance or outright rebellion against God. The "insolent" zed even has the audacity
to set himself against the suppliant, because he has a false sense of authority and security (Kirkpatrick
1906:518; McFayden 1904:233). This type of arrogant attitude exposes the "insolent" zed as people
who have totally lost all sight of God (Weiser 1962:578).

The term "ruthless" cari~ (v14) is used in conjunction with "insolent" zed (Greswell 1873:196; Hull
1934:323). Plumer (1978:809) interprets this term as a reference to "violent men" who oppress their
victim to such a point that he becomes convinced that "ruthless (men)" cari~ are out to kill him. This
point of view is also endorsed by Leupold (1974:620) who maintains that the suppliant regards the
cari~ as evil men who are bent on his destruction. Therefore, he appeals to God to help him in this
crisis, because he is certain that God will respond to his prayer for deliverance (Leslie 1949:384;
Brueggemann 1984:63).

Allen (1980:699) observes that the word cari~ can be described as designating a "ruthless enemy" who
makes life unbearable for the petitioner. This violent and ruthless person is to be regarded as the exact
opposite of God who is seen as being gracious and compassionate (Schultz 1973:89; Cohen 1971:282;
Noordtzij 1973:91). Alongside of being depicted as ruthless, the evildoer is also seen as "one who
hates" son~'e (v17) his victims (Hengstenberg 1842:73; Lamparter 1965:92; van Velden 1981:127).
Kraus (1986:126-127) and Kirkpatrick (1906:518) states that the son~'e feels nothing for the victim,
except on intense desire to destroy the unfortunate person who lodges the complaint.

The suppliant is forced to appeal to God to deliver him from this dangerous foe (Croft 1987:61;
Sabourin 1974:254). On his own the suppliant is unable to contend with the those who hate him, hence
he calls on God to vindicate him in this time of stress3 (Leslie 1949:384; Kraus 1960:599).
Brueggemann (1984:63) correctly argues that the suppliant has confidence that God will answer his
distress call, because God is the one who abides. God will not allow himself to be intimidated or
alienated from those he loves, on account of the sone'e who oppresses them (McFayden 1904:233;
Leupold 1974:621).

19.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following words are used to describe the cani: "needy" 'ebyon (vI); "pious" I)asid (v2); "servant"
cebed (vv2, 16) and "those who trusts" boteal} (v2). These words collectively contribute to the
semantic content of cani within this psalm (Schultz 1973:89; Kraus 1960:597; Croft 1987:71). The
term "needy" ,ebyon (vI) depicts a person who cries out to God in his state of distress for help (plumer
1978:806; Brueggemann 1984:60). This person is in dire need, and must be delivered from the hands
of his enemies4 (Delitzsch 1871:14; Noordtzij 1973:89; Croft 1987:61).

3

4

Cf. par. 14.3.1 above for a discussion on the term "those who hate" ~one~.
Cf. par. 5.3.2 above for a discussion of the term 'ebyon.
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The tenn "pious" ~asid (v2) is used by the suppliant to describe himself as someone who loves God,
and in turn deserves to be loved by him (Sabourin 1974:100; Cohen 1971:280; Hull 1934:324;
McFayden 1904:232). The tenn "pious" ~asid appears in a context where the covenant relationship
between God and the believer is stressed (Delitzsch 1871:14; Sabourin 1974:101). The pious person
has a claim to God's mercy and protection because as a covenant partner he is under God's special
protectionS (Lamparter 1965:90; Schultz 1973:89).

Ringgren (1986:77) points out that the tenn "pious" I)asid appears as a synonym to "servant" cebed
(v2). The suppliant calls himself cebed and he requests that God should "save his life" ~amar (Qal) +
nap~i (Qal, v2) because he is a ~asid (Leupold 1974:618; Eerdmans 1947:410; Weiser 1962:577).

Kaiser (1981:639) correctly notes that the tenn "servant" cebed is used where a suppliant is addressing
God in prayer. The word is not used in a negative sense, but one in which the psalmist appeals to God
in all humility. He describes himself as a "servant" cebed before Yahweh, the God of Israel
(Hengstenberg 1842:69; Hull 1934:322; Leslie 1949:383). Plumer (1978:807) argues that by using this
tenn, the suppliant is not flaunting any pretentious fonn of piety, on the contrary, this self designation
must rather be understood as a moment in the petition where the suppliant abandons himself totally
upon the grace of God.

As a "servant" cebed, the suppliant does not doubt Yahweh's ability to deal with his current problem
(Brueggemann 1984:62). In fact, the suppliant regards himself as one who has put his total trust in
God's capable hands (Cohen 1971:280; Noordtzij 1973:90). The tenn "(he) who trusts" botea~ (v2)
describes the cani as someone who has committed his confidence in God (Oswalt 1981:101). He is
~onvinced that God will not abandon him into the hands of his enemies, but will preserve him in this
difficult hour (Delitzsch 1871:14; Blaiklock 1977:32; Hargreaves 1975:101). According to
Gerstenberger (1971:303) the word (bth) denotes "den Akt des Vertrauens" which the suppliant..
excercises, when he waits upon Yahweh to deliver him (Leslie 1949:383; McFayden 1904:232;
Greswwell 1873:195). Hence, "he who trust" boteal} can be described as someone who is entirely
dependent on the mercy of God, rather than upon his own achievements (Leupold 1974:616; van
Velden 1981:127).

Finally the tenn cani must be understood in light of all its associative words: "needy" 'ebyon (v2);
"pious" ~asid (v2); "servant" cebed (vv2. 4, 16) and "he who trusts" botea!} (v2).

In this psalm cani is someone who is undergoing great suffering and persecution at the hands of proud
or arrogant enemies (Schultz 1973:89; Kraus 1960:597; Weiser 1962:577).

S Cf. par. 5.3.2 above for a discussion of the term hasid ..
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The term cani must be understood as being a reference to a God-fearing suppliant who is oppressed or
persecuted. Therefore in his state of suffering and distress he cries out to God for help6 (Brueggemann
1984:60).

19.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

19.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words are used to describe the type of assistance that the cani wants Yahweh to give
him in his hour of need: "incline your ear" nth (Hif.) + 'ozen (vI); "answer" Cnh (Qal, vvl, 7); "keep"
~mr (Qal, v2); "save" y~C (Hif. vv2, 16); "be gracious" I}nn (Qal, vv3, 16); "give ear" 'zn (Hif., v6);
"give attention" qSb (Hif., v6); "turn to me" pnh (Qal, v16) and "give strength" ntn (Qal) + coz (v16).

Brueggemann (1984:60) argues that these requests betray something of the expectation that a
disorientated person longs for in a new situation (re-orientation). This desire for a new life becomes the
motivating force behind these prayers for divine help (Noordtzij 1973:90; Lamparter 1965:89). Weiser
(1962:578) points out that with this supplication the petitioner acknowledges that he is unable to cope
with his crisis, therefore God must help him in dealing with these problems. God must supply him with
the necessary strength and will to overcome these present difficulties (Cohen 1971:281; Sabourin
1969:73).

The psalmist pleads with God to intervene on his behalf (Kirkpatrick 1906:515; Blaiklock 1977:32).
According to Kraus (1960:597) this phrase is used where the person "bittet Jahwe fOrErhorung". To
"incline your ear" n~h has a figurative meaning here, where God is requested to turn his attention
toward the suppliant who seeks him (Wilson 1981:574; Plumer 1978:806).

The verb cnh (vvl, 7) is used as a synonym of "incline" nth in this supplication (Labuschagne
1976:338). Here cnh can be interpreted as "answer" (i.e. to respond) (Hull 1934:322; Delitzsch
1871:14). The suppliant uses this word in a context where he pleads with God to answer him (Allen
1981:679). This plea is a desperate prayer for deliverance from a desperate situation (Leslie 1949:383;
Hengstenberg 1842:69).

The verbs "give ear" 'zn (Hif., v6) and "give attention" q~b (Hif., v6) are also used in association with
"answer" Cnh (Qal) (Kraus 1960:597; Greswell1873:l96). Kirkpatrick (1906:516) correctly notes that
these words are used in a renewed plea where the psalmist again appeals to God to answer him in his
day of trouble. The words "give ear" 'zn and "give attention" qSb have a similar semantic range as
"incline your ear" nth + 'ozen and "answer" Cnh in this prayer (Van Velden 1981:127; Schultz
1973:89). According to Liedke (1971:98) this formula "ist typische fOrdie Klagelieder des Einzelnen".
With this petition the psalmist entreats God to take up the issue of his case (plumer 1978:807; Cohen

6 Cf. par. 14.3.2 above for a discussion of this term.
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1971:280). The term "give ear" 'zn (v6) must then be understood and interpreted as "pay attention" or
"give attention" (Wolf 1981:28; Leupold 1974:618). In this sense the meaning of these words (v6) can
best be determined within the scope of prayer language (Delitzsch 1871:15; McFayden 1904:232;
Croft 1987:61). Brueggemann (1984:60-61) also points out that the word "give attention" q~b (v6) is
used as a synonym of "give ear" 'zn in this petition.

Blaiklock (1977:32) notes that this appeal (q~b) is evidence that the suppliant realized that he had a
claim on God's help. Therefore, he could appeal to God with boldness and confidence because he
anticipated a gracious God (Lamparter 1965:89;Eerdmans 1947:410).

The following terms reveal the content of the supplication addressed to God and describe the way the
suppliant wants God to deal with him in this difficult situation (Leslie 1949:383; Greswell 1873:196).
The words "preserve" ~mr (Qal, v2); "save" ysc (Hif., vv2, 16) and "be gracious" I}nn (Qal, vv3, 16)
depict the most intense and deepest longing that the psalmist yearns after when he lodges his appeal for
God's mercy (Delitzsch 1871:18; Hull 1934:324). In this way the psalmist makes known to God his
deepest fears during this time of darkness (Brueggemann 1984:61). However, it is not a hopeless fear,
but one that anticipates God's participation and deliverance in his situation (Blaiklock 1977:32).

The verb "preserve" ~mr (Qal, v2) is used in a sense where the suppliant pleads with God to "protect"
or "keep" his life (Hartley 1981:939; Delitzsch 1871:14). The plea to "preserve" tmr depicts a
desperate call for Yahweh's protection in a dangerous situation (Gelin 1961:43; Hengstenberg
1842:69).

The verb y"sc (Hif., v2) has a similar meaning to "preserve" ~mr in this psalm (Cohen 1971:280;
Kirkpatrick 1906:516). Here "save" y~Cconnotes the earnest desire to be delivered from a situation of
distress to safety (Hartley 1980:414; Plumer 1978:807). The word y~Clike Smr is used where a
suppliant calls on God to protect him from danger, as well as delivering him thereof (Leupold
1974:618; McFayden 1904:232; Noordtzij 1973:90).

The psalmist also requests that God must be "gracious" IJnn (Qal) to him in his hour of need (Hull
1934:324; Schultz 1973:89). The verb IJnn can be interpreted as "be gracious" or "show favour" to
someone in need (Yamauchi 1981:302; Cohen 1971:280).

The phrase "to be gracious" I}nn must be understood as a call to God to extend his kindness and mercy
to someone who is desperately in need of it (Weiser 1962:577; Eerdman 1947:410). Stoebe (1971:587)
concurs with the above-mentioned view and interprets I}nn as a verb that conveys the idea of
"jemandem gnadig sein". "To be gracious" ~nn must be interpreted as a call in which the psalmist asks
God to show him favour in his hour of distress (plumer 1978:807; Yamauchi 1981:302).
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19.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

The following word is used in this psalm to depict the type of action the suppliant wishes God to
institute against the evildoer: "to shame" bw~ (Qal, v17) (Hengstenberg 1842:73).

The word "to shame" bw~ is used to connote the idea of "publicly disgracing or shaming" the enemy of
the psalmist (Oswalt 1981:97; Leupold 1974:621). The psalmist believes that by taking this type of
action God will not only put the evildoers in their place, but he will also publically demonstrate that he
is on the side of the "oppressed" cani (Leslie 1949:384).

The word "to shame" bws is used in a negative way in this poem and spells out a situation of doom for
the wicked (B1aiklock2 1977:33; Sabourin 1974:255). Kirkpatrick (1906:518) states that the public
shaming of the evildoer is the "sign" or "token" 'ot (v17) that the suppliant requests of God. This
visible and unmistakable sign is evidence of God's pleasure (i.e. favour) towards the "oppressed" cani
and his displeasure towards the evildoer (Cohen 1971:282).

19.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

'ebyon (vI); ~asid (v2); cebed (vv2, 16); boteal] (v2)

Antonyms

zed (v14); cari~ (v14); ~on~'e (v17)

Words relating to the cani

qr' (Qal) + kol.hayyom (v3); ns' (Qal) + nepe~ (v4); ydh (Hif.) + b~kol.l~bibi
(v12); tepilla (v6); ta~~mln (v6) kbd (Pi., v12) +~imka I~colam

Words relating to the evildoer

" "qwm (Qal, v14); bqs (Qal) + nepes (v14)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over aginst the cani
-- C v ~n~h (Hif.) + 'ozen (vI); nh (Qal, vI, 7); smr (Qal, v2); ys (Hif., vv2, 16); I]nn (Qal,

vv3, 16); ;m~ (Pi., v4); q'S'b(v6); pnh (Qal, v16); ntn (Qal) + c6z (v16)

(a) Over against the evildoer

"bws (Qal, v17)
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CHAPTER 20

20 PS.88

20.1 TRANSLATION

vl4a: But 1,0 Yahweh, I cried to you,

vl4b: and in the morning my prayer comes before you.

vl5a: 0 Yahweh, why have you cast off my soul,

v15b: why do you hide your face from me.

vl6a: I am cani and ready to perish from youth,

v16b: I endure your terrors, I am at my wits end.l

v17a: Your burning anger have gone over me,

v17b: Your terrors have silenced me.

vl8a: All day long they surround me like (flood) waters,

v18b: they enclose me altogether.

vl9a: You have alienated from me both lover and friend

vl9b: (now) darkness is my only friend.

20.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 88 can be classified as an individual lament (Sabourin 1974:255; Schultz 1973:89; Ridderbos
1958:365). This lament was probably offered by a person who suffered some sort sickness or infirmity
(Kraus 1960:608; Kirkpatrick 1906:524).

To make matters even worse, the suppliant is abandoned and shunned by his peers on account of his
malady (Weiser 1962:587; Hengstenberg 1842:84). The psalmist feels like someone who has been
banished to the bottom of "the pit" (S'e'ol,v4), because he has been cut off from both divine and human
fellowship (Leslie 1949:397; Gemser 1968:158).

Schultz (1973:90) and Plumer (1978:820) think that the suppliant probably suffered from leprosy,
therefore, he suffered this type of isolation and loneliness. A person who suffered from this dreaded
disease was not only excluded from the cultic life of the sanctuary, but from life in the community as
well (Seybold & Mueller 1981:19). In fact, the sick person was excluded from all walks of community
life until he was healed and purified (Leupold 1974:627; Eerdmans 1947:415; Delitzsch 1871:26). A
person who suffered from this or a similar disease was subjected to an enforced form of isolation. He
could be pushed out from the centre of community life and be exiled to the peripheries of society

Cf. KBL (1958:755) where pwn (Qal) is translated as "ratlos sein".
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(Cohen 1971:288). To such an individual his sickness becomes a difficult "cross" to bear, especially
when God appears to be far off (Noordtzij 1973:95; Hull 1934:332).

The main elements of this psalm are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being composed "to/for" the sons of Korah2 (vI).

(2) A prayer of lament during a time of great trouble (vv2-8).

(3) A further complaint and a call for help (vv9-13).

(4) A fmal appeal for help (vv14-19) (Gemser 1968:158-159; Leupold 1974:628-630; Weiser
1962:584).

20.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

It is interesting to note that in this psalm the suppliant does not mention an enemy or antagonist who is
to blame for his condition (Leupold 1974:627; Weiser 1962:586; Blaiklock 1977:35). Sickness3 appear
to be the reason why the psalmist raises his cry of lament to God (Schultz 1973:90; Ridderbos
1958:365; Lamparter 1965:98). The reason why he directs his complaint to God, is because the
psalmist believes that his sickness is the result of Gods wrath (v8). He must appeal to God so that the
shadow of death which looms over him might be revoked (Cohen 1971:287; Briggs 1907:246; Kraus
1960:609). Against such a background sickness appears to be the motivating factor behind the
suppliant describing himself as "afflicted" cani. The semantic paradigm of the triangle (i.e. evildoer
cani and Yahweh) will have to be slightly modified. The scenario must rather be understood in terms
of the cani and Yahweh, instead of the triangular to which we have grown accustomed (Brueggemann
1984:80).

The psalm will be interpreted according to two themes:

(1) The cani and his lament to Yahweh and

(2) the relationship between Yahweh and the cani (Hull 1934:331-332; Noordtzij 1973:95).

20.3.1 Words relating to the cani

The following words are used to describe the cani and his condition in this psalm: "expire" gwC (Qal,
vI6); "horror" 'fma (vI6); "at wits end" pwn (Qal, v16) and "darkness" ~osek (vI9).

2 The Korahites worked themselves up from being doorkeepers of the sanctuary to being a guild of temple
singers during the 4th century Be (Burden & Prinsloo 1987:12).

3 It appears that one could personify the sickness the suppliant contracted as the "evildoer", especially if one
thinks of the "terrors" that "surround" (sbb, v18) the victim, like a flood all day long. This perspective,
however, must not be stretched too far, because no physical evildoer is mentioned.
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The word "expire" gwCmust be interpreted as being ready to die or very close to expiring (Stigers
1980:155). Ridderbos (1958:369) and Plumer (1978:821) concur with the above-mentioned viewpoint
that "expire" gwCmust be interpreted as a reference to the suppliant's condition that has brought him
close to death. It should come as no surprise when the cani states that he has been confronted with the
"expiry" gwCproblem since his "youth" nacar (v16) (Henstenberg 1842:96; Leslie 1949:398). It seems
that the cani has been smitten by this dying syndrome very early in his life and that he had to bear the
brunt of it in the years to come (Kirkpatrick 1906:529; Delitzsch 1871:27). In this sense it was no easy
task for the cani to live his life to its full potential with such a sword of Damocles hanging over his
head (Cohen 1971:288; Sabourin 1974:256).

The term "horror" 'em~ is a reference to the "terror" which Yahweh has inflicted upon the cani (Briggs
1907:248). The suppliant uses "horror" 'emi to connote the concept of fear and dread when he
describes his life that is now on the brink of death (McComiskey 1981:37; Schultz 1973:90). In such a
context 'em~ has an extremely negative connotation (Blaiklock 1977:35; Eerdmans 1947:415).

The word"to be at wits end" pwn (Qal, v16) further serves to illustrate the hopelessness and despair
that the cani finds himself in (Hengstenberg 1842:96; Kraus 1960:610). The situation is so grave that
the psalmist is no longer able to deal with this overpowering onslaught that Yahweh has launched
against him (Schultz 1973:90; Cohen 1971:288; Brueggemann 1984:79). He has resolved to give
himself over to this state of hopelessness, because he no longer has the will or inclination to resist this
threat that is enclosing over him like flood waters (Kirkpatrick 1906:529; Hu111934:332).

"To be at wits end" pwn is used in a way in which the despair and grimness of the victim is
accentuated. The existence of the cani in such a situation is both to be pitied and not to be desired on
anybody else, because it is a heart rendering and grim position to be in (Leslie 1949:398; Briggs
1907:248; Lamparter 1965:100; Sabourin 1969:75).

The term cani is then a reference to someone who is suffering because of sickness and not on account
of enemies (Schultz 1973:89-90; Kraus 1960:610; Plumer 1978:821). The suppliant does not blame his
condition on an external foe, nor on his own sins (Blaiklock 1977:35-36). The psalmist confesses none,
yet he attributes his condition of suffering to Yahweh's wrath (Eerdmans 1947:415-416; Ridderbos
1958:369; Weiser 1962:587).

The cani should be understood and interpreted as someone who is "afflicted" by God with physical
sickness (Coppes 1981:683; Martin-Achard 1976:344; Botterweck 1977:37). He calls on God to look
upon him with pity and to deliver him from the ailing condition with which he has been saddled since
his youth (Leslie 1949:398; Hengstenberg 1842:96; Cohen 1971:288). In light of the above-mentioned,
the destitution of the cani in this psalm is not brought upon him through physical persecution or
material poverty (Sabourin 1974:256; Leupold 1974:631; Delitzsch 1871:27; Noordtzij 1973:95). This
condition of the cani is brought about by illness which is often accompanied by loneliness,
psychological distress and nearness to death (Schultz 1973:90; Botterweck 1977:36; Coppes
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1981:683). In such instances the physical affliction of the cani is often tied up with
spiritual/psychological affliction, hence, it is not difficult to see why the "afflicted" cani describes
himself as someone who has been banished to the lowest pit or to the grave (Briggs 1907:244;
Brueggemann 1984:79; Kirkpatrick 1906:526).

A person in such a condition usually has no resources to combat these forces of death, therefore the
"afflicted" cani appeals to God to deliver him from Sheol (Hull 1934:331; Lamparter 1965:99; Leslie
1949:398). In such an instance, the cani refers to someone who is afflicted by sickness on such an
intense level that he categorizes himself as someone who is already standing on the brink of death
(Cohen 1971:286; Weiser 1962:586; Kraus 1960:609).

20.3.2 Words depicting the relationship between Yahweh and the cani

The following words describe the relationship that exist between Yahweh and the "afflicted" cani in
this psalm: "wrath" ~aron (vI7); "terrors" bicl1t (vI7) and "to cause to be shunnel by both friend and
companion" r~q (Hif., v19) + 'oheb + ieca (vI9) (Hull 1934:330; Gemser 1968:159).

The "afflicted" cani sketches a situation in which he is the victim of God's punishment and anger
(Blaiklock 1977:35; Schultz 1973:90). Against this background the "afflicted" cani describes to God
what type of relationship has hitherto existed between them (Eerdmans 1947:416; Weiser 1962:586).

The term "wrath" haron in vl7 is used in reference to God, where it depicts the divine "anger" which.
has been directed against the "afflicted" cani (Freedman & Lundbom 1986:174; Briggs 1907:248;
Sabourin 1974:255). According to Wood (1981:322), the noun "wrath" I}aron is only used in reference
to Yahweh, never of a human agent The anger of God is so intense that the cani complains that he
encounters it as (flood) waters that overwhelm him all day long (Cohen 1971:288; Plumer 1978:821).
From this "wrath" ~iiron there is no escape, because the anger of the Lord surrounds him like a net that
encloses on its prey (Ridderbos 1958:369). Briggs (1907:248) thinks that this outburst of anger was not
a one time event, it was rather experienced in several acts or manifestations which Yahweh directed
against the cani like huge breakers or waves. To fall under the "wrath" h~ron of God was no easy
situation for the clini (Blaiklock 1977:36).

The word "terrors" bicl1t (v17) is also associated with "wrath" ~aron in this psalm. Here the word
"terrors" biCut is used as a reference to the overwhelming deeds that Yahweh has orchestrated against
the "afflicted" cani (Noordtzij 1973:95; Lamparter 1965:100; Brueggemann 1984:79). Delitzsch
(1871:28) and Kirkpatrick (1906:529) understand this term as an allusion to God's judgement which
has almost destroyed the suppliant completely. The word "terrors" underlines the overpowering and
terrifying aspect of God's anger, with which he confronts both saint and evildoer (Martens 1981:122;
Hull 1934:332). Therefore, the "afflicted" cani cries out to God for mercy, because he has experienced
divine "terror" bicl1t in a very real way (Leupold 1974:631; Sabourin 1974:255).
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The word "to remove" r~q (Hif., v19) is also used in a very negative sense (Cohen 1971:288). The
"afflicted" ciini accuses God of "removing" (i.e. alienating from) him both his former loved ones an~
companions (White 1981:844). God is seen as the one who is responsible for this painful separation
(Briggs 1907:248; Weiser 1962:587).

The word "to remove" r~q depicts a situation where the suppliant has had to suffer extreme loneliness
because of God's hostile treatment against him (Kirkpatrick 1906:529; Plumer 1978:823). He states
boldly that the sickness with which he has been afflicted, must be seen as the main reason why both
"loved one" ('oheb) and "friend" (reca) abandoned him (Eerdmans 1947:415; Blaiklock 1977:35).
Hence, he appeals to God to rectify the situation, because loneliness and "darkness" (~osek, v19) are
his only companions (Schultz 1973:90; Cohen 1971:288; Leslie 1949:398). Against this background
one can conclude that the cini did not only suffer in a physical way, but he also endured psychological
trauma when he was faced with loneliness and despair (Brueggemann 1984:80; Hengstenberg

1842:97).

20.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

The construction of a semantic field in this pericope will be slightly different from which has hitherto
be encountered. Instead of having six different categories, we will confine ourselves in terms of only
two categories in this analysis.

Words relating to the cani

gwC(Qal, v16), 'ema (v16); pwn (Qal, v16) and hosek (v19)..
Words relating to Yahweh

lJaron (v17); biCfit (v17); rl]q (Hif., v18);+ 'oheb + reca (v18).
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21

21.1
vIa:

vlb:

v2a:

v2b:

v3a:

v3b:

v4a:

v4b:

v5a:

v5b:

v16a:

v16b:

v17a:

. v17b:

v17c:

v17d:

v22a:

v22b:

v26a:

v26b:

v27a:

v27b:

v28a:

v28b:

v28c:

v29a:

v29b:

21.2

CHAPTER 21

PS.I09

TRANSLATION

Superscription

o God whom I praise do not be silent.

For wicked and deceitful men have opened their mouths against me,

they have spoken against me with lying tongues.

With words of hatred they surround me,

and they attacked me without cause.

In return for my love they accuse me,

but I pray for them.

They have rewarded me evil for good,

and hatred for my love.

For he remembered not to show kindness, but he pursued the cani w~ ebyon

and the broken hearted to death.

He loved cursing,

may (the curses) come upon him .

He took no delight in blessing,

may (blessings) be far from him.

For I am cani w~ 'ebyon,

and my heart is pierced within me.

Help me, 0 Yahweh my God.

save me in accordance with your kindness.

That they may know this is your hand,

that you 0 Yahweh, has done it

They may curse, but you will bless,

they may rise up. but they will be put to shame

but your servants will rejoice.

Let my accusers be clothed with shame.

and let them wear their shame as a cloak.

FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 109 can be classified as an individual lament (Leupold 1974:763-764; Sabourin 1974:257;

Eerdmans 1947:496-497).
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Ps. 109 deals with the prayer of a person who is being falsely accused by wicked enemies (Cohen
1971:366; Briggs 1907:364; Blaiklock 1977:77). The suppliant feels that his existence is being
threatened by enemies who not only slander their victims, but who also pursue their prey to the point of
death (Leslie 1949:388; Kraus 1960:747; Weiser 1962:690). The suppliant appeals to God to deliver
him from this wicked enemy (plumer 1978:965; Hengstenberg 1842:301; Delitzsch 1871:173).

The suppliant further complains to God that despite his kindness and piety, these evildoers have
launched an unjustified attack against him (Lamparter 1965:220; Noordtzij 1973:175-176; Hull
1934:428). He protests his innocence and he urges God to rectify the situation so that the evildoers
might know that God is in control of the situation (Kirkpatrick 1906:652; Brueggemann 1984:82; Gelin
1961:46).

The main elements of this psalm are as follows:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vIa).

(2) A lament prayer of an individual (vv1b-5).

(3) An extended imprecatory prayer (vv6-20).

(4) A renewed complaint to God (vv21-25).

(5) A prayer for God's intervention (vv26-31) (Gemser 1968:130-132; Leupold 1974:764).

21.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

21.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following words are used by the psalmist to depict the wicked and their evil deeds in this psalm:
"wicked" and "deceitful mouth" pi + rasiic (v2); "lying tongue" I~Mn ~aqer (v2) and "adversary"
~ot~nay (v29) (Kraus 1960:748; Hull 1934:424).

The psalmist accuses the evildoer of hurling false accusations against him and actively plotting his
demise (Schultz 1973:91; Leupold 1974:763). According to the suppliant these evildoers are a threat to
his well-being, because they are continuously orchestrating these kind of attacks against him (Plumer
1978:965; Weiser 1962:691; Cohen 1971:367). Therefore, he launches a barrage of imprecations or
curses against these evildoers (Blaiklock 1977:77; Leslie 1949:389). These evildoers are regarded in a
serious light, when the psalmist describes their nefarious deeds and shady characters to Yahweh
(Hengstenberg 1842:304; Stuhlmueller 1973:33). This description is also given so that God might
become aware of their evil deeds and practices, and declare these wicked men as being guilty
(Brueggemann 1984:83; Kirkpatrick 1906:655).
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The term "wicked" raSac (v2) is used in a negative fashion in this psalm (Delitzsch 1871:177; Plumer
1978:965; Gelin 1961:47). According to Livingston (1980:864) this term "wicked" ra~ac is employed
by the psalmist to depict someone who tramps on their victims, and who totally disregards God and his
laws. Not only are the "wicked" rit:ic cruel oppressors, but they are also godless people who conduct
their lives in a way that is contrary to the covenant (Lamparter 1965:221; Noordtzij 1973:176; Briggs
1907:366).

Here the wicked" ra~ac have been found guilty of despising Yahweh, as well as violating the social
rights of others (Cohen 1971:366; Gemser 1968:130; Kraus 1960:748). The "wicked" ra-tac was
regarded as a dangerous threat to the cani, because they were constantly engaged in violent and
oppressive plots against others in society (Schultz 1973:92; Leupold 1974:764).

The term "deceitful" mirma (v2) is semantically parallel to the "wicked" raSac (Van Leeuwen
1976:815; Livingston 1980:864; Delitzsch 1871:178). This word "deceitful" mirma is used to describe
a person who is "treacherous" in his dealings with the "oppressed" cani (White 1981:849;
Hengstenberg 1842:305). The "oppressed" cani complains to Yahweh that the "deceitful" mirma
(person) is falsely accusing him before others (Blaiklock 1977:78; Sabourin 1969:75; Brueggemann
1984:83). By bearing false witness the evildoer is preparing an untimely demise for the Cant The
deceitful deeds of the mirma are therefore regarded in such a serious light (Hu111934:428; Kirkpatrick
1906:654; Weiser 1962:691). Tampering with or falsifying evidence was considered to be one of the
most heinous sins against God (White 1981:849; Leslie 1949:388). One can understand the reason why
the "oppressed" cani retaliates with such a barrage of imprecations against this "treacherous" mirma
enemy (plumer 1978:966; Noordtzij 1973:176; Schultz 1973:92).

The term "lying tongue" leron ~aqer (v2) further depicts the nature of these attrocities which have
been implemented against the "oppressed" cani (Cohen 1971:366). This phrase describes the "deceitful
person" mirma as someone who practices falsehood or lies (lit. lying tongue). In this instance it deals
with the presenting of false witness or accusations (Auste1 1981:956; Klopfenstein 1976:1011). The
evildoers are men who bring charges against their victims which are both groundless and not based on
fact. Their lies, however, have devastating consequences for those whom they falsely accuse (Briggs
1907:366; Leslie 1949:389). Therefore, the "oppressed" cani calls on God to deliver him from this
dangerous situation in which he finds himself (Sabourin 1974:257). Without divine intervention the
cani will not be able to cope with this wicked perverter of the truth. On account of that he cries out to
God for help (Eerdmans 1947:497; Kraus 1960:748).

The evildoer is also described as "my adversary" ~ot~nay (v29). According to Payne (1980:874) this
word further describes the wicked person as a slanderer who opposes his victim. The "adversary" goes
out of his way to withstand the cani (Delitzsch 1871:182). As a tormentor he also falsely accuses the
victim before human judges, and in so doing he puts the victim's life in extreme danger (Lamparter
1965:224). It is from this precarious position that the psalmist appeals to God to vindicate the victim,
by putting the "adversary" ~6ten~y to shame. According to the suppliant, it is God alone who can break
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the power of this adversary. He alone can bestow his blessing upon those who are falsely accused, so
that they can testify in the sacred assembly with a heart of gratitude that Yahweh is the advocate of
those who suffer because of lies and unjust judgement (Weiser 1962:692).

21.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following terms are associated with the cani: the "needy" 'ebyon (vv16, 22); "the broken hearted"
k'h (Nif.) + lebab (vI6) and "to pierce" hll (Qal) + "heart" lebib (v22) (Hull 1934:425-426).

These words also describe the psychological condition in which the cani finds himself in (Stuhlmueller
1973:32; Gelin 1961:44). If these words are interpreted in association with cani it can give us
something of the trials and tribulations that the cani had to overcome in his daily struggle with the
evildoer (Schultz 1973:92).

The phrase "to be brokenhearted" (k'h (Nif.) + lebiib (v16)) is used as a parallel of "to pierce" hll (Qal)
+ "(the) heart" lebib in this context (Cohen 1971:368; Leupold 1974:767, 769).

Hartley (1980:425) and Kirkpatrick (1906:658) interpret "to be brokenhearted" as a reference to
someone who is totally disheartened or brokenhearted. This type of person is in such despair that he is
no longer able to resist the onslaught that the evildoer has launched against his life (Blaiklock 1977:77;
Leslie 1949:389). Those who are "brokenhearted" and "pierced within their heart" have no other
alternative but to appeal to Yahweh for deliverance from their attackers (Lamparter 1965:222;
Noordtzij 1973:177). The "oppressed" cani forms a part of this group of down-trodden and abused
individuals in society. The cani must then also be understood as those who regard themselves as the
victims of evil men (Schultz 1973:92; Kraus 1960:750; Plumer 1978:967-968). In fact, the "oppressed"
cani associates himself with this group not merely because of solidarity, but because he has also
experienced the dangerous attacks of the evildoer in his own life (Leslie 1949:390; Weiser 1962:691;
Hengstenberg 1842:308-309).

The word "needy"l 'ebyon must also be understood in terms of someone who has undergone, and is
probably still undergoing, extreme suffering through persecution (Briggs 1907:367-368; Brueggemann
1984:84; Cohen 1971:368). Here "needy" 'ebyon again does not refer to someone who is materially
poor. The destitution of the "needy" 'ebyon in this psalm is brought upon by the cruel assaults and
vicious false testimonies of the evildoers (Botterweck 1977:36; Gerstenberger 1971:26).

Therefore, the "needy" 'ebyon appeals for God's compassion, believing that God will let justice
triumph over the present state of unrighteousness (Brueggemann 1984:82; Kirkpatrick 1906:658;
Blaiklock 1977:78). The term "needy" 'ebyon must then be interpreted as someone who is in need of
legal assistance rather than material resources (plumer 1978:968; Leupold 1974:769).

Cf. par. 13.3.2above.for a discussionon the tenn 'ebyon.
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It is significant that the suppliant describes himself as "oppressed" cani, especially if one remembers
that he thinks of himself as someone who is heartbroken and constantly pursued even unto the point of
death (Schultz 1973:92; Briggs 1907:367; Cohen 1971:368-369). The term "oppressed" cani becomes
a very loaded word if it is viewed in this light (Gelin 1961:32; Stuhlrnueller 1973:42). Here the term
"oppressed" cani is also a reference to someone who is totally defenseless against a very evil and
calculating enemy, who is out to utterly destroy his victim (Leslie 1949:390; Sabourin 1969:75; Weiser
1962:691).

In this regard it would not be appropriate to interpret cani2 as "poor" (Schultz 1973:92; Kraus
1960:750; Hengstenberg 1842:309). The term cani must also be understood and interpreted as
someone who is being oppressed unjustly (Coppes 1981:683; Gemser 1968:131-132). As an oppressed
person he is at liberty to call on God to be his defender (Kirkpatrick 1906:659; Hull 1934:429;
Noordtzij 1973:177). The term cani is then a reference to an oppressed person, rather than a materially
poor individual in society (Lamparter 1965:222; Martin-Achard 1976:345).

21.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

21.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The relationship that exists between Yahweh and the cani can be determined by investigating the
following words: "help" czr (Qal, v26) and "to save" ysc (Hif., v26) (Kraus 1960:751). These words
highlight some of the deepest needs that the "oppressed" cani desires God to do for him (Blaiklock
1977:78; Brueggemann 1984:87). These words also tell us more about the most intense longings of the
oppressed during this time of suffering (Plumer 1978:969; Eerdmans 1947:499; Schultz 1973:92).

The word "help" (me) czr (Qal, v26) is used in a context where the suppliant appeals to Yahweh to
intervene on his behalf (Hengstenbe'rg 1842:311; Sabourin 1974:258). The word "help" Czr depicts a
situation where someone desperately calls on Yahweh to assist them during a time of great stress or
need (Schultz 1981:660; Leslie 1949:391). The "oppressed" cani asks that Yahweh in his mercy may
help him, so that the evildoers may know that God is in control of things (Cohen 1971:370; Bergmann
1976:258-259; Briggs 1907:368). Hence, "help" (me) Czr can be understood and interpreted as a call
for divine intervention (Hengstenberg 1842:312; Gemser 1968:132).

The word "save" (me) y~C(Hif.) is also used in association with "help" (me) Czr in this psalm (Kraus
1960:751; Plumer 1978:969). The psalmist appeals to God to deliver him from his distress (Delitzsch
1871:182; Kirkpatrick 1906:660): "Save" (me) y~Cis used in the sense where it refers to the wish of the
"oppressed" cani for God's deliverance (Hartley 1981:414; Stolz 1971:787; Hull 1934:429). The word

2 Cf. par. 9.3.2above fora discussionon this tenn.
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"save" y~Cmust be interpreted as an urgent appeal to Yahweh to deliver the "oppressed" cani from a
situation where it is almost impossible to be rescued from (Leupold 1974:769; Weiser 1962:691).3

21.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

The "oppressed" cani appeals that Yahweh must "put to shame" bw~ (Qal, v28) his enemies (Schultz
1973:92; Gemser 1968:132). The cani wants God put his enemies in such a situation that they will be
publically disgraced (Oswalt 1981:97; Delitzsch 1871:182; Brueggemann 1984:84). The word "to
shame" bw~ has a negative connotation where it conveys the idea of wishing something bad or evil
upon one's enemy (Lamparter 1965:223; Kirkpatrick 1906:660).4It is a cry of vengeance.

21.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

'i~ 'ebyon (vv16, 22);

Antonyms

pi + rasac (v2); pi + mirma (v2); le~on+~aqer(v2); ~ot'nay (v29)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

czr (Qal, v26); y~C(Hif., v26)

(b) Over against the evildoer

bw¥ (Qal, v28); Ib~(Qal, v29) + k~limma (v29); cth (Qal, v29) + baSetlam.

3 Cf. par. 16.3.3.1 above for a discussion of the word 1sc.
4 Cf. par. 19.3.3.2 above for a discussion of bwt.
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CHAPTER 22

22 PS.140

22.1 TRANSLATION

v1a: Superscription

v2a: Deliver me 0 Yahweh, from evil men,

v2b: protect me from men of violence.

v5a: Keep me 0Yahweh from the hands of the wicked,

v5b: protect me from men of violence,

v5c: who plan to trip up my feet.

v6a: The proud (ones) who have hidden a snare for me,

v6a: they have spread cords for a net, by the wayside,

v6b: they have laid traps for me.

v13a: I know that Yahweh renders justice to the cani

vl3b: (and) judgement to the 'ebyonim

v14a: Surely the righteous will praise your name,

v14b: (and) the upright will dwell in your presence.

22.2 FORM-CRITICAL ANALYSIS

Ps. 140 can be classified as an individual lament (Sabourin 1974:260; Hayes 1979:140; Leupold
1974:950).

This poem deals with the persecution and suffering that the cini experiences at the hands of the
"wicked" raS'iic (Cohen 1971:456; Kirkpatrick 1906:792; Westermann 1976:216). The suppliant
complains about violent men who scheme all manner of evils against him. They deliberately layout
traps for him, so that they might bring his life to an abrupt halt (plumer 1978:1168; Eerdmans
1947:587; Hengstenberg 1842:504-505; Hull 1934:532). Out of his desperate situation the suppliant
appeals to God to rescue him from men who have no goodwill towards him (Lamparter 1965:346;
Leslie 1949:342; Delitzsch 1871:356-357). This psalm can be described as an urgent prayer for
deliverance from the snares of the "wicked" rasac (Schultz 1973:93; Briggs 1907:504; van der Ploeg
1974:453).

The main elements of this psalm are:

(1) The superscription that designates it as being Davidic in origin (vI).

(2) A prayer for deliverance from evil and violent slanderers (vv2-4).
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(3) A brief description of the enemies in tenns of hunting tenninology (vv5-6).

(4) A plea to Yahweh for the frustration of the plans of the wicked (vv7-9).

(5) An imprecation against the evildoers (vvlO-12).

(6) A word of confidence and praise in Yahweh as the righteous judge (vv13-l4) (Sabourin
1974:260; Gemser 1968:206-208).

22.3 AN EXEGETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RELEVANT THEMES

22.3.1 Words relating to the evildoer

The following words are used by the suppliant to describe the evildoers: "evil" (men) rac (vv2, 12);
"violent" (men) 'i~ I:tamas (vv2, 5, 12); "the wicked" ra~ac (vv5, 9) and "arrogant man" ge'im (v6).
These words appear in opposition to the tenn cani (van der Ploeg 1974:453; Briggs 1907:503; Kraus
1960:925). These tenns can be regarded as the antonyms of the designation cani (Schultz 1973:93).

The tenn "evil" rac is a reference to evil men who abuse the suppliant (Livingston 1981:855; Cohen
1971:456; Stoebe 1976:801). These individuals are responsible for "the distress the psalmist is
experiencing, because they constantly plan evil against him (Kirkpatrick 1906:793; Lamparter
1965:349; Hengstenberg 1842:506). The accusation "they stir up" ~~b (Qal) + "quarrels" raCot (v3)
exposes something of the wicked intent that motivates and energises the actions of these "evil" (men)
'adam rac (Blaiklock 1977:132; Leupold 1974:951; Noordtzij 1973:272; Hayes 1979:140). A person
with such a state of mind is capable of commiting the most heinous atrocities against his victims
(Leslie 1949:343; Plumer 1978:1168; Eerdmans 1947:587; Sabourin 1974:260). Against such an
enemy the victim was incapable of standing his ground. Therefore he frantically appeals to Yahweh to
help him in this dangerous situation (Briggs 1907:503; van der Ploeg 1974:453; Hull 1934:534).

The tenn "violent" (men) 'is I:tamas (vv2, 5, 12) is used as a synonym of "evil" (men) 'adam rac

(Kraus 1960:924-925; Stoebe 1976:795; Cohen 1971:456; Swart 1988:118). Associated with the word
"violent man" 'i~ I:tamas are other parallels which further describe the wicked qualities that are
associated with the evildoer (Gemser 1968:207-208; Schultz 1973:93; Kraus 1906:925). The phrase
"man of slander" 'is hison (vI2) is a reference to someone who "te veel en verkeerd spreekt" (van der
Ploeg 1974:453). This designation exposes a man whose behaviour and speech are directed at his
victims for hannful and wicked purposes (Weiser 1962:809; Hengstenberg 1842:507; Sabourin
1969:84; Blaiklock 1977:132). Leupold (1974:952) states that the evildoer probably bore false witness
against their victims, or slandered them so that the integrity and credibility of their victims was totally
destroyed. The very name or witness of their prey (i.e. the victims) was degraded down to almost
nothing (Leslie 1949:343; Cohen 1971:457; Plumer 1978:168). These evildoers have sharpened their
tongues like serpents, who have fixed their fangs into the heels of their unsuspecting victims
(Eerdmans 1947:586; Kirkpatrick 1906:795; Briggs2 1907:505).
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The phrase "to trip up" d\1h (Qal) + "my feet" p~Camay (v5) further depicts the cunning and underhand
methods the evildoers are prepared to use in order to catch their victims (Lamparter 1965:349;
Delitzsch 1871:357; Noordtzij 1973:272). Like crafty hunters the evildoers attempt to trap their victims
by pushing them off-balance so that they have no hope of escaping their fate (Sabourin 1974:260; Keel
1978:89). These hunting metaphors betray something of the cruel fate that lies in store for the
unfortunate prey of these evildoers (Hull 1934:534; Leupold 1974:951; Kraus 1960:925).1 Keel
(1978:90) is correct in saying that these metaphors are used to describe the attrocities which are being
perpetrated against the cani in this context.

The term "trouble" c~mal (v10) sums up the grief and strife that the evildoers bring upon their victims,
by their reckless slander (Allen 1981:675; Swart 1988:118; Hengstenberg 1842:508). Hence, the
"mischief' that is triggered off by their poisonous tongues has a more devastating effect than the
average person can imagine (Cohen 1971:457; Eerdmans 1947:586).

The term "war" mil~ama (v3) highlights some of the serious consequences that have come to fruition,
on account of the evil intentions of the "violent man" 'i~ hamas (Leslie 1949:342; Weiser 1962:809;.
Plumer 1978:1168).

Kaiser (1981:477) interprets the word as "war" or "battle" mil~ama. The CaDiviews the attacks of the
"violent man" 'i~ ~amas against him in such a serious light that he is willing to use the metaphor of
"war" (Leupold 1974:952; Blaiklock 1977:132). In light of the above-mentioned metaphor it is
possible that the evildoer does not only attack the cmi by slander or false witness, but also with
physical violence (Delitzsch 1871:357; Briggs 1907:505). The "violent man" 'i~ I;tamas threatens the
life of the cmi iDa physical way, much the same way as "war" milI;tama does (Swart 1988:118). The
presence and evil deeds of the "violent man" 'i~ ~amas spells immanent doom to the CaDiin this psalm
(Kirkpatrick 1906:793; Schultz 1973:93; Gemser 1968:207). Therefore, the CaDiis forced to call upon
God to help him (Weiser 1962:809).

22.3.2 Words relating to the cani

The following terms are used to depict the CaDi: "righteous" ~addiq (v14); "upright" yaS'ar (v14);
"needy" 'ebyon (vB) (Gemser 1968:208; Schultz 1973:93; Kraus 1960:925-926).

These terms express something of the qualities that the CaDiexhibits, as opposed to the evildoers
(Plumer 1978:1168; Leupold 1974:952). These designations can be said to appear as antonyms of the
terms used to describe the evildoers (Sabourin 1974:260-261; Cohen 1971:457). The word "righteous"
~addiq designates a righteous person (Stigers 1981:753; Koch 1976:513-514; Briggs 1907:505;
Kirkpatrick 1906:796). This person is diametrically opposed to the "wicked" rasac (vv5, 9) in this
psalm (Blaiklock 1977:132; Leslie 1949:343; Hengstenberg 1842:508). The "righteous" ~addiq claims
that he is one who worships and praises the Lord, whereas, the "wicked" raSac do not honour him

Cf. par. 3.4.2 above for a discussion of hunting metaphors (i.e. snares, traps. etc.).
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(Weiser 1962:810; Hull 1934:534; Delitzsch 1871:359). Instead of lighting up their hearts to Yahweh,
the "wicked" rasic persecute and set traps for the faithful worshippers of God (Noordtzij 1973:273;
Lamparter 1965:347; Eerdmans 1947:588). The cani appeals to God for help, because this evil attack
on him is unjustified and without provocation (plumer 1978:1170).2

The term "upright" ya~ar (vI4) describes another category with which the suppliant associates himself
(Kraus 1960:925; Briggs 1907:505; van der Ploeg 1974:449). The "upright" yasar is someone who
conducts his life in obedience and conformity to God's law and statutes (Wiseman 1981:417; Liedke
1971:793; Kirkpatrick 1906:796; Cohen 1971:457; Hengstenberg 1842:507). Unlike the "evil" (man)
rac (v2) who is on a total course of anarchy against God and his rule (i.e. kingdom) (Lamparter
1965:347; Hull 1934:534; Blaiklock 1977:133; Leupold 1974:952) the "upright" yasar can be regarded
as a God-fearing person whose lifestyle is regulated by God (Weiser 1962:810). In the midst of the
assembly the "upright" ya~ar is unable to refrain himself from worshipping and continuously declaring
his loyalty to the God of Israel (Leslie 1949:343; Briggs 1907:505).3

The term "needy" 'eby6n is also used in association with cani in this psalm (Kraus 1960:926; Hull
1934:533; Delitzsch 1871:360; Schultz 1973:93). Here the designation "needy" 'eby6n (v13) is not a
reference to a vague or empty phrase but one that points to someone in need (Croft 1987:64; Lamparter
1965:347; Noordtzij 1973:273). It must rather be understood as a reference to someone who does not
have the legal machinery to fight off his oppressors. He therefore relies on Yahweh to do just that for
him (Botterweck 1977:36; Gerstenberger 1971:23; Coppes 1981:5; Weiser 1962:810; Leupold
1974:952). This designation also clarifies in no uncertain terms the desperate state of helplessness or
marginality to which the 'eby6n is daily subjected to (Cohen 1971:457; Blaiklock 1842:508; Eerdmans
1947:588). The 'eby6n has no other alternative but to appeal to God to secure his cause in the face of
injustice (Plumer 1978:1169; Kraus 1960:926; van der Ploeg 1974:449; Briggs 1907:503). The term
'eby6n as it is used in this psalm, cannot be a reference to someone who suffers from material want
(Coppes 1981:4; Botterweck 1977:35). This term describes someone whose need is caused by enemies
instead of economic deprivation (Schultz 1973:93; Hull 1934:534; Kirkpatrick 1906:795; Delitzsch
1871:359; Leslie 1949:343).

The term cani must also be understood in the above-mentioned sense. It is both misleading and
inaccurate to translate cani with the equivalent "poor" (Martin-Achard 1976:344; Gerstenberger
1988:173; Croft 1987:64; Coppes 1981:682; Blaiklock 1977:133). On the other hand, the arguments by
Gelin (1958:58) and Kittel (1929:284-288) must also be rejected, namely that the term cani refers
solely to a group of pious individuals in Israel. The term cani cannot be interpreted as "humble"
(Briggs 1907:503; Brown et al 1952:776; Mowinkel 1962:208; Leupold 1974:952). The cani is a
reference to someone who is oppressed or persecuted at the hands of violent enemies (Sabourin
1974:260; Hull 1934:533; Kraus 1960:926; Cohen 1971:457). The translation equivalent "oppressed"

2

3

With regards to a detailed discussion of the term ~addiq, cf. par. 12.3.2 above.

Cf. par. 12.3.2 above for a further discussion of this designation.
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is a more appropriate rendering of cani in this context (Delitzsch 1871:359; van der Ploeg 1974:449;
Coppes 1981:682). The term cani is used to depict an oppressed suppliant who calls on God to deliver
him from his state of calamity (Croft 1987:64; Gerstenberger 1988:173; Leslie 1949:343; Coppes
1981:682).

22.3.3 Words relating to Yahweh

22.3.3.1 Over against the cani

The following words are used in the suppliant's prayer of hope: "to maintain" cSh (Qal) + "the cause"
din (v13) and "judgement" mi~pa! (vI3) (Hull 1934:533; Briggs 1907:505-506; Plumer 1978:1169).

Here God is described as a judge who is fair and who cannot be bribed (Blaiklock 1977:133; Leupold
1974:952). The "oppressed" cani is certain that God will secure and guarantee a just hearing (Weiser
1962:810; Hengstenberg 1842:508; Schultz 1973:93; Kirkpatrick 1906:795). The terms "cause" din
and "judgement" mi~pa! (v13) are part of the legal terminology of the Old Testament (Bigger
1989:266; Noordtzij 1973:273).

The designation "cause" din encompasses the whole gamut of supportive or punitive measures of
justice (Hamp 1978:188; Culver 1981:188; Lamparter 1965:347; Delitzsch 1871:360). The term
"judgement" mispa~, appears as a synonym to "cause" din in this context. Both these terms have to do
with the procuring or securing of justice for the underdog (i.e. the cani) (Kraus 1960:926; Blaiklock
1977:133; Sabourin 1974:261; Leslie 1949:343). Yahweh is the champion of the "oppressed" cani,
who cannot get a fair and just hearing (Weiser 1962:810; van der Ploeg 1974:450; Plumer 1978:1169).
It appears that the "oppressed" cani is so confident that God will execute justice on his behalf that he
proclaims the realization of it long before the "cause" din and "judgement" mispat have even come to
pass (Hamp 1978:188-189; Kirkpatrick 1906:795; Hull 1934:534). In this sense the expectation of the
"oppressed" cani is grounded in the hope that Yahweh will accomplish his saving acts (i.e. "cause" din
and "judgement" mi~paO on behalf of those who appeal to him for help (Culver 1981:189; Leupold
1974:952; Eerdmans 1947:588). This prayer can be interpreted as an act of faith and hope in God the
righteous judge, who will not let any unfairness or evil prosper (Brueggemann 1984:147; Noordtzij
1973:273; Hengstenberg 1842:508; Sabourin 1969:84). According to the suppliant God is a God of
fairness and justice, therefore, the "oppressed" cani can appeal to him and be confident of a just
response and hearing (plumer 1978:1170; Kraus 1960:926; Schultz 1973:93; Cohen 1971:457).

22.3.3.2 Over against the evildoer

Here the cani prays that God must let "mischief' clmal (vlO) and "burning coals" gehal (v11) fall
•

upon the evildoer (Hull 1934:534; Leslie 1949:342; Briggs 1907:504). With this request the suppliant
is asking for nothing less than the total destruction of the evildoer (Kirkpatrick 1906:795;
Hengstenberg 1842:508; Leupold 1974:953). This prayer for retribution is one in which the plaintiff
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desires God to annihilate the "wicked" ra~ac, and in so doing secure the salvation of those who call on
God for help (van der Ploeg 1974:449; Weiser 1962:809; Delitzsch 1871:359).

The tenns "mischief' c~mal and "coals" ge~al betray something of the feeling of vengeance and utter
contempt that the suppliant has for these evildoers (Schultz 1973:93; Brueggemann 1984:145). The
extent and seriousness of the crime(s) that the evildoer committed against the "oppressed" cani, must
have been of a very serious nature. Especially if one thinks about the nature of the imprecations with
which the suppliant curses his enemies. Only a person who suffered extreme degradation and
humiliation would resort to such lengths for satisfaction. In fact, the "oppressed" cani must have really
gone through extreme suffering to have wished such punishment upon their enemies (Leupold
1974:952; Lamparter 1965:346; Blaiklock 1977:132).

Finally, the lot of the evildoer is one of destruction. The "oppressed" cani wants God to secure the
demise of the evildoer. The attitude of Yahweh towards the evildoers is a negative one which
ultimately leads to death (Leslie 1949:343; Eerdmans 1947:588; Cohen 1971:457).

22.4 CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD

Synonyms

~addiq (vI4); yasar (vI4); 'ebyon (v13)

Antonyms

'adam rac (vv2, 12); 'it ~amas (vv2, 5, 12); ra~ac (vv5, 9); ge'im (v6)

Words relating to Yahweh

(a) Over against the cani

c~h (Qal, v13) + din + mispaf (vI3)

(b) Over against the evildoer

mwt (Hif., vII) + ge~al (vII); ksh (Pi., v10)+ c~mal (vlO).
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CHAPTER 23

SEMANTIC FIELD GRAPH: THE DEMARCATION OF Cam ACCORDING TO ITS VARIOUS
SEMANTIC DOMAINS AND THE PROPOSED TRANSLATION EQUIVALENTS THEREOF

Juridical Unprovo- Psycholo- Social Sickness Collective Divine Wisdom
..

Proposed translationPiety
unright- ked physi- gical op- oppression and political punish- equivalents of can1 and
eousness cal attacks pression incurable oppression ment 'ebyon

disease
Pss: 9, 69, (3on1 = oppressed (i.e. by the
72, 82, 109 blatant denial of legal

representation)
'ebyon = legally Ulv'epre-
sewed

Pss: 10,25, .. (an1 = oppressed (i.e. by
35,40,70, physical attacks that ends in
140 death)

'ebyon = unaided (i.e.
without a physical deliverer)

Pss:14, 86 (an1 = tormented (i.e. by
psychological oppression)
'ebyon = destitute (i.e.
someone whose destitution
is caused by enemies)

Ps: 12 (an1 = oppressed (i.e. on a
social level)
'ebyon = unaided (i.e.
someone who receives no
help during his period of
suffering)

Ps: 22 can.1= afflicted (i.e. by
illness and incurable
diseases)
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SEMANTIC FIELD GRAPH: THE DEMARCATION OF Cam ACCORDING TO ITS VARIOUS
SEMANTIC DOMAINS AND THE PROPOSED TRANSLATION EQUIVALENTS THEREOF

Juridical Unprovo- Psycholo- Social Sickness Collective Divine Wisdom Piety Proposed translation
unright- ked physi- gical op- oppression and political punish- equivalents of can1 and
eousness cal attacks pression incurable. oppression ment 'ebycSn

disease
Ps: 74 earn = oppressed (i.e. Israel

suffering political
oppression in a collective
sense)
'ebyon = unaided (i.e.
politically)

Ps: 88 earn - afflicted (i.e. by
Divine chastisement and
punishment)

Pss: 34, 37 earn = oppressed (i.e. a
technical term for a devout
person who suffers at the
hand of evil men)

Pss: 18, 68 ean1= oppressed (i.e. also a
technical term for Israel
who suffers politically at the
hand of a foreign enemy)
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CHAPTER 24

CONCLUSION

24.1 THE NOUN cani AND ITS SEMANTIC DOMAINS IN THE
PSALMS

On account of the aforementioned research in the Psalms, the following semantic domains can be
constructed:

(1) The domain of juridical unrighteousness (pss. 9, 69,72,82, 109).

(2) The domain of unprovoked physical attacks (pss. 10,25,35,40, 70, 140).

(3) The domain of psychological oppression (pss. 14, 86).

(4) The domain of social oppression (Ps. 12).

(5) The domain of sickness (ps. 22).

(6) The domain of collective political oppression (ps. 74).

(7) The domain of divine punishment (ps. 88).

(8) The domain of wisdom stereotypes (pss. 34, 37).

(9) The domain of hymnic stereotypes (Pss. 18,68).

24.2 BROAD CONSTRUCTION OF A SEMANTIC FIELD OF cani IN
THE PSALMS

The best way to give an impression of the semantic field of cani in the Psalms is to present the lexical
data in the form of frequency tables. The frequency tables include all the different categories that have
been treated in the relevant Psalms in the study.

(1) Synonyms.

(2) Antonyms.

(3) Words depicting the relationship between the evildoer and the cani.

(4) Words depicting the relationship between the cani and the evildoer.

(5) Words depicting the relationship between the cani and Yahweh.

. (6) Words depicting the relationship between the evildoer and Yahweh.

(7) Words depicting the relationship between Yahweh and the evildoer.
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TABLE 1

Synonyms of canl in the Psalm

:>ebyon (7)
sadd1Q (6)
diik (3)

I.wS1d (3)

:>aS1r (2)

dal (2)

ya/;1d (2)

yatom (2)
ya,Mr (2)
cebed (2)
Cam (2)
:>emun1m (1)

:>ohab~ yUQcateka (1)

:>~n Cozer (1)

bo!ea/; (1)
darese yhwh (1)
dakke:>@raa/; (1)
l;elkd (1)
/;akam (1)
nabar (1)
naq1 (1)
nisber~ feb (1)

qedosim (1)
tam1m (1)

tor (1)
ras (1)

TABLE 2.

Antonyms of canl in the Psalms

rasaC (8)
:>oyeb (7)
mesan:>e (3)

sorer (3)

sone:>e (3)

rae (3)

:>arye (2)

Roy1m (2)

nabal (2)
>7s1.1amas (1)
>7J laJon (1)
bene nekar (1)
boRedlm (1)
.Re>7m (1)
rem1m (1)
zed (1)
Jo!en(Jy (1)

/;aoese raeatl (1)

/;avyd (1)
kelab1m (1)
lason + seqer (1)
merec1m (1)
mebaqJe napJ1 (1)
caris (1)

Cam (1)

CiqqeJ (1)
cadat mereclm (1)

coJeq (1)
:>adam rac (1)
Case cawld (1)
case rac (1)
Pa/1m (1)
po<cJle :>awen (1)
p1 + raJac (1)
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TABLE J
Words depicting the relationship between

the evildoer and CanT
reJet (3)
Ja~2Qt (2)
mezimm6t (2)
mirm6t (2)
tok (2)
l;ereb (2)
qeJet (2)
>kl (Qal) (1)
>ald (1)
'amal (1)
>awen (1)
>rb (Qal) (1)
ka'as (1)
dlq (Qal) (1)
l;amas (1)

dbr (pi.) + seqer (1)
dbr (pi.) + Jewa' (1)
rdp (Qal) (1)
trp (Qal) (1)
hrJ?(Qal) (1)
n>s (pi.) (1)
I;tp (Qal) (1)
t'b (Hif) (1)
sn> (Qal) (1)
l~zm(Qal) (1)
ryb (Qal) (1)
bqJ (pi.) + nepeJ (1)
8z1(Qal) (1)
.tmn (Qal) + reJet (1)

NONE

TABLE 4
Words depicting the relationship between

the Ciin1 and the evildoer
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TABLE 5
Words depicting the relationship between

the c:til'll and Yahweh

dd (Qal) (3)

yr> (Qal) + Yhwh (2)

b.tIJ(Qal) (2)

ycJ<(Qal) (1)
Iqr> (Qal) (2)

SW" (Pi.) (1)
hll (Pi.) (1)
SCq(Qal) (1)
SmC(Qal) (1)

smIJ (Qal) (1)
IRdl (Pi.) (1)
>nq (Qal) (1)

nb.t (Hif) (1)
rwm + Sem + yhwlz (1)

TABLE 6
Words depicting the relationship between

the evildoer and Yahweh
NONE
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TABLE 7.

Words depicting the relationship between
Yahweh and the Cant

ysC (Hif) (7)

$edeq (2)

csh (Qal) + miSra! (2)

(sh (Qal) + dln (2)

sp.r (Qal) (2)

misRab (2)

magen (2)

t' + (zb (Qal) (1)
zkr (Qal) (1)
t' + Skb (Qal) (1)
qwm (Qal) (1)
11.5'(Qal) (1)
Syt (Qal) + beyeSa( (1)
Imd (Pi.) + h]esed + 'emet (1)

(lIh (Qal) (1)

11$1(Qal) (1)
'or (1)

bzq + mi1Rell (1)

dyn (Qal) (I)

bws (Qal) (1)
nb.t + bel'1t (1)
n!h (H if) + 'ozen (1)
bllll (Qal) (1)
'ab (1)

TABLE 8

Words depicting the relationship between
Yahweh and the evildoer

bws (Qal) (5)

qwm (Qal) (4)

krr (Hif) (3)

m~lh (Qal) (2)

IR(r (Qal) (1)
'bd (Qal) (1)
dd (Qal) + dam (1)

nqm (Qal) (1)
sqp (Hif) (1)

fbr (Qal) (1)
'sm (Qal) (1)
,wb (Qal) (1)

Ibm (Qa/J (1)
S~lq(Qal) (1)

klm (Nif) (1)

ndp (Qal) (1)

'or (1)

SW}? (Nif) + 'a~lor (1)
dk' (pi.) (Qal) (1)
l}'b (Qal) (1)
zkr (Qal) (1)
mwl (Hif) + f!e~IQl (1)
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